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GERMAN LITERATURE.'

There is no country where so much interest is

taken in the literature of Germany as in England, and

there is no country where the literature of England is

80 much appreciated as in Germany. Some of our

modem classics, whether poets or philosophers, are

read by Englishmen with the same attention as their

own ; and the historians, the novel-writers, and the

poets of England have exercised, and continue to exer-

cise, a most powerful and beneficial influence on the

people of Germany. In recent times, the literature of

the two countries has almost grown into one. Lord

Macaulay's History has not only been translated into

German, but reprinted at Leipzig in the original ; and

it is said to have had a larger sale in Germany than

the work of any German historian. Baron Humboldt
and Baron Bunsen address their writings to the Eng-

lish as much as to the German public. The novels of

Dickens and Thackeray are expected with the same

1 This article formed the preface to a collection of extracts published in

1858, under the title of German Classics. The extracts are arranged

chronologically, and extend from the fourth to the nineteenth century.

They are given in the original Gothic, Old High-Genman, and Middle High-
German with translations, while in the more modern portions the difficult

words only are explained in notes. A list of the principal works from

which the extracts are taken will be found at the end of the article, p. 44.

vo^. III. 1



2 GERMAN LITERATURE.

iinpatiejice at Leipzig and Berlin as in London. The
two great German classics, Schiller and Goethe, have

found their most successful biographers in Carljle and

Lewes ; and several works of German scholarship have

met with more attentive and thouo-htful readers in the

colleo-es of Encjland than in the universities of Ger-

many. Goethe's idea of a world-literature has, to a

certain extent, been realized ; and the strong feeling

of sympathy between the best classes in both countries

holds out a hope that, for many years to come, the su-

premacy of the Teutonic race, not only in Europe, but

over all the world, will be maintained in common by

the two champions of political freedom and of the lib-

erty of thought, — Protestant England and Protestant

Germany.

The interest, however, which Englishmen take in

German literature has hitherto been confined almost

exclusively to the literature of the last fifty years, and

verv little is known of those fourteen centuries during

which the German language had been growing up and

gathering strength for the great triumphs which were

achieved by Lessing, Schiller, and Goethe. Nor is

this to be wondered at. The number of people in

England, who take any interest in the early history of

their own literature, is extremely small, and there is

as yet no history of English literature worthy of that

name. It cannot be expected, therefore, that in Eng-

land many people will care to read in the original the

ancient epic poems of the " Nibelunge " or " Gudrun,"

or acquire a grammatical knowledge of the Gothic of

Ulfilas and the Old High-German of Otfried. Gothic,

Old High-German, and Middle High-German are

three distinct languages, each possessing its own gi-am-

mar, each differing from the others and from Modern
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(jerman more materially than the Greek of Homer
differs from the Greek of Demosthenes. Ev^en in Ger-

many these languages are studied only by professional

antiquarians and scholars, and they do not form part

of the general system of instruction in public schools

and universities. The study of Gothic grammar

alone (where we still find a dual in addition to the

singular and plural, and where some tenses of the pas-

sive are still formed, as in Greek and Latin, without

auxiliary verbs), would require as much time as the

study of Greek grammar, though it would not offer

the key to a literature like that of Greece. Old High-

German, again, is as difficult a language to a German

as Ano;lo-Saxon is to an Encrlishman ; and the Middle

High-Gemian of the " Nibelunge," of Wolfram, and

Walther, nav even of Eckhart and Tauler, is more re-

mote from the lancruao-e of Goethe than Chaucer is

from Tennyson.

But, without acquiring a grammatical knowledge of

these ancient languages, there are, I believe, not a few

oeople who wish to know something of the history of

German literature. Nor is this, if properly taught, a

subject of narrow or merely antiquarian interest. The

history of literature reflects and helps us to interpret

the political history of a country. It contains, as it

were, the confession which every generation, before it

passed away, has made to posterity. " Without Liter-

ary History," as Lord Bacon says, "the History of

the World seemeth to be as the Statue of Polyphemus

with his eye out ; that part being wanting which doth

most shew the spirit and life of the person." From

this point of view the historian of literature learns to

value what to the critic would seem unmeaning and

tedious, and he is loath to miss th^ works even of medi-
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ocre poets, wliei-e they throw hglit on the times in

which they lived, and serve to connect the otherwise

disjointed productions of men of the highest genius,

separated, as tliese necessarily are, by long intervals in

the annals of every country.

Although there exists no literature to reward the

student of Gothic, yet every one who cares for the his-

tory of Germany and of German thought should know
something of Ulfilas, the great Bishop of the Goths,

who anticipated the work of Luther by more than a

thousand years, and who, at a time when Greek and

Latin were the only two respectable and orthodox lan-

guages of Europe, dared for the first time to translate

the Bible into the vulgar tongue of Barbarians, as if

foreseeing with a prophetic eye the destiny of these

Teutonic tribes, w^hose language, after Greek and

Latin had died away, was to become the life-spring of

the Gospel over the whole civilized world. He ought

to know something of those early missionaries and mar-

tyrs, most of them sent from Ireland and England to

preach the Gospel in the dark forests of Germany,
— men like St. Gall (died 638), St. Kilian (died 689),

and St. Boniface (died 755), who were not content

with felling the sacred oak-trees and baptizing uncon-

verted multitudes, but founded missionary stations,

and schools, and monasteries ; working hard them-

selves in order to acquire a knowledge of the language

and the character of the people, and drawing up those

curious lists of barbarous words, with their no less bar-

barous equivalents in I^atin, which we still possess,

though copied by a later hand. He ought to know the

gi'adual progress of Christianity and civilization in Ger-

many, previous to the time of Charlemagne ; for we see

from the German translations of the Rules of the Ben
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sdictine monks, of ancient Latin hymns, the Creeds, the

Lord's Prayer, and portions of the New Testament,

that the good sense of the national clergy had led

them to do what Charlemao-ne had afterwards to en-

join by repeated Capitularia.^ It is in the history of

German literature that we learn what Charlemagne

really was. Though claimed as a saint by the Church

of Rome, and styled Empereur Frangais by modern

French historians, Karl was really and truly a Ger-

man king, proud, no doubt, of his Roman subjects, and

of his title of Emperor, and anxious to give to his un-

couth Germans the benefit of Italian and English

teachers, but fondly attached in his heart to his own
mother tongue, to the lays and laws of his fatherland :

feelings displayed in his own attempt to compose a

German grammar, and in his collection of old national

songs, fragments of which may have been preserved to

us in the ballads of Hildebrand and Hadubrand.

After the death of Charlemagne, and under the

reign of the good but weak King Ludvvig, the pros-

pects of a national literature in Germany became dark-

ened. In one instance, indeed, the king was the

patron of a German poet ; for he encouraged the au-

thor of the " Heliand " to write that poem for the ben-

efit of his newly converted countrymen. But he

would hardly have approved of the thoroughly Ger-

man and almost heathen spirit which pervades that

Saxon epic of the New Testament, and he expressed

his disgust at the old German poems which his great

father had taught him in his youth. The seed, how-

ever, which Charlemagne had sown had fallen on

1 " Ut easdam homilias quisque (episcopus) aperte tiansferre studeat in

^usticam romanam lingiiam aut theodiscavi, quo facilius cuucti possint intel-

ligere qua3 dicantur.' — Cone. Tur. can. 17 Wackemagel, Gesckicht4

ier Deutschen LiteratuVy § 26.
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liealtliy soil, and grew up even without the sinishine

of royal favor. The monastery of Fulda, under Hra-

banus Maurus, the pupil of Alcuin, became the semi-

nary of a truly national clergy. Here it was that Ot-

fried, the author of the rhymed '* Gospel-book " was

brought up. In the mean time, the heterogeneous ele-

ments of the Carlovingian Empire broke asunder.

Germany, by losing its French and Italian provinces,

became Germany once more. Ludwig the German
was King of Germany, Hrabanus Maurus Archbishop

of Mayence ; and the spirit of Charlemagne, Alcuin,

and Eginhard was revived at Aachen, Fulda, and

many other places, such as St. Gall, Weissenburg, and

Corvey, where schools were founded on the model of

that of Tours. The translation of the " Harmony of

the Gospels," gives us a specimen of the quiet studies

of those monasteries, whereas the lay on the victory

of Louis III. over the Normans, in 881, reminds us

of the dano;ers that threatened Germany from the

West at the same time that the Huno-arians beo;an

their inroads from the East. The Saxon Emperors

had hard battles to fioht ao;ainst these invaders, and

there were few places in Germany where the peace-

ful pursuits of the monasteries and schools could be

carried on without interruption. St. Gall is the one

bright star in the approaching gloom of the next cen-

turies. Not only was the Bible read, and translated,

and commented upon in German at St. Gall, as for-

merly at Fulda, but Greek and Roman classics were

copied and studied for educational purposes. Notker

Teutonicus is the great representative of that school^

which continued to maintain its reputation for theolog-

ical and classical learnino-, and for a careful cultiva-

tion of the national lano-uage, nearly to the close of
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the eleventh century. At tlie court of the Saxon Em-
perors, though their policy was thoroughly German,

there was little taste for German poetry. The Queen

of Otto I. was a Lombard, the Queen of Otto II. a

Greek lady ; and their influence was not favorable to

the rude poetry of national bards. If some traces of

their work have been preserved to us, we owe it again

to the more national taste of the monks of St. Gall

and Passau, They translate some of the German

epics into Latin verse, such as the poem of the *' Nibe-

lunge," of " Walther of Aquitain,'' and of '' Ruodlieb."

The first is lost; but the other two have been pre-

served and published.^ The stories of the Fox and

the Bear, and the other animals,— a branch of poetry

so peculiar to Germany, and epic rather than didactic

in its origin,— attracted the attention of the monks ;

and it is owino; ao-ain to their Latin translations that

the existence of this curious style of poetry can be

traced back so far as the tenth century.^ As these

poems are written in Latin, they could not find a place

in a German reading-book ; but they, as well as the

unduly suspected Latin plays of the nun Hrosvitha,

throw much lio;ht on the state of German civilization

durino; the tcRth and eleventh centuries.

The eleventh century presents almost an entire

blank in the history of literature. Under the Frank-

ish or Salic dynasty, Germany had either to defend

herself against the inroads of Huno:arian and Slavonic

armies, or it was the battle-field of violent feuds be-

-ween the Emperors and their vassals. The second

naif of that century was filled with the struggles be-

i Lateinische Gedi'chte des X. und XL JahrhundertSy von J. Grimm und

\ Schmeller. Gottingen, 1838.

•i Reinhard Fuchs, von Jacob Grimm. Berlin, 1834. Sendschreiben,

IB Karl Lachmann. Leipzig, 18-iO.
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tween Hemy IV. and Pope Gregoiy VII. Tho
clergy, hitherto the chief support of German litera-

ture, became estranged from the German people ; and

the insecurity of the times was unfavorable to literary

pursuits. Williram's German had lost the classical

correctness of Notker's language, and the " Meri-

garto," and similar works, are written in a hybrid

style, which is neither prose nor poetry. The Old

High-German had become a literary language chiefly

through the efforts of the clergy, and the character of

the whole Old High-German literature is preeminently

clerical. The Crusades put an end to the prepon-

derance of the clerical element in the literature of

Germany. They were, no doubt, the work of the

clergy. By using to the utmost the influence which

they had gradually gained and carefully fomented, the

priests were able to rouse a whole nation to a pitch

of religious enthusiasm never known before oi after.

But the Crusades were the last triumph of the

clergy ; and with their failure the predominant influ-

ence of the clerical element in German society is

checked and extinguished.

From the first beo-innino- of the Crusades the inter-

est of the people was with the knight,— no longer

with the priest. The chivalrous Emperors of the Ho-
henstaufen dynasty formed a new rallying point for all

national sympathies. Their courts, and the castles of

their vassals, offered a new and more genial home to

the poets of Germany than the monasteries of Fulda

and St. Gall. Poetry changed hands. The poets took

their inspirations from real life, though they borrowed

their models from the romantic cycles of Brittany ana

Provence. Middle High-German, the language of the

Swabian court, became the language of poetry. The
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earliest compositions in that language continue for a

while to bear the stamp of the clerical poetry of a for-

mer age. The first Middle High-German poems are

written by a nun ; and the poetical translation of the

Books of Moses, the poem on Anno, Bishop of Cologne,

and the " Chronicle of the Roman Emperors," all con-

tinue to breathe the spirit of cloisters and cathedral

towns. And when a new taste for chivalrous romances

was awakened in Germany ; when the stories of

Arthur and his kniirhts, of Charlemao-ne and his cham-

pions, of Achilles, JEneas, and Alexander, in their

modern dress, were imported by French and Provencal

knights, who, on their way to Jerusalem, came to stay

at the castles of their German allies, the first poets

who ventured to imitate these motley compositions

were priests, not laymen. A few short extracts from

Konrad's '^ Roland " and Lamprecht's " Alexander
"

are sufficient to mark this period of transition. Like

Charlemamie, who had been chano-ed into a leo;endarv

hero by French poets before he became again the sub-

ject of German poetry, another German worthy re-

turned at the same time to his native home, though

but slio;htly changed by his foreio-n travels, '^ Reinhard

the Fox." The influence of Provence and of Flan

ders is seen in every branch of German poetry at that

time ; and yet nothing can be more different than the

same subject, as treated by French and German poets.

The German Minnesanger in particular were far from

being imitators of the Trouveres or Troubadours.

There are a fe^v solitary instances of lyric poems trans-

lated from Provencal into German ;
^ as there is, on the

ither hand, one poem translated from German into

1 Potms of Grave Ruorlolf run Fenis, Her Bf^rnger vwi Horheim ; se«

Dts Minnesangi. Friihling, by Lachinann and Haupt Leipzig, 1857
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Italian,^ early in the thirteenth century. But the

great mass of German lyrics are of purely German
growth. Neither the Romans, nor the lineal descend-

ants of the Romans, the Italians, the Provengals, the

Spaniards, can claim that poetry as their own. It is

Teutonic, purely Teutonic in its heart and soul, though

its utterance, its rhyme and metre, its grace and

imagerv, have been touched by the more genial rays

of the brilliant sun of a more southern sky. The same

applies to the great romantic poems of that period.

The first impulse came from abroad. The subiects

were borrowed from a foreign source, and the earliei

poems, such as Heinrich von Veldecke's "• ^neid,"

might occasionally paraphrase the sentiments of French

poets. But in the works of Hartmann von Aue, Wolf-

ram von Eschenbach, and Gottfried von Strassburg,

we breathe again the pure German air ; and we can-

not but reoret that these men should have taken the

subjects of their poems, with their unpronounceable

names, extravagant conceits, and licentious manners,

from foreign sources, while they had at home their

grand mythology, their heroic traditions, their kings

and saints, which would have been more worthy sub-

jects than Tristan and Isold, Schionatulander and Si-

gune. There were new thoughts stirring in the hearts

and minds of those men of the twelfth and thirteenth

centuries. A hundred years before Dante, the Ger-

man poets had gazed with their eyes wide open into

that infinite reality which underlies our short exist-

ence on earth. To Wolfram, and to many a poet of his

time, the human tragedy of this world presented tlio

same unreal, transitory, and transparent aspect which

we find again in Dante's '' Divine Comedy." Every

1 Poem of tlie Kiirenberger ; see Des Minnesangs Fiiihling, pp. 8

tnd 230.
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thing points to another world. Beauty, love, virtue,

happiness,— everything, in tact, that moves the heart

of the poet,— has a hidden reference to something

higher than this life ; and the highest object of the

highest poetry seems to be to transfer the mind to

those regions where men feel the presence of a Divine

power and a Divine love, and are lost in blissftil adora-

tion. The beginning of the thirteenth century is as

great an era in the history of German literature as the

beo-innino; of the nineteenth. The German mind Avas

completely regenerated. Old words, old thoughts, old

metres, old fashions, were swept away, and a new
spring dawned over Germany. The various branches

of the Teutonic race which, after their inroads into the

seats of Roman civilization, had for a time become sep-

arated, were beginning to assume a national independ-

ence,— when suddenly a new age of migration threat-

ened to set in. The knights of France and Flanders,

of England, Lombardy, and Sicily, left their brilliant

castles. They marched to the East, carrying along

with them the less polished, but equally enthusiastic,

nobility of Germany. From the very first the spirit

of the Roman towns in Italy and Gaul had exercised a

more civilizing influence on the Barbarians who had

crossed the Alps and the Rhine, whereas the Germans

of Germany proper had been left to their own re-

sources, assisted only by the lessons of the Roman
clergy. Now, at the beginning of the Crusades, the

various divisions of the German race met again, but

they met as strangers ; no longer with the impetuosity

of Franks and Goths, but with the polished reserve of

a Godefroy of Bouillon and the chivalrous bearing of a

Frederick Barbarossa. The German Emperors and

n^Wes opened their courts to receive their guests with
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brilliant hospitality. Their festivals, the splendor and

beauty of their tournaments, attracted crowds from

gi'eat distances, and foremost among them poets and

sino-ers. It was at such festivals as Heinrich von

Veldecke describes at Mayence, in 1184, under Fred-

erick I., that French and German poetry were brought

face to face. It was here that high-born German po-

ets learnt from French poets the subjects of their own

romantic compositions. German ladies became the

patrons of German poets ; and the etiquette of French

chivalry was imitated at the castles of German knio-hts.

Poets made bold for the first time to express their own
feelings, their joys and sufferings, and epic poetry had

to share its honors with Ivric sono;s. Not only France

and Germany, but Enorland and Northern Italy were

drawn into this gay society. Henry II. married Elea-

nor of Poitou, and her grace and beauty found elo-

quent admirers in the army of the Crusaders. Their

daughter Mathilde was married to Henry the Lion, of

Saxony, and one of the Provencal poets has celebrated

her loveh'ness. Frenchmen became the tutors of the

sons of the German nobility. French manners,

dresses, dishes, and dances were the fashion every-

where. The poetry which flourished at the castles

was soon adopted by the lower ranks. Travelling

poets and jesters are frequently mentioned, and the

poems of the " Nibelunge " and ^' Gudrun," such as

we now possess them, were composed at that time by

poets who took their subjects, their best thoughts and

expressions, from the people, but imitated the language,

the metre, and the manners of the court poets. The
most famous courts to which the German poets re

sorted, and where they were entertained with gener-

ous hospitality, were the court of Leopold, Duke of
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Austria (1198-1230), and of his son Frederick II. ; of

Hermann, Lando-rave of Thurino-ia, who resided at the

Wartbm-g, near Eisenach (1190-1215) ; of Berthokl,

Duke of Zahringen (1186-1218); and of the Swabian

Emperors in general. At the present day, when not

only the language, but even the thouglits of these

j)oets have become to most of us unintelligible and

strange, we cannot claim for their poetry more than

an historical interest. But if we wish to know the

men who took a leading part in the Crusades, who

fought with the Emperors against the I'ope, or w^ith

the Pope against the Emperors, who lived in magnifi-

cent castles like that of the Wartburg, and founded

cathedrals like that of Cologne (1248), we must read

the poetry which they admired, which they composed

or patronized. The subjects of their Romances cannot

gain our sympathy. They are artificial, unreal, with

little of humanity, and still less of nationality in them.

But the mind of a poet like Wolfram von Eschenbach

rises above all these difficulties. He has thoughts of his

own, truly human, deeply religious, and thoroughly

national ; and there are expressions and comparisons

in his poetry which had never been used before. His

style, however, is lengthy, his descriptions tiresome,

and his characters somewhat vague and unearthly.

As critics, we should have to bestow on Wolfram von

Eschenbach, on Gottfried von Strassburg, even on

Hartman von Aue and Walther von der Vogelweide,

as much of blame as of praise. But as historians, we

cannot value them too highly. If we measure them

with the poets that preceded and those that followed

them, they tower above all like giants. From the deep

marks which they left behind, we discover that they

were men of creative genius, men who had looked at
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life with their own eyes, and were able to expresa

what they had seen and thouoht and felt in a language

which fascinated their contemporaries, and which even

now liolds its charm over all who can bring them-

selves to study their works in the same spirit in which

they read the tragedies of jEschylus, or the " Divina

Commedia " of Dante.

But the hevdav of German chivalry and chivalrous

poetry was of short duration. Toward the end of the

thu'teenth century we begin to feel that the age is no

longer aspiring, and hoping, and growing. The world

assumes a different aspect. Its youth and vigor seem

spent ; and the children of a new generation begin to

be wiser and sadder than their fathers. The Crusades

languish. Their object, like the object of many a

youthful hope, has proved unattainable. The Knights

no lono;er take the Cross "because God wills it;" but

because the Pope commands a Crusade, bargains for

subsidies, and the Emperor cannot decline his com-

mands. Walther von der Vogelweide already is most-

bitter in his attacks on Rome. Walther was the

friend of Frederick II. (1215-50), an Emperor who
reminds us, in several respects, of his namesake of

Prussia. He was a sovereio-n of literary tastes,— him-

self a poet and a philosopher. Harassed by the Pope,

he retaliated most fiercely, and was at last accused of

a design to extirpate the Christian religion. The ban

was published against him, and his own son rose in r^
bclHon. Germany remained faithfid to her Emperor,

and the Emperor was successful against his son. But

he soon died in disappointment and despair. With
him the star of the Swabian dynasty had set, and the

sweet sounds of the Swabian lyre died away with the

last breath of Corradino, the last of the Hohenstaufen,
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on the scaffold at Naples, in 1268. Germany was

breakincr down under heavy burdens. It was visited

by the papal interdict, by famine, by pestilence.

Sometimes there was no Emperor, sometimes there

were two or three. Rebellion could not be kept un-

der, nor could crime be punished. The only law was

the " Law of the Fist." The Church was deeply

demoralized. Who was to listen to romantic poetry ?

There was no lack of poets or of poetry. Rudolf von

Ems, a poet called Der Strieker, and Konrad von

Wiirzburg, all of them living in the middle of the

thirteenth century, were more fertile than Hartmann
von Aue and Gottfried von Strassburg. They com-

plain, however, that no one took notice of them, and

they are evidently conscious themselves of their inferi-

ority. Lyric poetry continued to flourish for a time,

but it degenerated into an unworthy idolatry of ladies,

und affected sentimentality. There is but one branch

of poetrv in which we find a certain oricrinalitv, the

didactic and satiric. The first bemnnincrs of this new
kind of poetry carry us back to the age o^ Walther
von der Vogelweide. Many of his verses are satirical,

political, and didactic ; and it is supposed, on very good

authority, that Walther was the author of an anony-

mous didactic poem, '' Freidank's Bescheidenheit." By
Thomasin von Zerclar, or Tommasino di Circlaria, we
have a metrical composition on manners, the '' Italian

Guest," which likewise beloao-s to the beo-innino- of

the thirteenth century.^ Somevvhat later we meet, in

the works of the Strieker, with thx" broader satire of

the middle classes ; and toward the close of the cen-

1 See an account of the Italian Guest of Thomasin von Zerclaria by Eu-
gene Oswald, in Queene EHznbethe's Achademy, edited by F. J. Furnivall.

London, 1869. This thoughtful essay contains some important informa-

tion on ThomaKrn.
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tury, Hugo von Trimberg, in his '^ Renner," addresses

himself to the lower ranks of German society, and no

longer to princes, knights, and ladies.

How is this to be accounted for ? Poetry was evi-

dently changing hands again. The Crusades had

made the princes and knights the representatives and

leaders of the whole nation ; and durincr the contest

between the imperial and the papal powers, the des-

tinies of Germany were chiefly in the hands of the

hereditary nobility. The literature, which before that

time was entirely clerical, had then become worldly

and chivalrous. But no\v, when the power of the em-

perors began to decline, when the clergy was driven

into taking a decidedly anti-national position, when the

unity of the empire was well-nigh destroyed, and

princes and prelates were asserting their independence

by plunder and by warfare, a new element of society

rose to the surface,— the middle classes,— the burgh-

ers of the free towns of Germany. They were forced

to hold together, in order to protect themselves against

their former protectors. They fortified their cities,-

formed corporations, watched over law and morality,

and founded those powerful leagues, the first of which,

the Hansa, dates from 1241. Poetrv also took refricre

behind the walls of free towns ; and at the fireside of

the worthV citizen had to exchano-e her eav, chiv-

alrous, and romantic strains, for themes more subdued,

practical, and homely. This accounts for such works

as Hugo von Trimberg's " Renner," as well as for the

general character of the poetry of the fourteenth and
fifteenth centuries. Poetry became a trade like any

other. Guilds were formed, consistino; of master-

singers and their apprentices. Heinrich Frauenlob is

called the first Meistersanorer : and durincr the four*
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teenth, the fifteenth, and even the sixteenth centuries,

new guilds or schools sprang up in all the principal

towns of* Germany. After order had been restored

by the first Hapsburg dynasty, the intellectual and lit-

erary activity of Germany retained its centre of grav-

itation in the middle classes. Rudolf von Hapsburg

was not gifted with a poetical nature, and contempora-

neous poets complain of his want of liberality. At-

tempts were made to revive the chivalrous poetry of

the Ciiisades by Huo-o von Montfort and Oswald von

Wolkenstein in the beo-innino; of the fifteenth century,

and again at the end of the same century by the

*' Last of the German Knights," the Emperor Maxi-

milian. But these attempts could not but fail. Tlie

an-e of chivalry was gone, and there was nothins; o-reat

or inspiring in the wars which the Emperors had to

waiie durino; the fourteenth and fifteenth centuries

against their vassals, against the Pope, against the pre-

cursors of the Reformation, the Hussites, and against

the Turks. In Fritsche Closener's '' Chronicle " there

is a description of the citizens of Strassburg defending

themselves against their bishop in 1312 ; in Twinger's

" Chronicle " a picture of the processions of the Flag-

ellants and the religions enthusiasm of that time

(1349). The poem.s of Suchenwirt and Halbsuter

represent the wars of Austria against Switzerland

(1386), and Niclas von Weyl's translation gives us a

ghmx])se into the Council of Constance (1414) and the

Hussite v/ars, which were soon to follow. The poetry

of those two centuries, wliich was written bv and for

the ]»eople, is interesting historically, but, with few

exceptions, without any further worth. The poets

wish to amuse or to instruct their humble patrons, and

they do this, either by giving them the dry bo aes of

VOL. III. 2
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the romantic poetry of former ages, or by telling them

fables and the quaint stories of the " Seven Wise Mas-

ters." What beauty there was in a Meistergesang

may be fairly seen from the poem of Michael Beheim
;

and the Easter play by no means shows the lowest ebb

of good taste in the popular literature of that time.

It might seem, indeed, as if all the high and noble

aspirations of the twelfth and thirteenth centuries had

been lost and foro-otten durino; the fbm^teenth and fif-

teenth. And yet it was not quite so. There was one

class of men on whom the spirit of tnie nobility had

descended, and whose works form a connecting chain

between the great era of the Crusades and the still

greater era of the Reformation. These are the so-

called Mystics,— true Crusaders, true knights of the

Spirit, many of whom sacrificed their lives for the

cause of truth, and who at last conquered from the

hands of the infidels that Holy Sepulchre in which

the true Christian faith had been Ivino; buried for cen-

turies. The name of Mvstics, which has been oiven to

these men, is apt to mislead. Their writings are not

dark or unintelligible, and those who call them so

must find Christianitv itself unintellimble and dark.

There is more broad davlio-ht in Eckhart and Tauler

than in the works of all the Thomists and Scotists.

Eckhart was not a dreamer. He had been a pupil of

Thomas Aquinas, and his own style is sometimes pain-

fully scholastic. But there is a fresh breeze of thouo;ht

in his works, and in the works of his disci] )les. The;y

knew that whenever the problems of man's relation to

God, the creation of the world, the origin of evil, and

the hope of salvation come to be discussed, the sharp-

est edo-e of loo-ical reasoning will turn, and the best

defined terms of metaphysics die away into mere mu-
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wc. Thev knew that tlie hard and narrow categories

of tlie schoolmen do m'eater violence to the hio-hest

truths of religion than the soft, and vague, and vanish-

ino; tones with which thev tried to shadow forth in the

vulgar language of the people the distant objects which

transcend the horizon of human understanding. They
did not handle the truths of Christianity as if they

should or could be proved by the syllogisms of our

human reasonincr. Nevertheless these Mvstics were

hard and honest thinkers, and never played with words

and phrases. Their faith is to them as clear and as

real as sunshine ; and instead of throwing scholastic

dust into the eyes of the people, they boldly told them

to open their eyes and to look at the mysteries all

around them, and to feel the presence of God within

and without, which the priests had veiled by the very

revelation which they had preached. For a true ap-

preciation of the times in which they lived, the works

of these Reformers of the Faith are invaluable. With-

out them we should try in vain to explain how a na-

tion which, to judge from its literature, seemed to have

lost all vigor and virtue, could suddenly rise and dare

the work of a reformation of the Church. With them

we learn how that same nation, after groaning for cen-

turies under the yoke of superstition and hypocrisy,

found in its very prostration the source of an irresisti-

ble strength. The higher clergy contributed hardly

anything to the literature of these two centuries ; and

what thev wrote would better have remained unwritten.

At St. Gall, toward the end of the thirteenth century,

the monks, the successors of Notker, were unable to

sign their names. The Abbot was a nobleman who
composed love-songs, a branch of poetry at all events

out of place in the monastery founded by St. Gall.
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It is only among the lower clergy that we find the

traces of genuine Christian piety and intellectual ac-

tivity, though frequently branded by obese prelates

and obtuse magistrates with the names of mysticism

and heresy. The orders of the Franciscans and Do-

minicans, founded in 1208 and 1215, and intended to

act as clerical- spies and confessors, began to fraternize

in maiiy parts of Germany with the people against the

higher clergy. The people were hungry and thirsty

after religious teaching. They had been systemat-

ically starved, or fed with stones. Part of the Bible

had been translated for the people, but what Ulfilas

was free to do in the fourth centurv, was condemned

by the prelates assembled at the Synod of Trier in

1231. Nor were the sermons of the itinerant friars in

tow^ns and villages always to the taste of bishops and

abbots. We possess collections of these discourses,

preached by Franciscans and Dominicans under the

trees of cemeteries, and from the church-towers of the

villages. Brother Berthold, who died in 1272, was a

Franciscan. He travelled about the country, and was

revered by the poor like a saint and prophet. The
doctrine he preached, though it was the old teaching

of the Apostles, was as new to the peasants who came

to hear him, as it had been to the citizens of Athens

who came to hear St. Paul. The saying of St Chry-

sostom that Christianity had turned many a peasant

into a philosopher, came true again in the time of Eck-

hart and Tauler. Men who called themselves Chris-

tians had been tauglit, and had brought themselves

to believe, that to read the writings of the Apostles

was a deadly sin. Yet In secret they were yearning

after that forbidden Bible. They knew that there

were translations, and though these translations haa
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been condemned by ])opes and synods, the people

could not resist the temptation of reading them. In

1373, we find the first complete version of the Bible

into German, by Matthias of Beheim. Several are

mentioned after this. The new religious fervor that

had been kindled among the inferior clergy, and among
the lower and middle classes of the laity, became

stronger
;

' and, though it sometimes degenerated into

wild fanaticism, the sacred spark was kept in safe

hands by such men as Eckhart (died 1329), Tauler

(died 1361), and the author of the German Theology.

Men like these are sure to conquer ; they are perse-

cuted justly or unjustly ; they suffer and die, and all

they thought and said and did seems for a time to have

been in vain. But suddenlv their work, lono; marked

as dangerous in the smooth current of society, rises

above the surface like the coral reefs in the Pacific,

and it remains for centuries the firm foundation of a

new world of thought and faith. Without the labors

of tliesQ. Reformers of the Faith, the Reformers of the

Church would never have found a whole nation wait-

ing to receive, and ready to support them.

There are two other e stents which prepared the

way of the German Reformers of the sixteenth cen-

turv : the foundation of universities, and the invention

of printing. Their importance is the same in the

literary and in the political history of Germany. The
intellectual and moral character of a nation is formed

in schools and universities ; and those who educate a

people have always been its real masters, though they

may go by a more modest name. Under the Roman
Empire public schools had been supported by the gov-

3rnment, both at Rome and in the chief towns of the

Provinces. We know of their existence in Gaul and
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parts of Germany. With the decline of the centra-

authority, tile sahiries of the grammarians and rhetors

in the Provinces ceased to be paid, and the pagan

gymnasia were succeeded by Christian schools, at-

tached to episcopal sees and monasteries. Whilst the

clergy retained their vigor and efficiency, tlieir schools

were powerful engines for spreading a half clerical and

half classical culture in Germany. During: the Cru-

sades, when ecclesiastical activitv and learnincr de-

clined very rapidly, we hear of French tutors at the

castles of the nobility, and classical learning gave way
to the superficial polish of a chivalrous age. And
when the nobility likewise relapsed into a state of sav-

age barbarism, new schools were wanted, and they

were founded by the towns, the only places where,

during the fourteenth and fifteenth centuries, we see

any evidence of a healthy political life. The first

town schools are mentioned in the beginning of the

fourteenth century, and they were soon followed by

the high schools and universities. The University of

Prague was founded in 1348 ; Vienna, 1366 ; Heidel-

berg, 1386; Erfurt, 1392; Leipzig, 1408; Basle,

146^0
; Tubingen, 1477 ; Mainz, 1482. These uni-

versities are a novel feature in the historv of German
and of European civilization. They are not ecclesias-

tical seminaries, not restricted to any particular class

of society ; they are national institutions, open to the

rich and the poor, to the knight, the clerk, the citizen.

They are real universities of learning : they profess to

teach all branches of knowledge, — theology and law,

medicine and philosophy. They contain the first

practical acknowledgment of the right of every sub-

ject to the highest education, and through it to the

highest offices in Church and State. Neither Greece
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nor Rome had known sucli institutions : neither tht

Church nor the nobility, during the days of their

political supremacy, were sufficiently impressed with

the duty which they owed to the nation at large to

provide such places of liberal education. It was the

nation itself, when forsaken by its clergy and harassed

by its nobility, which called these schools into life
;

and it is in these schools and universities that the great

men who inaugurate the next period of literature —
the champions of political liberty and religious free-

dom— were fostered and formed.

The invention of printing was in itself a reforma-

tion, and its benefits were chiefly felt by the great

masses of the people. The clergy possessed their

libraries, where they might read and study if they

chose ; the castles contained collections of MSS.,

sacred and profane, illuminated with the most exqui-

site taste ; while the citizen, the poor layman, though

he might be able to read and to write, was debarred

fi-om the use of books, and had to satisfy his literary

tastes with the sermons of travellino; Franciscans, or

the songs of blind beggars and peddlers. The art of

printing admitted that large class to the same privi-

leges which had hitherto been enjoyed almost exclu-

siyely by clergy and nobility : it placed in the hands

of the third estate arms UKn-e powerful than the

swords of the khio-hts, and the thunderbolts of the

priests : it was a revolution in the history of literature

more eventful than any in the history of mankind.

Poets and philosophers addressed themselves no longer

to emperors and noblemen, to knights and ladies, but

to the people at large, and especially to the middle

classes, in which henceforth the chief strength of the

iiation resides.
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The years from 1450 to 1500 form a period of prep*

aration for the great struggle that was to inaugurate

the begiuuing of tlie sixteenth century. It was an

age "' rich in scholars, copious in pedants, but poor in

genius, and barren of strong thinkers." One of the

few interesting men in whose life and writings the

history of that preliminary age may be studied, is Se-

bastian Brant, the famous author of the famous " Ship

of Fools."

With the sixteenth century, we enter upon the

modern history and the modern literature of Germany.
We shall here pass on more rapidly, dwelling only on

the men in whose writings the political and social

chano-es of Germany can best be studied.

With Luther, the literary language of Germany be-

came New Hicrh-German. A chancre of lano-uao-e in-

variably betokens a change in the social constitution of

a country. In Germany, at the time of the Reforma-

tion, the change of languao-e marks the rise of a new
aristocracy, which is henceforth to reside in the 'uni-

versities. Literature leaves its former homes. It

speaks no longer the language of the towns. It ad-

dresses itself no longer to a few citizens, nor to im-

perial patrons, such as Maximilian I. It indulges no

longer in moral saws, didactic verses, and prose novels,

nor is it content with mystic philosophy and the secret

outpourings of religious fervor. For a time, though

but for a short time, German literature becomes na-

tional. Poets and writers wish to be heard bevond

tne walls of their monasteries and cities. They speak

to the whole nation ; nav, thev desire to be heard be.

yond the frontiers of their country. Luther and the

Reformers belono-ed to no class, — they belono-ed to

*lie people. The voice of the people, which during
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the precedincr periods of literature could only be heard

like the rolling of distant thunder, had now become

articulate and distinct, and for a time one thought

seemed to unite all classes,— emperors, kings, nobles,

and citizens, clergy and laity, high and low, old and

young. This is a novel sight in tlie history of Ger-

many. We have seen in the first period the gradual

growth of the clergy, fr '/m the time when the first mis-

sionaries were massacred in the marshes of Friesland

to the time when the Emperor stood penitent before

the crates of Canossa. We have seen the rise of the

nobility, from the time when the barbarian chiefs

preferred living outside the walls of cities to the time

when they rivaled the French cavaliers in courtly

bearing and chivalrous bravery Nor were the repre-

sentatives of these two orders, the Pope and the Em-
peror, less powerful at the beginning of the sixteenth

century than tliey had been before. Charles V. was

the most powerful sovereign whom Europe had seen

since the days of Charlemagne, und the papal see had

recovered by diplomatic intrigue much of the influ-

ence which it had lost by moral depravity. Let us

think, then, of these two ancient powers : the Emperor

with his armies, recruited in Austria, Spain, Naples,

Sicily, and Burgundy, and with his treasures brought

from Mexico and Peni ; and the Pope with his armies

nf priests and monks, recruited from all parts of the

(christian world, and armed with the weapons of the

Inquisition and the thunderbolts of excommunication:

iet us think of their former victories, their confi-

dence in their own strength, their belief in their

divine right : and let us then turn our eyes to the

small Universitv of Wittenberor, and into the bleak

study of a poor Augustine monk, and see that monk
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step out of his stiidv with no weapon in his hand but the

Bible, — witli no armies and no treasures,— and yet

defying with his clear and manly voice both Pope and

Emperor, both clergy and nobility : there is no grander

sight in history ; and the longer we allow our eyes to

dwell on it, the more we feel that history is not without

God, and that at every decisive battle the divine right

of truth asserts its supremacy over the divine right of

Popes and Emperors, and overthrows with one breath

both empires and hierarchies. We call the Reformation

the work of Luther ; but Luther stood not alone, and

no really great man ever stood alone. The secret of

their greatness lies in their understanding the spirit of

the age in which they live, and in giving expression

with the full power of faith and conviction to the secret

thoughts of millions. Luther was but lending words

to the silent soul of suifering Germany, and no one

should call himself a Protestant who is not a Lutheran

with Luther at the Diet of Worms, and able to sav

with him in the face of princes and prelates, " Here I

stand ; I can do otherwise ; God help me : Amen."
As the Emperor was the representative of the nobil-

ity, as the Pope was the representative of the clergy,

Luther was the head and leader of the people, which

i-hrough him and through his fellow-workers claimed

now, for the first time, an equality with the two old

estates of the realm. If this national strugorle took at

first an aspect chiefly religious, it was because the Ger-

man nation had fi'eedom of thouo-ht and of belief more
at heart than political freedom. But political rights

also were soon demanded, and demanded with such

violence, that during his own life-time Luthir had to

repress the excesses of enthusiastic theorists and of a

violent peasantry. Luther's great iufluence on the lit*
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erature of Germany, and the gradual adoption of his

dialect as the literarv lancruao-e, were owino- in a ffreat

measure to this, that whatever there was of literature

durinor the sixteenth century, was chiefly in the hands

of one class of men. After the Reformation, nearly

all eminent men in Germany— poets, philosophers,

and historians— belonged to the Protestant party, and

resided chiefly in the universities.

The universities were what the monasteries had

been under Charlemao-ne, the castles under Frederick

Barbarossa, — the centres of s^avitation for the intel-

lectual and political life of the country. The true no-

bility of Germany was no longer to be found among

the priests, — Alcuin, Hrabanus Maurus, Notker Teu-

tonicus : nor amono; the knisrhts, — Walther von der

Vogelweide, Wolfram von Eschenbach, and their pat-

rons, Frederick II., Hermann von Thiiringen, and

Leopold of Austria. The intellectual sceptre of Ger-

many was wielded by a new nobility, — a nobility that

had risen from the ranks, like the priests and the

knights, but which, for a time at least, kept itself from

becoming a caste, and from cutting away those roots

throug-h which it imbibed its vigor and sustained its

strength. It had its castles in the universities, its

tournaments in the diets of Worms and Augsburg,

and it counted among its members, dukes and peas-

ants, divines and soldiers, lawyers and artists. This

was not, indeed, an hereditary nobility, but on that

very ground it is a nobility which can never become

extinct. The danger, however, which threatens all

aristocracies, whether martial, clerical, or municipal,

was not averted from the intellectual aristocracy of

Germany. The rising spirit of caste deprived the sec-

ond generation of that power which men like Luther
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had gained at the beginning of the Reformation. The

moral influence of the universities in Germany was

great, and it is great at the present day. But it would

have been greater and more beneficial if the conceit

of caste had not separated the leaders of the nation

from the ranks whence they themselves had arisen,

and to which alone they owed their position and their

influence. It was the same with the priests, who

would rather form a hierarchy than be merged in the

laity. It was the same with the knights, who would

rather form a select society than live among the gen-

try. Both cut away the ground under their feet ; and

the Reformers of the sixteenth century fell into the

same snare before they were aware of it. We wonder

at the eccentricities of the priesthood, at the conceit of

the hereditary nobility, at the affectation of majestic

stateliness inherent in royalty. But the pedantic dis-

play of learning, the disregard of the real wants of the

people, the contempt of all knowledge which does not

wear the academic garb, show the same foible, the

same conceit, the same spirit of caste among those who,

from the sixteenth century to the present day, have

occupied the most prominent rank in the society of

Germany. Professorial knight-errantry still waits for

its Cervantes. Nowhere have the objects of learning

been so completely sacrificed to the means of learning,

nowhere has that Dulcinea,— knowledge for its own

sake, — with her dark veil and her barren heart, num-

bered so many admirers ; nowhere have so many
windmills been fought, and so many real enemies been

eft unhurt, as in Germany, particularly during the

;ast two centuries. New universities have been

founded : Marburg, in 1527 ; Konigsberg, in 1547

Jena, in 1558 ; Helmsttidt, in 1575 ; Giessen, in 1607
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And the more the number and the power of the pro-

Fessors increased, the more they forgot that they and

then' learning, their universities and their libraries,

were for the benefit of the people ; that a professor

might be very learned, and very accurate, and very

laborious, yet worse than useless as a member of our

toiling society. It was considered more learned and

respectable to teach in Latin, and all lectures at the

universities were o-iven in that lano-uao-e. Luther

was sneered at because of his little German tracts

which " any village clerk might have written." Some
of the best poets in the sixteenth century were men
such as Eoban Hessius (1540), who composed their

poetry in Latin. National poems, for instance, Brant's

*' Ship of Fools," were translated into Latin in order

to induce the German professors to read them. The
learned doctors were ashamed of their honest native

names. Schwarzerd must needs call himself Me-
lancthon ; Meissel Celtes, Schnitter Agricola ; Hauss-

chein, (Ecolampadius ! All this might look very

learned, and professorial, and imposing ; but it sepa-

rated the professors from the people at large ; it retarded

the progress of national education, and blighted the

prospects of a national policy in Germany. Everything

promised well at the time of the Reformation ; and a

new Germanv might have risen before a new France,

if, like Luther, the leaders of the nation had remained

true to their calling. But when to speak Latin was

considered more learned than to speak German, when
to amass vast information was considered more credita-

ale tlian to digest and to use it, when popularity be-

came the same bugbear to the professors which profan-

\y had been to the clergy, and vulgarity to the

knights, Luther's work was undone ; and two more
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centuries had to be spent in pedantic controversies,

theological disputes, sectarian squabbles, and political

prostration, before a new national spirit could rise

again in men like Lessing, and Schiller, and Fichte,

and Stein. Ambitious princes and quarrelsome divines

continued the rulers of Gernianv, and, towards the end

of the sixteenth century, everything seemed drifting

back into the Middle Ages. Then came the Thirty

Years' War, a most disastrous war for Germany,

which is felt in its results to the present day. If, as a

civil and religious contest, it had been fought out be-

tween the two parties, — the Protestants and Roman
Catholics of Germany,— it would have left, as in Eng-

land, one side victorious ; it would have been brought

to an end before both were utterlv exhausted. But the

Protestants, weakened by their own dissensions, had

to call in foreign aid. First Denmark, then Sweden,

poured their armies into Germany, and even France

— Roman Catholic France— gave her support to Gus-

tavus Adolphus and the Protestant cause. England,

the true ally of Germany, was too weak at home to

make her influence felt abroad. At the close of the war,

the Protestants received indeed the same rights as the

Roman Catholics ; but the nation was so completely de-

moralized that it hardly cared for the liberties guaran-

teed by the treaty of Westphalia. The physical and

moral vigor of the nation was broken. The population

of Germany is said to have been reduced by one half.

Thousands of villao-es and towns had been burnt to the

ground. The schools, the churches, the universities,

were deserted. A whole generation had grown up

during the war^ particularly among the lower classes,

with no education at all. The merchants of Germany,
who formerly, as ^neas Sylvius said, lived more hand-
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Bomely than the Kings of Scotland, were reduced to

small traders. The Hansa was broken up. Holland,

England, and Sweden had taken the wind out of her

sails. In the Eastern provinces, commerce was sus-

pended by the inroads of the Turks ; whilst the dis-

covery of America, and of the new passage to the East

Indies, had reduced the importance of the mercantile

navy of Germany and Italy in the Mediterranean.

Where there was any national feeling left, it was a

feeling of shame and despair, and the Em[)eror and the

small princes of Germany might have governed even

more selfishly than they did, without rousing opposi-

tion among the people.

What can we expect of the literature of such

times ? Popular poetry preserved some of its inde-

structible charms. The Meistersanger went on com-

posing according to the rules of their guilds, but we
look in vain for the raciness and honest simplicity of

Hans Sachs. Some of the professors wrote plays in

the style of Terence, or after English models, and

fables became fashionable in the style of Pha^drus.

But there was no trace anywhere of originality, truth,

taste, or feeling, except in that branch which, like the

palm-tree, thrives best in the desert, — sacred poetry.

Paul Gerhard is still without an equal as a poet of

sacred songs ; and many of the best hymns which are

heard in the Protestant churches of Germany date

from the seventeenth century. Soon, however, this

class of poetry also degenerated on one side into dry

theological phraseology, on the other into sentimental

and almost erotic affectation.

There was no hope of a • regeneration in German
literature, unless either great political and social

events should rouse the national mind from its Ian-
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guor, or the classical models of pure taste and true ai*t

should be studied again in a different spirit from that

of professorial pedantry. Now, after the Thirty-

Years' War, there was no war in Germany in which

fche nation took any warm interest. The policy pur-

sued in France durino; the lono; reicrn of Louis XIV.
(1643-1708) had its chief aim in weakening the

house of Hapsburg. When tlie Protestants would

no longer fight his battles, Louis roused the Turks.

Vienna was nearly taken, and Austria owed its deliv-

ery to Johann Sobiesky. By the treaty of Ryswick

(1697), all the country on the left side of the Rhine

was ceded to France, and German soldiers fought

under the banners of the Great Monarch. The only

German prince who dared to u])hold the honor of the

empire, and to withstand the encroachments of Louis,

was Frederick William, the great Elector of Prussia

(1670-88). He checked the arrogance of the Swed-

ish court, opened his towns to French Protestant ref-

ugees, and raised the house of Brandenburg to a Eu-

ropean importance. In the same year in which his

successor, Frederick III., assumed the royal title as

Frederick I., the King of Spain, Charles L, died; and

Louis XIV., whilst trying to add the Spanish crown

to his monarchy, was at last checked in his ffrasnino

policy by an alliance between England and Germany.

Prince Eugene and Marlborough restored the peace

and the political equilibrium of Europe. In England,

the different parties in Parliament, the frequenters of

the clubs and coffee-houses, were then watching every

move on the political chess-board of Europe, and criti-

cising the victories of their generals and the treaties

of their ambassadors. In Germany, the nation took

but a passive part. It was excluded from all rea*
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share in the great questions of the day ; and, if it

showed any sympathies, they were confined to the

simple admiration of a great general, such as Prince

Euo-ene.

While the policy of Louis XIV. was undermining

the political independence of Germany, the literaturt-

of his court exercised an influence hardlv less detri-

mental on the literature of Germany. No doubt, the

literature of France stood far higher at that time than

that of Germany. " Poet " was amongst us a term

of abuse, while in France the Great Monarch himself

did homage to his great poets. But the professorial

poets who had failed to learn the lessons of good taste

from the Greek and Roman classics, were not likely

to profit by an imitation of the spurious classicality of

French literature. They heard the great stars of the

court of Louis XIV. praised by their royal and

princely patrons, as they returned from their travels in

France and Italy, full of admiration for everything

that was not German. They were delighted to hear

that in France, in Holland, and in Italy, it was re-

spectable to write poetry in the modern vernacular,

and set to work in good earnest. After the model

of the literary academies in Italy, academies were

founded at the small courts of Germany. Men like

Opitz would hardly have thought it dignified to write

verses in their native tongue had it not been for the

moral support which they received from these acade-

mies and their princely patrons. His first poems were

tvritten in Latin, but he afterwards devoted himself

completely to German poetry. He became a member
of the " Order of the Palm-tree," and the. founder of

what is called the Fir^t Silesian iS'chool. Opitz is the

true representative of the classical poetry of +lie

VOL. in. 3
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seventeenth century. He was a scholar and a gentle-

man ; most correct in his language and versification •

never venturing on ground that had not been trodden

before by some classical poet, whether of Greece,

Rome, France, Holland, or Italy. In him we also

see the first traces of that baneful alliance between

princes and poets which has deprived the German na-

tion of so many of her best sons. But the charge of

mean motives has been unjustly brought against Opitz

by many historians. Poets require an audience, and

at his time there was no class of people wilHng to lis

ten to poetry, except the inmates of the small Ger-

man courts. After the Thirty Years' War the power

of these princes was greater than ever. They di-

vided the spoil, and there was neither a nobility, nor

a clergy, nor a national party to control or resist them.

In England, the royal power had, at that time, been

brought back to its proper limits, and it has thus been

able to hold ever since, with but short interruptions,

its dignified position, supported by the self-respect of

a free and powerful nation. In France it assumed the

most enormous proportions during the long reign of

Louis XIV., but its appalling rise was followed, after

a century, by a fall equally appalling, and it has not

yet regained its proper position in the political system

of that country. In Germany the royal power was

less imposing, its prerogatives being divided between

the Emperor and a number of small but almost inde-

pendent vassals, remnants of that feudal system of the

Middle A2:es which in France and Encrland had been

absorbed by the rise of national monarchies. These

small principalities explain the weakness of Germany
in her relation with foreign powers, and the instability

i»f her political constitution. Continental wars gave
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an excuse for keeping up large standing armies, and

tliese standinix armies stood between the nation and

her sovereigns, and made any moral pressure of the

one upon the otlier impossible. The third estate

could never gain that share in the government wdiich

it had obtained, by its united action, in other coun-

tries ; and no form of government can be stable which

is deprived of the support and the active coopera-

tion of the middle classes. Constitutions have been

granted bv enlightened sovereigns, such as Joseph II.

and Frederick William IV., and barricades have been

raised by the people at Vienna and at Berlin ; but

both have failed to restore the political health of the

country. There is no longer a German nobility in

the usual sense of the word. Its vigor was exhausted

when the powerful vassals of the empire became pow-

erless sovereigns with the titles of kino; or duke, while

what remained of the landed nobility became more

reduced with every generation, owing to the absence

of the system of primogeniture. There is no longer

a clergy as a powerful body in the state. This was

broken up at the time of the Reformation ; and it

hardly had time to recover and to constitute itself on

a new basis, when the Thirty Years' War deprived it

of all social influence, and left it no alternative but to

become a salaried class of servants of the crown. No
third estate exists powerful enough to defend the in-

terests of the commonwealth against the encroach-

ments of the sovereign ; and public opinion, though it

.nay pronounce itself within certain limits, has no

means of legal opposition, and must choose, at every

critical moment, between submission to the royal will

knd rebellion.

Thus, during the whole modern history of Ger
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many, the political and intellectual supremacy is di-

vided. The former is monopolized by the sovereigns,

the latter belongs to a small class of learned men.

These two soon begin to attract each other. The
kings seek the society, the advice, and support of liter-

ary men ; whilst literary men court the patronage of

kings, and acquire powerful influence by governing

those who govern the people. From the time of

Opitz there have been few men of eminence in litera-

ture or science who have not been drawn toward one

of the larger or smaller courts of Germany; and the

whole of our modern literature bears the marks of

this union between princes ar i poets. It has been

said that the existence of these numerous centres of

civilization has proved beneficial to the growth of lit-

erature ; and it has be<'n pointed out that some of the

smallest courts, such as Weimar, have raised the ,

greatest men in poetry and science. Goethe himself

gives expression to this opinion. " What has made

Germany great," he says, " but the culture which is

spread through the whole country in such a marvel-

ous manner, and pervades equally all parts of the

realm ? And this culture, does it not emanate from

the numerous courts which grant it support and pat-

ronage ? Suppose we had had in Germany for centu-

ries but two capitals, Vienna and Berlin, or but one

;

I should like to know how it would have fared with

German civilization, or even with that o-eneral well-

beino; which o-oes hand in hand with true ci\alization."

In these words we hear Goethe, the minister of the

petty court of Weimar, not the great poet of a great

nation. Has France had more than one capital ? Has
England had more than one court ? Great men have

risen to eminence in great monarchies bke Franc :^, ana
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they have risen to eminence in a great commonwealth

Buch as England, without the patronage of courts, b;y

the support, the sympathy, the love of a great nation.

Truly national poetry exists only where there is a

truly national life ; and the poet who, in creating his

works, thinks of a whole nation which will listen to

him and be proud of him, is inspired by a nobler pas-

sion than he who looks to his royal master, or the ap-

plause even of the most refined audience of the dames

de la coiir. In a free country, the sovereign is the

highest and most honored representative of the na-

tional will, and he honors himself by honoring those

who have well deserved of his country. There a poet

laureate may hold an independent and dignified posi-

tion, conscious of his own worth, and of the support

of the nation. But in despotic countries, the favor even

of the most enlio-htened sovereign is dangerous. Ger-

manv never had a more enlio-htened kinij than Fred-

erick the Great ; and yet, when he speaks of the

Queen receiving Leibnitz at court, he says, " She be-

lieved that it was not unworthy of a queen to show

honor to a philosopher ; and as those who have re-

ceived from heaven a privileged soul rise to the level

of sovereigns, she admitted Leibnitz into her familiar

society."

The seventeenth century saw the rise and fall of the

first and the second Silesian schools. The first is repre-

sented by men like Opitz and Weckherlin, and it exer-

cised an influence in the North of Germany on Simon
Dach, Paul Flemming, and a number of less gifted

poets, who are generally known by the name of the

Konigsherg School. Its character is pseudo-classical.

All these poets endeavored to write correctly, sedately,

a.nd eloquently. Some of them aimed at a certain
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simplicity and sincerity, which we admire particularly

in Flemmino-. But it would be difficult to find in all

their writings one single thouglit, one single expres-

sion, that had not been used before. The second Sile-

sian school is more ambitious ; but its poetic flights

are more disappointing even than the honest prose of

Opitz. The " Shepherds of the Pegnitz " had tried to

imitate the brilliant diction of the Italian poets ; but

the modern Meistersanger of the old town of Ntirn-

bero; had produced nothino; but wordv iino-le. Hoff-

mannswaldau and Lohenstein, the chief heroes of the

second Silesian school, followed in their track, and

did not succeed better. Their compositions are bom-

bastic and fall of metaphors. It is a poetry of adjec-

tives, without substance, truth, or taste. Yet their

poetry was admired, praised not less than Goethe and

Schiller were praised by their contemporaries, and it

lived beyond the seventeenth century. There were

but few men during that time who kept aloof from the

spirit of these two Silesian schools, and were not in-

fluenced by either Opitz or Hoffmannswaldau. Among
these independent poets we have to mention Friedrich

von Logau, Andreas Gryphius, and Moscherosch.

Beside these, there were some prose writers whose

works are not exactlv works of art, but works of orim-

nal thought, and of great importance to us in tracing

the progress of science and literature during the drear-

iest period of German history. We can only mention

the " Simplicissimus," a novel full of clever miniature

drawing, and giving a truthful picture of German life

during the Thirty Years' War; the patriotic writings

of Professor Schupp ; the historical works of Profes-

sor Pufendorf (1631-94) ; the pietistic sermons of

Spener, and of Professor Franke (1668-1727), the
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founder of the Orphan School at Halle ; Professoi

Arnold's (1666-1714) Ecclesiastical History; the

first political pamphlets by Professor Thomasius (1655-

1728) ; and among philosophers, Jacob Bohme at the

beo-innino;, and Leibnitz at the end of the seventeenth

century.

The second Silesian school was defeated by Gott-

sched, professor at Leipzig. He exercised, at the be-

ginning of the eighteenth century, the same dictator-

ship as a poet and a critic which Opitz had exercised

at the beo;innincr of the seventeenth. Gottsched was

the advocate of French models in art and poetry, and

he used his wide-spread influence in recommending

the correct and so-called classical style of the poets

of the time. After havino; rendered good service in

putting down the senseless extravagance of the school

of Lohenstein, he became himself a pedantic and ar-

rogant critic ; and it was through the opposition

which he roused by his " Gallomania " that German
poetry was delivered at last from the trammels of that

foreign school. Then followed a long literary warfare

;

Gottsched and his followers at Leipzig defended the

French, Bodmer and his friends in Switzerland the

Eno-lish stvle of literature. The former insisted on

classical form and traditional rules ; the latter on natu-

ral sentiment and spontaneous expression. The ques-

tion was, whether poets should imitate the works of

the classics, or imitate the classics who had become

classics by imitating nobody. A German professor

wields an immense power by means of his journals.

Me is the editor ; he writes in them himself, and allows

others to write ; he praises his friends, who are to laud

nim in turn ; he patronizes his pupils, who are to call

him master; he abuses his adversai'ies, and asks his
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allies to do the same. It was in this that Professor

Gottsched triumphed for a long time over Bodmer ana

his party, till at last public opinion became too strong,

and the dictator died the lauo-hincr-stock of Germanv.

It was in the very thick of this literary struggle that

the great heroes of German poetry grew up, — Klop-

stock, Lessing, Wieland, Herder, Goethe, and Schiller.

Goethe, who knew both Gottsched and Bodmer, has

described that period of fermentation and transition in

which his own mind was formed, and his extracts may
be read as a commentary on the poetical productions

of the first half of the eighteenth century. He does

justice to Giinther, and more than justice to Liscow.

He shows the influence which men like Brockes,

Hagedorn, and Haller exercised in making poetry re-

spectable. He points out the new national life which,

like an electric spark, flew through the whole country

when Frederick the Great said, " J'aijete le bonnet par-

dessus les moulins;^^ and defied, like a man, the polit-

ical popery of Austria. The estimate which Goethe

forms of the poets of the time, of Gleim and Uz, of

Gessner and Rabener, and more especially of Klopstock,

Lessing, and Wieland, should be read in the original,

as likewise Herder's " Rhapsody on Shakspeare." The
latter contains the key to many of the secrets of that

new period of literature, which was inaugurated by

Goethe himself and by those who like him could dare

to be classical by being true to nature and to them-

selves.

My object in taking this rapid survey of German
literature has been to show that the extracts which I

have collected in my '' German Classics " have not

been chosen at random, and that, if properly used

they can be read as a running commentary on the po
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litical and social history of Germany. The history of

literature is but an applied history of civilization. As

in the history of civilization we watch the play of the

three constituent classes of society,— clergy, nobility,

and commoners,— we can see, in the history of litera-

ture, how that class which is supreme politically shows

for the time being its supremacy in the literary pr<j-

ductions of the age, and impresses its mark on the

works of poets and philosophers.

Speaking very generally, we might say that, during

the first period of German history, the really moving,

civilizing, and ruling class was the clergy ; and in the

whole of German literature, nearly to the time of the

Crusades, the clerical element predominates. The

second period is marked by the Crusades, and the tri-

umph of Teutonic and Romantic chivalry, and the lit-

erature of that period is of a strictly correspondent

tone. After the Crusades, and during the political

anarchy that followed, the sole principle of order and

progress is found in the towns, and in the towns the

poetry of the fourteenth and fifteenth centuries finds

its new home. At last, at the time of the Reforma-

tion, when the political life of the country assumed for

a time a national character, German literature also is

for a short time national. The hopes, however, which

had been raised of a national policy and of a national

literature were soon blighted, and, from the Thirty

Years' War to the present day, the inheritance of the

nation has been divided between princes and profes-

sors. There have been moments when the princes had

to appeal to the nation at large, and to forget for a

while their royal pretensions ; and these times of na-

tional enthusiam, as during the wars of Frederick the

Grreat, and during the wars against Napoleon, have not
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failed to tell oii the literature of Germany. They pi'o-

duced a national spirit, free from professorial narrow-

ness, such as we find in the writings of Lessing and

Fichte. But with the exception of these short lucid

intervals, Germany has always been under the abso-

lute despotism of a number of small sovereigns and

great professors, and her literature has been through-

out in the hands of court poets and academic critics.

Klopstock, Lessing, and Schiller are most free from

either influence, and most impressed with the duties

which a poet owes, before all, to the nation to which

he belongs. Klopstock's national enthusiasm borders

sometimes on the fantastic ; for, as his own times could

not inspire him, he borrowed the themes of his na-

tional panegyrics from the distant past of Arminius

and the German bards. Lessing looked more to his

own age, but he looked in vain for national heroes.

" Pity the extraordinary man," says Goethe, " who
had to live in such miserable times, which offered him

no better subjects than those which he takes for his

works. Pity him, that in his ' Minna von Barnhelm,'

he had to take part in the quarrel between the Sax-

ons and the Prussians, because he found nothino; bet-

ter. It was owing to the rottenness of his time that

he always took, and was forced to take, a polemical

position. In his ' Emilia Galotti,' he shows his pique

against the princes ; in ' Nathan,' against the priests."

But, although the subjects of these works of Lessing

were small, his object in writing was always great and

national. He never condescended to amuse a provin-

cial court by masquerades and comedies, nor did he

degrade his genius by pandering, like Wieland, to the

taste of a profligate nobility. Schiller, again, was a

poet truly national and truly liberal ; and although a
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man of aspirations rather than of actions, he has left a

deeper Impress on the kernel of the nation than either

Wieland or Goethe. These considerations, however,

must not interfere with our appreciation of the great-

ness of Goethe. On the contrary, when we see the

small sphere in which he moved at Weimar, we ad-

mire the more the height to which he grew, and the

freedom of his genius. And it is, perhaps, owing to

this very absence of a strongly marked national feeling,

that in Germany the first idea of a world-literature

was conceived. *' National literature," Goethe says,

" is of little importance : the age of a world-literature

is at hand, and every one ought to work in order to

accelerate this new era." Perhaps Goethe felt that

the true poet belonged to the whole of mankind, and

that he must be intelligible beyond the frontiers of his

own country. And, from this point of view, his idea

of a world-literature has been realized, and his own
works have gained their place side by side with the

works of Homer, Virgil, Dante, and Shakespeare.

But, so lono; as there are different lancruao-es and dif-

ferent nations, let each poet think and work and write

for his own people, without caring for the applause of

other countries. Science and philosophy are cosmo-

politan
;
poetry and art are national : and those who

would deprive the Muses of their home-sprung char-

acter, would deprive them of much of their native

charms.
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UST OF EXTRACTS FOR ILLUSTRATING THE HISTORY OF
GERMAN LITERATURE.

Fourth Century after Christ.

Gothic :—
Ulfilas, Translation of the Bible ; the Lord's Prayer.

Seventh Century.

Old High-German :—
Vocabulary of St. Gall.

Eighth Century.

Old High-German : —
Interlinear Translation of the Benedictine Rules.

Translation of the Gospel of St. Matthew.

Exhortation addressed to the Christian Laity.

Literal Translations of the Hymns of the Old Church :
—

1. Deus qui cordi lumen es.

2. Aurora lucis rutilat.

3. Te Deum laudamus.

The Song of Hildebrand and his son Hadubrand,— in

alliterative metre.

The Prayer from the Monastery of Wessobrun,— in alliter-

ative metre.

The Apostolic Creed.

Ninth Century.

Old High-German : —
From Einhard's Life of Charlemagne,— the German names

of the Months and the Winds fixed by the Em-
peror.

Muspilli, or on the Last Judgment, — alliterative poem.

The Oaths of Lewis the German and Charles the Bald,

and their armies at Strassburg, 842, in Old

Prankish and Old French ; from the History of

Nithard, the g-randson of Charlemagne.

The HeUand, or the Saviour,— old Saxon poem, in allit-

erative metre.

The E^'ist, or the Gospel-book, — poem in rhyme by Ot-

fried, the pupil of Hrabanus Maurus, dedicated

to Lewis the Gkirman.
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Old High-German (continued) :
—

Translation of a Harmony of the Gospels.

Lay on St. Peter.

Song on the Victory gained by King Lewis HI. at Sau-

court, in 881, over the Normans.

Tenth Century.

Old High-German :—
Notker Teutonicus of St. Gall,—

1. Translation of the Psalms.

2. Treatise on Syllogisms.

2. Translation of Aristotle.

4. Translation of Boethius de Consolatione.

Eleventh Century.

Old High-German : —
Willirara's Explanation of the Song of Solomon.

Merigarto, or the Earth,— fragment of a geographical poem.

Twelfth Century.

Middle High-German : —
The Life of Jesus, — poem by the Nun Ava.

Poetical Translation of the Books of Moses.

Historical Poem on Anno, Bishop of Cologne.

Poetical Chronicle of the Roman Emperors.

Nortperti Tractatus de Virtutibus, translated.

The poem of Roland, by Konrad the Priest.

The poem of Alexander, by Lamprecht the Priest.

Poem of Reinhart the Fox.

Dietmar von Aist, — lyrics.

The Spervogel,— lyrics.

The Kiirenberger,— lyrics.

The Eneid, by Heinrich von Veldecke.

Thirteenth Century.

Middle High-German :—
Hartmann von Aue ; extracts from his " Iwein,"— a heroic

poem.

The Old Reinmar,— lyrics.

Walther von der Vogelweide,— lyrics.

Freidank's Bescheidenheit,— didactic poem.
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Middle High-German (continued) :

Wolfram von Eschenbach,

—

1. Extracts from his "Parcival."— a heroic poem.

2. Extracts tr-om his " Titurel," — a heroic poem.

Gottfried von Strassburg ;
extracts from his " Tristan,"—

a heroic poem.

The poem of the " Nibelunge,"— epic poem.

Thomasin von Zerclar ;
extracts from his poem on man

ners, called " The Italian Guest."

Neidhart von Reuenthal,— lyrics.

Otto von Botenlaube, — lyrics.

Gudrun,— epic poem.

The Strieker,— extract from his satirical poem, "Amis the

Priest."

Rudolf von Ems, — extract from his " Wilhelm von Or-

leans."

Christian von Hamle,— IjtIcs.

Gottfried von Neifen,— lyrics.

Ulrich von Liclitenstein,— lyrics.

Sermon of Friar Berthold of Regensburg.
Reinmar von Zweter,— lyrics.

Master Stolle,— satire.

The JVlarner,— lyrics.

Master Konrad of Wiirzburg,—
1. Poem.

2. Extract from the Trojan War.
Anonymous poet,— extract from the life of St. Elizabeth.

Herman der Damen.
Anonymous poet,— extract from the " Wartburg Krieg."

Marcgrave Otto von Brandenburg,— lyrics.

Heinrich, Duke of Breslau, — lyrics.

Hugo von Trimberg, — extract from the " Renner."

Fourteenth Century.

iliddie High-German: —
Heinrich Frauenlob,— lyrics.

Master Johann Hadlaub, — l}^Tics.

The Great Rosegarden,— popular epic poem.
Master Eckhart,— homily.

Hermann von Fritzlar,— lii'e of St. Elizabeth.

Dr. Johann Tauler,— sermon.

Heinrich Suso.
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Middle High-German (continued) :
—

Heinrich der Teichner, — fable.

Peter SuchenwLrt,— on the death of Leopold, Duke of

Austria, 1386.

. Halbsuter's poem on the Battle of Sempach, 1386.

Fritsche Closener's Strassburg Chronicle.

Jacob Twinger's Chronicle,— on the Flagellants.

Fifteenth Century.

Middle High- German : —
Hugo von Montfort, — IjTics.

Oswald von Wolkensteiu,— lyrics.

Muscatbliit,— lyrics.

Hans von Buhel's Life of Diocletian, or The Seven Wise

Masters.

Popular Songs.

Sacred Sono-s,

The Soul's Comfort,— didactic prose.

^Michael Beheim,— Meistergesang*

An Easter Mystery.

Popular Rhymes.

Caspar von der Roen's Heldenbuch,— Hildebrand and

his Son.

Niclas von Weyl's Translations, — Hieronymus at the

Council of Constance.

Veit Weber's poem on the Victory of Murten, 1476.

Heinrich Steinhowel's Fables.

Sebastian Brant's " Ship of Fools."

Johann Geiler von Kaisersberg,— sermon.

Emperor Maximilian,— extract from the " Theuerdank.

Sixteenth Century.

Moaern High-German :—
Martin Luther,—

1. Sacred Song.

2. Letter on the Diet of the Jackdaws and Crows.

3. His Last Sermon.

Ulrich Zwingle :
—

1. A Poem on his Illness.

2. Criticism on Luther.

PldUpp Nicolai,— sacred songs.

Justus Jonas,— sacred songs.
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Modern High-German (continued) :
—

Ulrich von Huttcn, —
1. Letter to Franz von Sickingen.

2. Political poem.

Sebastian Frank,

—

1. Preface to his Germania.

2. Rudolf von Hapsburg.

3. Maximilian der Erste.

4. Fables-

Burkard AValdis,— fables.

Hans Sachs,

—

1. Sacred Song.

2. Poem on the Death of Martin Luther.

3. Poem on the War.
Petermann Etterlin's Chronicle,— William Tell a,»id Ru

doli' von Hapsburg.

iEgidius Tschudi's Clironicle,— William Tell.

Paulus Melissus Schede.

Johann Fischart,—
1. Exhortation addressed to the German people.

2. Das gliickhafle SchilF.

Georg Rollenhagen, — fable.

Popular Books,—
1. Tyll Eulenspiegel.

2. Dr. Faust.

Popular Songs.

Seventeenth Century.

Modern High-German : —
Martin Opitz, and the First Silesian School.

Georg Rudolf Weckherlin.

Anonymous Poem, — " O Ewigkeit."

IVIichael Altenburg's Camp-song (Gustavus Adolphus).

Johannes Heermann,— sacred sonjj.

Popular Songs.

Johann Arndt, —
1. Sacred Song.

2. On the Power and Necessity of Prayer.

Jacob Bohme, Mvsterium Ma<2:num.

Johann Valentin Andi'eae.

Friediich Spee.

Julius Wilhelm Zincgreff.
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Modern High-German (continued) :
—

Friedrich vou I<ogaa.

Simon Dach and the Konigsberg School.

Paul Flemming.

Paul Gerhard.

Georg Philipp HarsdorfFer and the Niirnberg School.

Johannes Rist.

Andreas Gryphius,

—

1. Sonnets.

2. From the Tragedy " Cardenio and Celinde."

Joachim Rachel,— satire.

Johann Michael Moscherosch,— satires.

Christoph von Grimmelshausen, Simplicissimus,— novel.

Johann Balthasar Schupp,— on the German Language.

Angelus Silesius.

Holfmannswaldau and Lohenstein, — Second Silesian

School.

Abraham a Santa Clara, — sermon.

Philipp Jacob Spener,— on Luther.

Gottfried Arnold,— sacred poem.

Christian Weise.

Hans Assmann von Abschatz.

Friedrich R. L. von Canitz.

Christian Wernicke.

Gottfried Wilhelm von Leibnitz, — on the German Lan-

guage.

Eighteenth Century.

Modern High-German • —
Johann Christoph Gottsched,— Cato.

Johann Jacob Bodmer, — Character of German Poetry.

Barthold Heinrich Brockes.

Johann Christian Giinther.

Nicolaus Ludwin; Graf von Zinzendorf.

Christian Ludwig Liscow.

Friedrich von Hao-edorn*

Albrecht von Haller.

Gottlieb Wilhelm Rabener.

Ewald Christian von Kleist.

Christian Filrchtegott Gellert.

Johann Ludwig Gleim.

Johann Peter Uz.

VOL. III. 4
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Modern High-German (continued) :
—

Justus Moser.

Klopstock. See below.

Salomon Gessner.

Johann Winckelmann.
Lessino;. See below.

Johann Geors; Hamann.
Immanuel Kant.

Johann August Musasus.

Wieland. See below.

Gottlieb Konrad Pfeffel.

Christian Friedrich Daniel Schubart.

Matthias Claudius.

Johann Caspar Lavater.

Herder. See below.

Heinrieh Jung, Stillins.

Georg Christoph Lichtenberg.

Gottfried Aufrust Biiro-er.

Johann Heinrieh Voss.

Friedrich Leopold und Christian Grafen zu Stollberg.

Das Siebengestirn der Dichter des achtzehnten JahrhuD
derts, —

1. Friedrich Gottlieb Klopstock.

2. Gotthold Ephraira Lessing.

3. Christoph Martin Wieland.

4. Johann Gottfried von Herder.

6. Johann Wolfgang von Goethe.

6. Johann Christoph Friedrich von Schiller.

7. Jean Paul Friedrich Richter.

1858.
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OLD GERMAN LOVE-SONGS.*

Seven hundred years ago ! What a long time it

seems ! Philip Augustus, King of France ; Henry

II., KincT of England ; Frederic I., the famous Bar-

barossa, Emperor of Germany ! When we read of

their times, the times of the Crusades, we feel as the

Greeks felt when reading of the War of Troy. We
listen, we admire, but we do not compare the heroes

of St. Jean d'Acre with the great generals of the

nineteenth century. They seem a different race of

men from those who are now living, and poetry and

tradition have lent to their royal frames such colossal

proportions that we hardly dare to criticise the legend-

ary history of their chivalrous achievements. It was

a time of heit)es, of saints, of martyrs, of miracles

!

Thomas a Becket was murdered at Canterbury, but

for more than three hundred years his name lived on,

and his bones were working miracles, and his soul

seemed as it were embodied and petrified in the lofty

uillars that surround the spot of his martyrdom.

A.belard was persecuted and imprisoned, but his spirit

revived in the Reformers of the sixteenth century,

1 Des Minnesangs FriihUng. Herausgegeben von Karl Lachmann und

Moritz Haupt. Leipzig, 1857.
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and the shrine of Abelard and Heloise in the Pere

La Chaise is still decorated every year with garlands

of immortelles. Barbarossa was drowned in the same

river in which Alexander the Great had bathed his

royal limbs, but his fame lived on in every cottage of

Germany, and the peasant near the KyflPhauser still

believes that some day the mighty Emperor will

awake from his long slumber, and rouse the people of

Germany from their fatal dreams. We dare not hold

communion with such stately heroes as Frederick the

Red-beard and Richard the Lion-heart ; they seem

half to belong to the realm of fable. We feel from

our very school-days as if we could shake hands with a

Themistocles and sit down in the company of a Julius

Caesar, but we are awed by the presence of those tall

and silent knights, with their hands folded and their

legs crossed, as we see them reposing in full armor on

the tombs of our cathedrals.

And yet, however different in all other respects,

these men, if they once lift their steel beaver and

unbuckle their rich armor, are wonderfully like our-

selves. Let us read the poetry which they either

wrote themselves, or to which they liked to listen iu

their castles on the Rhine or under their tents in Pal-

estine, and we find it is poetry which a Tennyson or

a Moore, a Goethe or Heine, might have written.

Neither Julius Caesar nor Themistocles would know
vhat was meant by such poetry. It is modern poetry,

— poetry unknown to the ancient world, — and who
invented it nobody can tell. It is sometimes called

Romantic, but this is a strange misnomer. Neither the

Romans, nor the lineal descendants of the Romans,

the Italians, the Provencals, the Spaniards, can claim

that poetry as their own. It is Teutonic poetry, —
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purely Teutonic in its heart and soul, though its utter-

ance, its rhyme and metre, its grace and imagery,

show the marks of a warmer clime. It is called sen-

timental poetry, the poetry of the heart ratuer than of

the head, the picture of the inward rather than of the

outward world. It is subjective, as distinguished from

objective poetry, as the German critics, in their scho-

lastic language, are fond of expressing it. It is Gothic,

as contrasted with classical poetry. The one, it is

said, subllmizes nature, the other bodies forth spirit

;

the one deifies the human, the other humanizes the

divine ; the one is ethnic, the other Christian. But

all these are but names, and their true meaning must

be discovered in the works of art themselves, and in

the history of the times which produced the artists, the

poets, and their ideals. We shall perceive the differ-

ence between these two hemispheres of the Beautiful

better if we think of Homer's •' Helena " and Dante's
*' Beatrice," if we look at the '' Venus of Milo " and

a " Madonna " of Francia, than in reading the pro-

foundest systems of aesthetics.

The work which has caused these reflections is a

volume of German poetry, just published by Lach-

mann and Haupt. It is called " Des MInnesangs

Friihling," — " the Spring of the Songs of Love ;
" and

it contains a collection of the poems of twenty Ger-

man poets, all of whom lived during the period of the

Crusades, under the Hohenstaufen Emperors, from

about 1170 to 1230. This period may well be called

the spring of German poetry, though the summer that

followed was but of short duration, and the autumn

was cheated of the rich harvest which the spring had

[.romised. Tieck, one of the first who gathered the

flowers of that forgotten spring, aescribes it in glow-
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ing language. "At that time," he says, "behes^ers

sang of faith, lovers of love, knights described knightly

actions and battles ; and lovincr, believino; kniMits

were their chief audience. The spring, beauty, gayety,

were objects that could never tire: great duels and

deeds of arms carried away every hearer, the more

surely, the stronger they were painted ; and as the

pillars and dome of the church encircle the flock, so

did religion, as the highest, encircle poetry and re-

ality ; and every heart, in equal love, humbled itself

before her." Carlyle, too, has listened with delight to

those merry songs of spring. " Then truly," he says,

" was the time of singing come ; for princes and prel-

ates, emperors and squires, the wise and the simple,

men, women, and children, all sang and rhymed, or

delighted in hearing it done. It was a universal noise

of song, as if the spring of manhood had arrived, and

warblings from every spray— not, indeed, without in-

finite twitterings also, which, except their gladness,

had no music— were bidding it welcome." And yet

it was not all gladness ; and it is strange that Carlyle,

who has so keen an ear for the silent melancholy of

the human heart, should not have heard that tone of

sorrow and fateful boding which breaks, like a sup-

pressed sigh, through the free and light music of that

Swabian era. The brightest sky of spring is not with-

out its clouds in Germany, and the German heart

is never happy without some sadness. Whether we
listen to a short ditty, or to the epic ballads of the

" Nibelunge," or to Wolfram's grand poems of the

" Parcival " and the " Holy Grail," it is the same

jverywhere. There is always a mingling of light

and shade, — in joy a fear of sorrow, in sorrow a ra;^

^f hope, and throughout the whole, a silent wondering
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at this strange world. Here is a specimen of an anon-

ymous poem ; and anonymous poetry is an invention

peculiarly Teutonic. It was wi'itten before the twelfth

century ; its language is strangely simple, and some-

times uncouth. But there is truth in it ; and it is truth

after all, and not fiction, that is the* secret of all poe-

try :—
" It has pained me in the heart,

Full many a time,

That I yearned after that

Which I may not hav'e,

Nor ever shall win.

It is very grievous.

I do not mean gold or silver;

It is more like a human heart.

" I trained me a falcon,

More than a vear.

When I had tamed him,

As 1 would have him,

And had well tied his feathers

With golden chains,

He soared up ver}' high,

And flew into other lands.

I saw the falcon since,

Flying happily

;

He carried on his foot

Silken straps,

And his plumage was
All red of gold

May God send them together,

Who would fain be loved."

The key-note of the whole poem of the " Nibe

unge," such as it was written down at the end of the

twelfth, or the beginning of the thirteenth century, is

'' Sorrow after Joy." This is the fatal spell against

which all the heroes are ficrhtinor, and ficrhtino; in vain.

And as Hagen dashes the Chaplain into the waves, in

order to belie the prophecy of the Mermaids, but the

Chaplain rises, and Hagen rushes headlong into de-

struction, so Chriemhilt is bargaining and playing with
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the same inevitable fate, cautiouslj'- guarding her young

heart against the happiness of love, that she may
escape the sorrows of a broken heart. She, too, has

been dreaming " of a wild young falcon that she

trained for many a day, till two fierce eagles tore it."

And she rushes toiher mother Ute, that she mav read

the dream for her ; and her mother tells her what it

means. And then the coy maiden answers :—
" No more, no more, dear mother, say,

From many a woman's fortune this truth is clear as day,

That falsely smiling Pleasure with Pain requites us ever.

I from both will keep me, and thus will sorrow never."

But Siegfried comes, and Chriemhilt's heart does no

longer cast up the bright and the dark days of life.

To Siegfried she belongs ; for him she lives, and for

him, when "two fierce eagles tore him," she dies.

A still wilder tragedy lies hidden in the songs of the

*' Edda," the most ancient fragments of truly Teutonic

poetry. Wolfram's poetry is of the same sombre cast.

He wrote his " Parcival " about the time when the

songs of the "" Nibelunge " were written down. The
subject was taken by him from a French source. It

belonged originally to the British cycle of Arthur and

his knights. But Wolfram took the story merely as a

skeleton, to which he himself gave a new body and

soul. The glory and happiness which this world can

give is to him but a shadow, — the crown for which

his hero fights is that of the Holy Grail.

Faith, Love, and Honor are the chief subjects of the

Bo-called Minnesanger. They are not what we should

call erotic poets. Minne means love in the old German
language, but it means, originally, not so much passion

and desire, as thoughtfulness, reverence, and remem-
orance. In English Minne would be "Minding," and
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it is different therefore from the Greek Eros^ the Ro'

man Amor^ and the French Amour. It is different

also from the German Liebe, which means originallj?

desire, not love. Most of the poems of the " Minne-

siinger " are sad rather than jo^^'ul,—joyful in sorrow,

sorrowful in joy. The same feelings have since been

so often repeated by poets in all tne modern languages

of Europe, that much of what we read in the '' Minne-

sano;er " of the twelfth and thirteenth centuries sounds

stale to our ears. Yet there is a simplicity about these

old songs, a want of effort, an entire absence of any

attempt to please or to surprise ; and we listen to them

as we listen to a friend who tells us his sufferings in

broken and homely words, and whose truthful prose

appeals to our heart more strongly than the most elab-

orate poetry of a Lamartine or a Heine. It is ex-

tremely difficult to translate these poems from the lan-

guage in which they are written, the so-called Middle

High-German, into Modern German,— much more so

to render them into Eno-lish. But translation is at

the same time the best test of the true poetical value

of any poem, and we believe that many of the poems

of the Minnesiino-ers can bear that test. Here is

another poem, very much in the style of the one

quoted above, but written by a poet whose name ia

known, — Dietmar von Eist :
—

" A lady stood alone,

And gazed across the heath,

And gazed for her love.

She saw a falcon flying.

' happy falcon that thou art,

Thou fliest Avherever thou likest

Thou choosest in the forest

A tree that pleases thee.

Thus I too had done

I chose myself a man :

Ilim my eyes selected.
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/ Beautiful ladies envy me for it.

Alas! why will they not leave me my love?

I did not desire the beloved of anj' one of them.

Now woe to thee, joy of summer!

The song of birds is gone;

So are the leaves of the lime-tree:

Henceforth, my pretty eyes too

Will be overcast.

My love, thou shouldst take leave

Of other ladies;

Yes, my hero, thou shouldst avoid them.

When thou saw^est me first,

I seemed to thee in truth

Right lovely made

:

I remind thee of it, dear man !
' "

These poems, simple and homely as they may seem

to us, were loved and admired by the people for whom
they were written. They were copied and preserved

with the greatest care in the albums of kings and

queens, and some of them were translated into foreign

languages. The poem which we quoted first was

translated as an Italian sonnet in the thirteenth cen-

tury, and has been published in Franc Trucchi's

" Poesie Italiane Inedite :
" —

*' Tapina me, che amava uno sparviero;

amaval tanto ch' io me ne moria;

a lo richiamo ben m' era mauiero

ed unque troppo pascer no' 1 dovia.

or h montato e salito si altero,

assai piix altero che far non solia;

ed h assiso dentro a un verziero,

e un' altra donna 1' avera in balla.

isparvier mio, ch' io t' avea nodrito;

sonaglio d' oro ti facea portare,

peroh6 neir uccellar fossi piii ardito.

cr sei salito siccome lo mare,

ed hai rotti li getti, e sel fuggito

quando eri fermo nel tuo uccellare."

One of the most orimnal and thouo-htful of the

" Minnesanger " is the old Reinmar. His poems are

given now for the first time in a correct and read
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able text by Lachmann and Haupt, and many a diffi-

cult passage has been elucidated by their notes. His

poems, howeyer, are not easy to read, and we should

haye been thankful for some more help than the edi-

tors haye giyen us in their notes. The following is a

Bpecimen of Reinmar's poetry :
—

" High as the sun stands my heart;

That is because of a lady who can be without change

In her grace, wherever she be.

She makes me free from all sorrow.

" I have nothing to give her, but my own life,

That belongs to her: the beautiful woman gives me alwayi

Jo_v, and a high mind,

If I think of it, what she does for me.

" Well is it for me that I found her so true !

Wherever she dwell, she alone makes every land dear to mc;
If she went across the wild sea,

There I should go; I long so much for her.

" If I had the wisdom of a thousand men, it would be well

That I keep her, whom I should serve:

May she take care right well.

That nothing sad may ever befall me through her.

" I was never quite blessed, but through her:

Whatever I wish to her, may she allow it to me I

It was a blessed thing for me
That she, the Beautiful, received me into her grace^"

Carlyle, no doubt, is right when he says that,

amoncr all this warblino; of loye, there are infinite twit-

terings which, except their gladness, haye little to

charm us. Yet we like to read them as part of the

bright history of those by-gone days. One poet

smgs

:

" If the whole world was mine,

From the Sea to the Rhine,

I would gladly give it all.

That the Queen of England

Lay in my arms," etc.
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Wlio was the impertinent German that dared to fall

in love witli a Qneen of England ? We do not know.

But there can be no doubt that the Queen of England

whom he adored was the gay and beautiful Eleanor

of Poitou, the Queen of Henry II., who filled the

heart of many a Crusader with unholy thoughts.

Her daughter, too, Mathilde, who was married to

Henry the Lion of Saxony, inspired many a poet of

those days. Her beauty was celebrated by the Pro-

vencal Troubadours ; and at the court of her husband,

she encouraired several of her German vassals to

follow the example of the French and Norman
knights, and sing the love of Tristan and Isolt, and

the adventures of the knights of Charlemagne. They
must have been happy times, those times of the Cru-

sades ! Nor have they passed away without leaving

their impress on the hearts and minds of the nations

of Europe. The Holy Sepulchre, it is true, is still in

the hands of the Infidels, and the bones of the Cru-

saders lie buried in unhallowed soil, and their deeds

of valor are well-nio-h forxiotten, and their chivalrous

Tournaments and their Courts of Love are smiled at

by a wiser generation. But much that is noble and

heroic in th& feelino;s of the nineteenth centurv has

its hidden roots in the thirteenth. Gothic architec-

ture and Gothic poetry are the children of the same

mother : and if the true but unadorned lano-uao-e of

the heart, the aspirations of a real faith, the sorrow

and joy of a true love, are still listened to by the na-

tions of Europe ; and if what is called the Romantic

school is stroncr enouo-h to hold its o-round against the

classical taste and its royal patrons, such as Louis

XIV., Charles II., and Frederick the Great,— we
owe it to those chivalrous poets who dared for the firs*
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time to be what they were, and to say what they felt,

and to whom Faith, Love, and Honor were worthy

subjects of poetry, though they lacked the sanction of

the Periclean and Auo-ustan acres.

The new edition of the Poems of the '' Minnesan-

ger " is a masterpiece of German scholarship. It was

commenced by Lachmann, the greatest critic, after

Wolf, that Germany has produced. Lachmann died

before the work was finished, and Professor Haupt,

his successor at Berlin, undertook to finish it. His

share in the edition, particularly in the notes, is greater

than that of Lachmann ; and the accuracy with which

the text has been restored from more than twenty

MSS., is worthy of the great pupil of that great mas-

ter.

1858.
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YE SCHYPPE OF FOOLES.*

The critical periods in the history of the world are

best studied in the lives of a few representative men.

The history of the German Reformation assumes a

living, intelligible, and human character in the biogra-

phies of the Reformers ; and no historian would im-

agine that he understood the secret springs of that

mighty revolution in Germany without having read the

works of Hutten, the table-talk of Luther, the letters

of Melancthon, and the sermons of Zwingle. But
although it is easy to single out representative men in

the great decisive struggles of history, they are more

difficult to find during the preparatory periods. The
years from 1450 to 1500 are as important as the years

from 1500 to 1550,— nay, to the thoughtful historian,

that silent period of incubation is perhaps of deeper

interest than the violent outburst of the sixteenth cen

turv. But where, durino; those vears, are the men of

sufficient eminence to represent the age in which they

lived ? It was an age of transition and preparation, of

dissatisfaction and hesitation. Like the whole of the

fifteenth century, "It was rich in scholars, copious in

1 Sebastian Brant's Narrenschiff. Herausgegeben von Friedrich

Zamcke. Leipzig, 1857.
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pedants, but poor in genius, and barren of strong

thinkers." We must not look for heroes in so unhe-

roic an age, but be satisfied with men if they be but a

head taller than their contemporaries.

One of the most interestino; men in whose life and

writings the history of the preliminary age of the Ger-

man Reformation may be studied, is Sebastian Brant,

the famous author of the famous " Ship of Fools." He
was born in the year 1457. The Council of Basle had

failed to fulfill tlie hopes of the German laity as to a

reformatio ecclesice in capite et wemh'is. Ih the very

year of Brant's birth, Martin Mever, the Chancellor

of Mayence, had addressed his letter to his former

friend, CEneas Sylvius,— a national manifesto, in bold-

ness and vigor only surpassed by the powerful pam-

phlet of Luther, " To the Nobility of the German Na-

tion." Germany seemed to awaken at last to her

position, and to see the dangers that threatened her

political and religious freedom. The new movement
which had taken place in Italy in classical learning,

supported chiefly by Greek refugees, began to extend

its quickening influence beyond the Alps, ^neas
Sylvius, afterwards Pope Pius II., 1458, writes in one

of his letters, that poets were held in no estimation in

Germany, though he admits that their poetry is less to

be blamed for this than their })atrons, the princes, who
care far more for any trifles than for poetry. The
Germans, he says, do not care for science nor for a

knowledo-e of classical literature, and they have hardly

heard the name of Cicero or any other orator. In the

eyes of the Italians, the Germans were barbarians
;

and when Constantine Lascaris saw the first specimen

of printing, he was told by the Italian priests that this

invention had lately been made apud harharos in nrhi
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Germanice. They were dangerous neighbors— these

barbarians, who could make such discoveries as the

art of printing ; and Brant hved to see the time when
Joh. Ciesarius was able to write to a friend of his

:

'* At this moment, Germany, if she does not surpass

Italy, at least need not, and will not, yield to her, not

•SO much on account of her empire, as for her wonder-

ful fecundity in learned men, and the almost incredible

growth of learning."

This period of slow but steady progress, from the in-

vention of printing to the Council of Worms, is bridged

over by the life of Sebastian Brant, who lived from

1457 to 1521. Brant was very early the friend of

Peter Schott, and throuo;h him had been brouo;ht in

contact with a circle of learned men, who were busilv

enorao-ed in foundino; one of the first schools of classical

learning at Schlettstadt. Men like Jac. Wimpheling,

Joh. Torrentinus, Florentius Hundius, and Johannes

Hugo, belonged to that society. Brant afterwards

went to Basle to study law. Basle was then a young

university. It had only been founded in 1459, but it

was already a successful rival of Heidelberg. The
struffo-le between the Realists and Nominalists was

then raging all over Europe, and it divided the Uni-

versity of Basle into two parties, each of them trying

to gain influence and adherents amono; the vouno; stu-

dents. It has been usual to look upon the Realists as

the Conservative, and upon the Nominalists as the

Liberal party of the fifteenth century. But although

at times this was the case, philosophical opinions, on

which the differences between these two parties were

founded, were not of sufficient strength to determine

for any length of time the poHtical and religious bias

of either school. The Realists were chiefly supported
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by the Dominicans, the Nominalists by the Francis-

cans ; and there js always a more gentle expression

beaming in the eyes of the followers of the seraphic

Doctor, particularly if contrasted with the stern frown

of the Dominican. Ockam himself was a Franciscan,

and those who thouo;ht with him were called doctores

renovatores and sophistce. Suddenly, however, the

tables were turned. At Oxford, the Realists, in fol-

lowing out their principles in a more independent spirit,

had arrived at results dangerous to the peace of the

Church. As philosophers, they began to carry out

the doctrines of Plato in good earnest ; as reformers,

they looked wistfully to the early centuries of the

Christian Church. The same liberal and independent

spirit reached from Oxford to Prague, and the expul-

sion of the German nation from that university may
be traced to the same movement. The Realists were

at that time no longer in the good odor of orthodoxy

;

and, at the Council of Constanz, the Nominalists, such

as Joh. Gerson and Petrus de Alliaco, gained triumphs

which seemed for a time to make them the arbiters of

public opinion in Germany, and to give them the

means of securino; the Church acrainst the attacks of

Huss on one side, and against the more dangerous en-

croachments of the Pope and the monks on the other.

This triumph, however, was of short duration. All the

rights which the Germans seemed to have conquered

at the Councils of Constanz and Basle were sacrificed

by their own Emperor. No one dared to say again

what Gregory von Heimburg had said to the Italian

clergy,— "Quid fines alienos invaditis? quid falcem

vestram in messem alienam extendi tis ? " Under
^neas Sylvius, the power of the Pope in Germany
was as absolute as ever. The Nominalist party lost all

VOL. HI. 5
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the ground which it had gained before. It was looked

upon with suspicion by Pope and. Emperor. It was

banished from courts and universities, and the disci-

ples of the Realistic school began a complete crusade

against the followers of Ockam.

Johannes Heynlin a Lapide, a former head of a

house in Paris, migrated to Basle, in order to lend his

influence and authority to the Realist party in that

rising university. Trithemius says of him : " Hie doc-

trinam eorum Parisiensium qui reales appellantur pri-

mus ad Basiliensium universitatem transtulit, ibidem-

que plantavit, roboravit et auxit." This Johannes

Heynlin a Lapide, however, though a violent champion

of the then victorious Realist party, was by no means

a man without liberal sentiments. On many points the

Realists were more tolerant, or at least more enlight-

ened, than the Nominalists. They counted among
themselves better scholars than the adherents of

Ockam. They were the first and foremost to point

out the uselessness of the dry scholastic system of

teaching grammar and logic, and nothing else. And
though they cherished their own ideas as to the su-

preme authority of the Pope, the divine right of the

tnperor, or the immaculate conception of the Virgin

(n dogma denied by the Dominicans, and defended by

t}(« Franciscans), they were always ready to point out

al uses and to suggest reforms. The age in which

th iy lived was not an age of decisive thought or deci-

sive action. There was a want of character in individ-

ua's as well as in parties ; and the points in which they

dit '^red were of small importance, though they masked

difi ^rences of greater weight. At Basle, the men whc
wei ^ gathered round Johannes a Lapide were what

we ""hould call Liberal Conservatives, and it is among
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them that we find Sebastian Brant. Basle could then

boast of some of the most eminent men of the time.

Besides Agricola, and Wimpheling, and Geiler von

Kaisersberg, and Trithemius, Reuchlin was there for

a time, and VVessel, and the Greek Kontablacos. Se-

bastian Brant, though on friendly terms with most of

these men, was their junior ; and, among his contem-

poraries, a new generation grew up, more indepen-

dent and more free-spoken than their masters, though

as yet very far from any revolutionary views in mat-

ters of Church or State. Feuds broke out very soon

between the old and the young schools. Locher, the

friend of Brant, — the poet who had turned his " Ship

of Fools
•

' into Latin verse,— published a poem, in

which he attacked rather petulantly the scholastic

philosophy and theology. Wimpheling, at the request

of Geiler of Kaisersberg, had to punish him for this

audacity, and he did it in a pamphlet full of the most

vulgar abuse. Reuchlin also had given offense, and

was attacked and persecuted ; but his party retaliated

by the " Epistolse Obscurorum Virorum." Thus the

Conservative, or Realistic party became divided ; and

when, at the beginning of a new century and a new
era in the historv of the world, Luther raised his

voice in defense of national and religious freedom,

he was joined not only by the more advanced de-

scendants of the Nominalistic school, but bv all the

vigor, the talent, and the intellect of the old Conser-

vatives.

Brant himself, though he lived at Strassburg up to

1521, did not join the standard of the Reformation.

He had learned to grumble, to find fault, to abuse, and

to condemn ; but his time was gone when the momenl
for action arrived. And yet he helped toward the
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success of the Reform ?^'.>»n in Germany. He had

been one of the first, atter the discovery of printing,

to use the German language for political purposes.

His fly-sheets, his illustrated editions, had given use-

ful hints how to address the large masses of the peo-

ple. If he looked upon the world, as it then was, as

a ship of fools, and represented every weakness, vice,

and wickedness under the milder color of foolery, the

people who read his poems singled out some of his

fools, and called them knaves. The great work of

Sebastian Brant was his '' Narrenschiff." It was first

published in 1497, at Basle, and the first edition,

though on account of its wood-cuts it could not have

been a very cheap book, was sold oflPat once. Edition

after edition followed, and translations were published

in Latin, in Low-German, in Dutch, in French, and

English. Sermons were preached on the " Narren-

schiff ;
" Trithemius calls it Divina Satira, Locher

compares Brant with Dante, Hutten calls him the

new lawgiver of German poetry. The " Narren-

schifF" is a work which we may still read with pleas-

ure, though it is difficult to account for its immense

success at the time of its publication. Some historians

ascribe it to the wood-cuts. They are certainly very

clever, and there is reason to suppose that most of

them were, if not actually drawn, at least suggested

by Brant himself. Yet even a Turner has failed to

render mediocre poetry popular by his illustrations,

and there is nothing to show that the caricatures of

Brant were preferred to his satires. Now his satires,

it is true, are not very powerful, nor pungent, nor

original. But his style is free and easy. Brant is not

a ponderous poet. He writes in short chapters, and

mixes his fools in such a manner that we alwavs meet
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with a variety of new faces. It is true that all this

would hardly be sufficient to secure a decided success

for a work like his at the present day. But then we

must remember the time in which he wrote. What
had the poor people of Germany to read toward the

end of the fifteenth century? Printing had been in-

vented, and books were published and sold with great

rapidity. People were not only fond, but proud, of

readino- books. Readino; was fashionable, and the first

fool who enters Brant's ship is the man who buys

books. But what were the books that were offered

for sale ? We find among the early prints of the fif-

teenth century religious, theological, and classical

works in great abundance, and we know that the

respectable and wealthy burghers of Augsburg and

Strassburg were proud to fill their shelves with these

portly volumes. But then German aldermen had

wives, and daughters, and sons, and what were they

to read during the long winter evenings ? The poe-

try of the thirteenth centurv was no longer intellio-i-

ble, and the fourteenth and fifteenth centuries had

produced very little that would be to the taste of

young ladies and gentlemen. The poetry of the

" Meistersano;er " was not very exhilaratincr. The
romances of " The Book of Heroes " had lost all

their native charms under the rough treatment they

had experienced at the hand of their latest editor,

Casper von der Roen. The so-called " Misteries
"

(not mysteries) might be very well as Christmas pan-

tomimes once a year, but they could not be read for

their own sake, like the dramatic literature of later

times. The light literature of the day consisted en-

tirely in novels ; and in spite of their miserable char-

acter, their popularity was immense. Besides the
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" Gesta Romanorum," which were turned into Ger-

man verse and prose, we meet with French novels,

such as " Lother and Maler," translated by a Countess

of Nassau in 1437, and printed in 1514 ;
" Pontus

and Sidonia," translated from the French by Eleanor

of Scotland, the wife of Sigismund of Austria, pub-

lished 1498 ;
" Melusina," equally from the French,

published 1477. The old epic poems of " Tristan," and
" Lancelot," and " Wigalois," were too long and tedious.

People did not care any longer for the deep thoughts

of Wolfram von Eschenbach, and the beautiful poetry

of Gottfried von Strassburg. They wanted only the

plot, the story, the dry bones; and these were dished

up in the prose novels of the fifteenth century, and

afterwards collected in the so-called " Book of Love."

There was room, therefore, at that time for a work

like the " Ship of Fools." It was the first printed

book that treated of contemporaneous events and liv-

ing persons, instead of old German battles and French

knights. People are always fond of reading the his-

tory of their own times. If the good qualities of

their age are brought out, they think of themselves or

their friends; if the dark features of their contem-

poraries are exhibited, they think of their neighbors

and enemies. Now, the " Ship of Fools " is just such

a satire which ordinary people would read, and read

with pleasure. They might feel a slight twinge now
and then, but they would put down the book at the

end, and thank God that they were not like other

men. There is a chapter on Misers,— and who
would not gladly give a penny to a beggar ? There

is a chapter on Gluttony, — and who was ever more

than a little exhilarated after dinner ? There is a

chapter on Church-goers, — and who ever went tc
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church for respectability's sake, or to show off a gaudy

dress, or a fine dog, or a new hawk ? There is a

chapter on Dancing, — and who ever danced except

for the sake of exercise ? There is a chapter on

Adultery,— and who ever did more than flirt with his

neio-hbor's wife ? We sometimes wish that Brant's

satire had been a Httie more searching, and that, in-

stead of his many allusions to classical fools (for his

book is full of scholarship), he had given us a little

more of the ehronique scandaleuse of his own time.

But he was too good a man to do this, and his con-

temporaries no doubt were grateful to him for his for-

bearance.

Brant's poem.is not easy to read. Though he was

a contemporary of Luther, his language differs much
more from modern German than Luther's translation

of the Bible. His '' Ship of Fools " wanted a com-

mentary, and this want has been supplied by one of

the most learned and industrious scholars of Germanv,

Professor Zarncke, in his lately published edition of

the " Narrenschiff." This must have been a work of

many years of hard labor. Nothing that is worth

knowing about Brant and his works has been omitted,

and we hardly know of any commentary on Aristoph-

anes or Juvenal in which every difficulty is so honestly

met as in Professor Zarncke's notes on the German
satirist. The editor is a most minute and painstak-

ino; critic. He tries to reestablish the correct readinoj

of every word, and he enters upon his work with

as much zeal as if the world could not be saved till

every tittle of Brant's poem had been restored. He
's, however, not only a critic, but a sensible and hon-

est man. He knows what is worth knowing and what

IS not, and he does not allow himself to be carried
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away by a desire to display his own superior acquire-

ments,— a weakness which makes so many of his col-

leao;ues foro-etful of tlie real ends of knowledo-e, and

the real duties of the scholar and the historian.

We have to say a few words on the English transla-

tion of Brant's " Ship of Fools." It was not made

from the original, but from Locher's Latin translation.

It reproduces the matter, but not the manner of the

original satire. Some portions are added by the trans-

lator, Alexander Barclay, and in some parts his trans-

lation is an improvement on the original. It was

printed in 1508, published 1509, and went through

several editions.

The following may serve as a specimen of Barclay's

translation, and of his original contributions to Brant's

" Navis Stultifera :
"—

" Here beginneth the ' Ship of Fooles,* and first of unprofitable bocks: - -

" I am the first foole of all the whole navie,

To keep the Pompe, the Helme, and eke the Sayle:

For this is my minde, this one pleasure have I,

Of bookes to have great plentie and apparayle.

I take no wisdome by them, not yet avayle,

Nor them perceave not, and then 1 them despise:

Thus am I a foole, and all that sue that guise.

" That in this Ship the chiefe place I governe,

By this w^ide Sea with fooles wandring,

The cause is plaine and easy to discerne,

Still am 1 busy, bookes assembling.

For to have plentie it is a pleasant thing

In mj' conceyt, and to have them ay in hande:

But what they meane do I not understande.

" But yet I have them in great reverence

And honoure, saving them from filth and ordure,

By often brusshing and much diligence.

Full goodly bounde in pleasant coverture,

Of Damas, Sattin, or els of Velvet pure

:

I keepe them sure, fearing least they should be lost,

For in them is the cunning wherein I me boast.
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"But if it fortune that ain' learned men
Within my house fall to disputation,

I drawe the curtaynes to shewe my bokes then,

That they of my cunning should make probation:

I kepe not to fall in alterica'ion,

And while they comment, mj' bookes I turne and winde,

For all is in them, and nothing in my minde."

In the fourth chapter, " Of newe fassions and dis-

guised garmentes," there is at the end what is called

•' The Lenvoy of Alexander Barclay," and in it an

allusion to Henry VIII. :
—

" But ye proude galants that thus your selfe disguise,

Be ye ashamed, beholde unto your prince:

Consider his sadness, his honestie devise,

His clothing expresseth his inwarde prudence,

Ye see no example of such inconvenience

In his highness, but godly wit and gravitie,

Ensue him, and sorrowe for your enormitie.*'

1858.



IV.

LIFE OF SCHILLER.^

The hundredth anniversary of tlie birthday of Schil-

ler, which, according to the accounts published in the

German newspapers, seems to have been celebrated in

most parts of the civilized, nay, even the uncivilized

world, is an event in some respects unprecedented in

the literary annals of the human race. A nation hon-

ors herself by honoring her sons, and it is but natural

that in Germany every town and village should have

vied in doing honor to the memory of one of their

greatest poets. The letters which have reached us

from every German capital relate no more than what

we expected. There were meetings and feastings,

balls and theatrical representations. The veteran

philologist, Jacob Grimm, addressed the Berlin Acad-

emy on the occasion in a soul-stirring oration ; the

directors of the Imperial Press at Vienna seized the

opportunity to publish a splendid album, or " Schiller-

"^ Rede auf Schiller, von Jacob Grimm. Berlin, 1859. (Address on

gchiller, by Jacob Grimm.)
Schiller- Buck, von Tannenberg; Wien. From the Imperial Printing

Press, 1859.

Schiller's Life and Works. By Emil Palleske. Translated by Lady
Wa'lace. London, Longman and Co., 1860.

Vie de Schiller. Par Ad. Regnier, Membra de I'lnstitut. Paris, Ha*
chette, 1859.
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Buch," In honor of the poet ; unhmited eloquence was

poured forth by professors and academicians ; school

children recited Schiller's ballads ; the German stu-

dents shouted the most popular of his songs ; nor did

the ladies of Germany fail in paying their tribute of

gratitude to him who, since the days of the Minnesan-

gers, had been the most eloquent herald of female

grace and dignity. In the evening torch processions

might be seen marching through the streets, bonfires

were limited on the neiMiborino- hills, houses were illu-

minated, and even the solitary darkness of the win-

dows of the Papal Nuncio at Vienna added to the lus-

tre of the day.^ In every place where Schiller had

spent some years of his life, local recollections were

revived and perpetuated by tablets and monuments.

The most touchino; account of all came from the small

village of Cleversulzbach. On the village cemetery,

or, as it is called in German, the '' God's-acre," there

stands a tombstone, and on it the simple inscription,

" Schiller's Mother." On the morning of her son's

birthday the poor people of the village were gathered

together round that grave, singing one of their sacred

hymns, and planting a lime-tree in the soil which

covers the heart that loved him best.

But the commemoration of Schiller's birthday was

not confined to his native country. We have seen, in

the German papers, letters from St. Petersburg and

Ijisbon, from Venice, Rome, and Florence, from Am-
sterdam, Stockholm, and Christiana, from Warsaw and

Odessa, from Jassy and Bucharest, from Constantino-

ple, Algiers, and Smyrna, and lately from America

and Australia, all describing the festive gatherings

which were suggested, no doubt, by Schiller's cosmo-

i See The Times' Special Correspondent from Vienna, Novemher 14.
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politan countrymen, but joined in most cheerfully by

all the nations of the globe. Poets of higher rank than

Schiller — Dante, Shakespeare, and Goethe— have

never aroused such world-wide sympathies ; and it is

not without interest to inquire into the causes which

have secured to Schiller this universal popularity.

However superlative the praises which have lately

been heaped on Schiller's poetry by those who cannot

praise except in superlatives, we believe that it was

not the poet, but the man, to whom the world has paid

this unprecedented tribute of love and admiration.

After reading Schdler's works we must read Schiller's

life,— the greatest of all his works. It is a life not

unknown to the English public, for it has been written

by Carlyle. The last festivities, however, have given

birth to several new biographies. Palleske's " Life of

Schiller " has met with such success in Germany that it

well deserved the honor which it has lately received

at the hands of Lady Wallace, and under the special

patronage of the Queen, of being translated into Eng-

lish. Another very careful and lucid account of the

poet's life is due to the pen of a member of the French

Institute, M. A. Regnier, the distinguished tutor of the

Comte de Paris.

In reading these lives, together with the voluminous

literature which is intended to illustrate the character

of the German poet, we frequently felt inclined to ask

one question, to which none of Schiller's biographers

has returned a satisfactory answer :
" What were the

peculiar circumstances which brought out in Germany,

and in the second half of the eighteenth century, a

man of the moral character, and a poet of the creative

genius, of Schiller?" Granted that he was endowed

bv nature with the highest talents, how did he o;ro"w
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to be a poet, such as we know him, different from all

other German poets, and yet in thouo;ht, feeling, anc*.

language the most truly German of all the poets of

Germany? Are we reduced to appeal to the myste-

rious working of an unknown power, if we wish to

explain to ourselves why, in the same country and at

the same time, poetical genius assumed such different

forms as are seen in the w^ritings of Schiller and

Goethe ? Is it to be ascribed to what is called indi-

viduality, a word which in truth explains nothing ; or

is it possible for the historian and psychologist to dis-

cover the hidden influences which act on the growing

mind, and produce that striking variety of poetical

genius which we admire in the works of contempo-

raneous poets, such as Schiller and Goethe in Ger-

many, or AVordsworth and Byron in England ? Men
grow not only from within, but also from without. We
know that a poet is born,

—

poeta nasoitur, — but we
also know that his character must be formed ; the seed

is given, but the furrow must be ploughed in which it

is to grow ; and the same grain which, if thrown on

cultivated soil, springs into fullness and vigor, will

dwindle away, stunted and broken, if cast upon shal-

low and untilled land. There are certain events in

the life of every man which fashion and stamp his char-

acter ; they may seem small and unimportant in them-

selves, but they are great and important to each of us

;

thev mark that slio-ht bend where two lines which had

been running parallel begin to diverge, never to meet

again. The Greeks call such events epochs, i. e. halts.

We halt for a moment, we look about and wonder,

and then choose our further way in life. It is the

duty of biographers to discover such epochs, such halt-

mg-points, in the lives of their her;>es; and we sJiall
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endeavor to do the same in the life of Schiller by

watching the various influences which determined the

direction of his genius at different periods of his poet-

ical career.

The period of Schiller's childhood is generally de-

scribed Avith great detail by his biographers. We are

told who his ancestors were. I believe they were bak-

ers. We are informed that his mother possessed in

her trousseau^ among other things, four pairs of stock-

ings,— three of cotton, one of wool. There are also

long discussions on the exact date of his birth. We
hear a great deal of early signs of genius, or rather,

we should say, of things done and said by most chil-

dren, but invested with extraordinarv significance if

remembered of the childhood of great men. To tell

the truth, we can find nothing very important in what

we thus learn of the early years of Schiller, nor does

the poet himself in later years dwell much on the rec-

ollections of his dawning mind. If we must look for

some determinating influences during the childhood of

Schiller, they are chiefly to be found in the character

of his father. The father was not wdiat we should cal.

a well-educated man. He had been brought up as a

barber and surgeon ; had joined a Bavarian regiment

in 1745, during the Austrian war of succession ; and

had acted as a non-commissioned officer, and, when

occasion required, as a chaplain. After the peace of

Aix-la-Chapelle he had married the daughter of an

innkeeper. He was a brave man, a God-fearing man.

and, as is not unfrequently the case with half-educateC.

people, a man very fond of reading. What he hae:

failed to attain himself, he wished to see realized in \\\i

only son. The following prayer was found among the

papers of the father : " And Thou, Being of all be-
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Ings, I have asked Thee after the birth of iny only son,

that Thou wouldst add to his powers of intellect what

I from deficient instruction was unable to attain.

Thou hast heard me. Thanks be to Thee, bounteous

Being, that Thou heedest the prayers of mortals." A
man of this stamp of mind would be sure to exercise

his own peculiar influence on his children. He would

make them look on life, not as a mere profession,

where the son has only to follow in the steps of his

father ; his children would early become familiar with

such ideas as " making one's way in life," and would

look forward to a steep path rather than to a beaten

track. Their thoughts would dwell on the future at a

time when other children live in the present only, and

an adventurous spirit would be roused, without which

no great work has ever been conceived and carried

out.

When his children, young Frederick and his sisters,

were growing up, their father read to them their morn-

ing and evening prayers ; and so fond was the bov of

the Old and New Testament stories that he would

often leave his games in order to be present at his

father's readings. In 1765 the family left Marbach on

the Neckar. The father was ordered by the Duke of

Wurtemberg to Lorch, a place on the frontier, where
he had to act as recruiting officer. His son received

his education in the house of a clergyman, began

Latin at six, Greek at seven ; and as far as we are

able to see, he neither seems to have considered him-

self, nor to have been considered by his masters, as

very superior to other boys. He was a good boy, ten-

derly attached to his parents, fond of games, and regu-

lar at school. There are but two marked features

which we have an opportunity of watching in him as
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a boy. He knew no fear, and lie was fiill of the

warmest sympathy for others. The first quahty se-

cured him tlie respect, the second the love, of those

with whom he came in contact. His parents, who
were poor, had great difficulty in restraining his gener-

osity. He would give away his school-books and the

very buckles off his shoes. Both his fearlessness and

universal sympathy are remarkable through the whole

of his after-life. Not even his enemies could point

out one trait of cowardice or selfishness in anything

he ever did, or said, or wrote. There are some perti-

nent remarks on the combination of these two quali-

ties, sympathy with others and courage, by the author

of " Friends in Council."

" If greatness," lie writes, "' can be shut up in qualities, it

will be found to consist in courage and in openness of mind and
soul. These qualities may not seem at first to be so potent.

But see what growth there is in them. The education of a man
of open mind is never ended. Then with openness of soul a man
sees some Avay into all other souls that come near liim, feels

with them, has their experience, is in himself a people. Sym-
pathy is the universal solvent. Nothing is understood without

it. . . . Add courage to this openness, and you have a man who
can own himself in the wrong, can forgive, can trust, can adven-

ture, can, in short, use all the means that insight and sympathy

endow him with."

A plucky and warm-hearted boy, under the care

of an honest, brave, and intelligent father and a tender

and religious mother,— this is all we know and care

to know about Schiller during the first ten years of his

life. In the year 1768 there begins a new period in

the hfe of Schiller. His father was settled at Ludwigs-

burg, the ordinary residence of the reigning Duke of

Wurtemberg, the Duke Charles. This man w^as des-

tined to exercise a decisive influence on Schiller's char-

acter. Like many German sovereigns in the middle of
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the last century, Duke Charles of Wurtemberg had felt

the influence of those liberal ideas which had found so

powerful an utterance in the works of the French and

English philosophers of the eighteenth century. The
philosophy which in France was smiled at by kings

and statesmen, while it roused the people to insurrec-

tion and regicide, produced in Germany a deeper im-

pression on the minds of the sovereigns and ruling

classes than of the people. In the time of Frederick

the Great and Joseph II. it became fashionable among
sovereigns to profess Liberalism, and to work for the

enlio-htenment of the human race. It is true that this

liberal policy was generally carried out in a rather des-

potic way, and people were emancipated and enlight-

ened verv much as the ancient Saxons were converted

by Charlemagne. We have an instance of this in the

case of Schiller. Duke Charles had founded an insti-

tution where orphans and the sons of poor officers

were educated free of expense. He had been in-

formed that young Schiller was a promising boy, and

likely to reflect credit on his new institution, and he

proceeded without fm'ther inquiry to place him on the

list of his proteges^ assigning to him a place at his mili-

tary school. It was useless for the father to remon-

strate, and explain to the Duke that his son had a

decided inclination for the Church. Schiller was sent

to the Academy in 1773, and ordered to study law.

The young student could not but see that an injustice

had been done him, and the irritation which it caused

was felt by him all the more deeply because it would

have been dangerous to give expression to his feelings.

The result was that he made no progress in the sub-

jects which he had been commanded to study. In

1775 he was allowed to give up law, not, however, to

VOL. iir. 6
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return to theology, but to begin the study of medicine,

But medicine, though at first it seemed more attrac-

tive, failed, like law, to call forth his full energies. In

the mean time another interference on the part of the

Duke proved even more abortive, and to a certain ex-

tent determined the path which Schiller's genius was

to take in life. The Duke had prohibited all German
classics at his Academy ; the boys, nevertheless, suc-

ceeded in forming a secret library, and Schiller read

the works of Klopstock, Klinger, Lessing, Goethe, and

Wieland's translations of Shakespeare with rapture, no

doubt somewhat increased by the dangers he braved

in gainino- access to these treasures. In 1780, the

same year in which he passed his examination and re-

ceived the appointment of regimental surgeon, Schiller

wrote his first tragedy, " The Robbers." His taste

for dramatic poetry had been roused partly by

Goethe's " Goetz von Berlichingen" and Shakespeare's

plays, partly by his visits to the theatre, which, under

the patronage of the Duke, was then in a very flour-

ishing state. The choice of the subject of his first

dramatic composition was influenced by the circum-

stances of his youth. His poetical sympathy for a

character such as Karl Moor, a man who sets at defi-

ance all the laws of God and man, can only be ac-

counted for by the revulsion of feeling produced on his

boyish mind by the strict military discipline to which

all the pupils at the Academy were subjected. His

sense of right and wrong; was strono; enouo-h to make
him paint his hero as a monster, and to make him

inflict on him the punishment he merited. But the

young poet could not resist the temptation of throwing

a brighter light on the redeeming points in the charac-

ter of a robber and murderer by pointedly placing hira
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in contrast with the even darker shades of hypocritical

respectability and saintliness in the picture of his

brother Franz. The language in which Schiller paints

his characters is powerful, but it is often wild and even

coarse. The Duke did not approve of his former pro-

tSyS ; the very title-page of "The Robbers" was

enough to offend his Serene Highness, — it contained

a rising lion, with the motto "in tyrannos^ The
Duke gave a warning to the young military surgeon,

and when, soon after, he heard of his going secretly

to Mannheim to be present at the first performance

of his play, he ordered him to be put under military

arrest. All these vexations Schiller endured, because

he knew full well there was no escape from the favors

of his royal protector. But when at last he was or-

dered never to publish again except on medical sub-

jects, and to submit all his poetical compositions to the

Duke's censorship, this proved too much for our young

poet. His ambition had been roused. He had sat at

Mannheim a young man of twenty, unknown, amid

an audience of men and women who listened with

rapturous applause to his own thoughts and words.

That evenino; at the theatre of Mannheim had been

a decisive evening, — it was an epoch in the history

of his life ; he had felt his power and the calling of

his genius ; he had perceived, though in a dim dis-

tance, the course he had to run and the laurels he

had to gain. When he saw that the humor of the

Duke was not likely to imorove, he fled from a place

where his wings were clipped and his voice silenced.

Now, this flio-ht from one small German town to

another may seem a matter of very little consequence

\i present. But in Schiller's time it was a matter of

ife and death. German sovereigns were accustomed
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to look upon their subjects as their property With
out even the show of a trial the poet Schubart had

been condemned to life-long confinement by this same

Duke Charles. Schiller, in fleeing his benefactor's do-

minions, had not only thrown away all his chances in

life, but he had placed his safety and the safety of his

family in extreme danger. It was a bold, perhaps a

reckless step. But whatever we may think of it in a

moral point of view, as historians we must look upon it

as the Hegira in the life of the poet.

Schiller was now a man of one or two and twenty,

thrown upon the world penniless, with nothing to

depend on but his brains. The next ten years were

hard years for him ; they were years of unsettledness,

sometimes of penury and despair, sometimes of extrav-

agance and folly. This third period in Schiller's life is

not marked by any great literary achievements. It

would be almost a blank were it not for the " Don
Carlos," which he wrote during his stay near Dresden,

between 1785-87. His '' Fiesco " and " Cabale und

Liebe," though they came out after his flight from

Stnttgard, had been conceived before, and they were

only repeated protests, in the form of tragedies, against

the tyranny of rulers and the despotism of society.

They show no advance in the growth of Schiller's

mind. Yet that mind, though less productive than

might have been expected, was growing as every mind

grows between the years of twenty and thirty ; and it

was growing chiefly through contact with men. We
must make full allowance for the powerful influence

exercised at that time by the literature of the day (by

the writings of Herder, Lessing, and Goethe), and by

political events, such as the French Revolution. Bu*

If we watch Schiller's career carefully, we see that his
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character was chiefly moulded by his intercourse with

men. His life was rich in friendships, and what mainly

upheld him in his struggles and dangers was the sym-

pathy of several high-born and high-minded persons,

in whom the ideals of his own mind seemed to have

found their fullest realization.

Next to our faith in God, there is nothino; so essen-

tial to the healthy growth of our whole being as an

unshaken faith in man. This faith in man is the great

feature in Schiller's character, and he owes it to a kind

Providence which broug-ht him in contact with such

noble natures as Frau von Wolzogen, Korner, Dal-

berg ; in later years with his wife ; with the Duke of

Weimar, the Prince of Augustenburg, and lastly with

Goethe. There was at that time a powerful tension

in the minds of men, and particularly of the higher

classes, which led them to do things which at other

times men only aspire to do. The impulses of a most

exalted morality— a morality which is so apt to end in

mere declamation and deceit— were not only felt by

them, but obeyed and carried out. Frau von Wolzogen,

knowing nothing of Schiller except that he had been

at the same school with her son, received the exiled

poet, though fully aware that by doing so she might

have displeased the Duke and blasted her fortunes and

those of her children. Schiller preserved the tenderest

attachment to this motherly friend through life, and

his letters to her display a most charming innocence

and purity of mind.

Another friend was Korner, a young lawyer living

at Leipzig, and afterwards at Dresden— a man who
had himself to earn his bread. He had learned to love

Schiller from his writings ; he received him at his

V>use, a perfect stranger, and shared with the poor
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poet his moderate income with a generosity wortliy of

a prince. He, too, remained his friend through Hfe
;

his son was Theodore Korner, the poet of " Lyre and

Sword," who fell fighting as a volunteer for his country

against French invaders.

A third friend and patron of Schiller was Dalberg

He was the coadjutor, and was to have been the suc-

cessor, of the Elector of Hesse, then an ecclesiastical

Electorate. His rank was that of a reigning prince,

and he was made afterwards by Napoleon Fiirst-

Primas— Prince Primate— of the Confederation of

the Rhine. But it was not his station, his wealth, and

influence, it was his mind and heart which made
him the friend of Schiller, Goethe, Herder, Wieland,

Jean Paul, and all the most eminent intellects of his

time. It is refreshing to read the letters of this Prince.

Though they belong to a later period of Schiller's life,

a few passages may here be quoted in order to charac-

terize his friend and patron. Dalberg had promised

Schiller a pension of 4,000 florins (not 4,000 thalers,

as M. Regnier asserts) as soon as he should succeed

to the Electorate, and Schiller in return had asked

him for some hints with regard to his own future liter-

ary occupations. The Prince answers :
" Your let-

ter has delighted me. To be remembered by a man
of your heart and mind is a true joy to me. I do not

venture to determine what Schiller's comprehensive

and vivifying genius is to undertake. But may I be

allowed to humbly express a wish that spirits endowed

with the powers of giants should ask themselves,

* How can I be most useful to mankind ?
' This in-

quiry, I think, leads most surely to immortality, and

the rewards of a peaceful conscience. May you en-

joy the purest happiness, and think sometimes of youi
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friend and servant, Dalberg." When Schiller was

hesitating between history and dramatic poetry, Dal-

berg's keen eye discovered at once that the stage was

Schiller's caUing, and that there his influence would be

most beneficial. Schiller seemed to think that a pro-

fessorial chair in a German university was a more

honorable position than that of a poet. Dalberg

writes :
" Influence on mankind " (for this he knew to

be Schiller's highest ambition) " depends on the vigor

and streno;th which a man throws into his works.

Thucydides and Xenophon would not deny that poets

like Sophocles and Horace have had at least as much
influence on the world as they themselves." When
the French invasion threatened the ruin of Germany
and the downfall of the German sovereigns, Dalberg

writes again, in 1796, with perfect serenity :
" True

courao-e must never fail ! The friends of virtue and

truth ought now to act and speak all the more vigor-

ously and straightforwardly. In the end, what you,

excellent friend, have so beautifully said in your
' Ideals ' remains true : ' The dilio-ence of the rio;hteous

works slowly but surely, and friendship is soothing

comfort. It is only when I hope to be hereafter of as-

sistance to my friends that I wish for a better fate.'
"

The society and friendship of such men, who are rare

in all countries and in all ages, served to keep up in

Schiller's mind those ideal notions of mankind which

he had first imbibed from his own heart, and fi'om the

works of philosophers. They find expression in all

his writings, but are most eloqiicntly described in his

''Don Carlos." We should like to give some extracts

from the dialogue between King Philip and the Mar-

quis Posa ; but our space is precious, and hardly allows

dh to do more than just to glance at those other friends
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and companions whose nobility of mind and generosity

of heart left so deep an impress on the poet's soul.

The name of Karl August, the Duke of Weimar,

has acquired such a world-wide celebrity as the friend

of Goethe and Schiller that we need not dwell lono; on

his relation to our poet. As early as 1784 Schiller

was introduced to him at Darmstadt, where he was

invited to court to read some scenes of his *' Don
Carlos." The Duke gave him then the title of

" Rath," and from the year 1787, when Schiller first

settled at Weimar, to the time of his death, in 1804,

he remained his firm friend. The friendship of the

Prince was returned by the poet, who, in the days of

his glory, declined several advantageous offers from

Vienna and other places, and remained at the court

of Weimar, satisfied with the small salary which that

great Duke was able to give him.

There was but one other Prince whose bounty

Schiller accepted, and his name deserves to be men-
tioned, not so much for his act of generosity as for

the sentiment which prompted it. In 1792, when
Schiller was ill and unable to write, he received a

letter from the Hereditary Prince of Holstein-Augus-

tenburg and from Count Schimmelmann. We quote

from the letter :
—

" Your shattered health, we hear, requires rest, but your cir-

cumstances do not allow it. Will you grudge us the pleasure of

enabling you to enjoy that rest ? We offer you for three years

an annual present of 1,000 thalers. Accept this offer, noble man.

Let not our titles induce you to decline it. We know what

they are worth ; we know no pride but that of being men, citi-

zens of that great republic which comprises more than the life

of single generations, more than the limits of this globe. You
have to deal with men, — your brothers, — not with proud

princes, who, by this employment of their wealth, would fain

faidulge but in a more refined kind of pride."
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No conditions were attached to this present, though

a situation in Denmark was offered if Schiller should

wish to go there. Schiller accepted the gift so nobly

offered, but he never saw his unknown friends.^ We
owe to them, humanly speaking, the last years of

Schiller's life, and with them the master-works of his

fijenius, from '' Wallenstein " to " William Tell." As
lono; as these works are read and admired, the names

of these noble benefactors will be remembered and

revered.

The name of her whom we mentioned next among
Schiller's noble friends and companions, — we mean
his wife, — reminds us that we have anticipated

events, and that we left Schiller after his flight in

1782, at the very beginning of his most trying years.

His hopes of success at Mannheim had failed. The
director of the Mannheim theatre, also a Dalberg,

declined to assist him. He spent the winter in great

solitude at the country-house of Frau von Wolzogen,

finishincr '' Cabale und Liebe," and writino; " Fiesco."

In the summer of 1783 he returned to Mannheim,

where he received an appointment in connection with

the theatre of about .£40 a year. Here he stayed till

1785, when he went to Leipzig, and afterwards to

Dresden, liv^ing chiefly at the expense of his friend

Korner. This unsettled kind of life continued till

1787, and produced, as we saw, little more than his

tran-edvof " Don Carlos." In the mean time, however,

his taste for history had been developed. He had

been reading more systematically at Dresden, and

after he had gone to Weimar in 1787 he was able to

^.ublish, in 1788, his " History of the Revolt of the

1 The Prince of Holstein-Augustenburg was the grandfather of the pres-

ent Duke and of Prince Christian of Schleswig-Holstein.'
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Netherlands/' On the strength of this he was ap-

pointed professor at Jena in 1789, first without a

salary, afterwards with about <£30 a year. He tells

us himself how hard he had to work :
'' Every day,"

he says, " I must compose a whole lecture and write

it out, — nearly two sheets of printed matter, not to

mention the time occupied in delivering the lecture

and making extracts." However, he had now gained

a position, and his literary works began to be better

paid. In 1790 he was enabled to marry a lady of

rank, who was proud to become the wife of the poor

poet, and was worthy to be the " wife of Schiller.'*

Schiller was now chiefly engaged in historical re-

searches. He wrote his " History of the Thirty

Years' War " in 1791-92, and it was his ambition to

be recognized as a German professor rather than as

a German poet. He had to work hard in order to

make up for lost time, and under the weight of ex-

cessive labor his health broke down. He was unable

to lecture, unable to write. It was then that the

generous present of the Duke of Augustenburg freed

him for a time from the most pressing cares, and ena-

bled him to recover his health.

The years of thirty to thirty-five were a period of

transition and preparation in Schiller's life, to be

followed by another ten years of work and triumph.

These intermediate years were chiefly spent in read-

ing history and studying philosophy, more especially

the then reigning philosophy of Kant. Numerous

essays on philosophy, chiefly on the Good, the Beau»

tiful, and the Sublime, were published during this in-

terval. But what is more important, Schiller's mind

was enlarged, enriched, and invigorated ; his poetical

genius, by lying fallow for a time, gave promise of
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a richer harvest to come ; his position in the world

became more honorable, and his confidence in him-

self was strengthened by the confidence placed in

him by all around him. A curious compliment was

paid him by the Legislative Assembly then sitting

at Paris. On the 26th of August, 1792, a decree

was passed, conferring the title of Oitoyen Frangais

on eighteen persons belonging to various countries,

friends of liberty and universal brotherhood. In the

same list with Schiller were the names of Klopstock,

Campe, Washington, Kosciusko, and Wilberforce.

The decree was signed by Roland, Minister of the

Interior, and countersigned by Danton. It did not

reach Schiller till after the enthusiasm which he too

had shared for the early heroes of the French Rev-

olution had given way to disappointment and horror.

In the month of December of the very year in which

he had been thus honored by the Legislative Assem-

bly, Schiller was on the point of writing an appeal to

the French nation in defense of Louis XVI. The
King's head, however, had fallen before this defense

was begun. Schiller, a true friend of true liberty,

never ceased to express his aversion to the violent

proceedings of the French revolutionists. '' It is

the work of passion," he said. " and not ut that

wisdom which alone can lead to real liberty." He
admitted that many important ideas, which formerly

existed in books only or in the heads of a few en-

lightened people, had become more generally current

through the French Revolution. But he maintained

that the real principles which ought to form the basis

of a truly happy political constitution were still hidden

from view. Pointincr to a volume oP Kant's " Criti-

nsm of Pure Reason," he said, " There tliev are, and
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nowhere else ; the French republic will fall as rapidly

as it has risen ; the republican government will lapse

into anarchy, and sooner or later a man of genius will

appear (he may come from any place) who will make

himself not only master of France, but perhaps also

of a great part of Europe." This was a remarkable

prophecy for a young professor of history.

The last decisive event in Schiller's life was his

friendship with Goethe. It dates from 1794, and

with this year begins the great and crowning period

of Schiller's life. To this period belong his " Wallen-

stein," his " Song of the Bell," his Ballads (1797-98),

his "Mary Staurt " (1800), the ''Maid of Orleans'*

(1801), the "Bride of Messina" (1808), and " Wil-

liam Tell ; " in fact, all the works which have made
Schiller a national po,et and gained for him a world-

wide reputation and an immortal name.

Goethe's character was in many respects diametri-

cally opposed to Schiller's, and for many years it

seemed impossible that there should ever be a commu-
nity of thought and feeling between the two. At-

tempts to bring together these great rivals were re-

peatedly made by their mutual friends. Schiller had

long felt himself drawn by the powerful genius of

Goethe, and Goethe had long felt that Schiller was

the only poet who could claim to be his peer. After

an early interview with Goethe, Schiller writes, " On
the whole, this meeting has not at all diminished the

idea, great as it was, which I had previously formed

of Goethe ; but I doubt if we shall ever come into

close communication with each other. Much that In-

terests me has already had its epoch with him ; his

world is not my world." Goethe had expressed the

»ame feeling. He saw Schiller occupying the very
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position which he himself had given up as untenable
;

he saw his powerful genius carrying out triumphantly

" those very paradoxes, moral and dramatic, from

which he was struggling to get liberated." " No
union," as Goethe writes, "was to be dreamt of. Be-

tween two spiritual antipodes there was more interven-

ing than a simple diameter of the spheres. Antipodes

of that sort act as a kind of poles, which can never

coalesce." How the first approach between these two

opposite poles took place Goethe has himself described,

in a paper entitled '* Happy Incidents." But no happy

incident could have led to that glorious friendship,

which stands alone in the literary history of the whole

world, if there had not been on the part of Schiller

his warm sympathy for all that is great and noble, and

on the part of Goethe a deep interest in every man-

ifestation of natural genius. Their differences on

almost every point of art, philosophy, and religion,

which at first seemed to separate them forever, only

drew them more closely together, when they discov-

ered in each other those completing elements which

produced true harmony of souls. Nor is it right to

say that Schiller owes more to Goethe than Goethe to

Schiller. If Schiller received from Goethe the higher

rules of art and a deeper insight into human nature,

Goethe drank from the soul of his friend the youth and

vigor, the purity and simplicity, which we never find

in any of Goethe's works before his " Hermann and

Dorothea." And, as in most friendships, it was not

so much Goethe as he was, but Goethe as reflected in

his friend's soul, who henceforth became Schiller's

guide and guardian. Schiller possessed the art of ad-

mirino:, an art so much more rare than the art of

criticising. His eye was so absorbed in all that waa
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great, and noble, and pure, and high in Goethe's mind,

that he could not, or would not, see the detects in his

character. And Goethe was to Schiller what he was

to no one else. He was what Schiller believed him

to be ; afraid to fall below his friend's ideal, he rose

beyond himself until that high ideal was reached,

which only a Schiller could have formed. Without

this regenerating friendship it is doubtful whether

some of the most perfect creations of Goethe and

Schiller would ever have been called into existence.

We saw Schiller gradually sinking into a German
professor, the sphere of his sympathies narrowed, the

aim of his ambition lowered. His enero-ies were

absorbed in collectincr materials and elaboratino; his

" History of the Thirty Years' War," which was pub-

lished in 1792. The conception of his great dramatic

Trilogy, the " Wallenstein," which dates from 1791,

was allowed to languish until it was taken up again

for Goethe, and finished for Goethe in 1799. Goethe

knew how to admire and encourage, but he also knew
how to criticise and advise. Schiller, by nature med-

itative rather than observant, had been most power-

fully attracted by Kant's ideal philosophy. Next to

his historical researches, most of his time at Jena was

given to metaphysical studies. Not only his mind,

but his language suffered from the attenuating influ-

ences of that rarefied atmosphere which pervades the

higher regions of metaphysical thought. His mind

was attracted by the general and the ideal, and lost all

interest in the individual and the real. This was not

a right frame of mind, either for an historian or a

dramatic poet. In Goethe, too, the philosophical

element was strong, but it was kept under by the

uractical tendencies of his mind. fSchiller looked for
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his ideal beyond the real world ; and, like the pictures

of a Raphael, his conceptions seemed to surpass in

purity and harmony all that human eye had ever seen.

Goethe had discovered that the truest ideal lies hidden

in real life ; and like the master-works of a Michael

Angelo, his poetry reflected that highest beauty which

is revealed in the endless variety of creation, and must

there be discovered by the artist and the poet. In

Schiller's early works every character was the person-

ification of an idea. In his " Wallenstein " we meet

for the first time with real men and real life. In his

" Don Carlos," Schiller, under various disguises more

or less transparent, acts every part himself. In

"Wallenstein" the heroes of the "Thirty Years'

War " maintain their own individuality, and are not

forced to discuss the social problems of Rousseau, or

the metaphysical theories of Kant. Scliiller was him-

self aware of this change, though he was hardly con-

scious of its full bearing. While engaged in compos-

ing his " Wallenstein," he writes to a friend :
—

" I do my business very differently from what I used to do.

The subject seems to be so much outside me that I can hardly

get up any feeling for it. The subject I treat leaves me cold

and indifferent, and yet I am full of enthusiasm for my work.

With the exception of two characters to which I feel attached,

Max Piccolomini and Thekla, I treat all the rest, and particularly

the principal character of the play, only with the pure love of

the artist. But I can promise you that they will not suffer from

this. I look to history for limitation, in order to give, through

surrounding circumstances, a stricter form and reality to my
ideals. I feel sure that the historical will not draw me down or

cripple me. I only desire through it to impart life to my charac-

ters and their actions. The life and soul must come from another

source, through that power which I have already perhaps shown

elsewhere, and without which even the first conception of this

work would, of course, have been impossible."

How different is this from what Schiller felt in
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former years ! In writing " Don Carlos," he laid

down as a principle, that the poet must not be the

painter but the lover of his heroes, and in his early

days he found it intolerable in Shakespeare's dreams

that lie could nowhere lay his hand on the poet him-

self. He was then, as he himself expresses it, unable

to understand nature, except at second-hand.

Goethe was Schiller's friend, but he was also Schil-

ler's rival. There is a perilous period in the lives of

great men, namely, the time when they begin to feel

that their position is made, that they have no more

rivals to fear. Goethe was feeling; this at the time

when he met Schiller. He was satiated with applause,

and his bearing towards tlie jmblic at large became

careless and offensive. In order to find men with

whom he might measure himself, he began to write on

the history of Art, and to devote himself to natural

philosophy. Schiller, too, had gained his laurels chiefly

as a dramatic poet ; and though he still valued the

applause of the public, yet his ambition as a poet was

satisfied ; he w^as prouder of his '' Thirty Years' War "

than of his " Robbers " and " Don Carlos." When
Goethe became intimate with Schiller, and discovered

in him those powers which as yet were hidden to

others, he felt that there was a man with whom even

he might run a race. Goethe was never jealous of

Schiller. He felt conscious of his own great powers,

and he was glad to have those powers again called out

by one who would be more difficult to conquer than

all his former rivals. Schiller, on the other hand,

perceived in Goethe the true dignity of a poet. At
Jena his ambition was to have the title of Professor of

Historv ; at Weimar he saw that it was a greater

honor to be called a poet, and the friend of Goethe
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When he saw that Goethe treated him as his friend,

and that the Duke and his briUlant court looked upon

him as his equal, Schiller, too modest to suppose he

had earned such favors, was filled with a new zeal, and

his poetical genius displayed for a time an almost

inexhaustible energy. Scarcely had his " Wallenstein
"'

been finished, in 1799, when he began his '' Mary
Stuart." This play was finished in the summer of

1800, and a new one was taken in hand in the same

year,— the "Maid of Orleans." In the spring of

1801 the " Maid of Orleans " appeared on the stage,

to be followed in 1803 by the " Bride of Messina,"

and in 1804 by his last great work, his " William

Tell." During the same time Schiller composed his

best ballads, his " Song of the Bell," his epigrams, and

his beautiful Elegy, not to mention his translations and

adaptations of English and French plays for the theatre

at Weimar. After his " William Tell " Schiller could

feel that he no longer owed his place by the side of

Goethe to favor and friendship, but to his own work

and worth. His race was run, his laurels gained.

His health, however, was broken, and his bodily frame

too weak to support the strain of his mighty spirit.

Death came to his relief, o-ivmo; rest to his mind, and

immortality to his name.

Let us look back once more on the life of Schiller.

The lives of great men are the lives of martyrs ; we
cannot regard them as examples to follow, but rather

as types jf human excellence to study and to admire.

The life of Schiller was not one which many of us

would eiivy ; it was a life of toil and suffering, of as-

piration rather than of fulfillment, a long battle with

scarcely a moment of rest for the conqueror to enjoy

his hard-won triumphs. To an ambitious man the
, ^^
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last ten years of the poet's life might seem an ample

reward for the thirty years' war of life which he had

to fight single-handed. But Schiller was too great a

man to be ambitious. Fame with him was a means,

never an object. There was a higher, a nobler aim in

his lite, which upheld him in all his struggles. From
the very beginning of his career Schiller seems to have

felt that his life was not his. He never lived for him-

self; he lived and worked for mankind. He dis-

covered within himself how much there was of the

good, the noble, and the beautiful in human nature

;

he had never been deceived in his friends. And such

was his sympathy with the world at large that he

could not bear to see in any rank of life the image of

man, created in the likeness of God, distorted by cun-

ning, pride, and selfishness. His whole poetry may
be said to be written on the simple text, " Be true, be

good, be noble !
" It may seem a short text, but truth

is very short, and the work of the greatest teachers of

mankind has always consisted in the unflinching incul-

cation of these short truths. There is in Schiller's

works a kernel full of immortal growth, which will

endure long after the brilliant colors of his poetry have

faded away. That kernel is the man, and without it

Schiller's poetry, like all other poetry, is but the song

of sirens. Schiller's character has been subjected to

that painful scrutiny to which, in modern times, the

characters of great men are subjected ; everything he

ever did, or said, or thought, has been published ; and

yet it would be difficult, in the whole course of his life,

to point out one act, one word, one thought, that could

be called mean, untrue, or selfish. From the beginning

to the end Schiller remained true to himself; he never

acted a part, he never bargained with the world. We
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may differ from him on many points of politics, ethics,

and religion ; but though we differ, we must always

respect and admire. His life is the best commentary

on his poetry ; there is never a discrepancy between

the two. As mere critics, we may be able to admire

a poet without admiring the man ; but poetry, it should

be remembered, was not lueant for critics only, and its

highest purpose is never fulfilled, except where, as

with Schiller, we can listen to the poet and look up to

the man.

18M.
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V.

WILHELM MULLER;

1794-1827.

Seldom has a poet in a short life of thirty years

aiigraven his name so deeply on the memorial tablets

of the history of German poetry as Wilhelm Miiller.

Although the youthful efforts of a poet may be ap-

preciated by those few who are able to admire what is

good and beautiful, even though it has never before

been admired by others, yet in order permanently to

win the ear and heart of his people, a poet must live

with the people, and take part in the movements and

struggles of his age. Thus only can he hope to stir

and mould the thoughts of his contemporaries, and to

remain a permanent living power in the recollections

of his countrymen. Wilhelm Miiller died at the very

moment when the rich blossoms of his poetic genius

were forming fruit ; and after he had warmed and

quickened the hearts of the youth of Germany with

the lyric songs of his own youth, only a short span of

time was granted him to show the w^orld, as he did

more especially in his '^ Greek Songs " and " Epi-

1 Preface to a new edition of Wilhelm Miiller's poems, published in 1868,

in the Bibliothtk der Dtutschen Nalional-Lteratur des a< htzehnten und neun*

iehnten Jdhrhunderts. Leipzig, Brockhaus. Translated from the Germas

by G. A. M.
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gi'ams," the higher goal toward which he aspired. In

these his last works one readily perceives that his poe-

try would not have reflected the happy dreams of

youth only, but that he could perceive the poetry of

Hfe in its sorrows as clearly as in its joys, and depict it

in true and vivid colors.

One mav, I think, divide the friends and admirers

of Williehn Miiller into two classes : those who rejoice

and delight in his fresh and joyous songs, and those

who admire the nobleness and force of his character as

shown in the poems celebrating the war of Greek in-

dependence, and in his epigrams. All poetry is not

for every one, nor for every one at all times. There

are critics and historians of literature who cannot toler-

ate songs of youth, of love, and of wine ; they always

ask " why ? " and " wherefore ? " and they demand in

all poetry, before anything else, high or deep thoughts.

No doubt there can be no poetry without thought, but

there are thoughts which are poetical without being

drawn from the deepest depths of the heart and brain,

nay, which are poetical just because they are as simple

and true and natural as the flowers of the field or the

stars of heaven. There is a poetry for the old, but

there is also a poetry for the young. The young de-

mand in poetry an interpretation of their own youthful

feelino-s, and first learn truly to understand them-

selves through those poets who speak for them as they

would speak for themselves, had nature endowed them

with melody of thought and harmony of diction.

Youth is and will remain the majority of the world,

and will let no gloomy brow rob it of its poetic enthu-

siasm for young love and old wine. True, youth is

not over-critical ; true, it does not know how to speak

or write in learned phrases of the mer'ts of .its favorite
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poets. But for all that, where is the poet who would

not rather live in the warm recollection of the never-

dying youth of his nation than in voluminous ency-

clopaedias, or even in the marble Walhallas of Ger
many ? The story and the songs of a miller's man
who loves his master's daughter, and of a miller's

daughter who loves a huntsman better, may seem

very trivial, commonplace, and unpoetical to many a

man of forty or fifty. But there are men of forty

and fifty who have never lost sight of the bright but

now far-off days of their own youth, who can still re-

joice with those that rejoice, and weep with those that

weep, and love with those that love,— aye, who can

still fill their glasses with old and young, and in whose

eyes every-day life has not destroyed the poetic bloom

that rests everywhere on life so long as it is lived with

warm and natural feelings. Songs which, like the

"Beautiful Miller's Dauo-hter" and the "Winter

Journey," could so penetrate and again spring forth

from the soul of Franz Schubert, may well stir the

very depths of our own hearts, without the need of

fearing the wise looks of those who possess the art of

saying nothing in many words. Why should poetry

be less free than painting to seek for what is beautiful

wherever a human eye can discover, wherever human

art can imitate it ? No one blames the painter if, in-

stead of giddy peaks or towering waves, he delineates

on his canvas a quiet narrow valley, filled with a

green mist, and enlivened only by a gray mill and a

dark brown mill-wheel, from which the spray rises like

silver dust, and then floats away, and vanishes in the

rays of the sun. Is what is not too common for the

painter, too common for the poet? Is an idyl in

the truest, warmest, softest colors of the soul, like the
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" Beautiful Miller's Daughter," less a work of art than

a landscape by Ruysdael ? And observe in these songs

how the execution suits the subject ; their tone is

thoroughly popular, and reminds many of us, perhaps

too much, of the popular songs collected by Arnim and

Brentano in '' Des Knaben Wunderhorn." But this

could not be helped. Theocritus could not write his

idyls in grand Attic Greek ; he needed the homeli-

ness of the Boeotian dialect. It was the same with

VVilhelm Miiller, who must not be blamed for expres-

sions which now perhaps, more than formerly, may
sound, to fastidious ears, too homely or commonplace.

His simple and natural conception of nature is

shown most beautifully in the " Wanderer's Songs,"

and in the " Spring Wreath from the Plauen Valley."

Nowhere do we find a labored thouo-ht or a labored

word. The lovely spring world is depicted exactly as

it is, but over all is thrown the life and inspiration of

a poet's eye and a poet's mind, which perceives and

gives utterance to what others fail to see, and silent

nature cannot utter. It is this recognition of the beau-

tiful in what is insignificant, of greatness in what is

small, of the marvelous in ordinary life,— yes, this per-

ception of the divine in every earthly enjoyment,—
which gives its own charm to each of Wilhelm Miil-

ler's smallest poems, and endears them so truly to

those who, amidst the hurrv of life, have not forgotten

the delight of absorption in nature, who have never

lost their faith In the mystery of the divine presence

in all that is beautiful, good, and true on earth. We
need onlv read the '' Friihlingsmahl," or '' Pfingsten

"

to see how a whole world, aye, a whole heaven, may
be mirrored in the tiniest drop of dew.

•.. And as enjoyment of nature finds so clear an echo
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in the poetry of Wilhelm Miiller, so also does the de-

]io;ht which man should have in man. Drinkino; soncrg

and table sono-s do not belono; to the hio-hest HiMits of

poetry ; but if the delights of friendly meetings and

greetings belong to some of the brightest moments of

human happiness, why should a poet hold them to be

beneath his muse ? There is something especially

German in all drinking songs, and no other nation has

held its wine in such honor. Can one imagine English

poems on port and sherry ? or has a Frenchman much
to tell us of his Bordeaux, or even of his Burgundy?

The reason that the poetry of wine is unknown in

England and France is, that in these countries peo-

ple know nothing of what lends its poetry to wine,

namely, the joyous consciousness of mutual pleasure,

the outpouring of hearts, the feeling of common
brotherhood, which makes learned professors and

divines, generals and ministers, men once more at the

sound of the ringing glasses. This purely human de-

light in the enjoyment of life, in the flavor of the Ger-

man wine, and in the yet higher flavor of the German
Symposium, finds it happiest expression in the drinking

songs of Wilhelm Miiller. They have often been set

to music by the best masters, and have long been sung

by the happy and joyous. The name of the poet is

often forgotten, whilst many of his songs have become

popular songs, just because they were sung from the

heart and soul of the German people, as the people

were fifty years ago, and as the best of them still are,

in spite of many changes in the Fatherland.

It is easv to see that a serious tone is not wanting

even in the drinkins: sono;s. The wine was ffood, but

the times were bad. Those who, like Wilhelm Mill-

er, had shared in the great sufferings and the great
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hopes of the German people, and who then saw that

after all the sacrifices that had been made, all was in

vain, all was again as bad or even worse than before,

could with difficultv conceal their disaffection, however

helpless they felt themselves against the brutalities of

those in power. Many, who like Wilhelm Miiller

had labored to reanimate German popular feeling

;

who like him had left the university to sacrifice as

common soldiers their life and life's happiness to the

freedom of the Fatherland, and who then saw how the

terror felt by the scarcely rescued princes of their de-

liverers, and the fear of foreign nations of a united

and strong Germany, joined hand in hand to destroy

the precious seed sown in blood and tears,— could not

always suppress their gloomy anger at such faint-

hearted, weak-minded policy. On the first of Janu-

ary, 1820, Wilhelm Miiller wrote thus, in the dedica-

tion of the second part of his " Letters from Rome" to

his friend Atterbom, the Swedish poet, with whom he

had but a short time before passed the Carnival time

in Italy joyously and carelessly :
" And thus I greet

you in your old sacred Fatherland, not jokingly and

merrily, like the book, whose writer seems to have be-

come a stranger to me, but earnestly and briefly ; for

the great fast of the European world, expecting the

passion, and waiting for deliverance, can endure no

indifferent shruo; of the shoulders and no hollow com-

promises and excuses. He who cannot act at this

time, can yet rest and mourn." For such words,

veiled as they were, resigned as they were, the fortress

of Mayence was at that time the usual answer.

" Deutsch und frei und stark und lauter

In dem deutschen Land
Ist der Wein allein geblieben

An der Hheines Strand.
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1st der nicht ein Demagoge,

Wer soil einer sein V

Mainz, du stolze Bundesfeste,

Sperr ihn nur nicht ein." i

That Willielm Mliller escaped the petty and annoy-

ing persecutions of the then pohce system, he owed

partly to the retired life he led in his little native

country, partly to his own good spirits, which pre-

vented him from entirely sinking the man in the politi-

cian. He had some enemies in the little court, whoje

Duke and Duchess were personally so attached to him.

A prosperous life such as his could not fail to attract

envy, and his frank, guileless character gave plenty of

occasion for suspicion. But the only answer which he

vouchsafed to his detractors was :
—

" Und lasst mir docli mein voiles Glass,

Und lasst mir meinen guten Spass,

Mit unsrer schlechten Zeit!

Wer bei dem VVeine singt und lacht,

Den thut, ihr Herrn, nicht in die Acht I

Ein Kind ist Fruhligkeit.'" 2

Wilhelm Miiller evidently felt that when words are

not deeds, or do not lead to deeds, silence is more
worthy of a man than speech. He never became a

political poet, at least never in his own country. But
when the rising of the Greeks appealed to those human
sympathies of Christian nations which can never be

1" Free, and strong, and pure, and German,
On the German Rhine,

Nothing can be now discovered

Save alone our wine;

If the wine is not a rebel,

Then no more are we;

Mainz, thou proud and frowning fortress,

Let him wander free !
"

**' And let me have my full glass, and let me have my hearty laugh at

these wretched times! He who can sing and laugh with his wine, yon
Deed not put under the ban, my lords: mirth is a harmless chUd."
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quite extinguished, and when here, too, the faint-

hearted policy of the great powers played and bar-

gained over the great events in the east of Europe

instead of trusting to those principles which alone can

secure the true and lasting well-being of states, as well

as of individuals, then the long accumulated wrath of

the poet and of the man burst forth and found utter-

ance in the songs on the Greek war of independence.

Human, Christian, political, and classical sympathies

stirred his heart, and breathed that life into his poems,

which most of them still possess. It is astonishing how
a youno; man in a small isolated tov/n like Dessau,

almost shut out from intercourse with the great world,

could have followed step by step the events of the

Greek revolution, seizino; on all the riMit, the beauty,

the grandeur of the struggle, making himself intimately

acquainted with the dominant characters, whilst he at

the same time mastered the peculiar local coloring of

the passing events. Wilhelm Miiller was not only a

poet, but he was intimately acquainted with classic an-

tiquity. He knew the Greeks and the Romans. And
just as during his stay in Rome he recognized at all

noints the old in what was new, and everywhere

sought to find what was eternal in the eternal city, so

now with him the modern Greeks were inseparably

joined with the ancient. A knowledge of the modern

Greek language appeared to him the natural comple-

tion of the study of old Greek ; and it was his acquaint-

ance with the popular songs of modern as well as of

ancient Hellas that gave the color which imparted such

a vivid expression of truth and naturalness to his own
Greek songs. It was thus that the '' Griechen Lie-

der " arose, which appeared m separate but rapid

numbers, and found great favor vrith the people. But
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even these " Griechen Lieder " caused anxiety to the

paternal governments of those days :
—

"Ruh und Friede will Europa— warum hast du sie gestort?

Warum miL dem Wahn der Freiheit eigenmachtig dich bethort?

Hoft'' auf keines Herren Hiilfe gegen eiiies Herren Frolin:

Auch des Tiirkenkaisers Polster iiennt Europa eineii Thron." 1

His last poems were suppressed by the Censor, as

well as his " Hymn on the Death of Raphael Riego."

Some of these were first published long after his

death ; others must have been lost whilst in the Cen-

sor's hands.

Two of the Greek songs, " Mark Bozzaris," and
" Song before Battle," may help the English reader to

form his own opinion both of the poetical genius and

of the character of Wilhelm M tiller :
—

MARK B0ZZARI.2

Oeflfne deine hohen Thore, Missolunghi, Stadt der Ehren,

Wo der Helden Leichen ruhen, die uns frohlich sterben lehren,

Oeffne deine hohen Thore, ciftne deine tiefen Griifte,

Auf, und streue Lorberreiser auf den Pfad und in die Liifte;

Mark Bozzari's edlen Leib bringen wir zu dir getragen.

Mark Bozzari's ! Wer darf's wagen, solehen Helden zu beklagen?

Willst zuerst du seine Wunden oder seine Siege ziihlen '?

Keinem Sieg wird eine Wunde, keiner Wund' ein Sieg hier fehlen.

Sieh auf unsern Lanzenspitzen sich die Turbanhaupter drehen,

Sieh, wie iiber seiner Bahre die Osmanenfahnen welien,

Sieh, o sieh die letzten Werke, die vollbracht des Helden Rechte

In deni Feld von Karpinissi, wo seiu Stahl im Blute zechte!

In der schwarzen Geisterstunde rief er unsre Schar zusaminen.

Funken spriihten unsre Augen durch die.Racht wie ^^'etterf^an-lraen,

Uebers Knie zerbrachen wir jauchzend utisrer Schwerter Scheiden,

Um mit Sensen einzuniiiheu in die feisten Tiirkenweiden
;

Und wir driickten uns die Hiinde, und wir strichen uns die Barte,

i " Europe wants but peace and quiet: why hast thou disturbed her rest?

How with silly dn-anis of freedom dost thou dare to till thy breast?

If thou rise against thy rulers, Hellas, thou must light alone.

E'en the bolster of a Sultan, loyal Europe calls a throne."

2 I am enabled through the kindness of Mr. Theodore Martin to supply

an excellent translation of these two poems, printed by him ir. 1863, in a

rolume intended for private circulation only.
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Dnd der stampfte mit dem Fusze, und der rieb an seioem Schwerte.

Da erscholl Bozzari's Stimme: " Auf, ins Lager der Barbaren!

Auf, mir nach! Verirrt euch nicht, Briider, in der Feinde Scharen!

Sucht ihr niicli. iin Zelt des Taschas werdet ihr mich sicher findea.

Auf, mit Got; ! F.r hilft die Feinde, liilft den Tod aiich iiberwindenl

Auf !
" Und (lie Trompete ri«z erha^tig aus des Blasers Handen

Und stiesz selbst hiiiein so hell, dasz es von den Felsenwanden

Heller stets und heller muszte sicli verdoppehid wider hallen;

Aber heller widerhailt' es doch in unsern Herzeii alien.

Wie des Herren Blitz und Donner aus der Wolkenburg der Nachte,

Also traf das Schwert der Freien die Tyranneii und die Knechte;

Wie die Tuba dt^s (Jerichtes wir I dereinst die Sunder wecken,

Also schoU durclis Tiirkenlager brausend dieser Ruf der Schrecken:
" Mark Bozzari ! MarkBozzari! Sulioten ! Sulioten!"

Solch ein guter Morgengrusz ward den Schliifern da entboten.

Und sie riitteUen sich auf, und gleich hirtenlosen Schafen

Rannten sie durch alle Gassen, bis sie aneinaudor trafen

Und, betli(lrt von Todesengeln, die durch ihre Schwiinne gingen,

Briider sich in blinder Wuth stiirzteu in der Briider Klingen.

Frag' die Nacht nach unsern Thaten; sie hat uns im Kampf gesehen—
Aber wird der Tag es glauben, was in dieser Nacht geschehen?

Hundert Griechen, tausend Tiirken: also war die Saat zu schaueu

Auf dem Feld von Karpinissi, als das Licht begann zu grauen.

Mark Bozzari, Mark Bozzari, und dich haben wir gefunden —
Kenntlich nur an deinem Schwerte, kenntlich nur an deinen Wunden,
An den Wunden, die du schlugest, und an denen, die dich trafen —
Wie du es verheiszen hattest, in dem Zelt des Paschas schlafen.

Oeffne deine hohen Thore, Missolunghi, Stadt der Ehren,

Wo der FTelden Leichen ruhen, die uns frohlich sterben lehren,

Oeffne deine tiefen Griifte, dasz wir in den heil'gen Statten

Neben Helden unsern Helden zu dem langen Schlafe betten! —
Schlafe bei dem deutschen Grafen, Grafen Nermann, Fels der Ehreo,

Bis die Stiramen des Gerichtes alle Graber werden leeren.

MARK BOZZAKIS.

Open wide, proud Missolonghi, open wide thy portals high,

Where repose the bones of heroes, teach us cheerfully to die!

Open wide thy lofty portals, open wide thy vaults profound;

Up, and scatter laurel garlands to the breeze and on the ground!
Mark Bozzaris' noble body is the freight to thee we bear,

—

Mark Bozzaris' ! Who for hero great as he to weep will dare?

Tell his wounds, his victories over! Which in number greatest be?
Every victory has its wound, and every wound its victory!

Bee, a turbaned head is grimly set on all our lances here

!

See, how the Osmanli's banner swathes in purple folds his bier!
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See, see the latest trophies, which our hero's glory seaied,

When his glaive with gore was drunken on great Karpinissi's held!

In the murkiest hour of niidniglit did we at his call arise;

Through the gloom like lightning-fiasl:es flashed the fury from our eyes;

With a shout, across our knees we snapped the scabbards of our swords^

Better down to mow the harvest of the mellow Turkish hordes;

And we clasped our hands together, and each warrior stroked his beard,

And one stamped the sward, another rubbed his blade, and vowed ita

wierd.

Then Bozzaris' voice resounded: "On, to the barbarian's lair!

On, and follow me, my brothers, see you keep together there!

Should you miss me, you will tind me surely in the Pasha's tent

!

On, with God! Through Him our foemen, death itself through Him U
shent!

On! " And swift he snatched the bugle from the hands of him that blew

And himself awoke a summons that o'er dale and mountain flew,

Till each rock and cliff" made answer clear and clearer to the call.

But a clearer e<;ho .-ounded in tha bosom of us all

!

As from midnight's battlemented keep the lightnings of the Lord

Sweep, so swept our >words, and smote the tyrants and their slavish horde;

As the trump of doom shall waken sinners in their graves that lie,

So through all the Turkish leaguer thundered his appalling cry:

" Mark Bozzaris! Mark Bozzaris! Suliotes, smite them in their lair!
"

Such the goodly morning greeting that we gave the sleepers there.

And they' staggered from tlieir slumber, and they ran from street to street.

Ran like sheep without a shepherd, striking wild at all they meet;

Ran, and frenzied by Death's angels, who amidst their myriads strayed,

Brother, in bewildered fury, dashed and fell on brother's blade.

Ask the night of our achievements! It beheld us in the fight.

But the day will never credit what we did in yonder night.

Greeks by hundreds, Turks by thousands, there like scattered seed they

lay,

On the field of Karpinissi, when the morning broke in gray.

Mark Bozarris, Mark Bozarris, and we found thee gashed and mown
By thy sword alone we knew thee, knew thee l)y th}'^ wounds alone;

By the wounds thy hand had cloven, by the wounds that seamed thy

breast,

Lying, as thou hadst foretold us, in the Pasha's tent at rest!

Open wide, proud Missolonghi, open wide thy portals high.

Where repose the bones of heroes, teach us cheerfully to die!

Open wide thy vaults! Within their hol}'^ bounds a couch we'd mak»
Where our hero, laid with heroes, may his last long slumber take!

Rest beside that Rock of Honor, brave Count Normann, rest thy head.

Till, at the archangel's trumpet, all the graves give up their dead

!
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LIED VOR DER SCHLACHT.

Wer fiir die Freiheit kampft und fallt, desz Ruhm wird bliihend stehn,

Solauge frei die Wiude noch durcli freie Liifte wehn,

Solange frei der Biiuine Laub nocli rauscht im griiiien Wald,

Solang' des Stronies Woge noch frei nach dem Meere wallt,

8olang des Adlers Fitticli frei nocli durcli die VVolken fleugt,

Solang ein freier Odem noch aiis freieni Herzen steigt.

VV'er fiir die Freiheit kiimpft und fallt, desz Ruhm wird bliihend stehn,

Solange freie Geister noch durch \'a\V und Hiuuiiel gehn.

Durch Erd' und Himniel schwebt er noch, der Helden Schattenreihn,

Und rauscht um uns in stiller Nacht, in hellem Sonnenschein,

Im Stuiui, der stolze Tannen bricht, und in dem Liiftchcn aucb,

Das durch das Gras auf Graberu spielt mit seinem leisen Haucb,

In ferner Enkel Hause noch um alle Wiegen kreist

Auf Hellas' helden reicher Flur der freien Ahnen Geist;

Der haucht in Wundertriiumen schon den zarten Saugling an

Und weilit in seinem ersten Schlaf das Kind zu einem Mann;
Den Jiingling lockt sein Ruf hinaus mit nie gefiihlter Lust

Zur Stiitte, wo ein Freier fiel; da greift er in die Brust

Dem Zitternden, und Schauer ziehn ihm durch das tiefe Herz,

Er weisz nicht, ob es Woune sei, ob es der erste Schmerz.

Herab, du heil'ge Geisterschar, schwell' unsre Fahnen auf,

Befliigie unsrer Herzen Schlag und unsrer Fiise Lauf;

Wir Ziehen nach der Freiheit aus, die Waflten in der Hand,

Wir Ziehen aus auf Kampf und Tod fur Gott, furs Vaterland

!

Ihr seid mit uns, ilir rauscht um uns, eu'r Geisterodem zieht

Mit zauberischen Tonen bin durch unser Jubellied;

Ihr seid mit uns, ihr schwebt daher, ihr aus Thermopyla,

Ihr aus dem griinen Marathon, ihr von der blauen See,

Am Wolkenfelsen Myka'e, am Salaminerstrand,

Ihr air aus Wald, Feld, Berg und Thai im weiten Griechenland

I

Wer fur die Freiheit kampft und fallt, desz Ruhm wird bliihend stehn,

Solange frei die Winde noch durch freie Liifte wehn,

Solange frei der Baume Laub noch rauscht im griinen Wald,

Solang' des Stromes Woge noch frei nach dem Meere wallt,

Solang' des Adlers Fittich frei noch durch die Wolken flejugt,

Solang' ein freier Odem noch aus freiem Herzen steigt.

SONG BEFORE BATTLE.

Whoe'er for freedom fights and falls, his fame no blight shall know.
As long as through heaven's free expanse the breezes freely blow.

As long as in the forest wild the green leaves flutter free,

As long as rivers, mountain-born, roll freely to the sea,
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As long as free the eagle's wing exulting cleaves the nkies,

A.S long as from a freeninn's heart a freeman's breath doth rise.

Whoe'er for freedom fights and falls, his fan)e ni blight shall know,
As long as spirits of the free through earth and air sha'l go;

Through earth and air a spirit-batnl of heroes moves always,

'Tis near us ;it the dead of night, and in ihe noontide's blaze,

In the storm that levels towering pines, and in the breeze that waves
With low and gentle breath the grass upon our lathers' graves.

There's not a cradle in tiie bounds of Hell is broad and fair,

But the spirit of our free-born sires is surely ^'overing there.

It breathes in dreams of fairy-land upon the infaut's brain,

And in his first sleep dedicates toe child to manhood's pain;

Its summons lures the youth to stand, with new-born joy possessed

Where once a freeman fell, and there it fires his thrilling breast,

And a shudder runs througli all his frame; he knows not if it be

A throb of rapture, or the first sharp pang of agony.

Come, swell our banners on the breeze, thou sacred spirit-band.

Give wings to every warrior's foot, and nerve to every hand.

We go to strike for freedom, to break the oppressor's rod,

We go to battle and to death for our country and our God.

Ye are with us, w"e hear your wings, we hear in magic tone

Your spirit-voice the paean swell, and mingle with our own.

Ye are with us, ye throng around, - you from Thermopylae,

You from the verdant Marathon, you from the azure sea,

By the cloud-capped rocks of Mykale, at Salamis, — all you
From field and forest, mount and glen, the land of Hellas through

!

Whoe'er for freedom rights and falls, his fame no blight shall know.
As long as through heaven's free expanse the breezes freely blow,

As long as in the forest wild the green leaves flutter free.

As long as rivers, mountain-born, roll freely to the sea.

As lonij as free the eagle's wing exulting cleaves the skies,

As lonff as from a freeman's heart a freeman's breath doth rise.
't)

When we remember all that was compressed into

this short life, we mio-ht well believe that this ceaseless

acquiring and creating must have tired and weakened

and injured both body and mind. Such, however, was

not the case. All who knew the poet agree in stating

that he never overworked himself, and that he accom-

plished all he did with the most perfect ease and enjoy-

ment. Let us only remember how his life as a student

was broken into by his service during the war, how

his journey to Italy occupied several years of his life,
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how later in Dessau he had to follow his profession

as teacher and librarian, and then let us turn oui

thoughts to all the work of his hands and the creations

of his mind, and we are astonished, not only at the

amount of work done, but still more at the finished

form which distino-uishes all his works. He was one

of the first who with Zeune, Von der Hagen, and the

brothers Grimm, labored to reawaken an interest in

ancient and mediaeval German literature. He was a

favorite pupil of Wolf, and his " Homerische Vor-

schule " did more than any other work at that time to

propagate the ideas of Wolf. He had explored the

modern languages of Europe, — French, Italian, Eng-

lish, and Spanish ; and his critiques in all these fields

of literature show how intimately acquainted he was

with the best authors of these nations. Besides all this,

he worked regularly for journals and enclycopaedias,

and was eno-ao-ed co-editor of the great '* Enclvcon^dia

of Arts and Sciences,"' by Ersch and Gruber. He also

undertook the publication of a " Library of the Ger-

man Poets of the Seventeenth Century," and all this,

without mentioning his poems and novels, in the short

space of a life of thirty-three years.

I almost forget that I am speaking of my father ; for

indeed I hardly knew him, and when his scientific and

poetic activity reached its end, he was far younger

than I am now. I do not believe, however, that a

natural affection and veneration for the poet deprives

us of the rio[ht of iudcrino;. It is well said that love is

blind, but love also strengthens and sharpens the dull

eye, so that it sees beauty where thousands pass bv

unmoved. If one reads most of our critical writings,

it would almost appear as if the chief duty of the re-

viewer were to find out the weak points and faults of

VOL. III. 8
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every work of art. Nothing has so injured the art of

criticism as this prejudice. A critic is a judge ; but a

judge, though he is no advocate, should also be no

prosecutor. The weak points of any work of art

betray themselves only too soon ; but in order to dis-

cover its beauties, not only a sharp, but an experienced

eye is needed ; and love and sympathy are necessary

above anything else. It is the heart that makes the

critic, not the nose. It is well known how many of

the most beautiful spots in Scotland, and Wales, and

Cornwall, were not many years ago described as

wastes and wildernesses. Richmond and Hampton
Court were admired, people travelled also to Versailles,

and admired the often admired blue sky of Italy. But

poets such as Walter Scott and Wordswortli discov-

ered the beauties of their native land. Where others

had only lamented over bare and wearisome hills, they

saw the battle-fields and burial-places of the primeval

Titan struo;a;les of nature. Where others saw nothino;

but barren moors full of heather and broom, the land

in their eyes was covered as with a carpet softer and

more variegated than the most precious loom of Tur-

key. Where others lost their temper at the gray cold

fog, they marveled at the silver veil of the bride of

the morning, and the gold illumination of the depart-

ing sun. Now every cockn?y can admire the smallest

lake in Westmoreland or the barest moor in the High-

lands. Why is this? Because few eyes are so dull

that they cannot see what is beautiful after it has been

pointed out to them, and when they know that they

need not feel ashamed of admiring it. It is the same

with the beauties or poetry, as with the beauties of

nature. We must first discover what is beautiful ir

poetry, and, when it is discovered, communicate it
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otherwise the authors of Scotch ballads are but stroll-

ing singers, and the Niebelungen songs are, as Freder-

ick the Great said, not worth powder and shot. The
trade of fault-finding is quickly learnt; the art of

admiration is a difficult art, at least for little minds,

narrow hearts, and timid jouls, who prefer treading

broad and safe paths. Thus many critics and literary

historians have rushed by the poems o-f Wilhelm Miil-

ler, just like travellers, who go on in the beaten track,

passing by on the right hand and on the left the most

beautiful scenes of nature, and who only stand still and

open both eyes and mouth when their '' Murray " tells

them there is something they ought to admire. Should

an old man who is at home here meet them on their

way, and counsel the travellers to turn for a moment
from the high road in order to accompany him through

a shady path to a mill, many may feel at first full of

uneasiness and distrust. But when they have re-

freshed themselves in the dark green valley with its

lively mill stream and delicious wood fragrance, they

no longer blame their guide for having called some-

what loudly to them to pause in their journey. It is

such a pause that I have tried in these few introduc-

tory lines to enforce on the reader, and I believe that

I too may reckon on pardon, if not on thanks, from

those who have followed my sudden call,

1858.



ON THE LANGUAGE AND POETRY
OF SCHLESWIG-HOLSTEIN.

After all that has been written about the Schles-

vvig-Holstein question, how little is known about those

whom that question chiefly concerns,— the Schleswig-

Holsteiners ! There may be a vaonie recollection

that, during the general turmoil of 1848, the German
inhabitants of* the Duchies rose against the Danes

;

that they fought bravely, and at last succumbed, not

to the valor, but to the diplomacy of Denmark. But,

after the treaty of London in 1852 had disposed of

them as the treaty of Vienna had disposed of other

brave people, they sank below the horizon of European

interests, never to rise again, it was fondly hoped, till

the present generation had passed away.

Yet these Schleswig-Holsteiners have an interest of

their own, quite apart from the political clouds that

have lately gathered round their country. Ever

since we know anything of the history of Northern

Europe, we find Saxon races established as the inhabit-

ants of that northern peninsula which was then called

the Cimhric Chersonese. The first writer who ever

mentions the name of Saxons is Ptolemy,^ and he

gpeaks of them as settled in what is now called Schles-

1 Ptol. ij. 11, cTt Tov av^eVa 7^7? Ktju.j3piKi^9 Xepcrovijcrov Safoves-
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wig-Ho] stein. ^ At the time of Charlemagne the Saxon

race is described to us as consistino; of tliree tribes :

the Ostfalai, Westfalai^ and AngrariL The Weiit-

phaUans were settled near the Rhine, the Eastphalians

near the Elbe, and the intermediate country, washed

bj the Weser, was held by the AngrariiJ^ The name
of Westphalia is still in existence ; that of Eastphalia

has disappeared, but its memory survives in the Eng-

lish sterling. Eastphalian traders, the ancestors of the

merchant princes of Hamburg, were known in Eng-

land by the name of JEasterlings ; and their money be-

ing of the purest quality, easterling^ in Latin esterlin-

gus, shortened to sterling, became the general name of

pure or sterling money. The name of the third tribe,

the Angrarii, continued through the Middle Ages as

the name of a people ; and to the present day, my own
sovereign, the Duke of Anhalt, calls himself Duke of

" Sachsen, Engern, iind Westphalen.''^ But the name
of the Angrarii was meant to fulfill another and more

glorious destiny. The name Angrarii or Angarii ^ is

a corruption of the older name, Angrivarii, the famous

German race mentioned by Tacitus as the neighbors

of the Cherusci. These Angrivarii are in later docu-

ments called Anglevarii. The termination varii^ rep-

resents the same word which exists in A.-S. as ware

;

for instance, in Cant-ware, inhabitants of Kent, or

Cant-ware-hurh, Canterbury ; hurh-ware, inhabitants of

a town, burghers. It is derived from werian, to de-

fend, to hold, and may be connected with wer, a man.

1 Grimm, Geschlchte der Deutschen Sprache, p. 609. Strabo, Pliny, and

Tacitus do not mention the name of Saxons.

2 Grimm, 1. c. p. 629.

8 See Foeta Snxo, anno 772, in Pertz, Monum I. 228, line 36; Grimm, 1.

s. p. 629.

* See Grimm, Deutsche Spracke p. 781.
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The same termination is found in Ansivar'd or Amp-
sivarii ; probably also in Teutonoarii instead of Teu-

tonic ChaUuari instead of Chatti.

The principal seats of these Angraril were, as we
saw, between the Rhine and Elbe, but Tacitus^ knows

of Anglii^ i. e. Angrii, east of the Elbe ; and an off-

shoot of the same Saxon tribe is found very early in

possession of that famous peninsula between the Sclilei

and the Bay of Flensburg on the eastern coast of

Schleswig,^ which by Latin writers was called Anglia^

i. e. Angria. To derive the name of Anglia from the

Latin angulus,^ corner, is about as good an etymology

as the kind-hearted remark of St. Gregory, who in-

terpreted the name of Angli by angeli. From that

Anglia, the Angli, together with the Saxons and Juti^,

migrated to the British Isles in the fifth centurv, and

the name of the Angli, as that of the most numerous

tribe, became in time the name of Englalayid.^ In the

Latin laws ascribed to King Edward the Confessor, a

curious supplement is found, which states " that the

Juts (^Guti) came formerly from the noble blood of the

Angli, namely, from the state of Engra, and that the

English came from the same blood. The Juts, there-

fore, like the Angli of Germany, should always be re-

ceived in England as brothers, and as citizens of the

realm, because the Angli of England and Germany
had always intermarried, and had fought together

against the Danes." ^

1 Germanin, c. 40. Grimm, I. c. p. 604.

2 Grimm, p. 641.

8 Beda, H'st. EccL I. 1.5. " Porro de Anjjlis, hoc est, de ilia patria qiue

Anguliis dicitur,'' etc. Ethehvert, Chron. I., '"Porro Anglia vetus sita est

inter Saxones et Giotos, habeiis oppidum capitale, quod sermone Saxonicc

Slesioic nuncupatur, secundum vero Danos, Hnithaby."

* Grimm, 1. c. p. 630.

• " Guti vero similiter cum veniunt (in regnum Britanniae) suscipi
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Like the Angll of Anorjia, the principal tribes clus-

tering round the base of the Cinibric peninsula, and

known by the general name of Northalbingi or Trans-

albiani, also Nordleudi^ were all offshoots of the Saxon

stem. Adam of Bremen (2, 15) divides them into

Tedmarsgoi^ Holcetae, and Sturmarii. In these it is

easy to recognize the modern names of Dithniarschnu

Holtseten or Holsten^ and Stormarn. It would require

more space than we can afford, were we to enter into

the arguments by which Grimm has endeavored to

identity the Dithmarschen with the Teutonic the Stor-

marn. with the Ciyyihri^ and the Ho/sten with the Ila-

7'udes. His arguments, if not convincing, are at least

highly ingenious, and may be examined by those inter-

ested in these matters, in his " History of the German
L^guage," pp. 633—640.

For many centuries the Saxon inhabitants of those

regions have had to bear the brunt of the battle be-

tween the Scandinavian and the German races. From
the days when the German Emperor Otho I. (died

973) hurled his swift spear from the northernmost

promontory of Jutland into the German Ocean to

jnark the true frontier of his empire, to the day when

debent, et protegi in regno isto sicut conjurati fratres, sicut propinqui et

proprii cives regni hujus. Exierunt enini quondam de nobili sanguine

Anglorum, scilicet de Engra civitate, et Angiici de sanguine illorum, et

semper efficiuntur populus unus et gens una. Ita constituit optinius fna

Rex Anglorum. . . . Multi vero Angli ceperunt uxores suas de sanguine

et genere Anglorum Germanise, et quidam Angli ceperunt uxores suas de

sanguine et genere Scotorum; proceres vero Scotoruni, et Scoti i'ere oniiies

ceperunt uxores suas de optimo genere et sanguine Anglorum (lermania^,

et ita fueruiit tunc temporis per universunj regnum liritaniiice duo in caine

una. . . . Universi prsedicti semper postea pro communi utilitate corouae

•egni in simul et in unum viriliter contra Danos et Norwegienses semper

steterunt; et atrocissime unanimi voluntate contra inimicos pugnaverunt,

et bella atrociisima in regno gesserunt." (Die Gesetze der Angelsachsen,

•d. Schmid, p. 296.)
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Cliristian IX. put his unwilling pen to that Danish

constitution which was to incorporate all the country

north of the Eider with Denmark, they have had to

share in all the triumphs and all the humiliations of

the German race, to which they are linked by the

strong ties of a common blood and a common lan-

guaoje.

Such constant trials and vicissitudes have told on

the character of these German borderers, and have

made them what they are, a hardy and determined,

yet careful and cautious race. Their constant watch-

ings and struggles against the slow encroachments or

sudden inroads of an enemy more inveterate even

than the Danes,— namely, the sea,— had imparted to

them from the earliest times somewhat of that wari-

ness and perseverance which we perceive in the

national character of the Dutch and the Venetians.

But the fresh breezes of the German Ocean and the

Baltic kept their nerves well braced and their hearts

buoyant ; and for muscular development the arms of

these sturdy ploughers of the sea and the land can

vie with those of any of their neighbors on the isles

or on the Continent. Hohten-treue^ i. e. Holstein-

truth, is proverbial throughout Germany, and it has

stood the test of Ion a; and fearful trials.

There is but one way of gaining an insight into the

real character of a people, unless we can actually live

among them for years ; and that is to examine their

language and literature. Now it is true that the lan-

guage spoken in Schleswig-Holstein is not German, —
at least not in the ordinary sense of the word, — and

one may well understand how travellers and corre-

ipondents of newsjmpers, who haA^e picked up their

German phrases from Ollendorf, and who, on the
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strength of this, try to enter into a conversation with

Holstein peasants, should arrive at the conckision that

these peasants speak Danish, or, at ail events, that

they do not speak German.

The Germans of Schleswig-Holstein are Saxons,

and all true Saxons speak Low-German, and Low-
German is more different from Hio;h-German than

Eno-lish is from Lowland Scotch. Low-German, how-

ever, is not to be mistaken for vulgar German. It is

the German which from time immemorial was spoken

in the low countries and along the northern sea-coast

of Germany, as opposed to the German of the high

country, of Swabia, Thuringia, Bavaria, and Austria.

These two dialects differ from each other like Doric

and Ionic ; neither can be considered as a corruption

of the other ; and however far back we trace these

two branches of living speech, we never arrive at a

point when they diverge from one common source.

The Gothic of the fourth century, preserved in the

translation of the Bible by Ulfilas, is not, as has been

so often said, the mother both of High and Low Ger-

man. It is to all intents and purposes Low-German,
only Low-German in its most primitive form, and more

primitive therefore in its grammatical framework than

the earliest specimens of High-German also, wdiich

date only from the seventh or eighth century. This

Gothic, which was spoken in the east of Germany, has

become extinct. The Saxon, spoken in the north of

Germany, continues its manifold existence to the pres-

ent day in the Low-German dialects, in Frisian, in

Dutch, and in Eno-lish. The rest of Germany was

and is occupied by High-German. In the West the

ancient High-German dialect of the Franks has been

absorbed in French, while the German spoken from
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the earliest times in the centre and soutli of Germany
has supplied the basis of what is now called the literary

and classical language of Germany.

Although the hterature of Germany is chiefly High-

German, there are a few literary compositions, both

ancient and modern, in the different spoken dialects of

the country, sufficient to enable scholars to distinguish

at least nine distinct grammatical settlements ; in the

Low-German branch, Gothic^ Saxon^ Angh-Saxon^

Frisian^ and Dutch ; in the High-German branch,

Thuringian^ Fraiikuh^ Bavaria7i^ and Alemannish.

Professor Weinhold is engaged at present in publish-

ing separate grammars of six of these dialects, namely,

of Alemannish, Bavarian, Frankish, Thuringian, Saxon,

and Frisian : and in his great German Grammar Jacob

Grimm has been able to treat these, together with the

Scandinavian tongues, as so many varieties of one

common, primitive type of Teutonic speech.

But although, in the early days of German life,

the Low and High German dialects were on terms of

perfect equality, Low-German has fallen back in the

race, while High-German has pressed forward with

double speed. High-German has become the lan-

guage of literature and good society. It is taught in

schools, preached in church, pleaded at the bar ; and,

even in places where ordinary conversation is still

carried on in Low-German, High-German is clearly

intended to be the lano;uao;e of the future. At the

time of Charlemao;ne this was not so ; and one of the

earliest literary monuments of the German language,

the "Heliand," i. e. the Saviour, is written in Saxon

or Low-German. The Saxon Emperors, however, did

little for German literature, while the Swabian Emper-

ors were proud of being the patrons of art and poetry,
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The language spoken at their court being High-Ger-

man, the ascendency of that dialect may be said to

date from their days, though it was not secured till the

time of the Reformation, when the translation of the

Bible by Luther put a firm and lasting stamp on what

has since become the literary speech of Germany.
But language, even though deprived of literary cul-

tivation, does not easily die. Though at present

people write the same language all over Germany, the

towns and villages teem everywhere with dialects, both

High and Low. Li Hanover, Brunswick, Mecklen-

burg, Oldenburg, the Free Towns, and in Schleswig-

Holstein, the lower orders speak their own German,

generally called Platt-Deutsch^ and in many parts of

Mecklenburg, Oldenburg, Ostfriesland, and Holstein,

the higher ranks too cling in their every-day conversa-

tion to this more homely dialect.-^ Children frequently

1 Klaus Groth writes: " The island of Friesian speech on the continent

of Schleswig between Husuin and Tondern is a very riddle and miracle in

the history of language, which has not been sufBcientl}' noticed and con-

sidered. Why should the two extreme ends only of the whole Friesian

coast between Belgium and Jutland have retained their mother-speech?

For the Ost Friesiaus in Oldenburg speak simply Platt-Deutsch like the

Westphaliaus and ourselves. Cirk Hinrich Stiiremburg's so called Ost-

Friesian Dictionary has no more right to call itself Friesian than the Bre-

men Dictionary. Unless the whole coast has sunk into tlie sea, who can

explain that close behind Husuin, in a flat country as monotonous as a

Hungarian Pussta, without any natural frontier or division, the traveller,

on entering the next inn, may indeed be understood if he speaks High or

Low German, nay, may receive to either an answer in pure German, but

hears the host and his servants speak in words that sound quite strange to

him'? Kqually strange is the frontier north of the Wiede-au, where Dan-

ish takes the place of Friesian. Who can explain by what process the

language has maintained itself so far and no farther, a language with which

one cannot travel beyond eight or ten square miles? Why should these

few thousand people not have surrendered long ago this ' useless remnant

of an unschooled dialect,' considering they learn at the same time Low and

High German, or Low-German and Danish? In the far-stretching, strag-

gling villages a Low-German house stands sometimes alone among Fries-

ian houses, and vice versa, and tnat has been going on for generations.
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speak two languages : High-German at school, Low-

German at their games. The clergyman speaks High-

German when he stands in the pulpit ; but w^iien he

visits the poor, he must address them in their own
peculiar Piatt. The lawyer pleads in the language of

Schiller and Goethe ; but when he examines his wit-

nesses he has frequently to condescend to the vulgar

tongue. That vulgar tongue is constantly receding

from the towns ; it is frightened away by railways, it is

ashamed to show itself in parliament. But it is loved

all the more by the people ; it appeals to their hearts,

and it comes back naturally to all wdio have ever

talked it together in their youth. It is the same with

the local patois of High-German. Even where at

school the correct High-German is taught and spoken,

as in Bavaria and Austria, each town still keeps its

own patois, and the people fall back on it as soon as

they are among themselves. When Maria Theresa

went to the Burgtheater to announce to the people of

Vienna the birth of a son and heir, she did not address

them in high-flown literary German. She bent for-

ward from her box, and called out :
'' Harts ! der Leo-

pold hot an Buebd : " Hear ! Leopold has a boy." Li

German comedies, characters from Berlin, Leipzig,

and Vienna are constantly introduced speaking their

own local dialects. In Bavaria, Styria, and the Tyrol,

much of the poetry of the people is written in their

patois ; and in some parts of Germany sermons even,

and other religious tracts, continue to be published in

the local vernaculars.

In the Saxon families they do not find it necessary to learn Friesian, for

til the neighbors can speak Low-German: but in the Friesian families one

does not hear German spoken except when there are German visitors.

Since the seventeenth century German has hardly conquered a single

house, certainly uot a village." {Illusirir^ Deutsche Monatshefte, 1869

o. 330.

)
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There are here and there a few entliusiastic cham-

pions of dialects, particularly of Low-German, who
still cherish a hope that High-German may be thrown

back, and Low-German restored to its rights and for-

mer dominion. Yet, whatever may be thought of the

relative excellences of High and Low German, — and

in several points, no doubt, Low-German has the

advantage of High-German, — yet, practically, the bat

tie between the two is decided, and cannot now be

renewed. The national language of Germany, whether

in the South or the North, will always be the German
of Luther, Lessing, Schiller, and Goethe. This, how-

ever, is no reason why the dialects, whether of Low or

High German, should be despised or banished. Dia-

lects are everywhere the natural feeders of literary

languages ; and an attempt to destroy them, if it could

succeed, would be like shutting up the tributaries of

great rivers.

After these remarks it will be clear that, if people

say that the inhabitants of Schleswig-Holstein do not

speak German, there is some truth in such a statement,

at least just enough of truth to conceal the truth. It

might be said, with equal correctness, that the peo})le

of Lancashire do not speak English. But, if from this a

conclusion is to be drawn that the Schleswior-Holstein-

ers, speaking this dialect, which is neither German nor

Danish, might as well be taught in Danish as in Ger-

man, this is not quite correct, and would deceive few

if it were adduced as an aro-ument for introducing

French instead of English in the national schools of

Lancashire.

The Schleswig-Holsteiners have their own dialect,

and cling to it as they cling to many things which, in

other parts of Germany, have been discarded as old-
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fashioned and useless. " Oil Knust holt 5ks,"—
" Stale bread lasts longest," — is one of their proverbs.

But they read their Bible in High-German ; they

write their newspapers in High-German, and it is in

High-German that their children are taught, and their

sermons preached in every town and in every village.

It is but lately that Low-German has been taken up

again by Schleswig-Holstein poets ; and some of their

poems, though intended originally for their own people

only, have been read with delight, even by those who

had to spell them out with the help of a dictionary and

a grammar. This kind of homespun poetry is a sign

of healthy national life. Like the songs of Burns in

Scotland, the poems of Klaus Groth and others reveal

to us, more than anything else, the real thoughts and

feelings, the every-day cares and occupations, of the

people whom they represent, and to whose approval

alone they appeal. But as Scotland, proud though

she well may be of her Burns, has produced some of

the best writers of English, Schleswig-Holstein, too,,

small as it is in comparison with Scotland, counts

among its sons some illustrious names in German liter-

ature. Niebuhr, the great traveller, and Niebubr, the

great historian, were both Schleswig-Holsteiners,

though during their lifetime that name had not yet

assumed the political meaning in which it is now used.

Karsten Niebuhr, the traveller, was a Hanoverian by

birth ; but, having early entered the Danish service,

he was attached to a scientific mission sent by King

Frederick V. to Egypt, Arabia, and Palestine, in 1760,

All the other members of that mission having died, it

was left to Niebuhr, after his return in 1767, to pub-

lish the results of his own observations and of those of

his companions. His " Description of Arabia," and
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his " Travels in Arabia and the Adjoining Countries

though pubhshed nearly a hundred years ago, are still

quoted with respect, and their accuracy has hardly

ever been challenged. Niebuhr spent the rest of his

life as a kind of collector and maoistrate at Meldorf, a

small town of between two and three thousand inhabit-

ants, in Dithmarschen. He is described as a square

and powerful man, who lived to a good old age, and

who, even when he had lost his eyesight, used to de-

light his family and a large circle of friends by telling

them of the adventures in his Oriental travels, of the

starry nights of the desert, and of the bright moonlight

of Egypt, where, riding on his camel, he could, from

his saddle, recognize every plant that was growing on

the ground. Nor were the listeners that gathered

round him unworthy of the old traveller. Like many
a small German town, Meldorf, the home of Niebuhr,

had a society consisting of a few government officials,

clergymen, and masters at the public school ; most of

them men of cultivated mind, and quite capable of

appreciating a man of Niebuhr's powers. Even the

peasants there were not the mere clods of other parts

of Germany. They were a well-to-do race, and by no

means illiterate. Their sons received at the Gymna-
sium of Meldorf a classical education, and they were

able to mix with ease and freedom in the society of

their betters. The most hospitable house at Meldorf

was that of Boie, the High Sheriff of Dithmarschen.

He had formerly, at Gottingen, been the life and soul

of a circle of friends who have become famous in the

history of German literature, under the name of

^'Hainbund." That " Ha.nbund," or Grove-club, in-

cluded Burger, the author of " Lenore ;
" Voss, the

translator of Homer ; the Counts Stolberg, Holty, and
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Others. With Goethe, too, Boie had been on terms of

intimacy, and when, in after life, he settled down at

Meldorf, many of liis old friends, his brother-in-law

Voss, Comit Stolberg, Claudius, and others, came to see

him and his illustrious townsman, Nlebuhr. Many a

seed was sown there, many small germs began to ripen

in that remote town of Meldorf, which are yielding fruit

at the present day, not in Germany only, but here in

England. The sons of Boie, fired by the descriptions

of the old, blind traveller, followed his example, and

became distinguished as explorers and discoverers in

natural history. Niebuhr's son, vouno; Barthold, soon

attracted the attention of all who came to see his father,

particularly of Voss ; and he 'was enabled by their help

and advice, to lay, in early youth, that foundation of

solid learning which fitted him, in the intervals of his

checkered life, to become the founder of a new era in

the study of Ancient History. And how curious the

threads which bind together the destinies of men ! how
marvelous the rays of light which, emanating from the

most distant centres, cross each other in their onward

course, and give their own peculiar coloring to charac-

ters apparently oi-iginal and independent ! We have

read, of late, in the Confessions of a modern St. Au-
gustine, how the last stroke that severed his connec-

tion with the Church of Eno-land was the establishment

of the Jerusalem bishopric. But for that event. Dr.

Newman might now be a bishop, and his friends a

strong party in the Church of England. Well, tliat

Jerusalem bishopric owes something to Meldorf. The
young schoolboy of Meldorf was afterwards the private

tutor and personal friend of the Crown-Prince of Prus-

sia, and he thus exercised an influence both on the

political and the religious views of Kinc^ Fredericlj
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William IV. He was likewise Prussian Ambassador

at Rome, wlien Bunsen was there as a vouno; scholar,

full of schemes, and planning his own journey to the

East. Niebuhr became the friend and patron of Bun-

sen, and Bunsen became his successor in the Prussian

embassy at Rome. It is well known that the Jerusa-

lem bishopric was a long-cherished plan of the King

of Prussia, Niebuhr's pupil, and that the bill for the

estabhshment of a Protestant bishopric at Jerusalem

was carried chiefly through the personal influence of

Bunsen, the friend of Niebuhr. Thus we see how all

things are working together for good or for evil,

though we little know of the grains of dust that are

carried along from all quarters of the globe, to tell like

infinitesimal weights in the scales that decide hereafter

the judgment of individuals and the fate of nations.

If Holstein, and more particularly Dithmarschen,

of which Meldorf had in former days been the capital,

may claim some share in Niebuhr the historian,— if he

himself, as the readers of his history are well aware,

is fond of explaining the social and political institutions

of Rome by references to what he had seen or heard

of the little republic of Dithmarschen, — it is certainly

a curious coincidence that the only worthy successor

of Niebuhr, in the field of Roman history, Theodore

Mommsen, is likewise a native of Schleswig. His His-

tory of Rome, though it did not produce so complete a

revolution as the work of Niebuhr, stands hio-her as a

work of art. It contains the results of Niebuhr's criti-

cal researches, sifted and carried on by a most careful

and thoughtful disciple. It is, in many respects, a

most remarkable work, particularly in Germany. The
fact that it is readable, and has become a popular book,

has excited the wrath of many critics, who evidently

VOL. III. 9
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consider it beneath the dignity of a learned professoi

that he should digest his knowledge, and give to the

world, not all and everything he has accumulated in

his note-books, but only what he considers really im-

portant and worth knowing. The fact, again, that he

does not load his pages with references and learned

notes has been treated Hke a crimen Icesce majestatis ;

and yet, with all the clamor and clatter that has been

raised, few authors have had so little to alter or rectify-

in their later editions as Mommsen. To have pro-

duced two such scholars, historians, and statesmen as

Niebuhr and Mommsen, would be an honor to any

kingdom in Germany: how much more to the small

duchy of Schleswig-Holstein, in which we have been

told so often that nothing is spoken but Danish and

some vulgar dialects of Low-German !

Well, even those vulgar dialects of Low-German,
and the poems and novels that have been written In

them by true Schleswig-Holstelners, are well worth a

moment's consideration. In looklno- at their lano-uao-e,

an Englishman at once discovers a number of old

acquaintances : words which we would look for in vain

in Schiller or Goethe. We shall mention a few.

Black means black ; In High-German it would be

sclnvarz. De black Is the black horse ; black up wit Is

black on white
; gif mek kil un blak^ give me quill and

Ink. Blid is blithe^ Instead of the High-German mild.

Bottervogel, or botterhahn, or botterhex,, is butterfly^ in-

stead of schmetierling. It is a common superstition in

the North of Germany, that one ought to mark the

first butterfly one sees in spring. A white one beto-

kens mournino;, a vellovv one a christenino' a varieo-ated

one a wedding. Brcgen or brehm is used instead of

the High-German gehirn ; it is the English brain
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People say of a very foolish person, that his train is

frozen, de hrehm is em verfrorn. The peculiar English

hut^ which has given so much trouble to grammarians

and etymologists, exists in the Holstein buten^ literally

outside, the Dutch huiten. the Old-Saxon hi-1ltan.

Buten in German is a regular contraction, just as hiri-

nen^ which means inside, within, during. Helen is the

English heaven, while the common German name is

Himmel. Hiickup is a sigh, and no doubt the English

hiccouyh. D'dsig is dizzy ; talkig is talkative.

There are some curious words which, though they

have a Low-German look, are not to be found in Eng-

lish or Anglo-Saxon. Thus plitsch, which is used in

Holstein in the sense of clever, turns out to be a cor-

ruption of politisch, i. e. political. Kriidsch means

particular or over nice ; it is a corruption of kritisch^

critical, KatohcTi means angry, mad, and is a cor-

ruption of catholic^ i. e. Roman Catholic. Krdnsch

means plucky, and stands for courageux. Frdnksch^

i. e. Frankish, means strange ; Flamscli^ i. e. Flemish,

means sulky, and is used to form superlatives ; Polsch,

i. e. Polish, means wild. Forsch means strong and

strength, and comes from the French force. Kl'dr is

a corruption of couleur, and Kunkelfusen stands for

confusion or fibs.

Some idiomatic and proverbial expressions, too, de-

serve to be noted. Instead of saying, " The sun has

set," the Holsteiners, fond as they are of their beer,

particularly in the evening after a hard day's work, say,

'''• De Sunn geiht to Beer^''^ " The sun goes to beer." If

you ask in the country how far it is to some town or vil-

lage, a peasant will answer, *' 'w Hunnhlaff^'''' " A dog's

bark," if it is quite close ; or *' 'n Pip Tohack^''' " A pipe

of tobacco," meaning about half an hour. Of a conceited
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fellow they say, " He hort de Flegn hosten^^^ " He hears

the flies coughing." If a man is full of great schemes,

he is told, " In Qedanken fort de Bur ok {n't Kutschy
" In thought the peasant, too, drives in a coach." A
man who boasts is asked, " Pracher ! heist ok Liis, oder

schuppst di man so f " " Braggart ! have you really

lice, or do you only scratch yourself as if you had ?
"

" Holstdn singt nicht,^^ " Holstein does not sing," is a

curious proverb ; and if it is meant to express the absence

of popular poetry in that country, it would be easy to

convict it of falsehood by a list of poets whose works,

though unknown to fame beyond the limits of their

own country, are cherished, and deservedly cherished,

by their own countrymen. The best known among
the Holstein poets is Klaus Groth, whose poems, pub-

lished under the title of " Quickborn," i. e. quick bourn,

or living spring, show that there is a well of true poet-

ical feeling in that country, and that its strains are all

the more delicious and refreshing if they bubble up in

the native accent of the country. Klaus Groth was

born in 1819. He was the son of a miller ; and, though

he was sent to school, he had frequently to work in

the field in summer, and make himself generally use-

fiil. Like many Schleswig-Holsteiners, he showed a

decided talent for mathematics ; but, before he was

sixteen, he had to earn his bread, and work as a clerk

in the office of a local magistrate. His leisure hours

were devoted to various studies : German, Danish,

music, psychology, successively engaged his attention.

In his nineteenth year he went to the seminary at

Tondern to prepare himself to become a schoolmaster.-

There he studied Latin, French, Swedish ; and, after

three years, was appointed teacher at a girls' school.

Though he had to give forty-three lessons a week, he
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Found time to continue his own reading, and he ac-

quired a knowledge of English, Dutch, Icelandic, and

Italian. At last, however, his health gave way, and

in 1847 he was obliged to resign his place. During

his illness his poetical talent, which he himself had

never trusted, became a source of comfort to himself

and to his friends, and the warm reception which

greeted the first edition of his " Quickborn " made him

what he was meant to be,— the poet of Schleswig-

Holstein.

His political poems are few ; and, though a true

Schleswig-Holsteiner at heart, he has always declined

to fight with his pen when he could not fight with his

sword. In the beginning of this year, however, he

published '* Five Songs for Singing and Praying,"

which, though they fail to give an adequate idea of his

power as a poet, may be of interest as showing the

deep feehngs of the people in their struggle for inde-

pendence. The text will be easily intelligible with the

help of a literal English translation.

DUTSCHE EHR AND DUTSCHE EEB.

I.

Friihling, 1848.

Dar keemn Soldaten sewer de Elf,

Hurah, hurah, na't Norn

!

Se keemn so dicht as Wagg an Wagg,
Un as en Koppel vuU Korn.

Gundag, Soldaten! wo kamtjii her?

Vun alle Bargen de Kriiz un Quer,

Ut diitschen Landen na't diitsche Meer —
So wannert un treckt dat Heer.

Wat liggt io eben as weer| de See?

Wat schint so gel as Gold ?

Dat is de Marschen er Saat un Staat,

Dat is de Holsten er Stoet.
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Gundag ju Holsten op diitsche Eer!

Gundag ju Friesen ant diitsche Meer!

To leben un starben vaer diitsche Ehr
So wannert un treckt dat Heer.

GERMAN HONOR AND GERMAN EARTH.

Spring, 1848.

There came soldiers across the Elbe,

Hurrah, hurrah, to the North

!

They came as thick as wave on wave,

And like a field full of corn.

Good day, soldiers! whence do you come?
From all the hills on the right and left.

From German lands to the German sea, —
Thus wanders and marches the host.

What lies so still as it were the sea?

What shines so yellow as gold?

The splendid fields of the Marshes they are,

The pride of the Holsten race.

Good day, ye Holsten, on German soil

!

Good day, ye Friesians, on the German sea

To live and to die for German honor, —
Thus wanders and marches the host.

II.

Sommer, 1851.

Dat treckt so trurig aewer de Elf,

In Tritt un Schritt so swar —
De Swalw de wannert, de Hatbar treckt —
Se kamt wedder to tokum Jahr.

Ade, ade, du diitsches Heer!

"Ade, ade, du Holsten meer!

Ade op Hoffen un Wiederkehr I
'*

Wi truert alleen ant Meer.

De Storch kumt wjedder, de Swalw de singt

So frohlich as all tovser—
Wann kumt de diitsche Adler un bringt

Di wedder, du diitsche Ehr?
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Wak op du Floth, wak op du Meer!

Wak op du Dunner, un week de Eer!

Wi sitt op Haepen un VVedderkehr—
Wi truert alleen ant Meer.

Summer, 1851.

They march so sad across the Elbe,

So heavy, step by step, —
The swallow wanders, the stork departs, —
They come back in the year to come.

Adieu, adieu, thou German host!
** Adieu, adieu, thou Holsten sea!

Adieu, in hope, and to meet again !
"

We mourn alone by the sea.

The stork comes back, the swallow sings

As blithe as ever before, —
When will the German eagle return,

And bring thee back, thou German honor

!

Wake up, thou flood ! wake up, thou sea!

Wake up, thou thunder, and rouse the land

We are sitting in hope to meet again,—
We mourn alone by the sea.

III.

Winter, 1863.

Dar kumt en Brusen as Vserjahswind,

Dat drsehnt as waer dat de Floth,—
Will't Frohjahr kamen to Wihnachtstid?

Holpt Gott uns siilb'n inne Noth?

Vun alle Bargen de Kriiz un Quer

Dar is dat wedder dat dtitsche Heer!

Dat gelt op Nu oder Nimraermehrl

So rett se, de dii'-sche Ehr

!

Wi hort den Adler, he kumt, he kumt

!

Noch eenmal haept wi un harrt!

Is't Friheit endlich, de he uns bringt?

Is't Wahrheit, wat der ut ward ?

Sunst holp uns Himmel, nu geit't ni mehrt

Holp du, un bring uns den Herzog her!
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Denn wiillt wi starben vjer diitsche Ehr

!

Denn begravt uns in diitsche Eer!
30 December, 1863

Winter, 1863.

There comes a blast like winter stoma
;

It roars as it were the flood.

Is the spring coming at Christmas-tide?

Does God himself help us in our need ?

From all the hills on the right and left,

There again comes the German host I

It is to be now or never!

O, save the German honor!

We hear the eagle, he comes, he comes 1

Once more we hope and wait!

Is it freedom at last he brings to us?

Is it truth what comes from thence ?

Else Heaven help us, now it goes no more I

Help thou, and bring us our Duke!

Then will we die for German honor!

Then bury us in German earth

!

December 30, 1863.

It is not, however, in war songs or political invective

that the poetical genius of Klaus Groth shows to ad-

vantage. His proper sphere is the quiet idyl, a truth-

ful and thoughtful description of nature, a reproduction

of the simplest and deepest feelings of the human
heart, and all this in the homely, honest, and heartfelt

language of his own '' Piatt Deutsch." That the ex-

ample of Burns has told on Groth, that the poetry of

the Scotch poet has inspired and inspirited the poet

of Schleswig-Holstein, is not to be denied. But to

imitate Burns, and to imitate him successfully, is no

mean achievement, and Groth would be the last man
to disown his master. The poem " Min Jehann "

might have been written by Burns. I shall give a free

metrical translation of it, but should advise the reader
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to try to spell out the original ; for much of its charm

lies in its native form, and to turn Groth even into

High-German destroys his beauty as much as when

Burns is translated into English.

MIN JEHANN".

Ik wull, wi weern noch kleeu, Jehann,

Do weer de Welt so grot

!

We seten op den Steen, Jehann,

Weest noch? hy Nawers Sot.

An Heben sell de stille Maan,
Wi segen, \va he leep,

Un snacken, wa de Himmel hoch,

Un wa de Sot wu! deep.

Weest noch, wa still dat weer, Jehann?
Dar rohr keen Blatt an Bora.

So Is dat nu ni inehr, Jehann,

As hochstens noch in Drom.
Och ne, wenn do de Scheper sung —
Alleen in't wide Feld:

Ni wahr, Jehann ? dat weer en Ton—
De eenzige op de Welt.

Mitiinner inne Schummerntid

Denn ward mi so to Mod,

Denn loppt mi't langs den RUgg so hitt,

As domals bi den Sot.

Den dreih ik mi so hasti um,
As weer ik nich alleen:

Doch Aliens, wat ik finn, Jehann,

Dat is— ik stah un ween.

MY JOHN.

I wish we still were little, John,

The world was then so wide!

When on the stone by neighbor's bourn

We rested side by side.

We saw the moon in silver veiled

Sail silent through the sky;

Our thoughts were deeper than the bourB|

And as the heavens high.

You know how still it was then, John;

All nature seemed at rest

;
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So is it now no longer, John,

Or in our dreams at best

!

Think when the shepherd boy then sang

Alone o'er all the plain,

Aye, John, you know, that was a sound

We ne'er shall hear again.

Sometimes now, John, the eventides

The self-same feelings bring,

My pulses beat as loud and strong -*

As then beside the spring.

And then I turn affrighted round,

Some stranger to descry;

But nothing can I see, my John,

—

I am alone and cry.

The next poem is a little popular ballad, relating to

a tradition, very common on the northern coast of

Germany, both east and west of the peninsula, of

islands swallowed by the sea, their spires, pinnacles,

and roofs being on certain days still visible, and their

bells audible, below the waves. One of these islands

was called Bilsen, or Old Biisum, and is supposed to

have been situated opposite the village now called Bii-

sen, on the west coast of Dithmarschen. Strange to

say, the inhabitants of that island, in spite of their

tragic fate, are represented rather in a comical light, as

the Boeotians of Holstein.

WAT SIK DAT VOLK VERTELLT.

01 Busum.

01 Biisen Iiggt int wille Haff,

De Floth de keem un wohl en Graff.

De Floth de keem un spol un spol,

Bet se de Insel iinner wohl.

Dar blev keen Steen, dar blev keen Pahl,

Dat Water schael dat all hendal.

Dar weer keen Beest, dar weer keen Hand,

De ligt nu all in depen Grund.

Un Aliens, wat der lev un lach,

Dat deck de See mit depe Nach.
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Mitunner in de holle Ebb

So siiht man vunne Hiis' de Kopp.

Denn dukt de Thorn herut ut Sand,

As weert en Finger vun en Hand.

Denn hort man sach de Klocken klingn,

Denn hijrt man sach de Kanter singn;

Denn geit dat lisen daer de Luft:

" Begrabt den Leib in seine Gruft."

WHAT THE PEOPLE TELL.

Old Bilsum.

Old Biisen sank into the waves;

The sea has made full many graves;

The flood came near and washed around,

Until the rock to dust was ground.

No stone remained, no belfrj'- steep;

All sank into the waters deep.

There was no beast, there was no hound;

They all were carried to the ground.

And all that lived and laughed around

The sea now holds in gloom profound.

At times, when low the water falls,

The sailor sees the broken walls

;

The church tower peeps from out the sand,

Like to the finger of a hand.

Then hears one low the church bells ringing

Then hears one low the sexton singing;

A chant is carried by the gust

:

" Give earth to earth, and dust to dust."

In the Baltic, too, similar traditions are current of

sunken islands and towns buried in the sea, which are

believed to be visible at certain times. The most

famous tradition is that of the ancient town of Vineta,

— once, it is said, the greatest emporium in the north

of Europe,— several times destroyed and built up

again, till, in 1183, it was upheaved by an earthquake-

and swallowed by a flood. The ruins of Vineta are

believed to be visible between the coast of Pomerania

and the island of Riio-en. This tradition has sug-gested

one of Wilhelm Miiller's— my father's— lyrical songs,

published in his " Stones and Shells from the Island of
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Riigen,*' 1825, of whicli I am able to give a transla-

tion by Mr. J. A. Froude.
,

VINETA.

Aus des Meeres tiefem, tiefem Grande
Klingen Abendglocken dumpf und matt,

Uns zu geben wunderbare Kunde
Von der schonen alten Wunderstadt.

II.

In der Fluthen Sehooss hinabgesunken

Blieben unten ihre Triimmer stehn,

Ihre Zinnen lassen goldne Funken

Wiederscheinend auf dem Spiegel sehn.

III.

Und der Schiflfer, der den Zauberschimmer

Einmal sah im hellen Abendroth,

Nach derselben Stelle schifft er inimer,

Ob auch rings umher die Klippe droht.

IV.

Aus des Herzens tiefem, tiefem Grande

Klingt es mir, wie Glocken, dampf und matt:

Ach, sie geben wunderbare Kunde
Von der Liebe, die geliebt es hat.

V.

Eine schone Welt ist da versunken,

Ihre Triimmer blieben unten stehn,

Lassen sich als goldne Himmelsfunken

Oft im Spiegel meiner Traume sehn.

VI.

Und dann mocht' ich tauchen in die Tiefen,

Mich versenken in den Wiederschein,

Und mir ist als ob mich Engel riefen

In die alte Wunderstadt herein.

VINETA.

I.

From the sea's deep hollow faintly pealing,

Far off evening bells come sad and slcir;
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Faintly rise, the wondrous tale revealing

Of the old enchanted town below.

II.

On the bosom of the flood reclining,

Ruined arch and wall and broken spire,

Down beneath the water}' miri'or shining,

Gleam and flash in flakes of golden fire.

III.

And the boatman who at twilight hour

Once that magic vision shall have seen,

Heedless how the crags may round him lour,

Evermore will haunt the charmed scene.

IV.

From the heart's deep hollow faintly pealing,

Far I hear them, bell -notes sad and slow,

Ah, a wild and wondrous tale revealing

Of the drowned wreck of love below.

V.

There a world, in loveliness decaying,

Lingers yet in beauty ere it die

;

Phantom forms, across my senses playing.

Flash like golden fire-flakes from the sky.

VI.

Lights are gleaming, fairy bells are ringing.

And I long to plunge and wander free.

Where I hear the angel-voices singing

In those ancient towers below the sea.

I give a few more specimens of Klaus Groth's

poetry, which I have ventured to turn into English

verse, in the hope that my translations, though very

imperfect, may, perhaps on account of their very im-

perfection, excite among some of my readers a desire

to become acquainted with the originals.

HE SA MI SO VEL.

t.

He sa mi so vel, un ik sa em keen Wort,

Un all wat ik sa, weer: Jehann, ik mutt fort I
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II.

He sa mi vun Lev un vun Himmel un Eer,

He sa mi vun aliens— ik weet ni mal mehr I

III.

He sa mi so vel, un ik sa em keen Wort,

Un all wat ik sa, weer: Jehann, ik mutt fort!

IV.

He heeld mi de Hann, un he be mi so dull,

Ik schuU em doch gut wen, un ob ik ni wuU ?

V.

Ik weer je ni bos, awer sa doch keen Wort,

Un all wat ik sa, weer: Jehann, ik mutt fort'

VI.

Nu sitt ik un denk, un denk jiimmer deran

Mi diich, ik muss seggt hebbn: Wa geern, min Jehann!

VII.

Un doch, kumt dat wedder, so segg ik keen Wort,

Un hollt he mi, segg ik: Jehann, ik mutt fort!

HE TOLD ME SO MUCH.

I.

Though he told me so much, I had nothing to say

And all that I said was, John, I must away

!

II.

He spoke of his true love, and spoke of all that, .

Of honor and heaven, — I hardly know what.

III.

Though he told me so much, I had nothing to say,

And all that I said was, John, I must away

!

IV.

He held me, and asked me, as hard as he could,

That I too should love him, and whether L would?

V.

I never was wrath, but had nothing to say.

And all that I said was, John, I must away

!
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VI.

I sit now alone, and I think on and on,

Why did I not say then, How gladiy, my John!

VII.

Yet even the next time, O what shall I say.

If he holds me and asks me?— John, I must awayl

TOF MAL!

Se is doch de stillste vun alle to Kark

!

Se is doch de schonste vun alle to Markl
So weekli, so bleekli, un de Ogen so grot.

So blau as en Heben un deep as en Sot.

Wer kikt w«l int Water, an denkt ni sin Deel?

Wer kikt wul nan Himmel, un wiinscht sik ne vel?

Wer siiht er in Ogen, so blau un so frani,

Un denkt ui an Eugeln, un allerhand Kram?

I.

In church she is surely the stillest of all.

She steps through the market so fair and so tall,

II.

So softly, so lightly, with wfindering eyes,

As deep as the sea, and as blue as the skies.

III.

Who thinks not a deal when he looks on the main ?

Who looks to the skies, and sighs not again ?

IV.

Who looks in her eyes, so blue and so true.

And thinks not of angels and other things too?

KEEN GRAFF IS SO BRUT.

I.

Keen Graff is so brut un keen Muer so hoch,

Wenn Twe sik man gut siind, so drapt se sik docb

II.

Keen Wedder so gruli, so duster keen Nacht,

Wenn Twe sik man sehn wiillt, so seht se sik s&chc-
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III.

Dat gif wu] en Maanschin, dar schint wul en Steera,

Dat gift noch en Licht oder Liicht un Lantern.

IV.

Dar fiunt sik en Ledder, en Stegelsch un Steg:

Wenn Twe sik man leef hebbt— keen Sorg vaer den Weg.

I.

No ditch is so deep, and no wall is so high,

If two love each other, they'll meet by and by.

II.

No storm is so wild, and no night is so black,

If two wish to meet, they will soon find a track.

III.

There is surely the moon, or the stars shining bright.

Or a torch, or a lantern, or some sort of light;

IV.

There is surely a ladder, a step, or a stile.

If two love each other, they'll meet ere long while.

JEHANN, NU SPANN DE SCHIMMELS AN I

i.

Jehann, nu spann de Schimmels an

.

Nu fahr wi na de Brut

!

Un hebbt wi nix as brune Per,

Jehann. so is't ok gut!

II.

Un hebbt wi nix as swarte Per,

Jehann, so is't ok recht!

Un biin ik nich uns Weerth sin Soen,

So biin'k sin jiingste Knecht!

III.

Un hebbt wi gar keen Per un Wag',

So hebbt wi junge Been

!

Un de so glijckli is as ik,

Jehann, dat wiill wi sehn !
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MAKE HASTE, MY JOHN, PUT TO THE GRAYS.

I.

Make haste, my John, put to the grays,

We'll go and fetch the bride,

And if we have but two brown hacks,

They'll do as well to ride.

II.

And if we've but a pair of blacks.

We still can bear our doom,

And if I'm not my master's son,

I'm still his youngest groom.

III.

And have we neither horse nor cart,

Still strong young legs have we,—
And any happier man than I,

John, I should like to see.

DE JUNGE WETFRU.

Wenn Abends roth de Wulken treckt»

So denk ik och ! an di

!

So trock verbi dat ganze Heer,

Un du weerst rait derbi.

Wenn ut de Bom de Blaeder fallt,

So denk ik glik an di:

So full so menni brawe Jung,

Un du weerst mit derbi.

Denn sett ik mi so truri hin,

Un denk so vel an di,

Ik et alleen min Abendbrot —
Un du biist nich derbi.

THE SOLDIER'S WIDOW.

When ruddy clouds are driving past,

'Tis more than I can bear;

Thus did the soldiers all march by,

And thou, too, thou wert there.

When h.aves are falling on the ground,

'Tis more than I can bear;

VOL. Ill 10
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Thus fell full many a valiant lad,

And thou, too, thou wert there.

And now I sit so still and sad,

'Tis more than I can bear;

My evening meal I eat alono,

For thou, thou art not there.

I wish I could add one of Klaus Groth's tales (" Ver-

tellen," as he calls them), which give the most truthful

description of all the minute details of life in Dithmar-

schen, and bring the peculiar character of the country

and of its inhabitants vividly before the eyes of the

reader. But, short as they are, even the shortest of

them would fill more pages than could here be spared

for Schleswig-Holstein. I shall, therefore, conclude

this sketch with a tale which has no author, — a simple

tale from one of the local Holstein newspapers. It

came to me in a heap of other papers, fly-sheets,

pamphlets, ani books, but it shone like a diamond in

a heap of rubbish ; and, as the tale of " The Old

Woman of Schleswig-Holstein," it may help to give to

many who have been unjust to the inhabitants of the

Duchies some truer idea of the stuff there is in that

stroncr and staunch and sterling; race to which Eno;land

owes its language, its best blood, and its honored

name.
" When the war against Denmark began again in

the winter of 1868, offices were opened in the princi-

pal towns of Germany for collecting charitable contri-

butions. At Hamburg, Messrs. L. and K. had set

apart a large room for receiving lint, linen, and warm
clothing, or small sums of money. One day, about

Christmas, a poorly clad woman from the country

stepped in and inquired, in the pure Holstein dialect,

whether contributions were received liere for Schles-
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Nvig-Hol stein. The clerk showed her to a table cov-

ered with linen racis and such like articles. But she

turned away and pulled out an old leather purse, and,

taking out pieces of money, began to count aloud on

the counter : ' One mark, two marks, three marks,'

till she had finished her ten marks. * That makes ten

marks,' she said, and shoved the little pile away.

The clerk, who had watched the poor old woman
while she was arranging her small copper and silver

coins, asked her,— 'From whom does the money
come ?

'

" ' From me,' she said, and began counting again,

* One mark, two marks, three marks.' Thus she

went on emptying her purse, till she had counted out

ten small heaps of coin, of ten marks each. Then,

counting each heap once over again, she said :
' These

are my hundred marks for Schleswig-Holstein ; be so

good as to send them to the soldiers.'

" While the old peasant woman was doing her sums,

several persons had gathered round her ; and, as she

was leaving the shop, she was asked again in a tone of

surprise from whom the money came.
"

' From me,' she said ; and, observing that she was

closely scanned, she turned back, and looking the man
full in the face, she added, smiling : ' It is all honest

money ; it won't hurt the good cause.'

" The clerk assured her that no one had doubted

her honesty, but that she herself had, no doubt, often

known want, and that it was hardly right to let her

contribute so large a sum, probably the whole of her

savin crs.

" The old woman remained silent for a time, but,

after she had quietly scanned the faces of all present,

she said :
' Surely it concerns no one how J got the
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money. Many a thought passed through my heart

while I was counting that money. You would not

ask me to tell you all? But you are kind gentlemen,

and you take much trouble for us poor people. So I'll

tell you whence the money came. Yes, I have known
want ; food has been scarce with me many a day, and

it will be so again, as I grow older. But our gracious

Lord watches over us. He has helped me to bear

the troubles which He sent. He will never forsake

me. My husband has been dead this many and many
a year. I had one only son ; and my John was a fine

stout fellow, and he worked hard, and he would not

leave his old mother. He made my home snuo^ and

comfortable. Then came the war with the Danes.

All his friends joined the army ; but the only son of a

widow, you know, is free. So he remained at home,

and no one said to him, " Come along with us," for

they knew that he was a brave boy, and that it broke

his very heart to stay behind. I knew it all. I

watched him when the people talked of the war, or

when the schoolmaster brought the newspaper. Ah,

how he turned pale and red, and how he looked away,

and thought his old mother did not see it ! But he

said nothing to me, and I said nothing to him, Gra-

cious God, who could have thought tliat it was so hard

to drive our oppressors out of the land ? Then came

the news from Fredericia ! That was a dreadful night.

We sat in silence opposite each other. We knew
what was in our hearts, and we hardly dared to look at

each other. Suddenly he rose and took my hand, and

said, " Mother !
"— God be praised, I had strength in

that moment — " John," I said, " our time has come ;

go in God's name. I know how thou lovest me, and

what thou hast suffered. God knows what wiU be-
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oome of me if I am left quite alone, but our Lord

Jesus Christ will forsake neither thee nor me." John

enlisted as a volunteer. The day of parting came.

Ah, I am making a long story of it all ! John stood

before me in his new uniform. " Mother," he said,

" one request before we part— if it is to be "

—

" John," I said to him, *' I know what thou meanest,—
O, I shall weep, I shall weep very much when I am
alone ; but my time will come, and we shall meet

ao-ain in the day of our Lord, John ! and the land

shall be free, John ! the land shall be free !
" '

" Heavy tears stood in the poor old woman's eyes

as she repeated her sad tale ; but she soon collected

herself, and continued :
' I did not think then it would

be so hard. The heart always hopes even against

hope. But for all that ' — and here the old woman
drew herself up, and looked at us like a queen— ' I

have never regretted that I bade him go. Then came

dreadful days ; but the most dreadful of all was when
we read that the Germans had betrayed the land, and

that they had given up our land with all our dead to

the Danes ! Then I called on the Lord and said,

" O Lord, my God, how is that possible ? Why
lettest Thou the wicked triumph and allowest the

just to perish ? " And I was told that the Germans
were sorry for what they had done, but that they

could not help it. But that, gentlemen, I could never

understand. We should never do wrong, nor allow

wrong to be done. And, therefore, I thought, it

cannot always remain so ; our good Lord knows his

own good time, and in his own good time He will

come and deliver us. And I prayed every evening

that our gracious Lord would permit me to see that

day when the land should be free, and our dear dead
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should sleep no more in Danish soil. And, as I had

no other son against that day, I saved every year

what I could save, and on every Christmas Eve I

placed it before me on a table, where, in former years,

I had always placed a small present for my John, and

I said in my heart. The war will come again, and the

land will be free, and thou shalt sleep in a free grave,

my only son, my John ! And now, gentlemen, the

poor old woman has been told that the day has come,

and that her prayer has been heard, and that the war

will begin again ; and that is why she has brought her

money, the money she saved for her son. Good morn-

ing, gentlemen,' she said, and was going quickly away.
" But, before she had left the room, an old gentle-

man said, loud enough for her to hear, ' Poor body ! I

hope she may not be deceived.'

" ' Ah,' said the old woman, turning back, ' I know
what you mean ; I have been told all is not right yet.

But have faith, men ! the wicked cannot prevail

against the just ; man cannot prevail against the Lord.

Hold to that, gentlemen ; hold fast together, gentle-

men ! This very day I— begin 'to save up again.'

" Bless her, good old soul ! And, if Odin were

still looking out of his window in the sky as of yore,

when he granted victory to the women of the Lom*
bards, might he not say even now : —

" ' When women are heroes,

What must the men be like?

Theirs is the victory
;

No need of me.' "
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Our attention was attracted a few months ago by

a review published in the "Journal des Ddbats," in

which a new translation of Joinville's " Histoire de

Saint Louis," by M. Natalis de Wailly, a distinguished

nember of the French Institute, was warmly recom-

mended to the French public. After pointing out the

merits of M. de Wailly's new rendering of Joinville's

text, and the usefulness of such a book for enablino;

boys at school to gain an insight into the hearts and

minds of the Crusaders, and to form to themselves a

living conception of the manners and customs of the

people of the thirteenth century, the reviewer, whose

name is well known in this country as well as in France

^j his valuable contributions to the history of medicine,

dwelt chiefly on the fact that through the whole of

Joinville's " Mdmoires " there is no mention whatever

1 Histoire de St. Louis, par Joinville. Texte rapprocW du Franpaia

Moderne par M. Natalis de Wailly, Membre de I'lnstitut. Paris, 1865.

(Euores de Jenn Sire de Joinville, avec un texte rapproch^ du Fran<?ais

Moderne, par M. Natalis de Wailly. Paris, 1867. M. Natalis de Wailly

nas since published a new edition of Joinville, Histoire de Saint Louis,

par Jean Sire de Joinville, suivie du Credo et de la lettre a Louis X.;

texte raniene a rorthographe des Chartes du Sire de Joinville. Paris,

1868. He has more fully explained the principles according to which the

text of Joinville has been restored by him in his Memoire sur la Langit4

ie JainoHle. Puis, 1889^.
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of surgeons or physicians. Nearly the whole French

army is annihilated, the King and his companions lie

prostrate from wounds and disease, Joinville himself

is several times on the point of death
;
yet nowhere,

according to the French reviewer, does the chronicler

refer to a medical staflp attached to the army or to the

person of the King. Being somewhat startled at this

remark, we resolved to peruse once more the charming

pages of Joinville's History ; nor had we to read far be-

fore we found that one passage at least had been over-

looked, a passage which establishes beyond the possi-

bility of doubt the presence of surgeons and physicians

in the camp of the French Crusaders. On page 78 of

M. de Wailly's spirited translation, in the account of

the death of Gautier d'Autreche, we read that when
that brave knight was carried back to his tent nearly

dying, " several of the surgeons and physicians of the

camp came to see him, and not perceiving that he was

dangerously injured, they bled him on both his arms."

The result was what might be expected : Gautier

d'Autreche soon breathed his last.

Having once opened the " Memoires " of Joinville,

we could not but go on to the end, for there are few

books that carry on the reader more pleasantly, whether

we read them in the quaint French of the fourteenth

century, or in the more modern French in which they

have just been clothed by M. Natalis de Wailly. So

vividly does the easy gossip of the old soldier bring

before our eyes the days of St. Louis and Henry IH.,

that we forget that we are reading an old chronicle,

und holdino- converse with the heroes of the thirteenth

century. The fates both of Joinville's " Mdmoires "

and of Joinville himself suggest in fact many reflec

tions apart from mere mediaeval history ; and a few of
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them may here be given in the hope of reviving the

impressions left on the minds of many by their first ac-

quaintance with the old Crusader, or of inviting others

to tlie pei;usal of a work which no one who takes an

interest in man, whether past or present, can read

without real pleasure and real benefit.

It is interesting to watch the history of books, and

to gain some kind of insight into the various circum-

stances which contribute to form the reputation of poets,

philosophers, or historians. Joinville, whose name is

now familiar to the student of French history, as well as

to the lover of French literature, might fairly have ex-

pected that his memory would live by his acts of prow-

ess, and by his loyal devotion and sufferings when
following the King of France, St. Louis, on his unfor-

tunate crusade. When, previous to his departure for

the Holy Land, the young Sendchal de Champagne,

then about twenty-four years of age, had made his

confession to the Abbot of Cheminon ; when, barefoot

and in a white sheet, he was performing his pilgrim-

ages to Blehecourt (Blechicourt), St. Urbaln, and

other sacred shrines in his neighborhood, and when on

passing his own domain he would not once turn his

eyes back on the castle of Joinville, ''''pour ce que li cuers

ne me attendrisist dou biau chastel que je lessoie et de

mes dous enfans " (" that the heart might not make me
pine after the beautiful castle which I left behind, and

after my two children "), he must have felt that, hap-

pen what might to himself, the name of his family

would live, and his descendants would reside from

century to century in those strong towers where he

left his young wife, Alix de Grandpre, and his son and

neir Jean, then but a few months old. After five

years he returned from his crusade, full of honors and
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full of wounds. He held one of the highest positions

that a French nobleman could hold. He was Sen^chal

de Champagne, as his ancestors had been before him.

Several members of his family had distinguished them-

selves in former crusades, and the services of his micle

GeofFroi had been so highly appreciated by Richard

Coeur de Lion that he was allowed by that Kino; to

quarter the arms of England with his own. Both at

the court of the Comtes de Champagne, who were

Kings of Navarre, and at the court of Louis IX., King

of France, Joinville was a welcome guest. He wit-

nessed the reigns of six kings,— of Louis VHL, 1223-

26; Louis IX., or St. Louis, 1226-70; Philip III., le

Hardi, 1270-85 ; Philip IV., le Bel, 1285-1314 ; Louis

X., le Hutin, 1314-16; and Philip V., le Long, 1316-

22. Though later in life Joinville declined to follow his

beloved King on his last and fatal crusade in 1270, he

tells us himself how, on the day on which he took leave

of him, he carried his royal friend, then really on the

brink of death, in his arms from the residence of the

Comte d'Auxerre to the house of the Cordeliers. In

1282 he was one of the principal witnesses when, pre-

vious to the canonization of the King, an inquest was

held to establish the purity of his life, the sincerity of

his religious professions, and the genuineness of his self-

sacrificino; devotion in the cause of Christendom.

When the daughter of his own liege lord, the Comte

de Champagne, Jeanne de Navarre, married Philip le

Bel, and became Queen of France, she made Join-

v^ille Governor of Champagne, which she had brought

as her dowry to the grandson of St. Louis. Surely,

then, when the old Crusader, the friend and counselor

of many kings, closed his earthly career, at the good

age of ninety-five, he might have looked forward to ar
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lonored grave in the Church of St. Laurent, and to an

eminent place in the annals of his country, which were

then being written in more or less elegant Latin by

the monks of St. Denis.

But what has happened ? The monkish chroniclers,

no doubt, have assigned him his proper place in their

tedious volumes, and there his memory would have

lived with that kind of life which belono-s to the

memory of GeofFroi, his illustrious uncle, the friend of

Philip Augustus, tlie companion of Richard Coeur de

Lion, whose arms were to be seen in the Church of St.

Laurent, at Joinville, quartered with the royal arms

of England. Such parchment or hatchment glory

might have been his, and many a knight, as good as he,

has received no better, no more lasting reward for his

loyalty and bravery. His family became extinct in his

grandson. Henri de Joinville, his grandson, had no

sons ; and his daughter, being a wealthy heiress, was

married to one of the Dukes of Lorraine. The Dukes
of Lorraine were buried for centuries in the same

Church of St. Laurent where Joinville reposed, and

where he had founded a chapel dedicated to his com-

panion in arms, Louis IX., the Royal Saint of France

;

and when, at the time of the French Revolution, the

tombs of St. Denis were broken open by an infuriated

people, and their ashes scattered abroad, the vaults of

the church at Joinville, too, shared the same fate, and

the remains of the brave Crusader suffered the same

indignity as the remains of his sainted King. It is

true that there were some sparks of loyalty and self-

respect left in the hearts of the citizens of Joinville.

They had the bones of the old warrior and of the

Dukes of Lorraine reinterred in the pubhc cemeteiy;

ind there they now rest, mingled with tlie dust of
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their faithful lieges and subjects. But the Chui'ch of

St. Laurent, with its tombs and tombstones, is gone.

The property of the Joinvilles descended from the

Dukes of Lorraine to the Dukes of Guise, and, lastly,

to the family of Orleans. The famous Duke of Or-

leans, Egalite, sold Joinville in 1790, and stipulated

that the old castle should be demolished. Poplars and

fir-trees now cover the ground of the ancient castle,

and the name of Joinville is borne by a royal prince,

the son of a dethroned king, the grandson of Louis

Egalit^, who died on the guillotine.

Neither his noble birth, nor his noble deeds, nor the

friendship of kings and princes, would have saved

Joinville from that inevitable oblivion which has

blotted from the memory of living men the names of

his more eminent companions,— Robert, Count of Ar-

tois ; Alphonse, Count of Poitiers ; Charles, Count of

Anjou ; Hugue, Duke of Burgundy ; William, Count

of Flanders, and many more. A little book which the

old warrior wrote or dictated,— for it is very doubtful

whether he could have written it himself,— a book

which for many years attracted nobody's attention, and

which even now we do not possess in the original lan-

guage of the thirteenth or the beginning of the four-

teenth centuries— has secured to the name of Jean

de Joinville a living immortality, and a fame that will

I-ast Ions: after the bronze statue which was erected in

his native place in 1853 shall have shared the fate of

his castle, of his church, and of his tomb. Nothing

could have been further from the mind of the old no-

bleman when, at the ag-e of eio-htv-five, he beoan the

history of his royal comrade, St. Louis, than thcj hope

of literary fame. He would have scouted it. That

kind of fame might have been good enough for monks
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and abbots, but it would never at that time have

roused the ambition of a man of Joinville's stamp.

How the book came to be written he tells us himself

in his dedication, dated in the year 1309, and addressed

to Louis le Hutin, then only King of Navarre and

Count of Champagne, but afterwards King of France.

His mother, Jeanne of Navarre, the daughter of Join-

ville's former liege lord, the last of the Counts of

Champagne, who was married to Philip le Bel, the

grandson of St. Louis, had asked him " to have a book

made for her, containing the sacred words and good

actions of our King, St. Looys." She died before the

book was finished, and Joinville, therefore, sent it to

her son. How it was received by him we do not

know; nor is there any reason to suppose that there

were more than a few copies made of a work which

was intended chiefly for members of the royal family

of France and of his own family. It is never quoted

by historical writers of that time ; and the first historian

who refers to it is said to be Pierre le Baud, who,

toward the end of the fifteenth century, wrote his

*' Histoire de Bretagne." It has been proved that for

a long time no mention of the dedication copy occurs

in the inventories of the private libraries of the Kino-s

of France. At the death of Louis le Hutin his library

consisted of twenty-nine volumes, and among them the

History of St. Louis does not occur. There is, indeed,

one entry, '• Quatre caiers de Saint Looys ;
" but this

could not be meant for the work of Joinville, which

was in one volume. These four cahiers or quires of

paper were more likely manuscript notes of St. Louis

himself. His confessor, Geoffroy de Beaulieu, relates

that the King^ before his last illness, wrote; down with

bis own hand some salutary counsels in French, of
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which he, the confessor, procured a copy before the

King's death, and which he translated froxH French

into Latin.

Again, the widow of Louis X. left at her death a

collection of forty-one volumes, and the widow of

Charles le Bel a collection of twenty volumes ; but in

neither of them is there any mention of Joinville's

History.

It is not till we come to the reign of Charles V.

(1364-80) that Joinville's book occurs in the inven-

tory of the royal library, drawn up in 1373 by the

King's valet de chambre, Gilles Mallet. It is entered

as "La vie de Saint Loys, et les fais de son voyage

d'outre mer ; " and in the margin of the catalogue

there is a note, " Le Roy Pa par devers soy,"—
" The King has it by him." At the time of his death

the volume had not yet been returned to its proper

place in the first hall of the Louvre ; but in the inven-

tory drawn up in 1411 it appears again, with the

following description : ^—
" Une grant partie de la vie et des fais de Monseigneur Saint

Loys que fist faire le Seigneur de Joinville ; tres-bien eseript et

historie. Convert de cuir rouge,k empreintes, a deux fermoirs

d'argent. Eseript de lettres de forme en fran^ois k deux cou-

lombes ; commen9ant au deuxieme folio ' et porceque,' et au

derrenier ' en tele maniere.*
"

This means, " A great portion of the life and actions

of St. Louis which the Seigneur de Joinville had

made, very well written and illuminated. Bound in

red leather, tooled, with two silver clasps. Written

in formal letters in French, in two columns, beginning

on the second folio with the words " et porceque^'''' and

on the last with '' en tele maniere.^^

During the Middle Ages and before the discove'-y

1 See Paulin Paris, p. 175.
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of printing, the task of having a literarj; work pub-

lished, or rather of having it copied, rested chiefly

with the author ; and as Joinville himself, at his time

of hfe, and in the position which he occupied, had no

interest in what we should call " pushing " his book,

this alone is quite sufficient to explain its almost total

neglect. But other causes, too, have been assigned by

M. Paulin Paris and others for what seems at first sight

so .very strange, — the entire neglect of Joinville's

work. From the besjinnino; of the twelfth centurv the

monks of St. Denis were the recognized historians of

France. They at first collected the most important

historical works of former centuries, such as Gregory

of Tours, Eginhard, the so-called Archbishop Turpin,

Nithard, and WilHam of Jumieges. But beginning

with the first year of Philip I., 1060-1108, the monks

became themselves the chroniclers of passing events.

The famous Abbot Suger, the contemporary of Abe-

lard and St. Bernard, wrote the life of Louis le Gros ;

Rigord and Guillaume de Nangis followed with the

history of his successors. Thus the official history of

St. Louis had been written by Guillaume de Nangis

long before Joinville thought of dictating his personal

recollections of the Kino;. Besides the work of

Guillaume de Nangis, there was the " History of the

Crusades," including that of St. Louis, written by

Guillaume, Archbishop of Tyre, and translated into

French, so that even the ground which Joinville had

more especially selected as his own was preoccupied

by a popular and authoritative writer. Lastly, when

Joinville's History appeared, the chivalrous King,

whose sayings and doings his old brother in arms

Ludertook to describe in his homely and truthful style,

had ceased to be an jrdinary mortal. He had become
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a saint, and what people were anxious to know of him

were legends rather than history. With all the sin-

cere admiration which Joinville entertained for his

King, he could not compete with such writers as

GeofFroy de Beaulieu (Gaufridus de Belloloco), the

confessor of St. Louis, Guillaume de Chartres (Guillel-

mus Carnotensis), his chaplain, or the confessor of his

daughter Blanche, each of whom had written a life of

the royal saint. Their works were copied over and

over again, and numerous MSS. have been preserved

of them in public and private libraries. Of Joinville

one early MS. only was saved, and even that not

altogether a faithful copy of the original.

The first edition of Joinville was printed at Poitiers

in 1547, and dedicated to FranQois I. The editor,

Pierre Antoine de Rieux, tells us that when, in 1542,

he examined some old documents at Beaufort en Valee,

in Anjou, he found among the MSS. the Chronicle of

King Louis, written by a Seigneur de Joinville,

S^n^chal de Champagne, who lived at that time, and

had accompanied the said St. Louis in all his wars.

But because it was badly arranged or written in a very

rude language, he had it polished and put in better

order, a proceeding of which he is evidently very

proud, as we may gather from a remark of his friend

Guillaume de Perriere, that " it is no smaller praise to

polish a diamond than to find it quite raw " (toute

brute').

This text, which could hardly be called Joinville's,

remained for a time the received text. It was re»

produced in 1595, in 1596, and in 1609.

In 1617 a new edition was published by Claude

Menard. He states that he found at Laval a heap of

old papers, which had escaped the ravages committer'
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by the Protestants in some of the monasteries at Anjou.

When he compared the MS. of Joinville with the

edition of Pierre Antoine de Rieux, he found that the

ancient style of Joinville had been greatly changed.

He therefore undertook a new edition, more faithful

to the original. Unfortunately, however, his original

MS. was but a modern copy, and his edition, though

an improvement on that of 1547, was still very far

from the style and language of the beginning of the

fourteenth century.

The learned Du Cange searched in vain for more

tmstworthy materials for restoring the text of Join-

ville. Invaluable as are the dissertations which he

wrote on Joinville, his own text of the History, pub-

lished in 1668, could only be based on the two editions

that had preceded his own.

It was not till 1761 that real progress was made

in restoring the text of Joinville. An ancient MS.
had been brought from Brussels by the Marechal

Maurice de Saxe. It was carefully edited by M.
Capperonnier, and it has served, with few exceptions,

as the foundation of all later editions. It is now in the

Imperial Library. The editors of the '' Recueil des

Historiens de France " express their belief that the MS.
might actually be the original. At the end of it are

the words, " Ce fu escript en I'an de grace mil CCC et

IX, on moys d'octovre." This, however, is no real

proof of the date of the MS. Transcribers of MSS.,

it is well known, were in the habit of mechanically

nopyino; all they saw in the original, and hence we find

very commonly the date of an old MS. repeated over

and over again in modern copies.

The arguments by which in 1839 M. Paulin Paris

proved that this, the oldest MS. of Joinville, belongs
VOL. III. 11
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not to the beginning, but to the end of the fourteenth

century, seem unanswerable, though they failed to

convince M. Daunou, who, in the twentieth volume of

the " Historiens de France," published in 1840, still

looks upon this MS. as written in 1309, or at least

during Joinville's life-time. M. Paulin Paris estab-

lishes, first of all, that this MS. cannot be the same as

that which was so carefully described in the catalogue

of Charles V. What became of that MS. once be-

longing to the private library of the Kings of France,

no one knows, but there is no reason, even now, why
it should not still be recovered. The MS. of Joinville,

which now belongs to the Imperial Library, is written

by the same scribe who wrote another MS. of "La Vie

et les Miracles de Saint Louis." Now, this MS. of
*' La Vie et les Mij-acles " is a copy of an older MS.,

which likewise exists at Paris. This more ancient

MS., probably the original, and written, therefore, in

the beginning of the fourteenth century, had been

carefully revised before it served as the model for the

later copy, executed by the same scribe who, as we
saw, wrote the old MS. of Joinville. A number of

letters were scratched out, words erased, and some-

times whole sentences altered or suppressed, a red line

being drawn across the words which had to be omitted.

It looks, in fact, like a manuscript prepared for the

printer. Now, if* the same copyist who copied this

MS. copied likewise the MS. of Joinville, it follows

that he was separated from the original of Joinville by

the same interval which separates the corrected MSS.
of " La Vie et les Miracles " from their original, or

from the beginning of the fourteenth century. This

line of argument seems to establish satisfactorily the

approximate date of the oldest MS. of Joinville as

belong;ing to the end of the fourteenth century.
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Another MS. was discovered at Lucca. As it had

oelonged to the Dukes of Guise, great expectations

were at one time entertertained of its value. It was

bought by the Royal Library at Paris in 1741 for 360

livres, but it was soon proved not to be older than

about 1500, representing the language of the time of

Francois I. rather than of St. Louis, but nevertheless

preserving occasionally a more ancient spelling than

the other MS. which was copied two hundred years

before. This MS. bears the arras of the Princess

Antoinette de Bourbon and of her husband, Claude de

Lorraine, who was '•' Due de Guise, Comte d'Aumale,

Marquis de Mayence et d'Elbeuf, and Baron de Join-

ville." Their marriage took place in 1513 ; he died

in 1550, she in 1583.

There is a third MS. which has latelv been discov-

ered. It belono-ed to M. Brissart-Binet of Rheims,

became known to M. Paulin Paris, and was lent to M.
de Wailly for his new edition of Joinville. It seems

to be a copy of the so-called MS. of Lucca, the MS.
belongino; to the Princess Antoinette de Bourbon, and

it is most likely the very copy which that Princess

ordered to be made for Louis Lasserd, canon of St.

Martin of Tours who published an abridgment of it

in 1541. By a most fortunate accident it supphes the

passages from page 88 to 112, and from page 126 to

139, which are wanting in the MS. of Lucca.

It must be admitted, therefore, that for an accurate

study of the historical growth of the French language,

[he work of Joinville is of less importance than it

would have been if it had been preserved in its original

orthography, and with all the grammatical peculiari-

ties which mark the French of the thirteenth and the

beginning of the fourteenth century. There may be
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no more than a distance of not quite a hundred yeara

between the orlo-inal of Joinville and the earliest MS.
which we possess. But in those hundred years the

French language did not remain stationary. Even as

late as the time of Montaigne, when French has as-

sumed a far greater literary steadiness, that writer

complains of its constant change. "I wrote my book,"

he says in a memorable passage (" Essais," liv. 3, c.

9)-
" For few people and for a few years. If it had been a sub-

ject that ought to last, it should have been committed to a more

stable language (Latin). After the continual variation which

has followed our speech to the present day, who can hope that

its present form will be used fifty years hence ? It ghdes from

our hands every day, and since I have lived it has been half

changed. We say that at present it is perfect, but every cen-

tury says the same of its own. I do not wish to hold it back,

if it will fly away and go on deteriorating as it does. It be-

lono;s to good and useful writers to nail the lann;uage to them-

selves " {de le doner a eux).

On the other hand, we must guard against forming

an exao;o;erated notion of the chano;es that could have

taken place in the French language within the space

of less than a century. They refer chiefly to the

spelling of words, to the use of some antiquated words

and expressions, and to the less careful observation of

the rules bv which in ancient French the nominative

is distinguished from the oblique cases, both in the

singular and the plural. That the changes do not

amount to more than this can be proved by a com23ar-

ison of other documents which clearly preserve the

actual lanffuao-e of Joinville. There is a letter of his

^'hich is preserved at the Imperial Library at Paris,

addressed to Louis X. in 1315. It was first published

Dy Du Cange, afterwards by M. Daunou, in the twen-
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tieth volume of the " Historiens de France," and again

by M. de Wailly. There are, likewise, some charters

of Joinville, written in his chancelleries and in some

cases with additions from his own hand. Lastly, there

is Joinville's " Credo," containing his notes on the

Apostolic Creed, preserved in a manuscript of the thir-

teenth century. This was published in the " Collec-

tion des Bibliophiles Fran^ais," unfortunately printed

in twenty-five copies only. The MS. of the " Credo,"

which formerly belonged to the public library of Paris,

disappeared from it about twenty years ago ; and it now
forms No. 75 of a collection of MSS. bought in 1849 by

Lord Ashburnham from M. Barrois. By comparing

the language of these thirteenth century documents

with that of the earliest MS. of Joinville's History,

it is easy to see that although we have lost some-

thing, we have not lost very much, and that, at all

events, we need not suspect in the earliest MS. any

changes that could in any way affect the historical

authenticity of Joinville's work.^

1 In his last edition of the text of Joinville, which was published in 1868,

M. de Wailly has restored the spelling of Joinville on all these points ac-

cording to the rules which are observed in Joinville's charters, and in the

best MSS. of the beginning of the fourteenth century. The fac-similes of

nine of these chartei's are published at the end of M. de Wailly's Me-
moire sur la Langue de Joinville ; of others an accurate transcript is given.

The authentic texts thus collected, in which we can study the French lan-

guage as it was written at the time of Joinville, amount to nearly one fifth

of the text of Joinville's History. To correct, according to these charters,

the text of Joinville so systematically as had been done by M. de Wailly in

his last edition may seem a bold undertaking ; but few who have read

attentively his Memoire would deny that the new editor has fully justi-

tied his critical principles. Thus with regard to the terminations of the

lominative and the oblique cases, where other MSS. of Joinville's History

follow no principle whatever, M de Wailly remarks: '• Pour plus de sim-

plicity j'appellerai regie du sujet singulier et regie du sujet pluriel I'usage

|ui consistait a distinguer, dans beaucoup de mots, le sujet du regime pai

ane modification analogue a celle de la declinaison latine. Or, j'ai con-

itat^ que, dans les chartes de Joinville, la r^gle du sujet singulier est ob-
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To the historian of the French language, the lan-

guage of Joinville, even though it gives us only a pic-

ture of the French spoken at the time of Charles V.

or contemporaneously with Froissart, is still full of

interest. That language is separated from the French

of the present day by nearly five centuries, and we

may be allowed to give a few instances to show the

curious changes both of form and meaning which many
words have undergone during that interval.

Instead of soeur^ sister, Joinville still uses sereur,

which was the right form of the oblique case, but was

afterwards replaced by the nominative suer or soeur.

Thus, p. 424 E, we read, quant nous menames la

serour le roy^ i. e. quand nous mendmes la soeur du roi ;

but p. 466 A, Vabhaie que sa suer fonda, i. e. Vabha'ie

que sa soeur fonda. Instea,d of ange^ angel, he has

both angle and angre^ where the r stands for the final /

of angele^ the more ancient French form of angelus.

The same transition of final I into r may be observed

in apotre for apostolus^ chapitre for capitulum, chartre

for cartula^ esclandre for scandalum. Instead of vieux^

old, Joinville uses veil or veel (p. 132 C, le veil le fil au

veil, i. e. levieuxfils du vieux) ; but in the nom. sing.,

viex, which is the Latin vetulus (p. 302 A, li Viex de

serv^e huit cent trente-cinq fois, et viol^e sept fois seulement; encore dois-

ie dire que cinq de ces violations se rencontrent dans une menae charte,

celle du mois de mai 1278, qui n'est connue que par une copie faite aa

siecle dernier. Si Ton fait abstraction de ce texte, il reste deux violations

centre huit cent trente-cinq observations de la r^gle. La regie du sujet

pi Uriel est observ^e cinq cent quartre-vingt-huit fois, et violee six fois: ce

qui donne au total quatorze cent A'ingt-trois contre treize, en tenant conipte

tneme de six fautes coinmises dans le texte copi^ au siecle dernier. De ce

>ssultat numdrique, il faut dvidemment conclure, d'abord, que Tune et

I autre r6gle (5taient parfaitement connues et pratiqu(?es a la chancellerie de

Joinville, ensuite qu"on est autoris<^ a modifier le texte de I'llistoire, par-

tout ou ces regies y sont violees. (D'apr^s un calcul approximatif, oo

peut croire que le copiste du quatorzifeme siecle a viole ces regies plus df

^uatre niille fois et qu'il les respectait peut-etre une fois sur dix.)
"
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la Montaingne^ i. e. le Vieux de la Montagne ; but

p. 304 A, li messaige le Vieil, i. e. les message?^ du

Vieux.^ Instead of coude, m., elbow, we find coute,

which is nearer to the Latin cubitus, cubit. The Latin

t in words hke cubitus was generally softened in old

French, and was afterwards dropped altogether. As
in coude, the d is preserved in aider for adjuiare, in

fade for fatiius. In other words, such as chaine for

catena, roue for rota, epee for spatha, aimee for amnta^

it has disappeared altogether. True is voir, the regular

modification of verum, like soir of serum, instead of the

modern French vrai ; e. g., p. 524 B, et sachiez que

voirs estait, i. e. et sachez que cetait vrai. We still

find ester, to stand (" Et ne pooit ester sur ses pieds,^'

'' He could not stand on his legs "). At present the

French have no sino-le word for " standins;," which

has often been pointed out as a real defect of the lan-

guage. "To stand" is ester, in Joinville; "to be"

is estre.

In the grammatical system of the language of Join-

ville we find the connectincr link between the case ter-

minations of the classical Latin and the prepositions and

articles of modern French. It is generally supposed

tliat the terminations of the Latin declension were lost

in French, and that the relations of the cases were ex-

pressed by prepositions, while the s as the sign of the

plural was explained by the s in the nom. plur. of

Tiouns of the third declension. But languages do not

ihus advance per saltum. They change slowly and

gradually, and we can generally discover in what is,

some traces of what has been.

Now the fact is that in ancient French, and likewise

in Provencal, there is still a system of declension more

or less independent of prepositions. There are, so to
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say, three declensions in old French, of which the

second is the most important and the most interesting.

If we take a Latin word like annus, we find in old

French two forms in the singular, and two in the plu-

ral. We find sing, an-s, an, plur. an, ans. If an oc-

curs in the nom. sing, or as the subject, it is always

ans ; if it occur as a gen., dat., or ace, it is always an.

In the plural, on the contrary, we find in the nom. an,

and in all the oblique cases ans. The origin of this

system is clear enough, and it is extraordinary that

attempts should have been made to derive it from

German or even from Celtic, when the explanation

could be found so much nearer home. The nom. sino;.

has the s, because it was there in Latin ; the nom.

plur. has no s, because there was no s there in Latin.

The oblique cases in the singular have no s, because

the accusative in Latin, and likewise the gen., dat.,

and abl., ended either in vowels, which became mute,

or in m, which was dropped. The oblique cases in

the plural had the s, because it vras there in the ace.

plur., which became the general oblique case, and like-

wise in the dat. and abl. By means of these frag-

ments of the Latin declension, it was possible to

express many things without prepositions which in

modern French can no longer be thus expressed. Le

fils Roi was clearly the son of the King ; il fit Roi,

the sons of the King. Again we find li roys, the

King, but an roy, to the King. Pierre Sarrasin begins

his letter on the crusade of St. Louis by A seigneur

Nicolas Arode^ Jehan-s Sarrasin, cliamhrelen-s le roy

le France, salut et bonne amour.

But if we apply the same principle to nouns of the

first declension, we shall see at once that they could not
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nave lent themselves to the same contrivance. Words

like corona have no s in the nom. sing., nor in any of

the oblique cases ; it would therefore be in French

corone throughout. In the plural indeed there might

have been a distinction between the nom. and the ace.

The nom. ouo-ht to have been without an 5, and the

ace. with an s. But with the exception of some doubt-

ful passages, where a nom. plur. is supposed to occur

in old French documents without an s, we find

throughout, both in the nom. and the other cases, the

s of the accusative as the sign of the plural.

Nearly the same applies to certain words of the third

declension. Here we find indeed a distinction be-,

tween the nom. and the oblique cases of the singular,

such as flor-s, the flower, with flor^ of the flower ; but

the plural is flor-s throughout. This form is chiefly

confined to feminine nouns of the third declension.

There is another very curious contrivance by which

the ancient French distinguished the nom. from the

ace. sino;., and which shows us ao;ain how the con-
CD ' O

sciousness of the Latin grammar was by no means

entirely lost in the formation of modern French.

There are many words in Latin which change their

accent in the oblique cases from what it was in the

nominative. For instance, cantdtor, a singer, becomes

cantatdrem^ in the accusative. Now in ancient French

the nom., corresponding to eantator^ is chdntere, but

the gen. chante6i\ and thus again a distinction is estab-

lished of great importance for grammatical purposes.

Most of these words followed the analogy of the sec-

ond declension, and added an s in the nom. sing.,

iroi)ped it in the nom. plur., and added it again in the

•)blique cases of the plural. Thus we get—
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Singular
Nom.

chantere

From baro, baronis

(O. Fr. ber)

latro, latronis

(O. Fr. lierre)

senior, senioris

Oblique Cases

chanteor

baron

larron

seignor

Plural.
Nom. Oblique Cases

chanteor

baron

larron

seignor

chanteon

barons

larrons

seignors

(O. Fr. sendre) (sire)

Thus we read in the beginning of Joinville's His-

tory :

—

A son bon signour Looys, Jehans sires de Joinville salut et

amour

and immediately afterwards, Ohiers sire, not Chiers

seigneur.

If we compare this old- French declension with the

grammar of modern French, we find that the accusa-

tive or the oblique form has become the only recog-

nized form, both in the singular and plural. Hence —
[Corone] [Ans] [Flors] [ Chantere] le chantre.

Corone An Flor Cbantedr le chanteur.

[Corones] [An] [Flors] [Cbantedr].

Corones Ans Flors Cbantedrs.

A few traces only of the old system remain in such

words as jils, bran, Charles, Jacques, etc.

Not less curious than the changes of form are the

changes of meaning which have taken place in the

French language since the days of Joinville. Thus,

la viande, which now only means meat, is used by

Toinville in its original and more general sense of vict-

dais, the Latin vivenda. For instance (p. 248 D),

'•''Et nous requeismes que en nous donnast la viande,''^

^' And we asked that one might give us something to

eat." And soon after, " Les viandes que il nous don-

nerent, cefurent hegniet de fourmaiges qui estoient rot%

au soUel, pour ce que li ver nH venissent, et oef duf
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cuit de quatre jours ou de cinc,^^ " And the viands

which they gave us were cheese-cakes roasted in the

sun, that the worms might not get at them, and hard

eggs boiled four or five days ago."

Payer^ to pay, is still used in its original sense of

pacifying or satisfying, the Latin paeare. Thus a

priest who has received from his bishop an explanation

of some difficulty and other ghostly comfort *' %e tint

bin pour paie " (p. 34 C), he " considered himself well

satisfied." When the King objected to certain words

in the oath which he had to take, Joinville says that

he does not know how the oath was finally arranged,

but he adds, " Li amiral se tindrent hien apaie^^

" The admirals considered themselves satisfied " (p.

242 C). The same word, however, is likewise used

in the usual sense of paying.

Noise^ a word which has almost disappeared from

modern French, occurs several times in Joinville

;

and we can watch in different passages the growth of

its various meanings. In one passage Joinville relates

(p. 198) that one of his knights had been killed, and

was lying on a bier in his chapel. While the priest

was performing his office, six other knights were talk-

ing very loud, and " Faisoient noise au prestre^''

*' They annoyed or disturbed the priest ; they caused

him annoyance." Here noise has still the same sense

as the Latin nausea^ from which it is derived. In

another passage, however, Joinville uses noise as syn-

onymous with hruit (p. 152 A), Vint li roys d toute sa

bataille^ a grant noyse et a grant bruit de trompes et na-

caires^ i. e. vint le roi avec tout son corps de bataille^ d
^rand oris et d grand bruit de trompettes et de timbales.

Here noise may still mean an annoying noise, but we
can see the easv transition from that to noise in jjen-

^raL
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Another English word, " to purchase," finds its ex-

planation in Joinville. Originally pourchasser meant

to hunt after a thing, to pursue it. Joinville frequently

uses the expression ^'' par son pourchas^^ (p. 458 E)
in the sense of " by his endeavors." When the Kincr

had reconciled two adversaries, peace is said to have

been made pa?' son pourchas. " Pourchasser " after-

wards took the sense of " procuring," " catering," and

lastly, in Enghsh, of " buying."

To return to Joinville's History, the scarcity of

MSS. is very instructive from an historical point of

view. As far as we know at present, his great work
existed for centuries in two copies only, one preserved

in his own castle, the other in the library of the

Kings of France. We can hardly say that it was pub-

lished, even in the restricted sense which that word
had during the fourteenth century, and there certainly

is no evidence that it was read by any one except by

members of the royal family of France, and possibly

bv descendants of Joinville. It exercised no influ-

ence ; and if two or three copies had not luckily es-

caped (one of them, it must be confessed, clearly show-

ing the traces of mice's teeth), we should have known
very little indeed either of the military or of the liter-

ary achievements of one who is now ranked among
the chief historians of France, or even of Europe.

\fter Joinville's History had once emerged from its

cbscurity, it soon became the fashion to praise it, and to

praise it somewhat indiscriminately. Joinville became

a general favorite both in and out of France ; and aftei

all had been said in his praise that might be truly and

properly said, each successive admirer tried to add a

little more, till at last, as a matter of course, he was

compared to Thucydides, and lauded for t)ie graces of
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his style, tlie vigor of his language, the subtlety of his

mind, and his worship of the harmonious and the beau-

tiful, in such a manner that the old bluff soldier would

have been highly perplexed and disgusted, could he

have listened to the praises of his admirers. Well

might M. Paulin Paris say, " I shall not stop to

praise what everybody has praised before me ; to recall

the graceful naivete of the good S^nechal, would it not

be, as the English poet said, ' to gild the gold and

paint the lily white ? '
"

It is surprising to find in the large crowd of indis-

criminate admirers a man so accurate in his thoughts

and in his words as the late Sir James Stephen. Con-

sidering how little Joinville's History was noticed by

his contemporaries, how little it was read by the peo-

ple before it was printed during the reign of Fran^'ois

I., it must seem more than doubtful whether Joinville

really deserved a place in a series of lectures, " On the

Power of the Pen in France." But, waiving that

point, is it quite exact to say, as Sir James Stephen

does, " that three writers only retain, and probably

they alone deserve, at this day the admiration which

greeted them in their own, — I refer to Joinville,

Froissart, and to Philippe de Comines?" And is the

following a sober and correct description of Joinville's

style ?—
" Over the whole picture the genial spirit of France glows

with all the natural warmth which we seek in vain among the

dry bones of earlier chroniclers. Without the use of any didac-

tic forms of speech, Joinville teaches the highest of all wisdom
— the Avisdom of love. Without the pedantry of the schools,

he occasionally exhibits an eager thirst of knowledge, and a

graceful faciUty of imparting it, which attest that he is of the

lineage of the orreat father of historv, and of those modern his-

Brians who have taken Herodotus for their model." (Vol. ii

pp. 209, 219.)
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Now, all this sounds to our ears just an octave too

high. There is some truth in it, but the truth is spoilt

by being exaggerated. Joinville's book is very pleas-

ant to read, because he gives himself no airs, and tells

us as well as he can what he recollects of his excellent

King, and of the fearful time which they spent to-

gether during the crusade. He writes very much as

an old soldier would speak. He seems to know that

people will listen to him with respect, and that they

will believe what he tells them. He does not weary

them with arguments. He rather likes now and then

to evoke a smile, and he maintains the glow of atten-

tion by thinking more of his hearers than of himself.

He had evidently told his stories many times before he

finally dictated them in the form in which we read

them, and this is what gives to some of them a certain

finish and the appearance of art. Yet, if we speak of

style at all,— not of the style of thought, but of the

style of language,— the blemishes in Joinville's His-

tory are so apparent that one feels reluctant to point

them out. He repeats his words, he repeats his re-

marks, he drops the thread of his story, begins a new
subject, leaves it because, as he says himself, it would

carry him too far, and then, after a time, returns to it

again. His descriptions of the scenery where the

camp was pitched, and the battles fought, are neither

sufficiently broad nor sufficiently distinct to give the

reader that view of the whole which he receives from

Buch writers as Caesar, Thiers, Carlyle, or Russell.

Nor is there any attempt at describing or analyzing

the character of the principal actors in the crusade of

St. Louis, beyond relating some of their remarks or

occasional conversations. It is an ungrateful task to

draw up these indictments against a man whom one
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probably admires much more sincerely than those who
bespatter him with undeserved praise. Joinville's

book is readable, and it is readable even in spite of the

antiquated and sometimes difficult language in which

it is written. There are few books of which we could

sav the same. What makes his book readable is

partly the interest attaching to the subject of which it

treats, but far more the simple, natural, straightfor-

ward way in which Joinville tells what he has to tell.

From one point of view it may be truly said that no

higher praise could be bestowed on any style than to

say that it is simple, natural, straightforward, and

charming. But if his indiscriminate admirers had ap-

preciated this artless art, they would not have applied

to the pleasant gossip of an old general epithets that

are appropriate only to the masterpieces of classical

literature.

It is important to bear in mind what suggested to

Joinville the first idea of writing his book. He was

asked to do so by the Queen of Philip le Bel. After

the death of the Queen, however, Joinville did not

dedicate his work to the King, but to his son, who was

then the heir apparent. This may be explained by the

fact that he himself was S^n^chal de Champagne, and

Louis, the son of Philip le Bel, Comte de Champagne.
But it admits of another and more probable explana-

tion. Joinville was dissatisfied with the proceedings

of Philip le Bel, and from the very beginning of his

reign he opposed his encroachments on the privileges

of the nobility and the liberties of the people. He
was punished for his opposition, and excluded from the

assemblies in Champagne in 1287 ; and though his

name appeared again on the roll in 1291, Joinville then

occupied only the sixth instead of the first place. In
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1314 matters came to a crisis in Champagne, and

Joinville called together thenobilitj in order to declare

openly against the King. The opportune death of

Philip alone prevented the breaking out of a rebellion.

It is true that there are no direct allusions to these

matters in the body of Joinville's book, yet an im-

pression is left on the reader that he wrote some portion

of the Life of St. Louis as a lesson to the young prince

to whom it is dedicated. Once or twice, indeed, he

uses language which sounds ominous, and which would

hardly be tolerated in France, even after the lapse

of five centuries. When speaking of the great honor

which St. Louis conferred on his family, he says " that

it was, indeed, a great honor to those of his descend-

ants who would follow his example by good works,

but a great dishonor to those who would do evil. For

people would point at them with their fingers, and

would say that the sainted King from whom they

descended would have despised such wickedness."

There is another passage even stronger than this.

After relating how St. Louis escaped from many
dangers by the grace of God, he suddenly exclaims,

" Let the King who now reigns (Philip le Bel) take

care, for he has escaped from as great dangers — nay,

from greater ones — than we ; let him see whether he

cannot amend his evil ways, so that God may not strike

him and his affairs cruelly."

This surely is strong language, considering that it

was used in a book dedicated to the son of the then

reigning King. To the father of Philip le Bel, Join-

ville seems to have spoken with the same frankness as

to his son ; and he tells us himself how he reproved

the King, Philip le Hardi, for his extravagant dress,

and admonished him to follow the example of his
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father. Similar remarks occur ao-ain and aorain ; and

though the Life of St. Louis was certainly not written

merely for didactic purposes, yet one cannot help see-

ing that it was written with a practical object. In the

introduction Joinville says, " I send the book to you,

that you and your brother and others who hear it may
take an example, an(i that they may carry it out in

their life, for which God will bless them." And again

Cp. 268), " These things shall I cause to be written,

that those who hear them may have faith in God in

their persecutions and tribulations, and God will help

them, as He did me." Again (p. 380), '' These things

I have told you, that you may guard against taking an

oath without reason, for, as the wise say, 'He who
swears readily, forswears himself readily.'

"

It seems, therefore, that when Joinville took to

dictating his recollections of St. Louis, he did so partly

to redeem a promise given to the Queen, who, he says,

loved him much, and whom he could not refuse, partly

to place in the hands of the young princes a book fall

of historical lessons Avhich they might read, mark, and

inwardly digest.

And well might he do so, and well might his book

be read by all young princes, and by all who are able

to learn a lesson from the pages of history ; for few

kings, if any, did ever wear their crowns so worthily

as Louis IX. of France ; and few saints, if any, did

deserve their halo better than St. Louis. Here lies

the deep and lasting interest of Joinville's work. It

allows us an insight into a life which we could hardly

realize, nay, which we should hardly believe in, un-

less we had the testimony of that trusty witness, Join-

ville, the King's friend and comrade. The legendary

lives of St. Louis would have destroyed in the eyes of
VOL. III. 12
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posterity the real greatness and the real sanctity of the

Kino-'s character. We should never have known the

man, but only his saintly caricature. After reading

Joinville, we must make up our mind that such a life

as he there describes was really lived, and was lived in

those very palaces which we are accustomed to con-

sider as the sinks of wickedness and vice. From other

descriptions we might have imagined Louis IX. as a

bigoted, priest-ridden, credulous King. From Join-

ville we learn that, though unwavering in his faith, and

most strict in the observance of his religious duties, the

King was by no means narrow in his sympathies, or

partial to the encroachments of priestcraft. We find

Joinville speaking to the King on subjects of religion

with the greatest freedom, and as no courtier would

have dared to speak during the later years of Louis

XIV.'s reiscn. When the Kino; asked him whether in

the holy week he ever waslied the feet of the poor,

Joinville replied that he would never wash the feet of

such villains. For this remark he was, no doubt, re-

proved by the King, who, as we are told by Beaulieu,

with the most unpleasant details, washed the feet of

the poor every Saturday. But the reply, though some-

what irreverent, is, nevertheless, highly creditable to

the courtier's frankness. Another time he shocked his

royal friend still more by telling him, in the presence

of several priests, that he would rather have committed

thirty mortal sins than be a leper. T'le King said

notliing at the time, but he sent for him the next day,

and reproved him in the most gentle manner for his

thoughtless speech.

Joinville, too, with all the respect which he enter-

tained for his King, would never hesitate to speak hii

mind when he thought that the King was in the
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wrong. On one occasion the Abbot of Cluny pre-

sented the Kino; with two horses, worth five hundred

livres. The next day the Abbot came agahi to the

Kincr to discuss some matters of business. Join-

ville observed that the Kino; Hstened to him with

marked attention. After the Abbot was gone, he went

to the King, and said, " ' Sire, may I ask you whether

you hstened to the Abbot more cheerfully because he

presented you yesterday with two horses ? ' The King

meditated for a time, and then said to me, ' Truly,

yes.' ' Sire,' said I, ' do you know why I asked

you this question ? ' ' Why ? ' said he. ' Because,

Sire,' I said, ' I advise you, when you return to

France, to prohibit all sworn counselors from accept-

in o; anythino; from those who have to brincr their affairs

before them. For you may be certain, if they accept

anything, they will listen more cheerfully and atten-

tively to those who give, as you did yourself with the

Abbot of Cluny.'
"

Surely a king who could listen to such language is

not likely to have had his court filled with hypocrites,

whether lay or clerical. The bishops, though they

might count on the King for any help he could give

them in the gi-eat work of teaching, raising, and com-

forting the people, tried in vain to make him commit

an injustice in defense of what they considered rehg-

ion. One day a numerous deputation of prelates

asked for an interview. It was readily granted.

When they appeared before the King, their spokesman

said, *' Sire, these lords who are here, archbishops and

bishops, have asked me to tell you that Christianity is

perishing at your hands." The King signed himself

with the cross, and said, " Tell me how can that be ?
"

"Sire," he said, "it is because people care so little
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nowadays for excommunication that they would rathei

die excommunicated than have themselves absolved

and give satisfaction to the Church. Now, we pray

you, Sire, for the sake of God, and because it is

your duty, that you command your provosts and bail-

iffs that by seizing the goods of those who allow them-

selves to be excommunicated for the space of one year,

they may force them to come and be absolved." Then
the King replied that he would do this willingly with

all those of whom it could be proved that they were in

the wrong (which would, in fact, have given the King

jurisdiction in ecclesiastical matters). The bishops

said that they could not do this at any price ; they

w^ould never bring; their causes before his court.

Then the King said he could not do it otherwise, for

it w^ould be against God and against reason. He re-

minded them of the case of the Comte de Bretao-ne,

who had been excommunicated by the prelates of Brit-

tany for the space of seven years, and who, when he

appealed to the Pope, gained his cause, while the prel-

ates were condemned. '' Now then." the Kino; said,

" if I had forced the Comte de Bretagne to get absolu-

tion from the prelates after the first year, should I not

have sinned against God and against him ?
"

This is not the language of a bigoted man ; and if

we find in the life of St. Louis traces of what in our

age we might feel inclined to call bigotry or credulity,

we must consider that the religious and intellectual

atmosphere of the reign of St, Louis was very different

from our own. There are, no doubt, some of the say-

ings and doings recorded by Joinville of his beloved

King which at present would be unanimously con-

demned even by the most orthodox and narrow-minded

Think of an assembly of theologians in the monastery
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of Cluny who had invited a distinguished rabhi to dis-

cuss certain points of Christian doctrine with them,

A knight, who happened to be staying with the abbot,

asked for leave to open the discussion, and he ad-

dressed the Jew in the following words : " Do you

believe that the Virgin Mary was a virgin and Mother

of God?" When the Jew replied^ ''No!" the

knight took his crutch and felled the poor Jew to the

ground. The King, who relates this to Joinville,

draws one very wise lesson from, it — namely, that no

one who is not a very good theologian should enter

upon a controversy with Jews on such subjects. But

when he goes on to say that a layman who hears the

Christian religion evil spoken of should take to the

sword as the right weapon of defense, and run it into

the miscreant's body as far as it would go, we perceive

at once that we are in the thirteenth and not in the

nineteenth century. The punishments which the King

inflicted for swearing were most cruel. At Cesarea,

Joinville tells us that he saw a goldsmith fastened to a

ladder, with the entrails of a pig twisted round his

neck right up to his nose, because he had used irrever-

ent language. Nay, after his return from the Holy

Land, he heard that the King ordered a man's nose

and lower lip to be burnt for the same oifense. The
Pope himself had to interfere to prevent St. Louis

from inflicting on blasphemers mutilation and death.

" I would myself be branded with a hot iron," the

King said, " if thus I could drive away all swearing

from my kingdom." He himself, as Joinville assures

us, never used an oath, nor did he pronounce the name

of the Devil except when reading the lives of the

saints. His soul, we cannot doubt, was grieved when

ne heard the names which to him were the most sa-
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cred, employed for profane purposes ; and this feeling

of indignation was shared by his honest chronicler.

" In my castle," says Joinville, " whosoever uses bad

language receives a good pommeling, and this has

nearly put down that bad habit." Here again we see

the upright character of Joinville. He does not, like

most courtiers, try to outbid his sovereign in pious in-

dignation ; on the contrary, while sharing his feelings,

he gently reproves the King for his excessive zeal and

cruelty, and this after the King had been raised to the

exalted position of a saint.

To doubt of any points of the Christian doctrine

was considered at Joinville's time, as it is even now,

as a temptation of the Devil. But here again we see

at the court of St. Louis a wonderful mixture of toler-

ance and intolerance. Joinville, who evidently spoke

his mind freely on all things, received frequent re-

proofs and lessons from the King ; and we hardly know
which to wonder at most, the weakness of the argu-

ments, or the gentle and truly Christian spirit in which

the King used them. The King once asked Joinville

how he knew that his father's name was Symon.
Joinville replied he knew it because his mother had

told him so. " Then," the King said, " you ought

likewise firmly to believe all the articles of faith which

the Apostles attest, as you hear them sung every Sun-

dav in the Creed." The use of such an argument bv

such a man leaves an impression on the mind that the

Kino; himself was not free from relio-ious doubts and

difficulties, and that his faith was built upon ground

which was apt to shake. And this impression is con-

firmed by a conversation which immediately follows

after this argument. It is long, but it is far too im-

portant to be here omitted. The Bishop of Paris ha<\
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told the King, probably in order to comfort him after

receiving from him the confession of some of his own
religious difficuhies, that one day he received a visit

from a great master in divinity. The master threw

himself at the Bishop's feet and cried bitterly. The
Bishop said to him,—

" ' Master, do not despair ; no one can sin so much
that God could not forgive him.'

" The master said, ' I cannot help crying, for I be-

lieve I am a miscreant ; for I cannot bring my heart to

believe the sacrament of the altar, as the holy Church

teaches it, and I know full well that it is the tempta-

tion of the enemy.'

" ' Master,' replied the Bishop, ' tell me, when the

enemy sends you this temptation, does it please you ?
'

" And the master said, ' Sir, it pains me as much as

anything can pain.'

" ' Then I ask you,' the Bishop continued, ' would

you take gold or silver in order to avow with your

mouth anything that is against the sacrament of the

altar, or against the other sacred sacraments of the

Church ?

'

" And the master said, ' Know, sir, that there is

nothing in the world that I should take ; I would

rather that all my limbs were torn from my body than

openly avow this.'

" ' Then,' said the Bishop, ' I shall tell you some-

thing else. You know that the King of France made
war against the King of England, and you know that

the castle which is nearest to the frontier is La Ro-
chelle, in Poitou. Now I shall ask you, if the King
had trusted you to defend La Rochelle, and he had

trusted me to defend the Castle of Laon, which is in

the heart of France, where the country is at peace, tc
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whom ought the King to be more beholden at the end

of the war,— to you who had defended La Roclielle

without losing it, or to me who kept the Castle of

Laon ?

'

"
' In the name of God,' said the master, * to me

who had kept La Rochelle with losing it.'

" ' Master,' said the Bishop, ' I tell you that my
heart is like the Castle of Laon (Montleheri), for I

feel no temptation and no doubt as to the sacrament

of the altar ; therefore, I tell you, if God gives me
one reward because I believe firmly and in peace. He
will give you four, because you keep your heart for

Him in this fight of tribulation, and have such good-

will toward Him that for no earthly good, nor for any

pain inflicted on your body, you would forsake Him.

Therefore, I say to you, be at ease
;
your state is more

pleasing to our Lord than my own."'

When the master had heard this, he fell on his

knees before the Bishop, and felt again at peace.

Surely, if the cruel punishment inflicted by St.

Louis on blasphemers is behind our age, is not the love,

the humility, the truthfulness of this Bishop,— is not

the spirit in which he acted toward the priest, and the

spirit in which he related this conversation to the King,

somewhat in advance of the century in which we live ?

If we only dwell on certain passages of Joinville's

memoirs, it is easy to say that he and his King, and the

whole age in which they moved, were credulous, en-

grossed by the mere formalities of religion, and fanat-

ical in their enterprise to recover Jerusalem and the

Holy Land. But let us candidly enter into their view

of life, and many things which at first seem strange

and startling will become intelligible. Joinville does

not relate many miracles ; and such is his good faith
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that we may implicitly believe the facts, such as he

states them, however we may differ as to the interpre-

tation by which, to Joinville's mind, these facts as-

sumed a miraculous character. On their way to the

Holy Land it seems that their ship was windboand for

several days, and that they were in danger of being

taken prisoners by the pirates of Barbary. Joinville

recollected the saying of a priest who had told him

that, whatever had happened in his parish, whether too

much rain or too little rain, or anything else, if he

made three processions for three successive Saturdays,

his prayer was always heard. Joinville, therefore,

recommended the same remedy. Seasick as he was,

he was carried on deck, and the procession was formed

round the two masts of the ship. As soon as this was

done, the wind rose, and the ship arrived at Cyprus the

third Saturday. The same remedy was resorted to a

second time, and with equal effect. The King was

waiting at Damietta for his brother, the Comte de

Poitiers, and his army, and was very uneasy about the

delay in his arrival. Joinville told the legate of the

miracle that had happened on their voyage to Cyprus.

The legate consented to have three processions on

three successive Saturdays, and on the third Saturday

the Comte de Poitiers and his fleet arrived before Da-

mietta. One more instance may suffice. On their

return to France a sailor fell overboard, and was left

in the water. Joinville, whose ship was close by, saw

something in the water ; but, as he observed no strug-

gle, he imagined it was a cask. The man, however,

was picked up ; and when asked why he did not exert

himself, he replied that he saw no necessity for it. As
Boon as he fell into the water he commended himself

to Nosire Dame^ and she supported him bv his shoul*
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ders till he was picked up by the King's galley. Join-

ville had a window painted in his chapel to commem-
orate this miracle ; and there, no doubt, the Virgin

would be represented as supporting the sailor exactly

as he described it.

Now, it must be admitted that before the tribunal

of the ordinary philosophy of the nineteenth century,

these miracles would be put down either as inventions

or as exaggerations. But let us examine the thoughts

and the language of that age, and we shall take a more

charitable, and, we believe, a more correct view. Men
like Joinville did not distinguish between a general

and a special providence, and few who have carefully

examined the true import of words would blame him

for that. Whatever happened to him and his friends,

the smallest as well as the greatest events were taken

alike as so many communications from God to man.

Nothing could happen to any one of them unless God
willed it. " God wills it," they exclaimed, and put

the cross on their breasts, and left house and home,

and wife and children, to fight the infidels in the Holy

Land. The King was ill and on the point of death,

when he made a vow that if he recovered, he would

undertake a crusade. In spite of the dangers which

threatened him and his country, where every vassal

was a rival, in spite of the despair of his excellent

mother, the King fulfilled his vow, and risked not only

his crown, but his fife, without a complaint and with-

out a regret. It may be that the prospect of Eastern

booty, or even of an Eastern throne, had some part in

exciting the pious zeal of the French chivalry. Yet

if we read of Joinville, who was then a young and gay

nobleman of twenty-four, with a young wife and a

beautiful castle in Champagne, giving up everything
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confessing his sins, making reparation, performing pil-

o^rimaires, and then starting: for the East, there to

endure for five years the most horrible hardships;

when we read of his sailors sino-ing; a VenL Creator

Spiritus, before they hoisted their sails ; when we see

how every day, in the midst of pestilence and battle,

the King and his Senechal and his knights say theii*

prayers and perform their religious duties ; how in

every danger they commend themselves to God or to

their saints ; how for every blessing, for every escape

from danger, they return thanks to Heaven,— we easily

learn to understand how natural it was that such men
should see miracles in every blessing vouchsafed to them,

whether great or small, just as the Jews of old, in that

sense the true people of God, saw miracles, saw the

finger of God in every plague that visited their camp,

and in every spring of water that saved them from de-

struction. When the Egyptians were throwing the

Greek fire into the camp of the Crusaders, St. Louis

raised himself in his bed at the report of every dis-

charge of those murderous missiles, and, stretching

forth his hands towards heaven, he said, crying,

" Good Lord God, protect my people." Joinville,

after relating this, remarks, '' And I believe truly that

his prayers served us well in our need." And was he

not right in this belief, as right as the Israelites were

when they saw Moses lifting up his heavy arms, and

they prevailed against Amalek ? Surely this belief

was put to a hard test when a fearful plague broke out

in the camp, when nearly the whole French army was

massacred, when the King was taken prisoner, when
-he Queen, in childbed, had to make her old cham-

berlain swear that he would kill her at the first ap-

nroach of the enemv, when th^ small remnant of that
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mighty French army had to purchase its return t<j

France by a heavy ransom. Yet nothing could shake

Joinville's faith in the ever-ready help of our Lord,

of the Virgin, and of the saints. " Be certain," he

writes, " that the Virgin helped us, and she would

have helped us more if we had not offended her, her

and her Son, as I said before." Surely, with such

faith, credulity ceases to be credulity. Where there is

credulity without that living faith wnich sees the hand

of God in everything, man's indignation is rightly

roused. That credulity leads to self-conceit, hypocrisy,

and unbelief. But such was not the credulity of Join-

ville or of his King, or of the Bishop who comforted the

great master in theology. A modern historian would

not call the rescue of the drowning sailor, nor the

favorable wind which brought the Crusaders to Cyprus,

nor the opportune arrival of the Comte de Poitiers

miracles, because the word " miracle " has a different

sense with us from what it had during the Middle

Ages, from what it had at the time of the Apostles,

and from what it had at the time of Moses. Yet to

the drowning sailor his rescue was miraculous ; to the

despairing King the arrival of his brother was a god-

send; and to Joinville and his crew, who were in immi-

nent danger of being carried off as slaves by Moorish

pirates, the wind that brought them safe to Cyprus

was more than a fortunate accident. Our language

differs from the language of Joinville, yet in our heart

of hearts we mean the same thing.

And nothing shows better the reality and healthi-

ness of the rello-Ion of those brave knio;hts than their

cheerful and open countenance, their thorough enjoy-

ment of all the good things of this life, their freedom.

in thought and speech. You never catch Joinville
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ranting, or with an expression of blank solemnity.

When his ship was surrounded by the galleys of the

Sultan, and when they held a council as to whether

they should surrender themselves to the Sultan's fleet

or to his army on shore, one of his servants objected to

all surrender. '' Let us all be killed," he said to Join-

ville, " and then we shall all go straight to Paradise."

His advice, however, was not followed, because, as

Joinville says, " we did not believe it."

If v/e bear in mind that Joinville's History was writ-

ten after Louis has been raised to the rank of a saint,

his way of speaking of the King, though alv/ays re-

spectful, strikes us, nevertheless, as it must have struck

his contemporaries, as sometimes very plain and famil-

iar. It is well known that an attempt was actually

made by the notorious Jesuit, le Pere Hardouin, to

prove Joinville's work as spurious, or, at all events, as

full of interpolations, inserted by the enemies of the

Church. It was an attempt which thoroughly failed,

and which was too dangerous to be repeated ; but, un

reading Joinville after reading the life and miracles of

St. Louis, one can easily understand that the soldier's

account of the brave King was not quite palatable or

welcome to the authors of the legends of the royal

saint. At the time when the King's bones had begun

to work wretched miracles, the following story could

hardly have sounded respectful :
" When the King was

at Acre," Joinville writes, " some pilgrims on their

wav to Jerusalem wished to see him. Joinville went

to the King, and said, ' Sire, there is a crowd of peo-

ple who have asked me to show them the royal saint,

chough I have no wish as yet to kiss your bones.'

The King laughed loud, and asked me to bring the

oeople."
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In the thick of the battle, in which Joinville received

five wounds and his horse fifteen, and when death

seemed almost certain, Joinville tells us that the good

Count of Soissons rode up to him and chaffed him,

sajing, " Let those dogs loose, for, par la quoife Dieu^''

— as he always used to swear, — *'' we shall still talk

of this day in the rooms of our ladies."

The Crusades and the Crusaders, though they are

only five or six centuries removed from us, have as-

sumed a kind of romantic character, which makes it

very difficult even for the liistorian to feel towards

them the same human interest which we feel for

Caesar or Pericles. Works like that of Joinville are

most useful in dispelling that mist which the chroniclers

of old and the romances o-f Walter Scott and others

have raised round the heroes of these holy wars. St.

Louis and his companions, as described by Joinville,

not only in their glistening armor, but in their every-

day attire, are brought nearer to us, become intelhgible

to us, and teach us lessons of humanity which we can

learn from men only, and not from saints and heroes.

Here lies the real value of real history. It makes us

familiar with the thoughts of men who differ from us

in manners and language, in thought and religion, and

vet with whom we are able to sympathize, and from

whom we are able to learn. It widens our minds and

our hearts, and gives us that true knowledge of the

world and of human nature in all its phases which but

ew can gain in the short span of their own life, and in

the narrow sphere of their friends and enemies. We
can hardly imagine a better book for boys to read or

for men to ponder over; and we hope that M. dfe

Waillv's laudable efforts may be crowned with com-

plcte success, and that, whether In France or in Eng
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land, no student of history will in future imagine that

he knows the true spirit of the Crusades and the

Crusaders who has not read once, and more than once,

the original Memoirs of Joinville, as edited, translated,

and explained by the eminent Keeper of the Imperial

Library at Paris, M. Nata*** de Wailly.

1866.



THE JOURNAL DES SAVANTS AND
THE JOURNAL DE TREVOUX.^

For a hundred persons who, in this country, read

the " Revue des Deux Mondes," how many are there

who read the " Journal des Savants ? " In France

the authority of that journal is indeed supreme ; but

its very title frightens the general public, and its blue

cover is but seldom seen on the tables of the salles de

lecture. And yet there is no French periodical so well

suited to the tastes of the better class of readers in

England. Its contributors are all members of the

Institut de France ; and, if we may measure the value

of a periodical by the honor which it reflects on those

who form its staff, no journal in France can vie witli

.he "Journal des Savants." At the present moment
ve find on its roll such names as Cousin, Flourens,

Villemain, Mignet, Barth^lemy Saint-Hilaire, Naudet,

Prosper Merim^, Littr^, Vitet — names which, if now
and then seen on the covers of the " Revue des Deux
Mondes," the " Revue Contemporaine," or the " Revue
Moderne," confer an exceptional lustre on these fort-

nightly or monthly issues. The articles which are

1 Table Methodique des Merwnres de Trevoux (1701-1775), precdd^e

d une Notice Historique. Par le P^re P. C. Sommerrogel, de la

Oompagnie de J^sus. 3 vo's. Paris. 1864-65.
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admitted into this select periodical may be deficient

now and then in those outward charms of diction by

which French readers like to be dazzled ; but what in

France is called trop savant^ trop lourd, is frequently

far more palatable than the highly spiced articles which

are no doubt delio-htful to read, but which, like an ex-

cellent French dinner, make you almost doubt whether

you have dined or not. If English journalists are bent

on taking for their models the fortnightly or monthly

contemporaries of France, the '' Journal des Savants
"

mio-ht offer a much better chance of success than the

more popular revues. We should be sorry indeed to

see any periodical published under the superintendence

of the " Ministre de Flnstruction Publique," or of any

other member of the Cabinet ; but, apart from that, a

literary tribunal like that formed by the members of

the " Bureau du Journal des Savants " would certainly

be a great benefit to literary criticism. The general

tone that runs through their articles is impartial and

dignified. Each writer seems to feel the responsibility

which attaches to the bench from which he addresses

the public, and we can of late years recall hardly any

case where the dictum of *' noblesse oblige " has been

disregarded in this the most ancient among the purely

literary journals of Europe.

The first number of the " Journal des Savants
'*

was published more than two hundred years ago, on

the 5th of January, 1655. It was the first small

beginning in a branch of Hterature which has since

assumed immense proportions. Voltaire speaks of it

as " le p^re de tons les ouvrages de ce genre, dont

I'Europe est aujourd'hui remplie." It was published

at first once a week, every Monday ; and the responsi-

ole editor was M. de Sallo, who, in order to avoid the

VOL. III. 13
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retaliations of sensitive authors, adopted the name of

Le Sieur de Hedouville, the name, it is said, of his

valet de chamhre. The articles were short, and in

many cases they only gave a description of the books,

without any critical remarks. The Journal likewise

gave an account of important discoveries in science

and art, and of other events that might seem of in-

terest to men of letters. Its success must have been

considerable, if we may judge by the number of rival

publications which soon sprang up in France and in

other countries of Europe. In England, a philosoph-

ical journal on the same plan was started before the

year was over. In Germany, the " Journal des Sa-

vants " was translated into Latin by F. Nitzschius in

1668, and before the end of the seventeenth century the

" Giornale de' Letterati " (1668), the " Bibliotheca Vo-
lante" (1677), the "Acta Eruditorum " (1682), the

" Nouvelles de la R^publique des Lettres " (1684),

the " Bibliotheque Universelle et Historique " (1686),

the " Histoire des Ouvrages des Savants " (1687),

and the " Monatliche Unterredungen " (1689), had

been launched in the principal countries of Europe.

In the next century it was remarked of the journals

published in Germany, " Plura dixeris pullulasse brevi

tempore quam fungi nascuntur una nocte."

Most of these journals were published by laymen,

and represented the purely intellectual interests of

society. It was but natural, therefore, that the clergy

also should soon have endeavored to possess a journal

of their own. The Jesuits, who at that time were the

most active and influential order, were not slow to

appreciate this new opportunity for directing pubHc

opinion, and they founded in 1701 their famous jour-

nal, the " M^moires de Tr^voux." Famous indeed it
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might once be called, and yet at present how little is

known of that collection ! how" seldom are its volumes

called for in our public libraries ! It was for a long

time the rival of the " Journal des Savants." Under

the editorship of Le Pere Berthier it fought bravely

against Diderot, Voltaire, and other heralds of the

French Revolution. It weathered even the fatal year

of 1762, but, after changing its name, and moderating

its pretensions, it ceased to appear in 1782. The long

rows of its volumes are now piled up in our libraries

likes rows of tombstones, which we pass by without

even stopping to examine the names and titles of those

who are buried in these vast catacombs of thought.

It was a happy idea that led the Pere P. C Som-

mervogel, himself a member of the order of the Jes-

uits, to examine the dusty volumes of the " Journal de

Trevoux," and to do for it the only thing that could

be done to make it useful once more, at least to a cer-

tain degree, namely, to prepare a general index of the

numerous subjects treated in its volumes, on the model

of the great index, published in 1753, of the " Journal

des Savants." His work, published at Paris in 1865,

consists of three volumes. The first gives an index of

the original dissertations ; the second and third, of the

works criticised in the " Journal de Trevoux." It is

a work of much smaller pretensions than the index to

the " Journal des Savants
;

" yet, such as it is, it is

usefnl, and will amply suffice for the purposes of those

few readers who have from time to time to consult the

iterary annals of the Jesuits in France.

The title of the "Memoires de Trevoux " w^as taken

from the town of Trevoux, the capital of the princi-

pality of Dombes, which Louis XIV. had conferred

on the Due de Maine, with all the privileges of a sov-
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ereign. Like Louis XIV., the young prince gloried

in the title of a patron of art and science, but, as the

pupil of Madame de Maintenon, he devoted himself

even more zealously to the defense of religion. A
printing-office was founded at Tr^voux, and the Jesu-

its were invited to publish a new journal, " ou Ton eut

principalement en vue la d(3fense de la religion." This

was the " Journal de Tr^voux," published for the first

time in February, 1701, under the title of " M^moires

pour I'Histoire des Sciences et des Beaux Arts, re-

cueillis par I'ordre de Son Altesse Serdnissime, Mon-

seigneur Prince Souverain de Dombes." It was en-

tirely and professedly in the hands of the Jesuits, and

we find amono; its earliest contributors such names as

Catrou, Tournemine, and Hardouin. The opportunities

for collecting literary and other intelligence enjoyed

by the members of that order were extraordinary.

We doubt whether any paper, even in our days, has

so many intelligent correspondents in every part of the

world. If any astronomical observation was to be

made in China or America, a Jesuit missionary was

generally on the spot to make it. If geographical in-

formation was wanted, eye-witnesses could write from

India or Africa to state what was the exact heio-ht of

mountains or the real direction of rivers. The archi-

tectural monuments of the great nations of antiquity

could easily be explored and described, and the literary

treasures of India or China or Persia could be ran-

sacked by men ready for any work that required devo-

tion and perseverance, and that promised to throw

additional splendor on the order of Loyola. No mis-

sionary society has ever understood how to utilize its

••esources in the interest of science like the Jesuits

and if our own missionaries may on many points take
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warning from the history of the Jesuits, on that one

point at least they might do well to imitate their ex-

ample.

Scientific interests, however, were by no means the

chief motive of the Jesuits in founding their journal,

and the controversial character began soon to prepon-

derate in their articles. Protestant writers received

but little mercy in the pages of the " Journal de Tre-

voux," and the battle was soon raging in every coun-

try of Europe between the flying batteries of the Jesu-

its and the strongholds of Jansenism, of Protestantism,

or of liberal thought in general. Le Clerc was at-

tacked for his " Harmonia Evano-elica: " Boileau even

was censured for his " Epitre sur I'Amour de Dieu."

But the old lion was too much for his reverend sat-

irists. The following is a specimen of his reply :
—

"Mes R^v^rends Peres en Dieu,

Et mes confreres en Satire,

Dans vos Escrits dans plus d'un lieu

Je voy qu'a mes d^pens vous affectds de rire;

Mais ne craignes-vous point, que pour rire de Vous,

Relisant Juvenal, refeuilletant Horace,

Je ne ranime encor ma satirique audace?

Grands Aristarques de Trevoux,

N'aJl^s point de nouveau faire courir aux armes,

Un athlete tout prest a prendre son cong^,

Qui par vos traits malins au combat renga;

Peut encore aux Rieurs faire verser des 1

Appren^s un mot de Rdgnier,

Notre c^l^bre Devancier,

Corsaires attaquant Corsaires

No f<mt pas, dit-il, leurs affaires.'^

Even stronger language than this became^

fashion in journalistic warfare. In reply t^ an attack

on the Marquis Orsi, the " Giornale de' Letterati

d'ltalia " accused the " Journal de Trevoux " of men'

zogna and impostura, and in Germany the " Acta

Sruditorum Lipsiensium " poured out even more vio
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lent invectives against the Jesuitical critics. It is

wonderful how well Latin seems to lend itself to the

expression of angry abuse. Few modern writers have

excelled the following tirade, either in Latin or in

German :
—

" Qu£e mentis stupiditas ! A*- si qua est, Jesuitarum est. . . .

Res est intoleranda, Trevoltianos Jesuitas, toties contuses, ini-

quissimum in suis diariis tribunal erexisse, in eoque non ratione

duce, sed animi impotentia, non sequitatis legibus, sed prasjudiciis,

non veritatis lance, sed aifectus aut odi pondere, optimis exqui-

sitissiinisque operibus detrahere, pessima ad cceIuiu usque laudi-

bus efferre : ignaris auctoribus, modo secum sentiant, aut sibi

faveant, ubique blandiri, doctissimos sibi non plane pleneque de-

ditos plus quam canino dente mordere."

What has been said of other journals was said of

the '" Journal de Tr^voux :
"—

'' Lcs auteurs de ce journal, qui a son merite, sont constants

k louer tons les ouvrages de ceux qu'ils affectionnent, et pour

eviter une froide monotonie, ils exercent quelquefois la critique

sur les ecrivans k qui rien ne les oblige de faire grace."

It took some time before authors became at all

reconciled to these new tribunals of literary justice.

Even a writer like Voltaire, who braved public opinion

more than anybody, looked upon journals, and the in-

fluence which they soon gained in France and abroad,

as a great evil. " Rien n'a plus nui a la litt^rature,"

he writes, " plus r^pandu le mauvais gout, et plus con-

fondu le vrai avec le faux." Before the estabhshment

of literary journals, a learned writer had indeed little

to fear. For a few years, at all ev^ents, he was allowed

to enjoy tl^e reputation of having published a book
;

and this by itself was considered a great distinction

by the world at large. Perhaps his book was never

noticed at all, or, if it w^as, it was only criticised in one

of those elaborate letters which the learned men of the
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sixteenth and seventeenth centuries used to write to

each other, which might be forwarded indeed to one or

two other professors, but which never influenced pubKc

opinion. Only in extreme cases a book would be

answered by another book, but this would necessarily

require a long time ; nor vould it at all follow that

those who had read and admired the original work

would have an opportunity of consulting the volume

that contained its refutation. This happy state of things

came to an end after the year 1655. Since the in-

vention of printing, no more important event had

happened in the republic of letters than the introduc-

tion of a periodical literature. It was a complete rev-

olution, differing from other revolutions only by the

quickness with which the new power was recognized

even by its fiercest opponents.

The power of journalism, however, soon found its

proper level, and the history of its rise and progress,

which has still to be written, teaches the same lesson

as the history of political powers. Journals which

defended private interests, or the interests of parties,

whether religious, political, or literary, never gained

that influence which was freely conceded to those who

were willing to serve the public at large in pointing out

real merit wherever it could be found, and in unmask-

ing pretenders, to whatever rank they might belong.

The once all-powerful organ of the Jesuits, the " Jour-

nal de Trevoux," has long ceased to exist, and even to

be remembered ; the " Journal des Savants " still

nolds, after more than two hundred years, that eminent

position which was claimed for it by its founder, as the

independent advocate of justice and truth,

1866.



IX.

CHASOT.*

History is generally written en face. It reminds

ns occasionally of certain royal family pictures, where

the centre is occupied by the king and queen, while

their children are ranged on each side like organ-pipes,

and the courtiers and ministers are grouped behind,

according to their respective ranks. All the figures

seem to stare at some imaginary spectator, who would

require at least a hundred eyes to take in the whole of

the assemblage. This place of the imaginary spectator

falls generally to the lot of the historian, and of those

who read great historical works ; and perhaps this is

inevitable. But it is refreshing for once to change this

unsatisfactory position, and, instead of always looking

straight in the faces of kings, and queens, and generals,

and ministers, to catch, by a side-glance, a view of the

times, as they appeared to men occupying a less cen-

tral and less abstract position than that of the general

historian. If we look at the Palace of Versailles from

the terrace in front of the edifice, we are impressed

with its broad magnificence, but we are soon tired, and

all that is left in our memory is a vast expanse of

windows, columns, statues, and wall. But let us retire

to some of the bosquets on each side of the main

1 Chasot: a ConiribiUion to the History of FredeiHc the Great and hit

Time. By Kurd von Schlozer. Berlin. 1856.
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avenue, and take a diagonal view of the great mansion

of Louis XIV., and though we lose part of tlie palace,

the whole picture gains in color and life, and it brings

before our mind the figure of the great monarch him-

self, so fond of concealing part of his majestic stateli-

ness under the shadow of those very groves where we
are sitting.

It was a happy thought of M. Kurd von Schlozer

to try a similar experiment with Frederic the Great,

and to show him to us, not as the great king, looking

history in the face, but as seen near and behind

another person, for whom the author has felt so much
sympathy as to make hiui the central figure of a very

pretty historical picture. This person is Chasot.

Frederic used to say of him, Q'est le matador de ma
jeunesse^ — a saying which is not found in Frederic's

works, but which is nevertheless authentic. One of

the chief mamstrates of the old Hanseatic town of

Liibeck, Svndicus Curtius,— the father, we believe,

of the two distinguished scholars, Ei*nst and Georg

Curtius,— was at school with the two sons of Chasot,

and he remembers these royal words, when they

were repeated in all the drawing-rooms of the city

where Chasot spent many years of his life. Frederic's

friendship for Chasot is well known, for there are two

poems of the king addressed to this young favorite.

They do not give a very high idea either of the

poetical power of the monarch, or of the moral

character of his friend ; but they contain some manly

and straightforward remarks, which make up for a

great deal of shallow declamation. This young Chasot

was a French nobleman, a fresh, chivalrous, buoyant

nature, — adventurous, careless, extravagant, brave,

fiill of romance, happy with the happy, and galloping
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through life like a true cavalry officer. He met

Frederic in 1734. Louis XV. had taken up the

cause of Stanislas Lesczynski, King of poland, his

father-in-law, and Chasot served in the French army

which, under the Duke of Berwick, attacked Ger-

many on the Rhine, in order to relieve Poland from

the simultaneous pressure of Austria and Russia. He
had the misfortune to kill a French officer in a duel,

and was obliged to take refuge in the camp of the

old Prince Eugene. Here the young Prince of Prus-

sia soon discovered the brilliant parts of the French

nobleman, and when his father, Frederic William I.,

no longer allowed him to serve under Eugene, he

asked Chasot to follow him to Prussia. The years

from 1735 to 1740 were happy years for the prince,

though he, no doubt, would have preferred taking

an active part in the campaign. He writes to his

sister :
—

"J'aurais repondu plus tot, si je n'avais ete tres-afflige de ce

que le roi ne veut pas me permettre d'aller en campagne. Je

le lui ai demande quatre fois, et lui ai rappele la promesse qu'il

m'en avait faite ; raais point de nouvelle ; il m'a dit qu'il avait

des raisons tres-cachees qui Ten empeehaient. Je le crois, car

je suis persuade (ju'il ne les sait pas lui-meme."

But, as he wished to be on good terms with his father,

he stayed at home, and travelled about to inspect his

future kingdom. " C'est un peu plus honnete qu'en

Sibdrie," he writes, " mais pas de beaucoup." Fred-

eric, after his marriage, took up his abode in the Cas-

tle of Rheinsberg, near Neu-Ruppin, and it was here

that he spent the happiest part of his existence, M.
de Schlozer has described this period in the life of the

king with great art ; and he has pointed out how

Frederic, while he seemed to live for nothing but
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pleasure,— shooting, dancing, music, and poetry,— was

given at the same time to much more serious occupa-

tions,— reading and composing works on history,

strategy, and philosophy, and maturing plans which,

when the time of their execution came, seemed to

spring from his head full-grown and full-armed. He
writes to his sister, the Markgravine of Baireuth, in

1737:—
" Nous nous divertissons de rien, et n'avons aucun soin des

ehoses de la vie, qui la rendent d^sagreable et qui jettent du

degout sur les plaisirs. Nous faisons la trugedie et la comedie,

nous avons bal, mascarade, et musique k toute sauce. Voilk un

abrese de nos amusements."

And again, he writes to his friend Suhm, at Peters-

burg :
—

"Nous allons representer VOEdipe de Yoltaire, dans lequel je

ferai le heros de theatre
;
j'ai cboisi le role de Philoctete."

A similar account of the royal household at Rheins-

bercr is onven bv Bielfeld :
—

" C'est ainsi que les jours s'ecoulent ici dans une tranquillite

assaisonnee de tous les plaisirs qui peuvent flatter une ame rai-

sonnable. Chere de roi, vin des dieux, musique des anges,

promenades delicieuses dans les jardins et dans les bois, parties

sur Teau, culture des lettres et des beaux-arts, conversation

spirituelle, tout concourt k repandre dans ce palais enchante des

charmes sur la vie."

Frederic, however, was not a man to waste his

time in mere pleasure. He shared in the revelries of

his friends, but he was perhaps the only person at

Rheinsberg who spent his evenings in reading Wolffs
'' Metaphysics." And here let us remark, that this

German prince, in order to read that work, was

>bliged to have the German translated into French

by his fi-iend Suhm, the Saxon minister at Petersburg.

Chasot, who had no very definite duties to perform at
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Rheiiisberg, was commissioned to copy Suhm's manu-
script,— nay, he was nearly driven to despair when
he had to copy it a second time, because Frederic's

monkey, Mimi, had set fire to the first copy. We
have Frederic's opinion on Wolffs " Metaphysics," in

his " Works," vol. i. p. 263 :
—

" Les universites prosperaient en meme temps. Halle et

Franefort etaient fournies de savants professeurs : Thomasius,

Gundling, Ludewig, Wolff, et Stryke tenaient le premier rang

pour la celebrite et faisaient nombre de disciples. Wolff com-
menta I'ingenieux systeme de Leibnitz sur les monades, et noya
dans un deluge de paroles, d'arguments, de corollaires, et de

citations, quelques problemes que Leibnitz avait jetees peut-etre

comme une amorce aux metapbysiciens. Le professeur de
Halle ecrivait laborieusement nombre de volumes, qui, au lieu

de pouvoir instruire des hommes faits, servirent tout au plus de

catechisme de didactique pour des enfants. Les monades ont

mis aux prises les metaphysiciens et les geometres d'Allemagne,

et ils disputent encore sur la divisibilite de la matiere."

In another place, however, he speaks of Wolff with

greater respect, and acknowledges his influence in the

German universities. Speaking of the reign of his

father, he writes :
—

*' Mais la faveur et les brigues remplissaient les chaires de

professeurs dans les universites ; les devots, qui se melent de

tout, acquirent une part k la direction des universites ; ils y
persecutaient le bon sens, et surtout la classe des philosophes

:

Wolff fut exile pour avoir deduit avec un ordre admirable les

preuves sur 1'existence de Dieu. La jeune noblesse qui se

vouait aux armes, crut deroger en etudiant, et comme I'esprit

humain donne toujours dans les exces, ils regarderent I'igno-

rance comme un titre de merite, et le savoir comme une pedan-

terie absurde."

During the same time, Frederic composed his

*' Refiitation of Macchiavelli," which was published

m 1740, and read all over Europe ; and besides the

gay parties of the court, he organized the somewhat
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mysterious society of tlie Ordre de Bayard, of which

his brothers, the Duke Ferdinand of Brunswick, the

Duke Wilhelm of Brunswick-Bevern, KeyserHng,

Fouqud, and Chasot, were members. Their meetings

had reference to serious political matters, though

Frederic himself was never initiated by his father

into the secrets of Prussian policy till almost on his

death-bed. The king died in 1740, and Frederic

was suddenly called away from his studies and pleas-

ures at Rheinsbero;, to o-overn a risino; kino-dom

which was watched with jealousy by all its neighbors.

He describes his state of mind, shortly before the

death of his father, in the followino^ words :
—

" Vous pouvez bien juger que je suis assez tracasse dans la

situation ou je me trouve. On me laisse peu de repos, mais

I'interieur est tranquille, et je puis vous assurer que je n'ai

jamais ete plus pliilosophe qu'en cette occasion-ci. Je regards

avec des yeux d'indifference tout ce qui m'atteud, sans desirer

la fortune ni la craindre, plein de compassion pour ceux qui

soutlrent, d'estime pour les bonnetes gens, et de tendresse pour

mes amis."

As soon, however as he had mastered his new posi-

tion, the young king was again the patron of art, of

science, of literature, and of social improvements of

every kind. Voltaire had been invited to Berlin, to

organize a French theatre, when suddenly the news of

the death of Charles VI., the Emperor of Germany,
arrived at Berlin. How well Frederic understood

what was to follow, we learn from a letter to Vol-

taire :
—

" Mon cher Voltaire, — L'evenement le moins prevu du monde
m'empeche, pour cette fois, d'ouvrir mon ame k la votre comme
d'ordinaire, et de bavarder comme je le voudrais. L'empereur

est mort. Cette mort derange toutes mes idees pacifiques, et

j'e crois qu'il s'agira, au mois de juin, plutot de poudre k canon,

de soldats, de tranchees, que d'actrices, de ballets et de theatre.*
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He was suffering from fever, and he adds :
—

*• Je vais faire passer ma fievre, car j'ai besoin de ma machine^

et il en faut tirer k present tout le parti possible."

Again he writes to Algarotti :
—

" Une bagatelle comme est la mort de I'empereur ne demande

pas de grands mouvements. Tout etait prevu, tout etait arrange.

Ainsi il ne s'agit que d'executer des desseins que j'ai roules

depuis long temps dans ma tete."

We need not enter into the history of the first Si-

lesian war ; but we see clearly from these expressions,

that the occupation of Silesia, which the house of Bran-

denburg claimed by right, had formed part of the pol-

icy of Prussia long before the death of the emperor

;

and the peace of Breslau, in 1742, realized a plan

which had probably been the subject of many debates

at Rheinsbers". Durino; this first war, Chasot obtained

the most brilliant success. At MoUwitz, he saved the

life of the king ; and the following account of this ex-

ploit was given to M. de Schlozer by members of

Chasot's family: An Austrian cavalry officer, with

some of his men, rode up close to the king. Chasot

was near. " Where is the king ? " the officer shouted ;

and Chasot, perceiving the imminent danger, sprang

forward, declared himself to be the king, and sustained

for some time single-handed the most violent combat

with the Austrian soldiers. At last he was rescued

by his men, but not without having received a severe

wound across his forehead. The king thanked him,

?ind Voltaire afterwards celebrated his bravery in the

following: lines :
—

" II me souvient encore de ce jour memorable

Oil I'illustre Ohasot, ce guerrier formidable,

Sauva par sa valeur le plus grand de nos rois.

Prusse ! ^16ve un temple a ses fameux exploits."

Chasot soon rose to the rank of major, and received
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large pecuniary rewards from the king. The bright-

est event, however, of his life was still to come ; and

this was the battle of Hohenfriedbero-, in 1745. In

spite of Frederic's successes, his position before that

encrao-ement was extremelv critical. Austria had con-

eluded a treaty with England, Holland and Saxony

against Prussia. France declined to assist Frederic,

Russia threatened to take part against him. On the

19th of April, the king wrote to his minister: —
" La situation presente est aussi violente que desagreable.

Mon parti est tout pris. S'il s'agit de se battre, nous le ferons

en desesperes. Enfin, jamais crise n'a ete plus grande que la

mienne. II faut laisser au temps de debrouiller cette fusee, et

au destin, s'il y en a un, k decider de Tevenement."

And ao-ain :
—

" J'ai jete le bonnet pardessus les moulins
;
je me prepare k

tons les evenements qui peuvent m'arriver. Que la fortune me
soit contraire ou favorable, cela ne m'abaissera ni m'enorgueillira

;

et s'il faut perir, ce sera avec gloire et I'epee k la main."

The decisive day arrived— " le jour le plus d^cisif

de ma fortune." The nio;ht before the battle, the kino:

said to the French ambassador— " Les ennemis sont

ou je les voulais, et je les attaque demain ;
" and on

the following day the battle of Hohenfriedberg was

won. How Chasot distinguished himself, we may
learn from Frederic's own description :

—
'* Muse dis-moi, comment en ces moments
Chasot brilla, faisant voler des tetes,

De maints uhlans faisant de vrais squelettes,

Et des hussards, devant lui s'echappant,

Fandant les uns, les autres transper9ant,

Et, maniant sa flamberge tranchante,

Mettait en fuite, et donnait I'^pouvante

Aux ennemis effar^s et tremblants.

Tel Jupiter est peint arrae du foudre,

Et tel Chasot r^duit I'uhlau en poudre."

In his account of the battle, the k'ng wrote :
—
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" Action inouie dans I'histoire, et dont le succes est du aux

Generaux Gessler et Schmettau, au Colonel Schwerin et at

brave Major Chasot, dont la valeur et la conduite se sent fait

connaitre dans trois balailles egalement."

And In his " Histoire de mon Temps," he wrote :
—

* Un fait aussi rare, aussi glorieux, merite d'etre ecrit en

lettres d'or dans les fastes prussiens. Le General Schwerin, le

Major Chasot et beaucoup d'officiers s'y firent un nom immortel."

How, then, is it that, in the later edition of Fred-

eric's " Histoire de mon Temps," the name of Chasot

is erased ? How is it that, during the whole of the

Seven Years' War, Chasot is never mentioned ? M.

de Schlozer gives us a complete answer to this ques-

tion, and we must say that Frederic did not behave

well to the matador de sa jeunesse. Chasot had a duel

with a Major Bronickowsky, in which his opponent

was killed. So far as we can judge from the docu-

ments which M. de Schlozer has obtained from Chasot's

family, Chasot had been forced to fight ; but the king

believed that he had sought a quarrel with the Polish

officer, and, tliough a court-martial found him not

guilty, Frederic sent him to the fortress of Spandau.

This was the first estrano-ement between Chasot and

the king ; and though after a time he was received

again at court, the friendship between the king and

the young nobleman who had saved his life had re-

ceived a rude shock.

Chasot spent the next few years in garrison at Trep-

tow ; and, though he was regularly invited by Fred-

eric to be present at the great festivities at Berlin, he

seems to have been a more constant visitor at the

small court of the Duchess of Strelitz, not far from his

garrison, than at Potsdam. The king employed him

on a diplomatic mission, and in this also Chasot was
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successful. But notwithstandincr the continuance of

this friendly intercourse, both parties felt chilled, and

the least misunderstanding was sure to lead to a rup-

ture. The king, jealous perhaps of Chasot's frequent

visits at Strelitz, and not satisfied with the drill of his

regiment, expressed himself in strong terms about

Chasot at a review in 1751. The latter asked for

leave of absence in order to return to his country and

recruit his health. He had received fourteen wounds

in the Prussian service, and his application could not be

refused. There was another cause of complaint, on

which Chasot seems to have expressed himself freely.

He imamned that Frederic had not rewarded his ser-

vices with sufficient liberality. He expressed himself

in the followino; words :
—

" Je ne sais quel malheureux guignon poursuit le roi : mais ce

guignon se reproduit dans tout ce que sa majeste entrepend ou

ordonne. Toujours ses vues sont bonnes, ses plans sent sages,

retlechis et justes ; et toujours le succes est nul ou tres-impar-

fait, et pourquoi ? Toujours pour la meme cause I parce qu'il

manque un louis h I'execution ! un louis de plus, et tout irait

k merveille. Son guignon veut que partout il retienne ce maudit

louis ; et tout se fait mal."

How far this is just, we are unable to say. Chasot

was reckless about money, and whatever the king

might have allowed him, he would always have wanted

one louis more. But on the other hand, Chasot was

not the only person who complained of Frederic's par-

simony ; and the French proverb, " On ne pent pas

travailler pour le roi de Prusse," probably owes its

origin to the complaints of Frenchmen who flocked to

Berlin at that time in great numbers, and returned

home disappointed. Chasot went to France, where he

was well received, and he soon sent an intimation to

the king that he did not mean to return to Berlin. In
VOL. III. 14
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1752 his name was struck off the Prussian army-list,

Frederic was offended, and the simultaneous loss ot

many friends, who either died or left his court, made
him de mauvaise humeur. It is about this time that

he writes to his sister ;
—

" J'etudie beaucoup, et cela me soulage reellement ; mais

lorsque mon esprit fait des retours sur les temps passes, alors les

plaies du coeur se rouvrent et je regrette inutileraent les pertes

que j'ai faites."

Chasot, however, soon returned to Germany, and

probably in order to be near the court of Strelitz, took

up his abode in the old free town of Liibeck. He
became a citizen of Liibeck in 1754, and in 1759 was

made commander of its militia. Here his life seems

to have been very agreeable, and he was treated with

great consideration and liberality. Chasot was still

young, as he was born in 1716, and he now thought

of marriage. This he accomplished in the following

manner. There was at that time an artist of some

celebrity at Liibeck,— Stefano Torelli. He had a

daughter whom he had left at Dresden to be educated,

and whose portrait he carried about on his snuff-box.

Chasot met him at dinner, saw the snuff-box, fell in

love with the picture, and proposed to the father to

marry his daughter Camilla. Camilla was sent for.

She left Dresden, travelled through the country, wiiich

was then occupied by Prussian troops, met the king in

his camp, received his protection, arrived safely at Lii-

beck, and in the same year was married to Chasot.

Frederic was then in the thick of the Seven Years

War, but Chasot, thouo-h he was ao-ain on friendly

terms with the king, did not offer him his sword. He
was too happy at Liibeck with his Camilla, and he

made himself useful to the king by sending him recruits*
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One of the recruits he offered was his son, and in a

letter, April 8, 1760, we see the king accepting this

young recruit in the most gracious terms :
—

" J'accepte volontiers, cher de Cbasot, la recrue qui vous doit

s>)a etre, et je serai parrain de I'enfant qui vous naitra, au ca4

que ce soit un fils. Nous tuons les hommes, tandis que vous

en faites.'*

It was a son, and Chasot writes :
—

" Si ce gar9on me ressemble, Sire, il n'aura pas une goutte

de sang dans ses veines qui ne soit k vous."

M. de Schlozer, who is himself a native of Liibeck,

has described the later years of Chasot's life in that

city with great warmth and truthfulness. The diplo-

matic relations of the town with Russia and Denmark

were not without interest at that time, because Peter

III., formerly Duke of Holstein, had declared war

against Denmark in order to substantiate his claims to

the Danish crown. Chasot had actually the pleasure

of fortifying Liibeck, and carrying on preparations for

war on a small scale, till Peter was dethroned by his

wife, Catherine. A.11 this is told in a very compre-

hensive and lumiiious style ; and it is not without

regret that we find ourselves in the last chapter, where

M. de Schlozer describes the last meetings of Chasot

and Frederic in 1779, 1784, and 1785. Frederic had

lost nearlv all his friends, and he was delio-hted to see

the matador de sajeunesse once more. He writes:—
" Une chose qui n'est presque arrivee qu'h, moi est que j'ai

perdu tons mes amis de coeur et mes anciennes connaissances
;

ce sont des plaies dont le coeur saigne long-temps, que la phi-

losophic apaise, mais que sa main ne saurait guerir."

How pleasant for the king to find at least one man
with whom he could talk of the old days of Rheinsberg,

-of Fraulein von Schack and Fraulein von Walmo-
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ien, of Caesarion and Jordan, of Mimi and le Tourbil

Ion ! Cliasot's two sons entered the Prussian service,

thougli, in the manner in which thej are received, we

find Frederic again acting more as king than as friend.

Chasot in 1784 was still as livelv as ever, whereas the

kino; was in bad health. The latter writes to his old

friend, " Si nous ne nous revovons bientot, nous ne

nous reverrons jamais ;
" and when Chasot had arrived,

Frederic writes to Prince Heinrich, "" Chasot est

venu ici de Liibeck ; il ne parle que de mangeaille, de

vins de Champagne, du Rhin, de Madere, de Hongrie,

et du faste de messieurs les marchands de la bourse de

Liibeck."

Such was the last meeting of these two knights of

the Ordre de Bayard. The king died in 1786, with-

out seeing the approach of the revolutionary storm

which was soon to upset the throne of the Bourbons.

Chasot died in 1797. He began to write his memoirs

in 1789, and it is to some of their fragments, which

had been preserved by his family, and were handed

ever to M. Kurd de Schlozer, that we owe this delight-

ful little book. Frederic the Grea used to complain

that Germans could not write histor;y

" Ce siecle ne produisit aucun bon liistorien. On chargea

Teissier d'ecrire I'histoire de Brandebourg : il en fit le panegy-

rique. Pufendorf ecrivit la vie de Frede'ric-Guillaume, et, pour

ne rien omettre, il n'oublia ni ses cleres de chancellerie, ni ses

valets de cliambre dont il put recueillir les noms. Nos auteurs

ont, ce me seinble, toujours pechc, faute de discerner les choses

essentielles des accessoires, d'eclaircir les faits, de reserrer leur

prose trainante et excessivement sujette aux inversions, aux

nombreuses epithetes, et d'ecrire en pedants plutot qu'eii

hommes de genie."

We believe that Frederic would not have said thu
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of a work like that of M. de Schlozer ; and as to Chasot,

it is not too much to say that, after the days of Mollwitz

and Hohenfriedberg, the day on which M. de Schlozer

undertook to write his biography was perhaps the most

fortunate for his fame.

1856.



SHAKESPEAREJ

The city of Frankfort, the birthplace of Goethe,

sends her greeting to the city of Stratford-on-Avon,

the birthplace of Shakespeare. The old free town of

Frankfort, which, since the days of Frederick Barba-

rossa, has seen the Emperors of Germany crowned

within her walls, might well at all times speak in the

name of Germany. But to-day she sends her greet-

ing, not as the proud mother of German Emperors,

but as the prouder mother of the greatest among the

poets of Germany ; and it is from the very house in

which Goethe lived, and which has since become the

seat of " the Free German Institute for Science and

\rt," that this message of the German admirers and

lovers of Shakespeare has been sent, which I am
asked to present to you, the Mayor and Council of

Stratford-on-Avon

.

When honor was to be done to the memory of

Shakespeare, Germany could not be absent, for next to

Goethe and Schiller there is no poet so truly loved by

us, so thoroughly our own, as your Shakespeare. He is

no stranger with us, no mere classic, like Homer, or

Virgil, or Dante, or Corneille, whom we admire as we
I Speech delivered at Stratford-on-Avon on the 23d of April, 1864, the

Tercentenary of Shakespeare's birth.
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admire a marble statue. He has become one of our-

selves, holding his own place in the history of our lit

erature, applauded in our theatres, read in our cot-

tages, studied, known, loved, "as far as sounds the

German tongue." There is many a student in Ger-

many who has learned English solely in order to read

Shakespeare in the original, and yet we possess a

translation of Shakespeare with which few translations

of any work can vie in any language. What we in

Germany owe to Shakespeare must be read in the his-

tory of our literature. Goethe was proud to call him-

self a pupil of Shakespeare. I shall at this moment

allude to one debt of gratitude only which Germany
owes to the poet of Stratford-on-Avon. I do not

speak of the poet only, and of his art, so perfect be-

cause so artless ; I think of the man with his large,

warm heart, with his sympathy for all that is genuine,

unselfish, beautiful, and good; with his contempt for

all that is petty, mean, vulgar, and false. It is from

his plays that our young men in Germany form their

first ideas of England and the English nation, and in

admiring and loving him we have learned to admire and

to love you who may proudly call him your own. And
it is right that this should be so. As the height of the

Alps is measured by Mont Blanc, let the greatness of

England be measured by the greatness of Shakespeare.

Great nations make great poets, great poets make

great nations. Happy the nation that possesses a poet

like Shakespeare. Happy the youth of England

whose first ideas of this world in which they are to live

9-re taken from his pages. The silent influence of

Shakespeare's poetry on millions of young hearts in

England, in Germany, in all the world, shows the

almost superhuman power of human genius. If we
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look at that small house, in a small street of a small

town of a small island, and then think of the world-

embracing, world-quickening, world-ennobling spirit

that bui'st forth from that small garret, we have learned

a lesson and carried off a blessing for which no pilgrim-

age would have been too long. Though the great

festivals which in former days brought together people

from all parts of Europe to worship at the shrine of

Canterbury exist no more, let us hope, for the sake of

England, more even than for the sake of Shakespeare,

that this will not be the last Shakespeare festival in the

annals of Stratford-on-Avon. In this cold and critical

age of ours the power of worshipping, the art of ad-

miring, the passion of loving what is great and good

are fast dying out. May England never be ashamed

to show to the world that she can love, that she can

admire, that she can worship the greatest of her

poets ! May Shakespeare live on in the love of each

generation that grows up in England ! May the youth

of England long continue to be nursed, to be fed, to

be reproved and judged by his spirit ! With that

nation— that truly English, because truly Shake-

spearian nation— the German nation will always be

united by the strongest sympathies ; for, superadded

to their common blood, their common religion, their

common battles and victories, they will always have ir.

Shakespeare a common teacher, a common benefactor

and a common friend.

April, 1864.
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" If our German philosophy is considered in England

and in France as German dreaming, we ought not to

render evil for evil, but rather to prove the groundless-

ness of such accusations by endeavoring ourselves to

appreciate, without any prejudice, the philosophers of

France and England, such as they are, and doing

them that justice which they deserve ; especially as, in

scientific subjects, injustice means ignorance." With
these words M. Kuno Fischer introduces his work on

Bacon to the German public ; and what he says is evi-

dently intended, not as an attack upon the conceit of

French, and the exclusiveness of English philosophers,

but rather as an apology which the author feels that

he owes to his own countrymen. It would seem, in-

deed, as if a German was bound to apologize for treating

Bacon as an equal of Leibnitz, Kant, Hegel, and Schel-

ling. Bacon's name is never mentioned by German
writers without some proviso that it is only by a great

stretch of the meaning of the word, or by courtesy,

that he can be called a philosopher. His philosophy,

t is maintained, ends where all true philosophy begins ;

iind his style or method has frequently been described

1 Franz Baco von Verulara : Die Realphibsophie und ihr Zeitalter. Von

Kuno Fischer. Leipzig. Brockhaua. 1856.
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as unworthy of a systematic thinker. Spinoza, who
has exercised so great an influence on the history of

thought in Germany, was among the first who spoke

sHghtingly of the inductive philosopher. When treat-

ing of the causes of error, he writes, " What he (Ba-

con) adduces besides, in order to explain error, can

easily be traced back to the Cartesian theory ; it is

this, that the human will is free and more comprehen-

sive than the understanding, or, as Bacon expresses

himself in a more confused manner, in the forty-ninth

aphorism, ' The human understanding is not a pure

light, but obscured by the will.' " In Avorks on the

general history of philosophy, German authors find it

difficult to assign any place to Bacon. Sometimes he

is classed with the Italian school of natural philosophy,

sometimes he is contrasted with Jacob Boehme. He
is named as one of the many who helped to deliver

mankind from the thralldom of scholasticism. But any

account of what he really was, what he did to immor-

talize his name, and to gain that prominent position

among his own countrymen which he has occupied to

the present day, we should look for in vain even in

the most complete and systematic treatises on the his-

tory of philosophy published in Germany. Nor does

this arise from any wish to depreciate the results of

English speculation in general. On the contrary, we
find that Hobbes, Locke, Berkeley, and Hume are

treated with great respect. They occupy well-marked

positions in the progress of philosophic thought. Their

names are written in large letters on the chief stations

through which the train of human reasoning passed

before it arrived at Kant and Hegel. Locke's philos-

ophy took for a time complete possession of the Ger-

man mind, and called forth some of the mo^t important
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tnd decisive wrltiiiixs of Leibnitz ; and Kant himself

owed his commanding position to the battle which he

fought and won against Hume. Bacon alone has

never been either attacked or praised, nor have his

works, as it seems, ever been studied very closely by

Germans. As far as we can gather, their view of

Bacon and of English philosophy is something as

follows. Philosophy, they say, should account for ex-

perience ; but Bacon took experience for granted. He
constructed a cyclopaedia of knowledge, but he never

explained what knowledge itself was. Hence philoso-

phy, far ft'om being brought to a close by his " Novum
Organon," had to learn again to make her first steps

immediatelv after his time. Bacon had built a mao;-

nificent palace, but it was soon found that there was

no staircase in it. The very first question of all phi-

losophy, " How do we know ? " or, " How can wc
know ? " had never been asked by him. Locke, who
came after him, was the first to ask it, and he endeav-

ored to answer it in his " Essav concernino- Human
Understanding." The result of his speculations was,

that the mind is a tabula rasa, that this tabula rasa be-

comes gradually filled with sensuous perceptions, and

that these sensuous perceptions arrange themselves

Into classes, and thus give rise to more general Ideas

or conceptions. This was a step in advance ; but there

was again one thing taken for granted by Locke,—
the perceptions. This led to the next step in English

philosophy, which was made by Berkeley. He asked the

question, " What are perceptions ? " and he answered

it boldly: " Perceptions are the things themselves, and

"he only cause of these perceptions is God." But this

bold step was in reality but a bold retreat. Hume ac-

cepted the results both of Locke and Berkeley. He
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admitted with Locke that the impressions of the

senses are the source of all knowledge ; he admitted

with Berkeley that we know nothing beyond the im-

pressions of our senses. But when Berkeley speaks

of the cause of these impressions, Hume points out

that we have no right to speak of anything like cause

and effect, and that the idea of causality, of necessary

sequence, on which the whole fabric of our reasoning

rests, is an assumption ; inevitable, it may be, yet an

assumption. Thus English philosophy, which seemed

to be so settled and positive in Bacon, ended in the

most unsettled and negative skepticism in Hume ; and

it was only through Kant that, according to the Ger-

mans, the great problem was solved at last, and men
again knew Jiow they knew.

From this point of view, which we believe to be

that generally taken by German writers of the histor-

ical progress of modern philosophy, we may well un-

derstand why the star of Bacon should disappear

almost below their horizon. And if those only are tc

be called philosophers who inquire into the causes of

our knowledge, or into the possibility of knowing and

being, a new name must be invented for men like him,

who are concerned alone with the realities of knowl-

edge. The two are antipodes,— they inhabit two dis-

tinct hemispheres of thought. But German Idealism,

as M. Kuno Fischer says, would have done well if it

had become more thoroughly acquainted with its op-

ponent :
—

" And if it be objected," he says, "that the points of contact

between German and English philosophy, between Idealism and

Realism, are less to be found in Bacon than in other philoso-

phtrs of his kind; that it was not Bacon, but Hume, who influ-

enced Kant ; that it was not Bacon, but Locke, who influenced

Leibnitz ; that Spinoza, if he receive any inpulee at ill from
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those quarters, received it from Hobbes, and not from Bacon, ol

whom he speaks in several places very contemptuously,— I

answer, that it was Bacon whom Des Cartes, the acknowledged

founder of dogmatic Idealism, chose for his antagonist. And as

to those realistic philosophers who have influenced the opposite

side of philosophy in Spinoza, Leibnitz, and Kant, I shall be

able to prove that Hobbes, Locke, Hume, are all descendants

of Bacon, that they have their roots in Bacon, that without

Bacon they cannot be truly explained and understood, but only

be taken up in a fragmentary form, and, as it were, plucked ofl.

Bacon is the creator of realistic philosophy- Their age is bu!

a development of the Baconian germs ; every one of their sys-

tems is a metamorphosis of Baconian philosophy. To the

present day, realistic philosophy has never had a greater genius

than Bacon, its founder ; none who has manifested the truly

realistic spirit that feels itself at home in the midst of life, in so

comprehensive, so original and characteristic, so sober, and yet

at the same time so ideal and aspiring a manner ; none, again,

in whom the limits of this spirit stand out in such distinct and

natural relief. Bacon's philosophy is the most healthy and

quite inartificial expression of Realism. After the systems of

Spinoza and Leibnitz had moved me for a long time, had filled,

and, as it were, absorbed me, the study of Bacon was to me like

a new life, the fruits of which are gathered in this book."

After a careful perusal of M. Fischer's work, we

believe that it will not only serve in Germany as a

useful introduction to the studv of Bacon, but that

it will be read with interest and advantage by many

persons in England who are already acquainted with

the chief works of the philosopher. The analysis

which he gives of Bacon's philosophy is accurate and

complete ; and, without indulging in any lengthy

criticisms, he has thrown much light on several im-

portant points. He first discusses the aim of his

philosophy, and characterizes it as Discovery in gen-

eral, as the conquest of nature by man (^Regtmm horn-

inis, interpretatio naturce). He ^hen enters into the

means which it supplies for accomplishing this con-

quest, and which consist chiefly in experience :
—
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" The cliief object of Bacon's philosophy is the establishment

and extension of the dominion of man. The means of accom-

plishing this we may call culture, or the application of physical

powers toward human purposes. But there is no such culture

without discovery, which produces the means of culture ; no

discovery without science, which understands the laws of na-

ture ; no science without natural science ; no natural science

without an interpretation of nature ; and this can only be ac-

complished according to the measure of our experience."

M. Fischer then proceeds to discuss what he calls

the negative or destructive part of Bacon's philosophy

(^pars destruens)^— that is to say, the means by which

the human mind should be purified and freed from all

preconceived notions before it approaches the inter-

pretation of nature. He carries us through the long

war which Bacon commenced ao-ainst the idols of

traditional or scholastic science. We see how the

idola trihus^ the idola speeiis, the idola fori, and the

idola theatri, are destroyed by his iconoclastic philos-

ophy. After all these are destroyed, there remains

nothina; but uncertaintv and doubt ; and it is in this

state of nudity, approaching very nearly to the tabula

rasa of Locke, that the human mind should approach

the new temple of nature. Here lies the radical dif-

ference between Bacon and Des Cartes, between

Realism and Idealism. Des Cartes also, like Bacon,

destroys all former knowledge. He proves that we

know nothing for certain. But after he has deprived

the human mind of all its imaginary riches, he does

not lead it on, like Bacon, to a study of nature, but

to a study of itself as the only subject which can be

known for certain, Cogito, ergo sum. His philosophy

eads to a study of the fundamental laws of knowing

tnd being ; that of Bacon enters at once into the gates

af nature, with the innocence of a child (to use his
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own expression) who enters the kingdom of God
Bacon speaks, indeed, of a Philosophia prima as a

kind of introduction to Divine, Natural, and Human
Philosophy ; but he does not discuss in this prelimi-

nary chapter the problem of the possibility of knowl-

edge, nor was it with him the right place to do so. It

was destined by him as a " receptacle for all such

profitable observations and axioms as fall not within

the compass of the special parts of philosophy or sci-

ences, but are more common, and of a higher stage."

He mentions himself some of these axioms, such as—
" Si in(Bqualibus cequalia addas, omnia erunt incequa-

lia;^^ '* QuoB in eodem tertio conveniunt, et inter se

conveniunt ; " '' Omnia mutantur^ nil interit,^' The
problem of the possibility of knowledge would gener-

ally be classed under metaphysics ; but what Bacon

calls Metaphysique is, with him, a branch of phi-

losophy treating only on Formal and Final Causes,

in opposition to Physique^ which treats on Material

and Efficient Causes. If we adopt Bacon's division of

philosophy, we might still expect to find the funda-

mental problem discussed in his chapter on Human
Philosophy ; but here, again, he treats man only as a

part of the continent of Nature, and when he comes

to consider the substance and nature of the soul or

mind, he declines to enter into this subject, because

" the true knowledo-e of the nature and state of soul

must come by the same inspiration that gave the

substance." There remains, therefore, but one place

in Bacon's cyclopaedia where we might hope to find

some information on this subject, — namely, wherf' he

treats on the faculties and functions of the mind,

und in particular, of understanding and reason. And
here he dwells indeed on the doubtful evidence of
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the senses as one of the causes of error so frequently

pointed out by other philosophers. But he remarks

that, though they charged the deceit upon the senses,

their chief errors arose from a different cause, from

the weakness of their intellectual powers, and from

the manner of collecting and concluding upon the

reports of the senses. And he then points to what

is to be the work of his life, — an improved system of

invention, consisting of the Experientia Literata, and

the Interpretatio Naturce.

It must be admitted, therefore, that one of the

problems which has occupied most philosophers, —
nay, which, in a certain sense, may be called the first

impulse to all philosophy,— the question whether we
can know anything, is entirely passed over by Bacon

;

and we may well understand why the name and

title of philosopher has been withheld from one who
looked upon human knowledge as an art, but never

inquired into its causes and credentials. This is a

point which M. Fischer has not overlooked ; but he

has not always kept it in view, and in wishing to

secure to Bacon his place in the history of philosophy,

he has deprived him of that more exalted place which

Bacon himself wished to occupy in the history of

the world. Among men like Locke, Hume, Kant,

and Hegel, Bacon is, and always will be, a stranger.

Bacon himself would have drawn a very strong line

between their province and his own. He knows

where their province lies ; and if he sometimes speaks

contemptuously of formal philosophy, it is only when
formal philosophy has encroached on his own ground,

or when it breaks into the enclosure of revealed

religion, which he wished to be kept sacred. There,

he holds, the human mind should not enter, except in

the attitude of the Semnones, with chained hands.
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Bacon's philosophy could never supplant tlie works

of Plato and Aristotle, and though his method might

prove useful in every branch of knowledge, — even in

the most abstruse points of logic and metaphysics, —
yet there has never been a Baconian school of philos-

ophy, in the sense in which we speak of the school of

Locke or Kant. Bacon was above or below philosophy.

Philosophy, in the usual sense of the word, formed but

a part of his great scheme ol knowledge. It had its

place therein, side by side with history, poetry, and

religion. After he had surveyed the whole universe

of knowledge, he was struck by the small results that

had been obtained by so much labor, and he discovered

the cause of this failure in the want of a proper method

of investio-ation and combination. The substitution of

a new method of invention was the great object of his

philosophical activity ; and though it has been fre-

quently said that the Baconian method had been known

long before Bacon, and had been practiced by his pre-

decessors with much greater success than by himself or

his immediate followers, it was his chief merit to have

proclaimed it, and to have established its legitimacy

against all gainsayers. M. Fischer has some very good

remarks on Bacon's method of induction, particularly

on the iiistantioe prcerogativoe which, as he points out,

though they show the weakness of his system, exhibit

at the same time the strength of his mind, which rises

above all the smaller considerations of systematic con-

sistency, where higher objects are at stake.

M. Fischer devotes one chapter to Bacon's relation

to the ancient philosophers, and another to his views

on poetry. In the latter, he naturally compares Bacon

with his contemporary, Shakespeare. We recommend

this chapter, as well as a similar one in a work on

VOL. III. 15
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Shakespeare by Gervinus, to the author of the in-

genious discovery that Bacon was the real author of

Shakespeare's plays. Besides an analysis of the con-

structive part of Bacon's philosophy, or the Instauratio

Magyia^ M. Fischer gives us several interesting chapters,

in which he treats of Bacon as an historical character,

of his views on religion and theology, and of his re-

viewers. His defense of Bacon's political character is

the weakest part of his work. He draws an elaborate

parallel between the spirit of Bacon's philosophy and

the spirit of his public acts. Discovery, he says, was

the object of the philosopher ; success that of the

politician. But what can be gained by such parallels ?

We admire Bacon's ardent exertions for the successful

advancement of learning, but, if his acts for his own
advancement were blamable, no moralist, whatever

notions he may hold on the relation between the under-

standing and the will, would be swayed in his judgment

of Lord Bacon's character by such considerations. We
make no allowance for the imitative talents of a tra-

gedian, if he stands convicted of forgery, nor for the

courage of a soldier, if he is accused of murder.

Bacon's character can only be judged by the historian,

and by a careful study of the standard of public

morality in Bacon's times. And the same may be said

of the position which he took with regard to religion

and theology. We may explain his inclination to keep

religion distinct from philosophy by taking into account

the practical tendencies of all his labors. But there is

such a want of straightforwardness, and we might

almost say, of real faith, in his theological statements,

that no one can be surprised to find that, while he ia

taken as the representative of orthodoxy by some, he

Uas been attacked by others as the most dangerous ana
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insidious enemy of Christianity. Writers of the school

of De Maistre see in him a decided atheist and hyp-

ocrite.

In a work on Bacon, it seems to have become a

necessity to discuss Bacon's last reviewer, and M.

Fischer therefore breaks a lance with Mr. Macaulay.

We give some extracts from this chapter (page 358

seq.^, which will serve, at the same time, as a specimen

of our author's style :
—

" Mr. Macaulay pleads unconditionally in favor of practical

philosophy, which he designates by the name of Bacon, against

all theoretical pliilosophy. We have two questions to ask: 1.

What does Mr. Macaulay mean by the contrast of practical and
theoretical philosophy, on which he dwells so constantly? and
2. What has his own practical philosophy in common with that

of Bacon ?

"Ml*. Macaulay decides on the fate of philosophy with a
ready formula, which, like many of the same kind, dazzles by
means of words which have nothing behind them, — words
which become more obscure and empty the nearer we approach
'hem. He says. Philosophy was made for Man, not Man for

Philosophy. In the former case it is practical ; in the latter,

theoretical. ]Mi\ Macaulay embraces the first, and rejects the

second. He cannot speak with sufficient praise of the one, nor

with sufficient contempt of the other. According to him, the

Baconian philosophy is practical ; the pre-Baconian, and par-

ticularly the ancient philosophy, theoretical. He carries the

contrast between the two to the last extreme, and he places it

before our eyes, not in its naked form, but veiled in metaphors,

and in Avell-chosen figiu*es of speech, where the imposing and
charming image always represents the practical, the repulsive

the theoretical, form of philosophy. By this play he carries

away the great mass of people, who, hke children, always run
after images. Practical philosophy is not so much a conviction

with him, but it serves him to make a point ; whereas theoretical

philosophy serves as an easy butt. Thus the contrast between
the two acquires a certain dramatic charm. The reader feels

moved and excited by the subject before him, and forgets the

scientific question. His fancy is caught by a kind of metaphor-
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ical imagery, and his understanding surrenders what is due to

it. . . . What is Mr. Macaulay's meaning in rejecting theoret-

ical philosophy, because philosophy is liere the object, and man
the means ; whereas he adopts practical philosophy, because
man is here the object, and philosophy the means ? What do
we gain by such comparisons, as when he says that practical

and theoretical philosophy are like works and words, fi-uits and
thorns, a high-road and a treadmill V Such phrases always re-

mind us of the remark of Socrates : They are said indeed, but

are they well and truly said ? According to the strict meaning
oi* Mr. Macaulay's words, there never was a practical philosophy

;

for there never was a philosophy which owed its origin to prac-

tical considerations only. And there never was a theoretical

philosophy, for there never was a philosophy which did not re-

ceive its impulse from a human want, that is to say, from a
practical motive. This shows where playing with words must
always lead. He defines theoretical and practical philosophy

in such a manner that his detinition is inapplicable to any kind

of philosophy. His antithesis is entirely empty. But if we
di'op the antithesis, and only keep to what it means in sober and
intelligible language, it would come to this, — that the value of

a theory depends on its usefulness, on its practical influence on
human life, on the advantage which we derive from it. Utilitv

alone is to decide on the value of a theory. Be it so. But who
is to decide on utihty ? If all things are useful which serve to

satisfy human wants, who is to decide on our wants ? We take

Mr. Macaulay's own point of view. Philosophy should be

practical ; it should serve man, satisfy his wants, or help to sat-

isfy them ; and if it fails in this, let it be called useless and hol-

low. But if there are wants in human nature which demand to

be satisfied, which make hfe a burden unless they are satisfied,

is that not to be called practical which answers to these wants ?

And if some of them are of that peculiar nature that they can

only be satisfied by knowledge, or by theoretical contemplation,

is this knowledge, is this theoretical contemplation, not useful, —
useful even in the eyes of the most decided Utilitarian ? ]\light

it not happen that what he calls theoretical philosophy seems

•iseless and barren to the Utilitarian, because his ideas of men
are too narrow V It is dangerous, and not quite becoming, to

lay down the law, and say from the very first, ' You must not

have more than certain wants, and therefore you do not wani
uore than a certain philosophy 1

' If we may judge from Mr
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Macaulay's illustrations, his ideas of human nature are not very

liberal. ' If we were forced,' he says, * to make our choice be-

tween the first shoemaker and Seneca, the author of the books

on Anger, we sliould pronounce for the shoemaker. It may be

worse to be anory than to be wet. But shoes have kept mil-

lions from being wet ; and we doubt whether Seneca ever kept

anybody from being angry.' I should not select Seneca as the

representative of theoretical philosophy, still less take those for

my allies whom Mr. Macaulay prefers to Seneca, in order to

defeat theoretical philosophers. Brennus threw his sword into

the scale in order to make it more weighty. Mr. Macaulay

prefers the awl. But whatever he may think about Seneca,

there is another philosopher more profound than Seneca, but in

Mr. Macaulay's eyes likewise an unpractical thinker. And yet

in him the power of theory was greater than the powers of na-

ture and the most common wants of man. His meditations

alone gave Socrates his serenity when he drank the fatal poison.

Is there, among all evils, one greater than the dread of death ?

And the remedy against this, the worst of all physical evils, is

it not practical in the best sense of the word ? True, some

people might here say, that it would have been more practical

if Socrates had fled from his prison, as Criton suggested, and

had died an old and decrepit man in Boeotia. But to Socrates

it seemed more practical to remain in prison, and to die as the

first witness and martyr of the liberty of conscience, and to rise

from the sublime height of his theory to the seats of the immor-

tals. Thus it is the want of the individual which decides on

the practical value of an act or of a thought, and this want de-

pends on the nature of the human soul. There is a difference

between individuals in different ages, and there is a difference

in their wants. ... As long as the desire afler knowledge lives

in our hearts, we must, with the purely practical view of sat-

isfying this want, strive afler knowledge in all things, even in

those which do not contribute towards external comfort, and

have no use except that they purify and invigorate the mind.

.... What is theory in the eyes of Bacon ? ' A temple in

the human mind, according to the model of the world.* What
is it in the eyes of Mr. Macaulay ? A snug dwelling, according

to the wants of practical life. The latter is satisfied if knowl-

edge is carried far enough to enable us to keep ourselves dry.

The magnificence of the structure, and its completeness accord-

ng to the model of the world, is to him useless by-work, super-
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fluous and even dangerous luxury. TTiis is the view of a

respectable rate-payer, not of a Bacon. Mr. Macaulay reduces

Bacon to his own dimensions, while he endeavors at the same

time to exalt him above all other people. . . . Bacon's own
philosophy was, like all philosophy, a theory ; it was the theory

of the inventive mind. Bacon has not made any great discov-

eries himself. He was less inventive than Leibnitz, the German
metaphysician. If to make discoveries be practical philosophy;

Bacon was a mere theorist, and his philosophy nothing but the

theory of practical philosophy. . . . How far the spirit of

theory reached in Bacon may be seen in his own works. He
did not want to fetter theory, but to renew and to extend it to

the very ends of the universe. His practical standard was not

the comfort of the individual, but human happiness, which in-

volves theoretical knowledge. . . . That Bacon is not the

Bacon of Mr. Macaulay. "WTiat Bacon wanted was new, and it

will be eternal. What Mr. Macaulay and many people at the

present day want, in the name of Bacon, is not new, but novel.

New is what opposes the old, and serves as a model for the future.

Novel is what flatters our times, gains sympathies, and dies

away. . . . And history has pronounced her final verdict. It is

the last negative instance which we oppose to Mr. Macaulay's

assertion. Bacon's philosophy has not been the end of all the-

ories, but the beginning of new theories,— theories which flowed

necessarily from Bacon's philosophy, and not one of which was

practical in Mr. Macaulay's sense. Hobbes was the pupil of

Bacon. His ideal of a State is opposed to that of Plato on all

points. But one point it shares in common,— it is as unpracti-

cal a theory as that of Plato. Mr. Macaulay, however, calls

Hobbes the most acute and vigorous spirit. If, then, Hobbes

was a practical philosopher, what becomes of Macaulay's poli-

tics ? And if Hobbes was not a practical philosopher, what be-

comes of Mr. Macaulay's philosophy, which does homage to the

theories of Hobbes ?
"

We have somev^hat abridged M. Fischer's argument,

for, though he writes well and intelligibly, he wants

condensation ; and we do not think that his argument

has been weakened by being shortened. What he

has extended into a volume of nearly five hundred

pages, might have been reduced to a pithy essay of
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one or two hundred, without sacrificing one essential

fact, or injuring the strength of any one of his argu-

ments. The art of writing in our times is the art of

condensing ; and those who cannot condense write

only for readers wdio have more time at their disposal

than they know what to do with.

Let us ask one question in conclusion. Why do all

German writers chano;e the thoroughly Teutonic name
of Bacon into Baco ? It is bad enough that we should

speak of Plato ; but this cannot be helped. But un-

less we protest against Baco, gem. Baconis, we shall

soon be treated to Newto, Newtonis, or even to Kans,

Kantis.

1867.



XII.

A GERMAN TRAVELLER IN
ENGLAND.^

A. D. 1598.

Lessing, when he was Librarian at Wolfenbiittel,

proposed to start a review which should only notice

forgotten books,— books written before reviewing was

invented, published in the small towns of Germany,

never read, perhaps, except by the author and his

friends, then buried on the shelves of a library, prop-

erly labeled and catalogued, and never opened again,

except by an inquisitive inmate of these literary mau-

soleums. The number of those forgotten books is

great, and as in former times few authors wrote more

than one or two works during the whole of their lives,

the information which they contain is generally of a

much more substantial and solid kind than our literary

palates are now accustomed to. If a man now travels

to the unexplored regions of Central Africa, his book

is written and out in a year. It remains on the draw-

1 Pauli Hentzneri J. C. Jtinerarium Germaniae, Gallice, Anglice, Italice :

3um Indice Locorum, Reruni, atque Verborum conimemorabiliura. Huic

libro accessere nova bac editione — 1. Monita Peregrinatoria duorun;

doctissmiorum virorum ; itemque Incerti auctoris Epitome Prsecognitoruna

Historicorum, anteliac non edita. Noribergae, Typis Abrabami Wagen-

aoanni, sumptibus sui ipsius el Johan. Giintzelii, anno Muoxxix.
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ing-room table for a season ; it is pleasant to read, easy

to digest, and still easier to review and to forget. Twc
or three hundred ^^ears ago this was very different.

Travellincr was a far more serious business, and a man

who had spent some years in seeing foreign countries,

could do nothing better than employ the rest of hii

life in writino- a book of travels, either in his own Ian-

sfuao-e, or, still better, in Latin. After his death his

book continued to be quoted for a time in works on

history and geography, till a new traveller went over

the same ground, published an equally learned book,

and thus consigned his predecessor to oblivion. Here

is a case in point : Paul Hentzner, a German, who, oi

course, calls himself Paulus Hentznerus, travelled in

Germany, France, England, and Italy ; and after his

return to his native place in Silesia, he duly published

his travels in a portly volume, written in Latin.

There is a long title-page, with dedications, introduc-

tions, a preface for the Lector henevolus^ Latin verses,

and a table showing what people ought to observe in

traveUincr. Travellino;, accordino; to our friend, is the

source of all wisdom ; and he quotes Moses and the

Prophets in support of his theory. We ought all to

travel, he says, — "" vita nostra peregrinatio est ;
" and

those who stay at home like snails (cochlearum instar}

will remain " inhumani, insolentes, superbi," etc.

It would take a long time to follow Paulus Hentz-

nerus through all his peregrinations ; but let us see

what he saw in England. He arrived here in the year

1598. He took ship with his friends at Depa, vulgo

Dieppe, and after a boisterous voyage, they landed at

Rt/e. On their arrival they were conducted to a No-

tarius, who asked their names, and inquired for what

object they came to England. After they had satisfied
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his official inquiries, they were conducted to a Diverso-

rium^ and treated to a good dinner, pro reyionis more^

according to the custom of the country. From liy^

they rode to London^ passing F/imwolt, Tumbridge^

and Chepsted on their way. Then follows a long de-

scription of London, its origin and history, its bridges,

churches, monuments, and palaces, with extracts from

earlier writers, such as Paulus Jovius, Polydorus Ver-

gilius, etc. All inscriptions are copied faithfully, not

only from tombs and pictures, but also from books which

the travellers saw in the public libraries. Whitehall

seems to have contained a royal library at that time,

and in it Hentzner saw, besides Greek and Latin MSS.,

a book written in French by Queen Elizabeth, with

the following dedication to Henry VIII. :
—

" A Tres haut et Tres puissant et Redoubte Prince Henry
Vm. de ce nom, Roy d'Angleterre, de France, et d'Irlande,

defenseur de la foy, Elizabeth, sa Tres humble fille, rend salut

et obedience."

After the travellers had seen St. Paul's, Westmin-

ster, the House of Parliament, Whitehall, Guildhall,

the Tower, and the Royal Exchange, commonly called

Bursa^— all of which are minutely described,— they

went to the tneatres and to places Ursorum et Tauro-

rum venationibus de&tinata^ where bears and bulls, tied

fast behind, were baited by bull-dogs. In these places,

and everywhere, in fact, as our traveller says, where

you meet with Englishmen, they use herha nicotiana,

which they call by an American name Tobaca or Pa-

etum. The description deserves to be quoted iii the

orifjinal :
—

" Fistulas in hunc finem ex argilla factae orificio posteriori

dictam herbam probe exiccatam, ita ut in pulverem facile redigi

possit, immittunt, et igne admoto accendunt, unde fumus ah
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anteriori parte ore attrahitur, qui per nares rursum, tamtjuam

per infurnibulum exit, et pblegma ac capitis detiuxiones magnS
copiii secum ediicit."

After they had seen evervthino; in London— not

omitting the ship in which Francis Drake, nohilisshiius

pi/rata, was said to have circumnavigated the world, —
they went to Greenwich. Here they were introduced

into the presence-chamber, and saw the Queen. The
walls of the room were covered with precious tapestry,

the floor strewed with hay. The Queen had to pass

through on going to chapel. It was a Sunday, when all

the nobility came to pay their respects. The Arch-

bishop of Canterbury and the Bishop of London were

present. When divine service began, the Queen ap-

peared, preceded and followed by the court. Before

her walked two barons, carrying the sceptre and the

sword, and between them the Great Chancellor of

England with the seal. The Queen is thus minutely

described :
—

" She was said (rumor erat) to be fifty-five years old. Her
face was rather long, white, and a little wrinkled. Her eyes

small, black, and gracious ; her nose somewhat bent ; her lips

compressed, her teeth black (from eating too much sugar). She

had ear-rings of pearls ; red hair, but artificial, and wore a small

crown. Her breast was uncovered (as is the case with all un-

married ladies in England), and round her neck was a chain

with precious gems. Her hands were graceful, her fingers long.

She was of middle stature, but stepped on majestically. She

was fjracious and kind in her address. The dress she wore

was of white silk, with pearls as large as beans. Her cloak was

of black silk with silver lace, and a long train was carried by a

marchioness. As she walked along she spoke most kindly with

many people, some of them ambassadors. She spoke English,

French, and Italian ; but she knows also Greek and Latin, and

understands Spanish, Scotch, and Dutch. Those whom she ad-

dressed bent their knees, and some she lifted up with her hand.

To a Bohemian nobleman of the name of Slawata, who had

brought some letters to the Queen, she gave her right hand allei
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taking off her glove, and he kissed it. Wherever she turned

her eyes, people fell on their knees."

There was probably nobody present who ventured

to scrutinize the poor Queen so impertinently as Pan-

lus Hentznerus. He sioes on to describe the ladies

who followed the Queen, and how they were escorted

by fifty knights. When she came to the door of the

chapel, books were handed to her, and the people

called but, '' God save the Queen Elizabeth !
" where-

upon the Queen answered, " I thanke you myn good

peuple." Prayers did not last more than half an hour,

and the music was excellent. During the time that

the Queen was in chapel, dinner was laid, and this

again is described in full detail.

But we cannot afford to tarry with our German ob-

server, nor can we follow him to Grantbridge (Cam-

bridge) or Oxenford, where he describes the colleges

and halls (each of them having a library), and the

life of the students. From Oxford he went to Wood-

stock, then back to Oxford, and from thence to Hen-

ley and Madenhood to Windsor. Eton also was

visited, and here, he says, sixty boys were educated

gratuitously, and afterwards sent to Cambridge. After

visiting Hampton Court and the royal palace of None-

such, our travellers returned to London.

We shall finish our extracts with some remarks of

Hentzner on the manners and customs of the Eng-

lish :
—

" The English are grave, like the Grermans, magnificent at

home and abroad. They carry with them a large train of follow-

ers and servants. These have silver shields on their left arm,

and a pig-tail. The English excel in dancing and music. They

are swift and lively, though stouter than the French, They

shave the middle portion of the face, but leave the hair

untouched on each side. They are good sailors and famous
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pirates ; clever, perfidious, and tliievish. About thre«; hundred

are hanged in London every year. At table they are more civil

than the French. Tliey eat less bread, but more meat, and
they dress it well. They throw much sugar into their wine.

They suffer frequently from leprosy, commonly called the white

leprosy, which is said to have come to England in the time of

the Normans. They are brave in battle, and always conquer

their enemies. At home they brook no manner of servitude.

They are very fond of noises that fill the ears, such as explosions

of guns, trumpets, and bells. In London, persons who have got

drunk are wont to mount a church toAver, for the sake of exer-

cise, and to ring the bells for several hours. If they see a for-

eigner who is handsome and strong, they are sorry that he is

not an Anglicus,— vulgo Enghshman."

On his return to France, Hentzner paid a visit to

Canterbury, and, after seeing some ghosts on his jour-

ney, arrived safelv at Dover. Before lie was allowed

to o;o on board, he had ao;ain to undero;o an examina-

tion, to give his name, to explain what he had done in

England, and where he was going ; and, lastly, his

luggage was searched most carefully, in order to see

whether he carried with him any English money, for

nobody was allowed to carry away more than ten

pounds of English money : all the rest was taken away

and handed to the royal treasury. And thus fare-

well, Carissime Hentzneri ! and slumber on your shelf

until the eye of some other benevolent reader, glanc-

ing at the rows of forgotten books, is caught by the

quaint lettering on youj back, " Hentzneri Itin,^

1857.

>»



XIII.

CORNISH ANTIQUITIES.*

It is impossible to spend even a few weeks in Com*
wall without being impressed with the air of antiquit;^

which pervades that county, and seems, like a morning

mist, half to conceal and half to light up every one of

its hills and valleys. It is impossible to look at any

pile of stones, at any wall, or pillar, or gate-post, with-

out asking one's self the question. Is this old, or is this

new ? Is it the work of Saxon, or of Roman, or of

Celt ? Nay, one feels sometimes tempted to ask, Is

this the work of Nature or of man ?

" Among these rocks and stones, methinks I see

More than the heedless impress that belongs

To lonel}"^ Nature's casual work : they bear

A semblance strange of power intelligent,

And of design not wholly worn away." — Excursion,

The late King of Prussia's remark about Oxford,

iiat in it everything old seemed new, and everything

new seemed old, applies with even greater truth to

Cornwall. There is a continuity between the present

and the past of that curious peninsula, such as we sel-

dom find in any other place. A spring bubbling up in

a natural granite basin, now a meeting-place for Bap-

1 Antiquities, Historical and Monumental, of the County of Coimwall. Bjr

William Boriase, LL. I). London, 1769.

A Week at the Land's Eitd. By J. T. Blight. London, 1861.
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dsts 01 Methodists, was but a few centuries ao-o a holy

well, attended by busy friars, and visited by pilgrims,

who came there " nearly lame," and left the shrine

" almost able to walk." Still further back the same

spring was a centre of attraction for the Celtic inhabit-

ants, and the rocks piled up around it stand there as

witnesses of a civilization and architecture certainly

more primitive than the civilization and architecture

of Roman, Saxon, or Norman settlers. We need not

look beyond. How long that granite buttress of Eng-

land has stood there, defying the fury of the Atlantic,

the geologist alone, who is not awed by ages, would

dare to tell us. But the liistorian is satisfied with an-

tiquities of a more humble and homely character ; and

in bespeaking the interest, and, it may be, the active

support of our readers, in favor of the few relics of the

most ancient civilization of Britain, we promise to

keep within strictly historical limits, if by historical we
understand, with the late Sir G, C. Lewis, that only

which can be authenticated by contemporaneous monu-
ments.

But even thus, how wide a gulf seems to separate

us from the first civilizers of the West of Eno-land,

from the people who gave names to every headland,

bay, and hill of Cornwall, and who first planned those

lanes that now, like throbbing veins, run in every

direction across that heath-covered peninsula ! No
doubt it is well known that the original inhabitants of

Cornwall were Celts, and that Cornish is a Celtic

lano;uao:e ; and that, if we divide the Celtic lansfuao-es

into two classes, Welsh with Cornish and Breton forms

one class, the Cymric ; while the Irish with its varieties,

as developed in Scotland and the Isle of Man, forms

another class, which is called the Gaelic or G-adhelic,
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It may also be more or less generally known tliat

Celtic, with all its dialects, is an Aryan or Indo-

European language, closely allied to Latin, Greek,

German, Slavonic, and Sanskrit, and that the Celts,

therefore, were not mere barbarians, or })eople to be

classed together with Finns and Lapps, but heralds of

true civilization wherever they settled in their world-

wide migrations, the equals of Saxons and Romans and

Greeks, whether in physical beauty or in intellectual

vigor. And yet there is a strange want of historical

reality in the current conceptions about the Celtic

inhabitants of the British Isles ; and wdiile the heroes

and statesmen and poets of Greece and Rome, though

belonging to a much earlier age, stand out in bold and

sharp relief on the table of a boy's memory, his notions

of the ancient Britons may generally be summed up
" in houses made of wicker-work, Druids with long

white beards, white linen robes, and golden sickles, and

warriors painted blue." Nay, strange to say, we can

hardly blame a boy for banishing the ancient bards and

Druids from the scene of real history, and assigning to

them that dark and shadowy corner where the gods

and heroes of Greece live peacefully together with the

ghosts and fairies from the dreamland of our own
Saxon forefathers. For even the little that is told in

"Little Arthur's Historv of Eno-land " about the an-

cient Britons and the Druids is extremely doubtful.

Druids are never mentioned before C^sar. Few
writers, if any, before him were able to distinguish

between Celts and Germans, but spoke of the bar-

barians of Gaul and Germany as the Greeks spoke of

Scythians, or as we ourselves speak of the negroes of

Africa, without distino-uishing between races so different

from each other as Hottentots and Kaffirs. Caesar w'a?
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one of the iirst writers who knew of an etlinolocrical

distinction between Celtic and Teutonic barbarians,

and we may therefore trust him when he says that the

Cehs had Druids, and the Germans had none. But

his further statements about these Cehic priests and

sages are hardly more trustworthy than the account

which an ordinary Indian officer at the present day

might give us of the Buddhist priests and the Bud-
dhist religion of Ceylon. Caesar's statement that the

Druids worshipped Mercury, Apollo, Mars, Jupiter,

and Minerva, is of the same base metal as the state-

ments of more modern writers that the Buddhists wor-

ship the Trinity, and that they take Buddha for the Son

of God. Caesar most likely never conversed with a

Druid, nor was he able to control, if he was able to

understand, the statements made to him about the an-

cient priesthood, the religion and literature of Gaul,

Besides, Caesar himself tells us very little about the

priests of Gaul and Britain ; and the thrilling accounts

of the white robes and the o;olden sickles belono- to

Pliny's " Natural History," by no means a safe author-

ity in such matters.^

We must be satisfied, indeed, to know verv little

1 Plin. H. N. xvi. c. 44. " Non est omitlenda in ea re et Galliarum
admiratio. Nihil habent Draidae (ita suos appellant inagos) visco et arbore

in qua gignatur (si modo sit robur) sacratius. Jam per se robdrum f ligunt

ucos, nee ulla s"cra sine ea fronde conticiiint, ut inde appellati quoque
mterpretatione Grteca possint Druidae videri. Kniuiwro quidquid ad-

nascalur illis, e coelo missum putant signumqne esse electae ab ipso deo
arboris. Est autem id rarum admodum inventu et rf-pertum magna
religione petitur, et ante omnia sexta luna, quas principia n.ensium

annorumque his facit. et seculi post tricesimum annum, quia jam virium

abunde habeat, nee sit sui diuiidia. Omnia sanantem appellantes suo

vocabulr., sacrificiis epulisque rite sub arbore prasparatis, duos admovent
candidi coloris tauros, quorum cornua tunc primum v;aciantiir. Sacerdos
Candida veste cultus arboren\ scandit, falce aurea demetit; candido id

excipitur sago. Turn deinde victimas immolant, precantes ut suum donuna
(ieus prosperum faciat his quibus dederit."

VOL. III. 16
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ab»)ut the mode of life, the forms of ivorship, the

rehgious doctrines, or the mysterious wisdom of the

Druids and their flocks. But for this very reason it is

most essential that our minds should be impressed

strongly with the historical reality that belongs to the

Celtic inhabitants, and to the work which they per-

formed in renderino; these islands for the first time fit

for the habitation of man. That historical lesson, and

a very important lesson it is, is certainly learned more

quickly, and yet more effectually, by a visit to Corn-

wall or Wales, than by any amount of reading. We
may doubt many things that Celtic enthusiasts tells us

;

but where every village and field, every cottage and

hill, bear names that are neither English, nor Norman,

nor Latin, it is difficult not to feel that the Celtic ele-

ment has been something real and permanent in the

history of the British Isles. The Cornish language is

no doubt extinct, if bv extinct we mean that it is no

longer spoken by the people. But in the names of

towns, castles, rivers, mountains, fields, manors, and

families, and in a few of the technical terms of mining,

husbandry, and fishing, Cornish lives on, and probably

will live on, for many ages to come. There is a well-

known verse :
—

" By Tre, Ros, Pol, Lan, Caer, and Pen,

You may know most Cornish men." i

But it will hardlv be believed that a Cornish anti-

quarian. Dr. Bannister, who is collecting materials for

a glossary of Cornish proper names, has amassed no

.'ess than 2,400 names with Tre, 500 with Fen, 400

with Ros, 300 with Lan, 200 with Pol, and 200 with

Caer.

1 Tre, homestead ; ros, moor, peatland, a common
; /?>)?, a pool ; lan, as

enclosure, church; caer, town; pen, head.
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A language does not die all at once, nor is it always

possible to fix the exact date when it breathed its last.

Thus, in the case of Cornish, it is by no means easy

to reconcile the conflicting statements of various writ-

ers as to the exact time when it ceased to be the lan-

guage of the people, unless we bear in mind that what

was true with reo;ard to the higher classes was not so

with regard to the lower, and likewise that in some

parts of Cornwall the vitality of the language might

continue, while in others its heart had ceased to beat.

As late as the time of Henry VIII., the famous phy-

sician Andrew Borde tells us that EngHsh was not

understood bv manv men and women in Cornwall.

" In Cornwal is two speeches," he writes ;
" the one

is naughty Englyshe, and the other the Cornyshe

speche. And there be many men and women the

which cannot speake one worde of Englyshe, but all

Cornvshe." Durino^ the same Kino-'s reio-n, when an

attempt was made to introduce a new church service

composed in English, a protest was signed by the Dev-

onshire and Cornish men utterly refusing this new
Encrlish :

—
" We will not receive the new Service, because it is but like

a Christmas game ; but we will have our old Service of Matins,

Mass, Evensong, and Procession, in Latin as it was before.

And so we the Cornish men (whereof certain of us understand

no English) utterly refuse this new English." ^

Yet in the reign of Elizabeth, w^hen the liturgy was

appointed by authority to take the place of the mass,

the Cornish, it is said,^ desired that it should be in the

English lanfTuao-e. About the same time we are told

1 Cranmer's Works, ed. Jenkyns, vol. ii. p. 230.

2 Observations on an ancient Manuscript, entitled Passio Clirisii, by

Scawen, Esq., 1777, p. 26.
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that Dr. John Moreman ^ taught his parishioners the

Lord's Prayer, the Creed, and the Ten Command-
ments, in the Eno;lish tono-ue. From the time of the

Reformation onward, Cornish seems constantly to have

lost ground against English, particularly in places near

Devonshire. Thus Norden, whose description of

Cornwall was probably written about 1584, though

not published till 1728, gives a very full and interest-

ino; account of the struo;o;le between the two Ian-

guages :
—

" Of late," he says (p. 26), " the Cornishe men have muche
conformed themselves to the use of the Eno-Ushe touno;e, and

their Englislie is equall to the beste, espetially in the easterne

partes ; even from Truro eastwarde it is in manner wholly Eng-

lislie. In the weste parte of the countrye, as in the hundreds

of Penwith and Kerrier, the Cornishe toung-e is moste in use

amongste the inhabitantes, and yet (whiche is to be marveyled),

though the husband and wife, parentes and children, master and

servantes, doe mutuallv communicate in their native language,

vet ther is none of them in manner but is able to convers with a

strauno;er in the Ensilishe touncre, unless it be some obscure

people, that seldome conferr with the better sorte : But it seem-

eth that in few yeares the Cornishe language willbe by litle and

litle abandoned."

Carew, who wrote about the same time, goes so far

as to say that most of the inhabitants '' can no word

of Cornish, but very few are ignorant of the English,

though they sometimes affect to be." This may have

been true with regard to the upper classes, particu-

larly in the west of Cornwall, but it is nevertheless a

fact that, as late as 1640, Mr, William Jackman, the

vicar of Feock,^ was forced to administer the sacra-

ment in Cornish, because the aged people did not

understand English ; nay, the rector of Landewednak

1 Borlase's Natural History of Cornwall, p. 315.

i Ibid.
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preached his sermons In Cornish as late as 1678. Mr.

Scawen, too, who wrote about that time, speaks of

some old folks who spoke Cornish only, and would not

understand a word of English ; but he tells us at the

same time that Sir Francis North, the Lord Chief Jus-

tice, afterwards Lord Keeper, when holding the assizes

at Lanceston in 1678, expressed his concern at the

loss and decay of the Cornish language. The pooi

people, in fact, could speak, or at least understand,

Cornish but he says, " They were laughed at by the

rich, who understood It not, which is their own fault

in not orideavorlno; after it." About the beo;innIno; of

the last century, Mr. Ed. Lhuyd (died 1709), the

keeper of the Ashmolean Museum, was still able to

collect from the mouths of the people a grammar of

the Cornish language, which was published in 1707.

He says that at this time Cornish was only retained in

five or six villages towards the Land's End; and in

his '' Archgeoloo'ia Britannica " he adds, that althouo-h

it was spoken In most of the western districts from the

Land's End to the Lizard, "• a great many of the in-

habitants, especially the gentry, do not understand it,

there being no necessity thereof in regard there's no

Cornish man but speaks good English." It is gener-

ally supposed that the last person who spoke Cornish

was Dolly Pentreath, who died in 1778, and to whose

memory Prince Louis Lucien Bonaparte has lately

erected a monument in the churchyard at Paul. The
inscription Is :

—
" Here lieth interred Dorothy Pentreath, who died in 1 7 78,

iaid to have been the last person who conversed in the ancient

Cornish, the peculiar language of this country from the earliest

records till it expired in this parish of St. Paul. This stcne is

erected by the Prince Louis Lucien Bonaparte, in union with

the Rev. John Garret, vicar of St. Paul, June, 1860."
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It seems hardly right to deprive the old lady of her

fair name ; but there are many people in Cornwall

who maintain that when travellers and grandees came

to see her, she would talk anything that came into her

head, while those who listened to her were pleased to

think that they had heard the dying echoes of a pri-

meval tongue.^ There is a letter extant, written in

Cornish by a poor fisherman of the name of William

Bodener. It is dated July 3, 1776, that is, two years

before the death of Dolly Pentreath ; and the writer

says of himself in Cornish :
—

" My age is threescore and five. I am a poor fisherman. I

learnt Cornish when I was a boy. I have been to sea with my
father and five other men in the boat, and have not heard one

word of English spoke in the boat for a week together. I never

saw a Cornish book. I learned Cornish going to sea with old

men. There is not more than four or five in om* town can talk

Cornish now, — old people fourscore years old. Cornish is all

forgot with young people." ^

It would seem, therefore, that Cornish died with the

1 Her age was certainly mythical, and her case forms a strong confirma-

tion of the late Sir G. C. Lewis's skepticism on that point. Dolly Pentreath

is gene-^ally believed to have died at the age of one hundred and two. Dr.

Borlase, who knew her, and has left a good description of her, stated that,

about 1774, she was in her eighty-seventh year. This, if she died in 1778,

would only bring her age to ninet}' one. But Mr. Haliwell, who exam-

ined the register at Paul, found that Dolly Pentreath was baptized in 1714;

60 that, unless she was baptized late in life, this supposed centenarian had

only reached her sixty-lburth year at the time of her death, and was no

more than sixty when Dr. Borlase supposed her to be eighty-seven.

Another instance of extraordinary old age is mentioned by Mr. Scawen

(p. 25), about a hundred years earlier. " Let not the old woman be forgot-

ten," he savs, ''who died about two years since, who was one hundred

and sixty-four years old, of good memory, and healthful at that age, living

in the parish of Guithian, by the charity mostly of such as came purposely

to see her, speaking to them (in default of English) by an interpreter, ye*

partly understanding it. She married a second husband after she wa

eighty, and buried him after he was eighty years of age."

'2 Speciin-ns of Cornish Provincial Dialects, by Uncle Jan Treenoodle

London, 184C : p. 82.
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last century, and no one now living can boast to have

heard its sound when actually spoken for the sake of

conversation. It seems to have been a melodious and

yet by no means an effeminate language, and Scawen

places it in this respect above most of the other Celtic

dialects :
—

" Cornish," he says, " is not to be gutturally pronounced, as

the Welsh for the most part is, nor mutteringly, as the Armor-

ick, nor whiningly as the Irish (which two latter quaUties seem

to have been contracted from their servitude), but must be

lively and manly spoken, like other primitive tongues."

Althoucrh Cornish must now be classed with the

extinct languages, it has certainly shown a marvelous

vitality. More than four hundred years of Roman oc-

cupation, more than six hundred years of Saxon and

Danish sway, a Norman conquest, a Saxon Reforma-

tion, and civil wars, have all passed over the land ;

but, like a tree that may bend before a storm but is not

to be rooted up, the language of the Celts of Cornwall

has lived on in an unbroken continuity for at least two

thousand years. What does this mean ? It means

that through the whole of English history to the acces-

sion of the House of Hanover, the inhabitants of Corn-

wall and the western portion of Devonshire, in spite

of intermarriages with Romans, Saxons, and Normans,

were Celts, and remained Celts. People speak in-

deed of blood, and intermingling of blood, as determin-

ing the nationality of a people ; but what is meant by

blood? It is one of those scientific idols, that crumble

to dust as soon as we try to define or grasp them ; it is

a vague, hollow, treacherous term, which, for the pres-

ent at least, ought to be banished from the dictionary

vf every true man of science. We can give a scien-

tific definition of a Celtic language ; but no one has
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yet given a definition of Celtic blood, or a Celtic skull.

It is quite possible that liereafter chemical differences

may be discovered in the blood of those who speak a

Celtic, and of those who speak a Teutonic language.

It is possible, also, that patient measurements, like

those lately published by Professor Huxley, in the

" Journal of Anatomy and Physiology," may lead in

time to a really scientific classification of skulls, and

that physiologists may succeed in the end in carrying

out a classification of the human race, according to

tangible and unvarying physiological criteria. But

their definitions and their classifications will hardly

ever square with the definitions or classifications of the

student of language, and the use of common terms can

only be a source of constant misunderstandings. We
know what we mean by a Celtic language, and in the

grammar of each language we are able to produce a

most perfect scientific definition of its real character.

If, therefore, we transfer the term Celtic to people, we
can, if we use our words accurately, mean nothing but

people who speak a Celtic language, the true exponent,

aye, the very life of Celtic nationality. Whatever peo-

ole, whether Romans, or Saxons, or Normans, or, as

some think, even Phoenicians and Jews, settled in

Cornwall, if they ceased to speak their own language

and exchanged it for Cornish, they are, before the tri-

bunal of the science of language, Celts, and nothing

but Celts ; while, whenever Cornishmen, like Sir

Humphrey Davy or Bishop Colenso, have ceased to

speak Cornish, and speak nothing but English, they are

no longer Celts, but true Teutons or Saxons, in the

only scientifically legitimate sense of that word.

Strange stories, indeed, would be revealed, if blood

could cry out and tell of its i*e}>eated mixtures since
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tlie beo-inning of the world. If we think of the early

mio-rations ot mankind ; of the battles fouo-ht before

there were hieroglyphics to record them ; of conquests,

leadings into captivity, piracy, slavery, and coloniza-

tion, all without a sacred poet to hand them down to

})Osterity, — we shall hesitate, indeed, to speak of

j)ure races, or unmixed blood, even at the very dawn
of real history. Little as we know of the early his-

tory of Greece, we know enouo;h to warn us ao-ainst

looking upon the Greeks of Asia or Europe as an

unmixed race. iEgyptus, with his Arabian, Ethio-

pian, and Tyrian wives ; Cadmus, the son of Libya
;

Phoenix, the father of Europa,— all point to an inter-

course of Greece with foreign countries, whatever

else their mythological meaning may be. As soon

as we know anything of the history of the world,

we know of wars and alliances between Greeks and

Lydians and Persians, of Phoenician settlements all

over the world, of Carthaginians trading in Spain and

encamped in Italy, of Romans conquering and coloniz-

ing Gaul, Spain, Britain, the Danubian Principalities

and Greece, Western Asia and Northern Africa.

Then again, at a later time, follow the great ethnic

convulsions of Eastern Europe, and the devastation

and re-population of the ancient seats of civilization by

Goths, and Lombards, and Vandals, and Saxons

;

while at the same time, and for many centuries to

come, the few strongholds of civilization in the East

were again and again overwhelmed by the irresistible

waves of Hunnish, Mongolic, and Tartaric invaders.

And, with all this, people at the latter end of the

nineteenth century venture to speak, for instance,

of pure Norman blood as something definite or defina-

ble, force ttino- how the ancient Norsemen carried their
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wives awav from the coasts of Germany dr Russia,

from Sicily or from the verv Piraeus ; while others

married whatever wives they could find in the North

of France, whether of Gallic, Roman, or German
extraction, and then settled in England, where they

again contracted marriaa;es with Teutonic, Celtic, or

Roman damsels. In our own days, if we see the

dauo-hter of an English officer and an Indian Ranee

married to the son of a Russian nobleman, how are we
to class the offspring of that marriage ? The Indian

Ranee may have had Mongol blood, so may the Rus-

sian nobleman ; but there are other possible ingredi-

ents of pure Hindu and pure Slavonic, of Norman,

German, and Roman blood, — and who is the chemist

bold enough to disengage them all ? There is, per-

haps, no nation which has been exposed to more

frequent admixture of foreign blood, during the Mid-

dle Ages, than the Greeks. Professor Fallmerayer

maintained that the Hellenic population was entirely

exterminated, and that the people who at the present

day call themselves Greeks are really Slavonians. It

would be difficult to refute him by arguments drawn
either from the physical or the moral characteristics of

the modern Greeks as compared with the many varie-

ties of the Slavonic stock. But the followino- extract

from " Felton's Lectures on Greece, Ancient and

Modern," contains the only answer that can be given

to such charges, without point or purpose :
" In one

of the courses of lectures," he says, " which I attended

in the University of Athens, the Professor of History,

a very eloquent man as well as a somewhat fiery

Greek, took this subject up. His audience consisted

)f about two hundred young men from every part of
C\
jrreece. His indignant comments on the learned
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German, that notorious MiariW-qu or Greek-hater, as

he stigmatized him, were received by his hearers with

a profound sensation. They sat Avith expanded

nostrils and flashing eyes— a splendid illustration of

the old Hellenic spirit, roused to fury by the charge of

barbarian descent. ' It is true,' said the eloquent

professor, ' that the tide of barbaric invaders poured

down like a deluge upon Hellas, filling with its surg-

ing floods our beautiful plains, our fertile valleys.

The Greeks fled to their walled towns and mountain

fastnesses. By and by the water subsided and the soil

of Hellas reappeared. The former inhabitants de-

scended from the mountains as the tide receded,

resumed their ancient lands and rebuilt their ruined

habitations, and, the reign of the barbarians over,

Hellas was herself aa;ain.' Three or four rounds of

applause followed the close of the lectures of Professor

Manouses, in which I heartily joined. I could not

help thinking afterwards what a singular comment on

the German anti-Hellenic theory was presented by this

scene, — a Greek professor in a Greek university,

lecturing to two hundred Greeks in the Greek lan-

guage, to prove that the Greeks were Greeks, and not

Slavonians. " ^

And yet we hear the same arguments used over

and over again, not only with regard to the Greeks,

but with regard to manv other modern nations ; and

even men whose minds have been trained in the

school of exact science, use the term " bloods," in this

vague and thoughtless manner. The adjective Greek

may connote many things, but what it denotes is

language. People who speak Greek as their mother

1 Greece, Ancient and Modem, by C C Felton. Boston, 1867, vol. ii. p.

n4.
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tongue are Greeks, and if a Turkish-speaking in«

habitant of Constantinople could trace his pedigree

straight to Pericles, he would still be a Turk, what-

ever his name, his faith, his hair, features, and stature

— whatever his blood might be. We can classify

languages, and as languages presuppose people that

speak them, we can so far classify mankind, according

to their o;rammars and dictionaries ; wliile all who
possess scientific honesty must confess and will confess

that, as yet, it has been impossible to devise any

truly scientific classification of skulls, to say nothing

of blood, or bones, or hair. The label on one of the

skulls in the Munich Collection, " Etruscan-Tyrol, or

Inca-Peruvian," characterizes not too unfairlv the

present state of ethnological craniology. Let those

who imagine that the great outlines, at least, of a

classification of skulls have been firmlv established,

consult Mr. Brace's useful manual of " The Races of

the World," where he has collected the opinions of

some of the best judges on the subject. We quote a

few passages : ^—
" Dr. Bachmann concludes, from the measurements of Dr.

Tiedemann and Dr. Morton, that the negro skull, though less

than the European, is within one inch as large as the Persian

and the Armenian, and three square inches larger than the

Hindu and Egyptian. The scale is thus given by Dr. Morton

:

European skull, 87 cubic inches; Malay, 85; Negro 83; Mon-

gol, 82 ; Ancient Egyptian, 80 ; American, 79. The ancient

Peruvians and Mexicans, who constructed so elaborate a civiliz-

ation, show a capacity only of from 75 to 79 inches

Other observations by Huschke make the average capacity of

the skull of Europeans 40.88 oz. ; of Americans, 39.13; of Mon-

gols, 38.39; of Negroes, 37.57; of Malays, 36.41."

" Of the shape of the skull, as distinctive of different origin

1 The Races of the Old World : A manual of Ethnology. By Charlei

L. Brace. London, 1863, p. 362 seq.
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Professor M. J. Weber has said there is no proper mark of a

definite race from the cranium so firmly attached that it may
not be found in some other race. Tiedemann has met with

Germans whose skulls bore all the characters of the negro race

:

and an inhabitant of Nukahiwa, accordino; to Silesius and Blu-

menbach, agreed exactly in his proportions with the Apcllo

Belvedere."

Professor Huxlev, in his " Observations on the

Human Skulls of Engis and Neanderthal," printed in

Sir Charles Lyell's '' Antiquity of Man," p. 81, re-

marks that " the most capacious European skull yet

measured had a capacity of 114 cubic inches, the

smallest (as estimated by weight of brain) about bb

cubic inches ; while, according to Professor SchaafF-

hausen, some Hindu skulls have as small a capacity

as 46 cubic inches (27 oz. of water) ;
" and he sums

up by stating that " cranial measurements alone afford

no safe indication of race."

And even if a scientific classification of skulls were

to be carried out, if, instead of merely being able to

guess that this may be an Australian and this a Malay

skull, we were able positively to place each individual

skull under its own definite category, what should we
gain in the classification of mankind ? Where is the

bridge from skull to man in the fiill sense of that

word ? Where is the connectino; link between the

cranial proportions and only one other of man's char-

acteristic properties, such as language ? And what

applies to skulls applies to color and all the rest.

Even a black skin and curly hair are mere outward

accidents as compared with language. We do not

classify parrots and magpies by the color of their

plumage, still less by the ',ages in which they live

,

and what is the black skin or the white skin but the

mere outward covering, not to say the mere cage, in
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which that being which we call man lives, moves,

and has his being ? A man like Bishop Crowther,

though a negro in blood, is, in thought and speech,

an Aryan. He speaks English, he thinks English,

he acts English ; and, unless we take English in a

purely historical, and not in its truly scientific, i. e,

linguistic sense, he is English. No doubt there are

many influences at work— old proverbs, old songs

and traditions, religious convictions, social institutions,

political prejudices, besides the soil, the food, and the

air of a country— that may keep up, even among
people who have lost their national language, that

kind of vague similarity which is spoken of as national

character.^ This is a subject on which many volumes

have been written, and yet the result has only been

to supply newspapers with materials for international

insults or international courtesies, as the case may be.

Nothing sound or definite has been gained by such

speculations, and in an age that prides itself on the

careful observance of the rules of inductive reason-

ing, nothing is more surprising than the sweeping

assertions with regard to national character, and the

reckless way in which casual observations that may
be true of one, two, three, or it may be ten or even a

hundred individuals, are extended to millions. How-
ever, if there is one safe exponent of national char-

acter, it is language. Take away the language of a

people, and you destroy at once that powerful chain

• 1 Cornish proverbs have lived on after the extinction of Cornish, and

even as translated into English they naturally continue to exercise theii

own peculiar spell on the minds of men and children. Such proverbi

we: —
" It is better to keep than to beg."
" Do good; for thyself thou dost it."

" Speak little, speak well, and well will be spoken again."
" There is no down without eye, no hedge without ears."
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of tradition in thouo-ht and sentiment which holds all

the generations of tlie same race together, if we may
use an unpleasant siniiie, like the chain of a gang of

galley-slaves. These slaves, we are told, very soon

fall into the same pace, without being aware that

their movements depend altogether on the movements

of those who walk before them. It is nearly the

same with us. We imagine we are altogether free

in our thoughts, original and independent, and we
are not aware that our thoughts are manacled and

fettered by language, and that, without knowing and

without perceiving it, we have to keep pace with

those who Avalked before us thousands and thousands

of years ago. Language alone binds people together,

and keeps them distinct from others who speak dif-

ferent tongues. In ancient times particularly, " lan-

guages and nations " meant the same thing ; and

even with us our real ancestors are those whose

language we speak, the fathers of our thoughts, the

mothers of our hopes and fears. Blood, bones, hair,

and color, are mere accidents, utterly unfit to serve

as principles of scientific classification for that great

family of living beings, the essential characteristics

of which are thought and speech, not fibrine, serum,

coloring matter, or whatever else enters into the

composition of blood.

If this be true, the inhabitants of Cornwall, what-

ever the number of Roman, Saxon, Danish, or Norman
settlers within the boundaries of that county may have

been, continued to be Celts as long as they spoke Cor-

nish. They ceased to be Celts when they ceased to

speak the language of their forefathers. Those who
can appreciate the charms of genuine antiquity will

not, tlierefore, find fault with the enthusiasm of Daines
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Barrington or Sir Joseph Banks in listening to the

strange utterances of Dolly Pentreath ; for her lan-

guage, if genuine, carried them back and brought them,

as it were, into immediate contact with people who,

long before the Christian era, acted an important part

on the stage of history, supplying the world with two

of the most precious metals, more precious then than

gold or silver, with copper and tin, the very materials,

it may be, of the finest works of art in Greece, aye, of

the armor wrought for the heroes of the Trojan War,

as described so minutely by the poets of the " Iliad."

There is a continuity in language which nothing equals,

and there is an historical genuineness in ancient words,

if but rightly interpreted, which cannot be rivaled by

manuscripts, or coins, or monumental inscriptions.

But though it is rio;ht to be enthusiastic about what

is really ancient in Cornwall,— and there is nothing so

ancient as language,— it is equally right to be discrim-

inating. The fresh breezes of antiquity have intoxi-

cated many an antiquarian. Words, purely Latin or-

English, thoucrh somewhat chano-ed after beino; admit-

ted into the Cornish dictionary, have been quoted as

the originals from which the Roman or English were

In turn derived. The Latin liber^ book, was supposed

to be derived from the Welsh llyvyr ; litera, letter,

fi'om Welsh llythyr ; persona^ person, from Welsh per-

S071. and many more of the same kind. Walls built

within the memory of men have been admitted as rel-

ics of British architecture ; nay, Latin inscriptions of

the simplest character have but lately been interpreted

by means of Cornish, as containino; strains of a myste-

rious wisdom. Here, too, a study of the language

gives some useful hints as to the proper method of

disentangling the truly ancient from the more modern
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elements. Whatever in the Cornish dictionary can-

not be traced back to any other source, whether Latin,

Saxon, Norman, or German, may safely be considered

as Cornish, and therefore as ancient Celtic. What-

ever in the antiquities of Cornwall cannot be claimed

by Romans, Saxons, Danes, or Normans, may fairly

be considered as genuine remains of the earliest civil-

ization of this island, as the work of the Celtic discov-

erers of Britain.

The Cornish language is by no means a pure or

unmixed language, — at least we do not know it in its

pure state. It is, in fact, a mere accident that any

literary remains have been preserved, and three or

four small volumes would contain all that is left to us

of Cornish literature. " There is a poem," to quote

Mr. Norris, " which we may by courtesy call epic, en-

titled ' Mount Calvary.' " It contains 259 stanzas of

eight lines each, in heptasyllabic metre, with alternate

rhyme. It is ascribed to the fifteenth century, and

was published for the first time by Mr. Davies Gilbert

in 1826.1 There is, besides, a series of dramas, or

mystery-plays, first published by Mr. Norris for the

University Press of Oxford, in 1858. The first is

called " The Beginning of the World," the second

" The Passion of our Lord," the third " The Resur-

rection." The last is interrupted by another play,

" The Death of Pilate." The oldest MS. in the Bod-

leian Library belongs to the fifteenth century, and Mr.

Norris is not inclined to refer the composition of these

plays to a much earlier date. Another MS., likewise

in the Bodleian Library, contains both the text and a

i A critical edition, with some excellent notes, was published by Mr.

Whitley Stokes under the title of The Pass'on. MSB. of it exist at th«

British Museum and at the Bodleian. One of the Bodleian MSS. (Gough,

Corawall, 3) contains an English translation by Keigwyn, made in 1682.

VOL. III. 17
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translation by Kelgwyn (1695). Lastly, there is an-

other sacred drama, called " The Creation of the

World, with Noah's Flood." It is in many places

copied from the dramas, and, according to the MS., it

was written by William Jordan in 1611. The oldest

MS. belongs again to the Bodleian Library, which

likewise possesses a MS. of the translation by Keigwyn
in 1691.1

These mystery-plays, as we may learn from a pas-

sage in Carew's " Survey of Cornwall " (p. 71), were

still performed in Cornish in his time, i. e, at the be-

ginning of the seventeenth century. He says :
—

" Pastimes to delight the minde, the Cornish men have Guary

miracles and three mens songs ; and, for the exercise of the

body, hunting, hawking, shooting, wrastling, hurling, and such

other games.
" The Guary miracle — in English, a miracle-play — is a

kind of enterlude, compiled in Cornish out of some Scripture his-

tory, with that grossenes which accompanied the Romanes iwtus

Comedia. For representing it, they raise an earthen amphithe-

atre in some open field, having the diameter of his enclosed

playne some forty or fifty foot. The country people flock from

all sides, many miles off, to heare and see it, for they have

therein devils and devices, to delight as well the eye as the

eare ; the players conne not their parts without booke, but ai'e

prompted by one called the Ordinary, who followeth at their

back with the booke in his hand, and telleth them softly what

they must pronounce aloud. Which manner once gave occasion

to a pleasant conceyted gentleman, of practising a mery pranke
;

for he undertaking (perhaps of set purpose) an actor's roome,

was accordingly lessoned (beforehand) by the Ordinary, that he

1 In the MS. in the British Museum, the translation is said by Mr. Norris

to be dated 1693 (vol. ii. p. 440). It was published in 1827 b}' Davies

Gilbert; and a critical edition was prepared by Mr. Whitley Stokes,

%nd published with an English translation in 1862. Mr. Stokes leaves it

Joubtful whether William Jordan was the author, or merely the copyist,

and thinks the text may belong to an earlier date, though it is decidedly

more modern than the other specimens of Cornish which we possess is

th6 dramas, and in the poem of The Pamon.
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must say after bira. His turn caine. Quoth the Ordinary, Go€
forth man and shew thy selle. The gentleman steps out upon
the stage, and Uke a bad Clarke in Scripture matters, cleaving

more to the letter than thi sense, pronounced those words aloud.

Oh 1 (sayes the fellowe softly in his eare) you marre all the

play. And with this his passion the actor makes the audience

in like sort acc^uainted. Hereon the prompter falls to flat rayl-

ing and cursing in the bitterest termes he could devise : which

the gentleman, with a set gesture and countenance, still soberly

related, untill the Ordinary, driven at last into a madde rage,

was faine to give all over. Which trousse, thouiih it brake off

the <mterlude, yet defrauded not the beholders, but dismissed

them with a great deale more sport and laughter than such

Guaries could have afforded." ^

Scawen, at the end of the seventeenth century,

speaks of these miracle-plays, and considers the sup-

pression of the Giiirrimears^^ or Great Plays or

Speeches,^ as one of the chief causes of the decay of

the Cornish language.

" These Guirrimears" he says, " which were used at the great

conventions of the people, at which they had famous interludes

celebrated with great preparations, and not without shows of

devotion in them, solemnized in great and spacious downs of

great capacity, encompassed about with earthen banks, and some

in part stone-work, of largeness to contain thousands, the shapes

of which remain in many places at this day, though the use of

them long since gone. . . . This was a great means to keep in

use the tongue with deHght and admiration. They had recita-

1 Guare, in Cornish, means a play, a game ; the Welsh gioare.

* According to Lhuyd, guiHmir would be a corruption of guainmirkle,

I. e. a miracle play- Norris, vol ii. p. 455.

* In some lines written in 1693, on the origin of the Oxford Terrce Jiliua^

me read :
—

" These undergraduates' oracles

Deduced from Cornwall's guary miracles,

—

From immemorial custom there

They raise a turfy theatre

!

When from a passage underground,

By frequent crowds encompassed round,

Out leaps some little Mephistopheles,

Who e'en of all the m^b the offal is," etc.
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tions in them, poetical and diviue, one of which I may suppose

-his small relique of antiquity to be, in which the passion of our

Saviour, and his resurrection, is described."

If to these mystery-plays and poems we add some

versions of the Lord's Prayer, the Commandments, and

the Creed, a protestation of the bishops in Britain to

Augustine the monk, the Pope's legate, in the yeai

600 after Christ (MS. Gough, 4), the first chapter of

Genesis, and some songs, proverbs, riddles, a tale and

a glossary, we have an almost complete catalogue of

what a Cornish library would be at the present day.

Now if we examine the language as preserved to us

in these fragments, we find that it is full of Norman,

Saxon, and Latin words. No one can doubt, for in-

stance, that the following Cornish words are all taken

from Latin, that is, from the Latin of the Church :—
Abatj an abbot ; Lat. abbas.

Alter, altar ; Lat. altare.

Apostol, apostle; Lat. apostolus.

Clauster, cloister ; Lat. claustrum.

Colom, dove ; Lat. columba.

Gwespar^ vespers ; Lat. vesper.

Cantuil, candle ; Lat. candela.

Cantuilbren, candlestick ; Lat. candelabrum.

Ail, angel; Lat. angelus,

Archail, archangel; Lat. archangelus.

Other words, though not immediately connected

with the service and the doctrine of the Church, may
nevertheless have passed from Latin into Cornish,

either directly from the daily conversation of monks,

priests, and schoolmasters, or indirectly from Eng-

lish or Norman, in both of which the same Latin

words had naturally been adopted, though slightly

modified according to the phonetic peculiarities of

each. Thus :
—
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Ancar, anclior ; the ha-tin, ancora. This might have come

indirectly through English or Norman-French.

Aradar, plough ; the Latin, aralrum. This must have come

direct from Latin, as it does not exist in Norman or English.

Arghans, silver; argentum.

Keghin, kitchen ; coquina. This is taken from the same
Latin word ti'om which the Romance languao-es formed cuisine,

ciicina ; not from the classical Latin, culina.

Liver, book ; liber, originally the bark of trees on which books

were written.

Dinair, coin ; aenarius. Seth, arrow ; sagitta. Cans, cheese

;

caseus. Caul, cabbage; caulis.

These words are certainly foreign words in Cornish

and the other Celtic languages in which they occur,

and to attempt to supply for some of them a purely

Celtic etymology shows a complete want of apprecia-

tion both of the history of words and of the phonetic

laws that govern each family of the Indo-European

languages. Sometimes, no doubt, the Latin words

have been considerably changed and modified, accord-

ing to the phonetic peculiarities of the dialects into

which they were received. Thus, gwespar for vesper,

seth for sagitta, caus for caseus, hardly look like

Latin words. Yet no real Celtic scholar would claim

them as Celtic ; and the Rev. Robert Williams, the

author of the " Lexicon Cornu-Britannicum," in

speaking of a list of words borrowed from Latin by

the Welsh during the stay of the Romans in Britain,

is no doubt rio-ht in statino; " that it will be found

much more extensive than is generally imagined."

Latin words which have reached the Cornish after

they had assumed a French or Norman disguise, are,

for instance,

—

Emperur, instead of Latin imperator (Welsh, ymherawdwr),

Laian, the French loyal, bat not the Latin legalis. Likewise,

aislaian, disloyal.
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Fruit, fruit ; Lat. fructus ; French, fruit.

Funten, fountain, commonly pronounced fenton ; Lat. fontana ,

French, fontaine.

Gromersy, i. e. grand mercy, thanks.

Hoyz, hoyz, hoyz ! hear, hear 1 The Norman-French, Oyez,

The town-crier of Aberconwy may still be heard

prefacing his notices with the shout of " Hoyz, hoyz,

hoyz !
" w^iich in other places has been corrupted to

" O ves."

The following words, adopted into Cornish and

other Celtic dialects, clearly show their Saxon ori-

gin :
—

Cafor, a chafer ; Germ, kdfer. Craft, art, craft. Redior, a

reader. Store, a stork. Let, hindrance, let; preserved in the

German, v^erletzen}

1 The following extract from a Cornish paper gives some curious words
still current among the people :

—
" A few weeks since a correspondent in the Cornish Telegraph re-

marked a few familiar expressions which we West country folks are ac-

customed to use in so vague a sense that strangers are often rather puzzled

to know precisely what we mean. He might also have added to the list

many old Cornish words, still in common use, as skaw for the elder-tree
;

fkaw-doiver, water elder; skaw coo, nightshade ; bannel, broom; sk dgewiih,

privet; griybms, heath; parlzypmo (from padzar, four?), the small gray

lizard; muryan, the ant
;
quilkan, the frog (which retains its English name

when in the water); put-cronach (literally pool-toad) is the name given to

a small fish with a head much like that of a toad, which is often found in

the pools ipulans) left by the receding tide among the rocks along shore;

visnan, the sand-lance ; bul-horn, the shell-snail ; dumble-doi-y, the black-

beetle (but this may be a corruption of the dor-beetle). A small, solid

ivheel has still the old name of drucshar. Finely pulverized soil is called

grute. The roots and oiher light matter harrowed up on the surface of the

ground for burning we call tabs. The harvest-iiome and harvest-feast,

yulUize. Plum means soft
;

qu'iil, withered ; crum, crooked ; bmiyans,

crumbs ; with a few other terms more rarely used.

"Many of our ordinar}' expressions (often mistaken for vulgar provin-

cialisms) are French words slightly modified, which were probably intro-

duced into the West by the old Norman families who long resided there.

For instance: a large apron to come quite round, worn for the sake o

keeping the under-clothing clean, is called a touser (toui-serre); a game of

running romps, is a co«ran< (from courir). Very rough play is a regular

cow's courant. Going into a neighbor's for a spell of friendly chat is going
(o cursey (causer) a bit. The loins are called the chee/is (old French,
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Considering that Cornish and other Celtic dialects

are members of the same family to which Latin

and German belono- it is sometimes difficult to tell

at once whether a Celtic word was really borrowed,

or whether it belono-s to that ancient stock of words

which all the Aryan lano-nao-es share in common.

This is a point which can be determined by scholars

only, and by means of phonetic tests. Thus the

Cornish huir^ or hoer^ is clearly the same word as

the Latin soror^ sister. But the change of s into /*

would not have taken place if the word had been

simply borrowed from Latin, while many words

beginning with s in Sanski'it, Latin, and German,

chano-e the s into h in Cornish as well as in Greek

and Persian. The Cornish hoer^ sister, is indeed

curiously like the Persian khdher^ the regular repre-

sentative of the Sanskrit svasar^ the Latin soror.

The same applies to braud^ brother, dedh^ day, dri^

three, and many more words which form the primi-

tive stock of Cornish, and were common to all the

Aryan languages before their earliest dispersion.

What applies to the language of Cornwall, applies

with equal force to the other relics of antiquity of

ihat curious county. It has been truly said that

Cornwall is poor in antiquities, but it is equally true

that it is rich in antiquity. The difficulty is to dis-

criminate, and to distinguish what is really Cornish

or Celtic from what may be later additions, of Roman,

Saxon, Danish, and Norman origin. Now here, as

tchine). The plant sweet-leaf, a kind of St. John's wort, here called fut-

ten, is the French iout-sainc (heal all). There are some others which,

flowever, are not peculiar to the West ; as kickshaws (quelque chose), etc.

We have also many inverted words, as swap for wasp, cruds for curds, etc.

Then again we call a fly a flea ; and a flea ajlay ; and the smallest streare

>f water a river." — W. B.
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we said bc^fore, the safest rule is clearly the same as

that which we followed in our analysis of lanomasce.

Let everything be claimed for English, Norman, Dan-
ish, and Roman sources that can clearly be pioved to

come from thence ; but let wdiat remains unclaimed

be considered as Cornish or Celtic. Tlius, if we do

not find in countries exclusively inhabited by Romans
or Saxons anything like a cromlech, surely we have a

right to look upon these strange structures as rem-

nants of Celtic times. It makes no difference if it

can be shown that below these cromlechs coins have

occasionally been found of the Roman Emperors.

This only proves that even during the days of Roman
supremacy the Cornish style of public monuments,

whether sepulchral or otherwise, remained. Nay,

why should not even a Roman settled in Cornwall

have adopted the monumental style of his adopted

country? Roman and Saxon hands may have helped

to erect some of the cromlechs which are still to be

seen in Cornwall, but the original idea of such monu-

ments, and hence their name, is purely Celtic.

Cromleh in Cornish, or cromlech in Welsh, means

a bent slab, from the Cornish erom^ bent, curved,

rounded, and Uh^ a slab. Though many of these

cromlechs have been destroyed, Cornwall still pos-

sesses some fine specimens of these ancient stone

tripods. Most of them are large granite slabs, sup-

ported by three stones fixed in the ground. These

supporters are likewise huge flat stones, but the

capstone is always the largest, and its weight in-

clining towards one point, imparts strength to the

whole structure. At Lanyon, however, wliere the

top-stone of a cromlech was thrown down in 1816

by a violent storm, the supporters remained standing,
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and the capstone was replaced in 1824, thougli not,

it would seem, at its orio-inal heio-lit. Dr. Borlase

relates that in his time the monument was hio-h

enough for a man to sit on horseback under it. At
present such a feat would be impossible, the cover-

stone being only about five feet from the ground.

These cromlechs, though verj surprising when seen

for the first time, represent in reality one of the

simplest achievements of primitive architecture. It

is far easier to balance a heavy weight on three

uneven props than to rest it level on two or four

even supporters. There are, however, cromlechs

restino; on four or more stones, these stones formino;

a kind of chamber, or a kist-vaen, which is supposed

to have served originally as a sepulchre. These

structures presuppose a larger amount of architec-

tural skill ; still more so the gigantic portals of

Stonehenge, which are formed by two pillars of

equal height, joined by a superincumbent stone.

Here weight alone was no longer considered suf-

ficient for imparting strength and safety, but holes

were worked in the upper stones, and the pointed

tops of the pillars were fitted into them. In the

slabs that form the cromlechs we find no such traces

of careful workmanship ; and this, as well as other

considerations, would support the opinion, that in

Stonehenge we have one of the latest specimens of

Celtic architecture. Marvelous as are the remains

of that primitive style of architectural art, the oifly

real problem they offer is, now such large stones

eould have been brought together from a distance,

pnd how such enormous weights could have been

fted up. The first question is answered by ropes

^ Quarterly Review, vol. cviii. p. 200.
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and rollers ; and the mural sculptures of Nineveh

show us whnt can be done by such simple machinery.

We there see the whole picture of how these colossal

blocks of stone were moved from the quarry on to

the place where they were wanted. Given plenty

of time, and plenty of men and oxen, and there is

no block that could not be brought to its right place

by means of ropes and rollers. And that our fore-

fathers did not stint themselves either in time, or in

men, or other cattle, when enoacred in erectilio; such

monuments, we know even from comparatively mod-

ern times. Under Harold Harfagr, two kings spent

three whole years in erecting one single tumulus

;

and Harold Blatand is said to have employed the

whole of his army and a vast number of oxen in

transporting a large stone which he wished to place

on his mother's tomb. As to the second question,

we can readily understand how, after the supporters

had once been fixed in the ground, an artificial mound
might be raised, which, when the heavy slab had

been rolled up on an inclined plane, might be re-

moved again, and thus leave the heavy stone poised

in its startling elevation.

As skeletons have been found under some of the

cromlechs, there can be little doubt that the chambers

inclosed by them, the so-called kist-vaens^ were in-

tended to receive the remains of the dead, and to per-

petuate their memory. And as these sepulchral

monuments are most fi'equent in those parts of the

British Isles which from the earliest to the latest times

were inhabited by Celtic people, they may be con-

sidered as representative of the Celtic style of public

1 Saxo Grainmaticus, Historia Danica^ lib. x. p. 167 ; ed. Francot'urt.

157P.
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sepulture. Kist-vaen^ or cist-vaen^ means a stone

cimmber, from cista, a chest, and vaen^ the modified

form of maen or men, stone. Their size is, with few

exceptions, not less than the size of a human body.

But although these monuments were originally sepul-

chral, we may well understand that the buryinor-places

of great men, of kings, or priests, or generals, were

likewise used for the celebration of other relio-ious rites.

Thus we read in the Book of Lecan, '' that Amhalgaith

built a cairn, for the purpose of holding a meeting of

the Hy-Amhalgaith eyery year, and to yiew his ships

and fleet going and coming, and as a place of interment

for himself." ^ Nor does it follow, as some antiquarians

maintain, that every structure in the style of a cromlech,

even in England, is exclusively Celtic. We imitate

pyramids and obelisks : why should not the Saxons have

built the Kitts Cotty House, which is found in a

thoroucrhlv Saxon neio-hborhood, after Celtic models

and with the aid of Celtic captives ? This cromlech

stands in Kent, on the brow of a hill about a mile and

a half from Aylesford, to the right of the great road

fi'om Rochester to Maidstone. Near it, across the

Medway, are the stone circles of Addington. The
L.tone on the south side is 8 ft. high by 7^ broad, and

2 ft. thick ; weight, about 8 tons. That on the north is

8 ft. by 8, and 2 thick ; weight, 8 tons 10 cwt. The
end stone, 5 ft. 6 in. hio-h by 5 ft. broad ; thickness, 14

m. ; weight, 2 tons 8;^^ cwt. The impost is 11 ft. long

by 8 ft. broad, and 2 ft. thicK ; weight, 10 tons 7 cwt.

It is higher, therefore, than the Cornish cromlechs, but

in other respects it is a true specimen of that class of

Celtic monuments. The cover-stone of the cromlech

at Molfra is 9 ft. 8. in. by 14 ft. 3 in. ; its supporters

1 Quoted in Petrie, EccUa. Architecture of Ireland, p. 107.
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are 5 ft. high. The cover-stone of the Chun '/omlech

measures 12^ ft. in lengtli and 11 ft. in width. The
largest slab is that at Lanyon, which measures 18J ft.

in length and 9 ft. at the broadest part.

The cromlechs are no doubt the most characteristic

and most striking; amoncr the monuments of Cornwall.

Though historians have differed as to their exact pur-

pose, not even the most careless traveller could pass

them by without seeing that they do not stand there

without a purpose. They speak for themselves, and

they certainly speak in a language that is neither

Roman, Saxon, Danish, nor Norman. Hence in Eng-
land they may, by a kind of exhaustive process of

reasoning, be claimed as relics of Celtic civihzation.

The same argument applies to the cromlechs and stone

avenues of Carnac, in Brittany. Here, too, language

and history attest the former presence of Celtic peo-

ple ; nor could any other race, that influenced the his-

torical destinies of the North of Gaul, claim such struc-

tures as their own. Even in still more distant places,

in the South of France, in Scandinavia, or Germany,
where similar monuments have been discovered, they

may, though more hesitatingly, be classed as Celtic,

particularly if they are found near the natural high

roads on which we know that the Celts in their west-

ward migrations preceded the Teutonic and Slavonic

Aryans. But the case is totally different when we
hear of cromlechs, cairns, and kist-vaens in the North

of Africa, in Upper Egypt, on the Lebanon, near the

Jordan, in Circassia, or in the South of India. Here,

and more particularly in the South of India, we have

ao indications whatever of Celtic Aryans ; on the con-

rary, if that name is taken in its strict scientific mean-
ing, it would be impossible to account for the presence
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of Celtic Aryans in those southern latitudes at any

time after the original dispersion of the Aryan family

It is verv natural that English officers livinoj in India

should be surprised at monuments which cannot but

remind them of what they had seen at home, whether

in Cornwall, Ireland, or Scotland. A description of

some of these monuments, the so-called Pandoo Coolies

in Malabar, was given by Mr. J. Babington, in 1820,

and published in the third volume of the " Transac-

tions of the Literary Society of Bombav," in 1823.

Captain Congreve called attention to what he con-

sidered Scythic Druidical remains in the Nilghiri hills,

in a paper published in 1847, in the " Madras Journal

of Literature and Science," and the same subject was

treated in the same journal by the Rev. W. Taylor.

A most careful and interesting description of similar

monuments has lately been published in the *' Trans-

actions of the Royal Irish Academy," by Captain

Meadows Taylor, under the title of " Description of

Cairns, Cromlechs, Kist-vaens, and other Celtic,

Druidical, or Scythian Monuments in the Dekhan."

Captain Taylor found these monuments near the village

of Rajunkolloor, in the principality of Shorapoor, an

independent native state, situated between the Bheema
and Krishna rivers, immediately above their junction.

Others were discovered near Huo-o-eritgi, others on the
CIO O '

hill of Yemmee Gooda, others again near Shapoor,

Hyderabad, and other places. All these monuments

in the South of India are no doubt extremely interest-

ing ; but to call them Celtic, Druidical, or Scythic, is

unscientific, or, at all events, exceedingly premature.

There is in all architectural monuments a natural or

•ational, and a conventional, or, it may be, irrational

element. A striking agreement in purely conventional
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features may justify the assumption that monuments so

far distant from each others as the cromlechs of An-

glesea and the '^Mori-Munni" of Shorapoor owe their

origin to the same architects, or to the same races.

But an agreement in purely natural contrivances goes

for nothing, or, at least, for very little. Now there is

very little that can be called conventional in a mere

stone pillar, or in a cairn, that is, an artificial heap of

stones. Even the erection of a cromlech can hardly

be claimed as a separate style of architecture. Chil-

dren, all over the world, if building houses with cards,

will build cromlechs ; and people, all over the world,

if the neighborhood supplies large slabs of stone, will

put three stones together to keep out the sun or the

wind, and put a fourth stone on the top to keep out

the rain. Before monuments like those described by

Captain Meadows Taylor can be classed as Celtic or

Druidical, a possibility, at all events, must be shown

that Celts, in the true sense of the word, could ever

have inhabited the Dekhan. Till that is done, it is

better to leave them anonymous, or to call them by

their native names, than to give to them a name which

is apt to mislead the public at large, and to encourage

theories which exceed the limits of legitimate specula-

tion.

Returning to Cornwall, we find there, besides the

cromlechs, pillars, holed stones, and stone circles, all

of which may be classed as public monuments. They
all bear witness to a kind of public spirit, and to a

certain advance in social and political life, at the time

uf their erection. They were meant for people living

Rt the time, who understood their meanino- if not as

messages to posterity, and, if so, as truly historica.

monuments; for history begins when the living begin
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to care about a good opinion of tliose who come at'tei

them. Some of the single Cornish pillars tell us little

indeed ; nothing, in reality, beyond the fact that they

were erected by human skill, and with some human
purpose. Some of these monoliths seem to have been

of a considerable size. In a villao;6 called Men Perhen,

in Constantine parish, there stood, '•' about hve years

ago," — so Dr. Borlase relates in the year 1769, — a

large pyramidal stone, twenty feet above the ground,

and four feet in the ground ; it made above twenty

stone posts for gates when it was clove up by the

farmer who crave the account to the Doctor.-^ Other

Stones, like the Men Scrifa, have inscriptions, but these

inscriptions are Roman, and of comparatively late date.

There are some pillars, like the Pipers at Bolleit,

which are clearly connected with the stone circles close

by, remnants, it may be, of old stone avenues, or bea-

cons, from which sio-nals mio;ht be sent to other distant

settlements. The holed stones, too, are generally

found in close proximity to other large stone monu-

ments. They are called men-an-tol, hole-stones, in

Cornwall ; and the name of tol-men, or dol-men^ which

is somewhat promiscuously used by Celtic antiquarians,

should be restricted to monuments of this class, toll

being the Cornish word for hole^ men for stone^ and an

the article. French antiquarians, taking dol or tol as a

corruption of tabula^ use dolman in the sense of table-

stones, and as synonymous with cromlech^ while they

frequently use cromlech in the sense of stone circles.

This can hardly be justified, and leads at all events to

much confusion.

The stone circles, whether used for religious or judi-

cial purposes,— and there was in ancient times very lit-

1 Borlase, Antiquities of C^nwall, p. 162.
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tie difference between the two,— were clearly intended

for solemn meetino-s. There is a very perfect circle at

Boscawen-un, which consisted orimnallv of nineteen

stones. Dr. Borlase, whose w^ork on the Antiquities

of the County of Cornwall contains the most trust-

worthy information as to tlie state of Cornish antiqui-

ties about a hundred years ago, mentions three other

"circles which had the same number of stones, while

>thers vary from twelve to seventy-two.

" The figure of these monuments," lie says, " is either simple,

or compounded. Of the first kind are exact circles ; elliptical

or semicircular. The construction of these is not always the

same, some having their circumference marked with large sep-

arate stones only ; others having ridges of small stones inter-

mixed, and sometimes walls and seats, serving to render the in-

closure more complete. Other circular monuments have their

figure more complex and varied, consisting, not only of a circle,

but of some other distinguishing properties. In or near the

centre of some stands a stone taller than the rest, as at Boscawen-

un ; in the middle of others, a kist-vaen. A cromleh distin-

guishes the centre of some circles, and one remarkable rock that

of others ; some have only one line of stones in their circumfer-

ence, and some have two; some circles are adjacent, some con-

tiguous, and some include, and some intersect each other.

Sometimes urns are found in or near them. Some are curiously

erected on geometrical plans, the chief entrance facing the car-

dinal points of the heavens ; some have avenues leading to

them, placed exactly north and south, with detached stones,

sometimes in straight lines to the east and west, sometimes tri-

angular. These monuments are found in many foreign countries,

in Iceland, Sweden, Denmark, and Germany, as well as in all

the isles dependent upon Britain (the Orkneys, Western Isles,

Jersey, Ireland, and the Isle of Man), and in most parts of

Britain itself."

Modern traditions have everywhere clustered round

these curious stone circles. Being placed in a circular

Drder, so as to make an area for dancing, they were

aaturally called Daivns-men^ i. e. dancing stones.
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This name was soon corrupted into clancemen, and

a legend sprang up at once to account for the name,

namely, that these men had danced on a Sunday and

been changed into stones. Another corruption of the

same name into Danis-men led to the tradition that these

circles were built by the Danes. A still more curious

name for these circles is that of " Nine Maidens,^^ which

occurs at Boscawen-un, and in several other places in

Cornwall. Now the Boscawen-un circle consists of

nineteen stones, and there are very few " Nine Maid-

ens" that consist of nine stones only. Yet the name
prevails, and is likewise supported by local legends of

nine maidens havino; been chano-ed into stones for

dancing on a Sunday, or some other misdeed. One
part of the legend may perhaps be explained by the

fact that medn would be a common corruption in mod-

ern Cornish for men, stone, as pen becomes pedn^ and

gwyn, gwydn, etc., and that the Saxons mistook Cornish

medn for their own maiden. But even without this,

legends of a similar character would spring up wherever

the popular mind is startled by strange monuments,

the history and purpose of which has been forgotten.

Thus Captain Meadows Taylor tells us tliat at Vibat-

HuUie the people told him " that the stones were men
Tvho, as they stood marking out the places for the ele-

phants of the king of the dwarfs, were turned into stone

by him, because they would not keep quiet." And M.
de Cambry, as quoted by him, says in regard to Car-

nac, '' that the rocks were believed to be an army
turned into stone, or the work of the Croins,— men or

demons, two or three feet high, who carried these

rocks in their hands, and placed them there."

A second class of Cornish antiquities comprises pri-

vate buildings, whether castles or huts or caves.

VOL. III. 18
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What are called castles in Cornwall are simple in*

trencliments, consisting of large and small stonea

piled up about ten or twelve feet high, and held to-

gether by their own weight, without any cement.

There are everywhere traces of a ditch, then of a wall

;

sometimes, as at Chun Castle, of another ditch and

another wall ; and there is generally some contrivance

for protecting the principal entrance by walls overlap-

ping the ditches. Near these castles barrows are

found, and in several cases there are clear traces of a

communication between them and some ancient Celtic

villages and caves, which seem to have been placed

under the protection of these primitive strongliolds.

Many of the cliffs in Cornwall are fortified towards

the land by walls and ditches, thus cutting off these

extreme promontories from communication with the

land, as they are by nature inaccessible from the sea.

Some antiquarians ascribed these castles to the Danes,

the very last people, one would think, to shut them-

selves up in such hopeless retreats. Here, too, as in

other cases, a popular etymology may have taken the

place of an historical authority, and the Cornish word

for castle being Dinas as in Castle-an-Dinaa^ Penden-

nis, etc., the later Saxon-speaking population may
have been reminded by Dinas of the Danes, and on

the strength of this vague similarity have ascribed to

these pirates the erection of the Cornish castles.

It is indeed difficult, with regard to these castles, to

be positive as to the people by whom they were con-

structed, Tradition and history point to Romans and

Saxons, as well as to Celts ; nor is it at all unlikelv

that manv of these half-natural, half-artificial strong-

holds, though originally planned by the Celtic inhabit^

ants, were afterwards taken possession of and strength-

eniid by Romans or Saxons.
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But no such doubts are allowed with recrard to Cor-

nish huts, of which some strikincr remains have been

preserved in Cornwall and other parts of England,

particularly in those which, to the very last, remained

the true home of the Celtic inhabitants of Britain.

The houses and huts of the Romans were rectancrular,

nor is there any evidence to show that the Saxon ever

approved of the circular style in domestic architecture.

If, then, we find these so-called bee-hive huts in

places peculiarly Celtic, and if we remember that so

earlv a writer as Strabo ^ was struck with the same

strange style of Celtic architecture, we can hardly be

suspected of Celtomania, if we claim them as Celtic

workmanship, and dwell with a more than ordinary

interest on these ancient chambers, now long deserted

and nearly smothered wdth ferns and weeds, but in

their general planning, as well as in their masonry,

clearly exhibitino; before us somethins; of tlie arts and

the life of the earliest inhabitants of these isles. Let

anybody who has a sense of antiquity, and who can

feel the spark which is sent on to us through an un-

broken chain of history, when we stand on the Acrop-

olis or on the Capitol, or when we read a ballad of

Homer or a hymn of the Veda, — nay, if we but

read in a proper spirit a chapter of the Old Testament

too, — let such a man look at the Celtic huts at Bos«

prennis or Chysauster, and discover for himself,

through the ferns and brambles, the old gray walls,

slightly sloping inward, and arranged according to a

desio-n that cannot be mistaken : and miserable as

these shapeless clumps may appear to the thoughtless

traveller, they will convey to the true historian a les-

son which he could hardlv learn anywhere else. The

1 Strabo, iv. 197: tovs 4* oIkoxk kn <TavCS(DV Koiyipfxttv (x^ov<ti fieyd^ov^ 0o\mi

lete, opo<f>ov TroXw tTTiSaAAovres.
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ancient Britons will no longer be a mere name to him,

no mere Pelasgians or Tyrrhenians. He has seen

their homes and their handiwork ; he has stood be-

hind the walls which protected their lives and prop-

erty ; he has touched the stones which their hands

piled up rudely, yet thoughtfully. And if that small

spark of sympathy for those who gave the honored

name of Britain to these islands has once been kin-

dled among a few who have the power of influencing

public opinion in England, we feel certain that some-

thing will be done to preserve what can still be pre-

served of Celtic remains from further destruction. It

does honor to the British Parliament that large sums

are granted, when it is necessary, to bring to these

safe shores whatever can still be rescued from the

ruins of Greece and Italy, of Lycia, Pergamos, Pales-

tine, Egypt, Babylon, or Nineveh. But while ex-

plorers and excavators are sent to those distant coun-

tries, and the statues of Greece, the coffins of Egypt,

and the winged monsters of Nineveh, are brought

home in triumph to the portals of the British Museum,

it is painftil to see the splendid granite slabs of British

cromlechs thrown down and carted away, stone circles

destroyed to make way for farming improvements, and

ancient huts and caves broken up to build new houses

and stables, with the stones thus ready to hand. It is

high time, indeed, that something should be done ;

and nothing will avail but to place every truly histor-

ical monument under national protection. Individual

efforts may answer here and there, and a right spirit

may be awakened from time to time by local societies ;

but during intervals of apathy mischief is done that

can never be mended ; and unless the damao-ing of

national monuments, even though they should stand
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on private ground, is made a misdemeanor, we doubt

whether, two hundred years hence, any enterprising

explorer would be as fortunate as Mr. Layard and Sir

H. Rawlinson have been in Babylon and Nineveh, and

whether one sino;le cromlech would be left for him to

carry away to the National Museum of the Maoris.

It is curious that the willful damacre done to Loo;an

Stones, once in the time of Cromwell by Shrubsall,

and more recently by Lieutenant Goldsmith, should

have raised such indignation, while acts of Vandalism,

committed against real antiquities, are allowed to pass

unnoticed. Mr. Scawen, in speaking of the mischief

done by strangers in Cornwall, says :
—

" Here, too, we may add, what wrong another sort of stran-

gers has done to us, especially in the civil wars, and in particu-

lar by destroying of Mincamber, a famous monument, being a

rock of infinite weight, which, as a burden, was laid upon other

great stones, and yet so equally thereon poised up by Nature

only, as a little child could instantly move it, but no one man or

many remove it. This natural monument all travellers that

came that way desired to behold ; but in the time of Oliver's

usurpation, when all monumental things became despicable, one

Shrubsall, one of Oliver's heroes, then Governor of Pendennis,

by labor and much ado, caused to be undermined and thrown

down, to the great grief of the country ; but to his own great

glory, as he thought, doing it, as he said, with a small cane in

his hand. I myself have heard him to boast of this act, being

a prisoner then under him."

Mr. Scawen, however, does not tell us that this

Shrubsall, in throwing down the Mincamber, i. e. the

Menamber, acted very like the old missionaries in fell-

ing the sacred oaks in Germany. Merlin, it was be-

lieved, had proclaimed that this stone should stand

until England had no king ; and as Cornwall was a

8trono;hold of the Stuarts, the destruction of this loyal

stone may have seemed a matter of wise policy.
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Even the foolish exploit of liieutenant Goldsmith, ii

1824, would seem to have had some kind of excuse

Dr. Borlase had asserted " that it was morally impossi-

ble that any lever, or indeed force, however applied in

a mechanical way, could remove the famous Logan
rock at Trereen Dinas from its present position."

Ptolemy, the son of Hephaestion, had made a similar

remark about the Gio-onian rock,^ statincr that it mio;ht

be stirred with the stalk of an asphodel, but could not

be removed by any force. Lieutenant Goldsmith, liv-

ing in an age of experimental philosophy, undertook

the experiment, in order to show that it was physically

possible to overthrow the Logan ; and he did it. He
was, however, very properly punished for this unscien-

tific experiment, and he had to replace the stone at

his own expense.

As this matter is really serious, we have drawn up

a short list of acts of Vandalism committed in Cornwall

within the memory of Hvino- man. That list could eas-

ily be increased, but even as it is, we hope it may
rouse the attention of the public :

—
Between St. Ives and Zennor, on the lower road

over Tregarthen Downs, stood a Logan rock. An old

man, perhaps ninety years of age, told Mr. Hunt, who
mentions this and other cases in the preface to his

charmincT collection of Cornish tales and leg-ends, that

he had often loo-cred it, and that it would make a noise

which could he heardfor miles.

At Balnoon, between Nancledrea and Knill's Stee-

ple, some miners came upon '' two slabs of granite ce-

mented together," which covered a walled grave three

feet square, an ancient kist-vaen. In it they found an

^ Cf. Photius, Bibliotheca, ed. Bekker, p. 148, I. 32: trepl t^s napa toi

4»ifa»'6v Ttyiavia<; Tre'rpas, Kal on joiofoj 'iff'/ioSeiXw Kti'etTai, npos na.o'ai' 0iat> dfLtT»
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earthenware vessel, containino; some black earth and a

leaden spoon. The spoon was given to Mr. Praed, of

Trevethow ; the kist-vaen was utterly destroyed.

In Bosprennis Cross there was a very large colt or

cromlech. It is said to have been fifteen feet square,

and not more than one foot thick in any part. This

was broken in two parts some years since, and taken

to Penzance to form the beds of two ovens.

The curious caves and passages at Chysauster have

been destroyed for building purposes within living-

memory.

Another Cornishman, Mr. Bellows, reports as fol-

lows :
—

" In a field between the recently discovered Beehive hut and

the Boscawen-iln circle, out of the public road, we discovered

part of a ' Nine Maidens,' perhaps the third of the circle, the

rest of the stones being dragged out and placed against the

hedge, to make room for the plough."

The same intelligent antiquarian remarks :
—

" The Boscawen-un circle seems to have consisted originally

of twenty stones. Seventeen of them are upright, two are

down, and a gap exists of exactly the double space for the twen-

tieth. We found the missing stone not twenty yards off. A
farmer had removed it, and made it into a gate-post. He had

cut a road through the circle, and in such a manner that he was

obhged to remove the offending stone to keep it straight. For-

tunately the present proprietress is a lady of taste, and has sur-

rounded the circle with a good hedge to prevent further Van-

dalism."

Of the Men-an-tol, at Boleit, we have received the

following description from Mr. Botterell, who supplied

Mr. Hunt with so many of his Cornish tales :
—

" These stones are from twenty to twenty-five feet above the

eurface, and we were told by some folks of Boleit that more

than ten feet had been sunk near, without finding the base.

The Men-an-tol have both been displaced, and removed a con-
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Biderable distance from their original site. They are now
placed in a hedge, to form the side of a gateway. The upper

portion of one is so much broken that one cannot determine the

angle, yet that it worked to an angle is quite apparent. The
other is turned downward, and serves as the hanging-post of a

gate. From the head being buried so deep in the ground, only

part of the hole (which is in both stones about six inches diam-

eter) could be seen ; though the hole is too small to pop the

smallest, or all but the smallest, baby through, the people call

them crick-stones, and maintain they were so called before they

were born. Crick-stones were used for dragging.people through,

to cure them of various diseases."

The same gentleman, writing to one of the Cornish

papers, informs the public that a few years ago a rock

known by the name of Garrack-zans might be seen in the

town-place of Sawah, in the parish of St. Levan ; an-

other in Roskestal, in the same parish. One is also

said to have been removed from near the centre of

Trereen, by the family of Jans, to make a grander

approach to their mansion. The ruins, which still

remain, are known by the name of the Jans House,

although the family became extinct soon after perpe-

trating what was regarded by the old inhabitants as a

sacrilegious act. The Garrack-zans may still be re-

maining in Roskestal and Sawah, but, as much altera-

tion has recently taken place in these villages, in con-

sequence of building ncAV farm-houses, making new
roads, etc., it is a great chance if they have not been

either removed or destroyed.

Mr. J. T. Blight, the author of one of the most use-

ful little guide-books of Cornwall, " A Week at the

Land's End," states that some eight or ten years ago

the ruins of the ancient Chapel of St. Eloy, in St.

Burian, were thrown over the cliff by the tenant of

the estate, without the knowledge or permission of the

")wner of the property. Chun Castle, he says, one of
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the finest examples of early military architecture in

this kingdom, lias for many years been resorted to as a

sort of quarry. The same applies to Castle-an-Dinas.

From an interesting paper on Castallack Round by

the same antiquarian, we quote the following passages,

showingr the constant mischief that is soino- on, whether

due to downright Vandalism or to io-norance and in-

diiference :
—

" From a description of Castallack Round, in the parish of

St. Paul, written by Mr. Crozier, perhaps fourteen or fifteen

years ago, it appears that there was a massive outer wall, with

an entrance on the south ; from which a colonnade of stones led

to an inner inclosure, also formed with stones, and nine feet in

diameter. IVIr. Haliwell, so recently as 1861, refers to the ave-

nue of upright stones leading from the outer to the inner

inclosure.

" On visiting the spot a few days ago (in 1865), I was surprised

to find that not only were there no remains of an avenue of

stones, but that the existence of an inner inclosure could scarcely

be traced. It was, in fact, evident that some modern Vandal

had here been at work. A laborer, employed in the field close

by, with a complaisant smile, informed me that the old Round
had been dug into last year, for the sake of the stones. I found,

hoAvever, enough of the work left to be worthy of a few notes,

sufficient to show that it was a kindred structure to that at

Kerris, known as the Roundag-o, and described and figured in

Borlase's ' Antiquities of Cornwall.' . . . ]VIi\ Crozier also re-

fers to a stone, five feet high, which stood within a hundred

yards 'of the Castallack Round, and from which the Pipers at

Boleit could be seen.

" The attention of the Royal Institution of Cornwall has been

repeatedly called to the destruction of Cornish antiquities, and

the interference of landed proprietors has been frequently in-

voked in aid of their preservation ; but it unfortunately happens,

in most cases, that important remains are demolished by the

tenants without the knowledge or consent of the landlords. On
comparing the present condition of the Castallack Round with a

description of its appearance so recently as in 1861, I find that

the greater and more interesting part has been barbarously and

irreparably destroyed ; and I regret to say, I could draw up a
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long list of ancient remains in Cornwall, partially or totally de-

molished within the last few years."

We can hardly hope that the wholesome superstition

which prevented people in former days from desecrat-

ing their ancient monuments will be any protection to

them much longer, though the following story shows

that some grains of the old leaven are still left in the

Cornish mind. Near Carleen, in Breage, an old cross

has been removed from its place, and now does duty as

a gate-post. The farmer occupying the farm where

the cross stood, set his laborer to sink a pit in the re-

quired spot for the gate-post, but when it was intimated

that the cross standing at a little distance off was to be

erected therein, the man absolutely refused to have any

hand in the matter, not on account of the beautiful or

the antique, but for fear of the old people. Another

farmer related that he had a neighbor who " haeled

down a lot of stoans called the Koundago, and sold

'em for building the docks at Penzance. But not a

penny of the money he got for 'em ever prospered, and

there wasn't wan of the bosses that haeld 'em that

lived out the twelvemonth ; and they do say that some

of the stoans do weep blood, but I don't believe that."

There are many antiquarians who affect to despise

the rude architecture of the Celts, nay, who would

think the name of architecture disgraced if applied to

cromlechs and bee-hive huts. But even these will

perhaps be more willing to lend a helping hand in

protecting the antiquities of Cornwall when they heaj*

that even ancient Norman masonry is no longer safe in

that country. An antiquarian writes to us from Corn

wall : " I heard of some farmers in Meneage (the

Lizard district) who dragged down an ancient well and

rebuilt it. When called to task for it, they said, ^ The
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ould thing was so shaky that a wasn't fit to be seen, so

we thought we'd putten to rights and build'un up

fitty:
"

Such things, we feel sure, should not be, and would

not be, allowed any longer, if public opinion, or the

pubHc conscience, was once roused. Let people laugh

at Celtic monuments as much as they like, if they will

only help to preserve their laughing-stocks from destruc-

tion. Let antiquarians be as skeptical as they like, if

they will only prevent the dishonest withdrawal of the

evidence against which their skepticism is directed.

Are lake-dAveUings in Switzerland, are flint-deposits in

France, is kitchen-rubbish in Denmark, so very pre-

cious, and are the magnificent cromlechs, the curious

holed stones, and even the rock-basins of Cornwall, so

contemptible ? There is a fashion even in scientific

tastes. For thirtv vears M. Boucher de Perthes could

hardly get a hearing for his flint-heads, and now he has

become the centre of interest for geologists, anthropol-

ogists, and physiologists. There is every reason to

expect that the interest, once awakened in the early

history of our own race, will go on increasing ; and two

hundred years hence the antiquarians and anthropol-

ogists of the future will call us hard names if they find

out how we allowed these relics of the earliest civiliza-

tion of England to be destroyed. It is easy to say,

What is there in a holed stone ? It is a stone with a

hole in it, and that is all. ' We do not wish to propound

new theories ; but in order to show how full of interest

even a stone with a hole in it may become, we will just

mention that the Men-an-tol, or the holed stone which

stands in one of the fields near Lanyon, is flanked by

two other stones standino; erect on each side. Let anv

one go there to watch a sunset about the time of the
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autumnal equinox, and he will see that tlie shadow

thrown by the erect stone would fall straight through

the hole of the Men-an-tol. We know that the great

festivals of the ancient world were regulated by the

sun, and that some of these festive seasons— the win-

ter solstice about Yule-tide or Christmas, the verna.

equinox about Easter, the summer solstice on Mid-

summer-eve, about St. John Baptist's day, and the

autumnal equinox about Michaelmas— are still kept,

under changed names and with new objects, in our own

time. This Men-an-tol may be an old dial erected

originally to fix the proper time for the celebration of

the autumnal equinox ; and though it may have been

applied to other purposes likewise, such as the curing

of children by dragging them several times through the

hole, still its original intention may have been astro-

nomical. It is easv to test this observation, and to find

out whether the same remark does not hold good of

other stones in Cornwall, as, for instance, the Two
Pipers. We do not wish to attribute to this guess as

to the original intention of the Men-an-tol more impor-

tance than it deserves, nor would we in any way counte-

nance the opinion of those who, beginning with Caesar,

ascribe to the Celts and their Druids everv kind of

mysterious wisdom. A mere shepherd, though he had

never heard the name of the equinox, might have

erected such a stone for his own convenience, in order

to know the time when he mio-ht safelv brino- his flocks

out, or take them back to their safer stables. But this

would in no way diminish the interest of the M^n-an-tol.

It would still remain one of the few relics of the child-

hood of our race ; one of the witnesses of the earliest

workings of the human mind in its struggle against,

and in its alliance with, the powers of nature ; one of
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the vestiges of the first civilization of the British Isles

Even the Romans, who carried their Roman roads in a

straight line through the countries they had conquered,

undeterred by any obstacles, unawed by any sanctu-

aries, respected, as can hardly be doubted, Silbury

Hill, and made the road from Bath to London diverge

from the usual straight line, instead of cuttino; throuo-h

that time-honored mound. Would the engineers of

our railways show a similar regard for any national

monument, whether Celtic, Roman, or Saxon ? When
Charles II., in 1663, went to see the Celtic remains of

Abury, sixty-three stones were still standing within the

intrenched inclosure. Not quite a hundred years later

they had dwindled down to forty-four, the rest having

been used for building purposes. Dr. Stukeley, who
published a description of Abury in 1743, tells us that

he himself saw the upper stone of the great cromlech

there broken and carried away, the fi-agments of it

making no less than twenty cart-loads. After another

century had passed, seventeen stones only remained

w^ithin the great inclosure, and these, too, are being

gradually broken up and carted away. Surely such

thino;s ought not to be. Let those whom it concerns

look to it before it is too late. These Celtic monuments

are public property as much as London Stone, Corona-

tion Stone, or Westminster Abbey, and posterity will

hold the present generation responsible for the safe

keeping of the national heirlooms of England.-^

1 The following extract from a Cornish newspaper, July 15, 1869, shows

the necessity of imperial legislation on this subject to prevent irreparable

mischief :
—

" The ruthless destruction of the Tolmen, in the parish of Constantine,

which has been so much deplored, has had the effect, we are glad to say,

of drawing attention to the necessity of taking measures for the preserva-

tion of the remaining antiquities and objects of curiosity and interest in the

lounty In a recent number of the West Briton we called attention to the
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threatened overthrow of another of our far-famed objects of great in-

terest, — the Cheesewring, near Liskeard; and we are now glad to hear

that the committee of the Royal Institution of Cornwall have requested

three gentlemen who take great interest in the preservation of antiquities

— Mr. William Jory Henwood, F. G. S., etc., Mr N. Hare, Jr.., of Lis-

keard, and Mr. Whitley, one of the secretaries of the Royal Institution— to

visit Liskeard for the purpose of conferring with the agents of the lessors

of the Cheesewring granite quarries — the Duchy of Cornwall — and with

the lessees of the works, Messrs. Freeman, of Penryn, who are themselves

greatly anxious that measures should be taken for the preservation of that

most remarkable pile of rocks known as the Cheesewring. We have no

doubt that the measures to be adopted will prove successful ; and with regard

to any other antiquities or natural curiosities in the county, we shall be glad

to hear from correspondents, at anj' time, if they are placed in peril of

destruction, in order that a public announcement of the fact may become

the means of preserving them."

July, 1867.



XIV.

ARE THERE JEWS IN CORNWALL?

There is hardly a book on Cornish history or an-

tiquities in which we are not seriously informed that

at some time or other the Jews migrated to Cornwall,

or worked as slaves in Cornish mines. Some writers

state this simply as a fact requiring no further confir-

mation ; others support it by that kind of evidence

which Herodotus, no doubt, would have considered

sufficient for establishing the former presence of Pelas-

gians in different parts of Greece, but which would

hardly have satisfied Niebuhr, still less Sir G. C.

Lewis. Old smelting-houses, they tell us, are still

called Jew8^ houses in Cornwall ; and if, even after that,

anybody could be so skeptical as to doubt that the Jews,

after the destruction of Jerusalem, were sent in large

numbers to work as slaves in the Cornish mines, he is

silenced at once by an appeal to the name of Marazion^

the well-known town opposite St. Michael's Mount,

which means the "bitterness of Zion," and is also

called Market Jew. Many a traveller has no doubt

shaken his unbelieving head, and asked himself how it

is that no real historian should ever have mentioned

the migration of the Jews to the Far West, whether it

.ook place under Nero or under one of the later Flavian
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Emperors. Yet all the Cornish guides are positive on

the subject, and the prirnd facie evidence is certainly

so startling that we can hardly wonder if certain an-

thropologists discovered even the sharply marked fea-

tures of the Jewish race among the sturdy fishermen

of Mount's Bay.

Before we examine the facts on which this Jewish

theory is founded,— facts, as will be seen, chiefly

derived from names of places, and other relics of lan-

guage,— it will be well to inquire a little into the

character of the Cornish language, so that we may
know what kind of evidence we have any right to

expect from such a witness.

The ancient lanouaoe of Cornwall, as is well knov/n,

was a Celtic dialect, closely allied to the languages of

Brittany and Wales, and less nearly, though by no

means distantly, related to the languages of Ireland,

Scotland, and the Isle of Man. Cornish beo-an to die

out in Cornwall about the time of the Reformation,

being slowly but surely supplanted by English, till it

was buried with Dolly Pentreath and similar Avorthies

about the end of the last century.^ Now there is in

most languages, but more particularly in those Avhich

are losing their consciousness or their vitality, what,

by a name borrowed from geology, may be called a

metamorphie process. It consists chiefly in this, that

words, as they cease to be properly understood, are

slightly changed, generally with the object of impart-

ing to them once more an intelligible meaning. This

new meaning is mostly a mistaken one, yet it is not

only readily accepted, but the w^ord in its new dress

and with its new character is frequently made to sup-

port facts or fictions which could be supported by no

1 See p. 245.
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other evidence. Wlio does not believe tliat sweetheart

has something to do with heart f Yet it was originally

formed like drunk-ard, dull-ard, and idgg-ard ; and

poets, not grammarians, are responsible for the mis-

chief it may have done mider its plausible disguise.

By the same process, shamefast, formed like steadfai<t

and still properly spelt by Chaucer and in the early

editions of the Authorized Version of the Bible, has

long become shamefaced^ bringing before us the blush-

ing roses of a lovely face. The Vikings^ mere pirates

from the viks or creeks of Scandinavia, have, by the

same process, been raised to the dignity of kings
;
just

as coat cards— the king, and queen, and knave in

their gorgeous gowns— were exalted into court cards.

Although this kind of metamorphosis takes place in

every language, yet it is most frequent in countries

where two lano^uao-es come in contact with each other,

and where, in the end, one is superseded by the other.

Rohei'tus Ourtus, the eldest son of the Conqueror, was

by the Saxons called Curt-hose. The name of Oxford

contains in its first svllable an old Celtic Avord, the

well-known term for water or river, which occurs as

ux in Uxbridge., as ex in Exmouth., as ax in Axmouth^

and in many more disguises down to the whisk of ivhis-

key^ the Scotch Usquebaugh} In the name of the Isis^

jind of the suburb of Osney^ the same <^eltic word has

been preserved. The Saxons kept the Celtic name of

the river, and they called the place where one of the

Roman roads crossed the river Ox, Oxford. The

name, however, was soon mistaken, and interpreted as

purely Saxon ; and if any one should doubt that Ox-

ford was a kind of Bosphorus, and meant a ford for

1 See Isaac Taylor's Words and Placesy p. 212. The Ock joina the

Thames near Abingdon.

VOL. III. 19
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oxen, the ancient arms of the city were readily

appealed to in order to cut short all doubts on the sub-

lect. The Welsh name Ryt-yhcen for Oxford was a

retranslation into Welsh of an original Celtic name, to

which a new form and a new meanino; had been given

by the Saxon conquerors.

Similar accidents happened to Greek words after

they were adopted by the people of Italy, particularly

by the Romans. The Latin orichaleum, for instance,

is simply the Greek word opec'xaAKo?, from opoi;^

mountain, and x^^'*^°5» copper. Why it was called

mountain-copper, no one seems to know. It was orig-

inally a kind of fabulous metal, brought to light from

the brains of the poet rather than from the bowels of

the earth. Though the poets, and even Plato, speak

of it as, after gold, the most precious of metals, Aris-

totle sternly denies that there ever was any real metal

corresponding to the extravagant descriptions of the

6p€LxoiXKo<i. Afterwards the same word was used in

a more sober and technical sense, though it is not

always easy to say when it means copper, or bronze

(^. e. copper and tin), or brass (i. e. copper and zinc).

The Latin poets not only adopted the Greek word in

the fabulous sense in which they found it used in Ho-

mer, but forgetting that the first portion of the name
was derived from the Greek opo<;, hill, they pro-

nounced and even spelt it as if derived from the Latin

aurum, gold, and thus found a new confirmation of its

equality with gold, which would have greatly surprised

the original framers of that curious compound.^

In a county like Cornwall, where the ancient Celtic

dialect continued to be spoken, though disturbed and

1 See the learned essay of M. Rossignol, " De 1' Orichalque : Histoire du

Cuivre et de ses Alliages," in his work, Les Metaux dans VAntiquity

Paris 1863.
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overlaid from time to time by Latin, Saxon, and Nor-

man, where Celts had to adopt certain Saxon and

Norman, and Saxons and Normans certain Celtic

words, we have a right to expect an ample field for

observing this metamorphic process, and for tracing its

influence in the transformation of names, and in the

formation of legends, traditions, nay even, as we shall

see, in the production of generally accepted historical

facts. To call this process metamorphic^ using that

name in the sense given to it by geologists, may at

first sight seem pedantic and far-fetched. But if we
see how a new language forms what may be called a

new stratum covering the old language ; how the life

or heat of the old language, though apparently extinct,

breaks forth again through the superincumbent crust,

destroys its regular features and assimilates its strati-

fied layers with its own igneous or volcanic nature, our

comparison, thougli somewhat elaborate, will be justi-

fied to a great extent, and we shall only have to ask

our geological readers to make allowance for this, that,

in languages, the foreign element has always to be

considered as the superincumbent stratum, Cornish

forming the crust to English or English to Cornish,

according as the speaker uses the one or the other as

his native or as his acquired speech.

Our first ^vitness in support of this metamorphic pro-

cess is Mr. Scawen, who lived about two hundred vears

ago, a true Cornishman, though he wrote in English,

or in what he is pleased so to call. In blaming the

Cornish gentry and nobility for having attempted to

give to their ancient and honorable names a kind of

Norman varnish, and for having adopted new-fangled

coats of arms, Mr. Scawen remarks on the several mis-

takes, intentional or unintentional, tliat occurred in thih
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foolish process. " The grounds of two several mis-

takes," he writes, " are very obvious : 1st, upon the

Tre or Ter ; 2d, upon the Ito%§ or Iio%e. Tre or Tef

in Cornish commonly signifies a town, or rather place,

and it has always an adjunct with it. Tri is the num-
ber 3. Those men willingly mistake one for another.

And so, in French heraldry terms, they used to fancy

and contrive those with any such three things as may
be like, or cohere with, or may be adapted to anything

or things in their surnames, whether very handsome or

not is not much stood upon. Another usual mistake is

upon Ross^ which, as they seem to fancy, should be a

Rose, but Ross 'in Cornish is a vale or valley. Now
for this their French-Latin tutors, when they go into

the field of Mars, put them in their coat armor prettily

to smell out a Rose or flower (a fading honor instead

of a durable one) ; so any three such things, agreeable

perhaps a little to their names, are taken up and re-

tained fi'om abroad, when their own at home have a

much better scent and more lasting;."

Some amusing instances of what may be called Saxon

puns on Cornish words have been communicated to me
bv a Cornish friend of mine, Mr. Bellows. " The old

Cornish name for Falmouth," he writes, " was Penny
come quick^ and they tell a most improbable story to

account for it. I believe the whole compound is the

Cornish Pen y ewm gwic, ' Head of the creek valley.'

In like manner they have turned JBryn uhella (highest

hill) into Brown Willy ^ and Cwm ty goed (woodhouse

valley) into Come to good^ To this might be added

the common etymologies of Helstone and Camelford.

The former name has northing to do with the Saxon

helstone^ a covering stone, or with the infernal regions,

1 There is another Penny come quick near Falmouth.
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out meant " place on the river ;
" the latter, in spite of

^

the camel in the arms of the town, meant the ford of

the river Camel. A frequent mistake arises from the

misapprehension of the Celtic dun^ hill, which enters

in the composition of many local names, and was

changed by the Saxons into town or tun. Thus Meli-

dunum is now Moulton, Seccan-dun is Seckington^ and

Beamdun is Bampton}
This transformation of Celtic into Saxton or Norman

terms is not confined, however, to the names of families,

towns, and villages ; and we shall see how the fables to

which it has given rise have not only disfigured the

records of some of the most ancient families in Corn-

wall, but have thrown a haze over the annals of the

whole county.

Returning to the Jews in their Cornish exile, we
find, no doubt, as mentioned before, that even in the

Ordnance maps the little town opposite St. Michael's

Mount is called Marazion and Market Jew. Marazion

sounds decidedly like Hebrew, and might signify

Mdrdh, " bitterness, grief," Zion, " of Zion." M.
Esquiros, a believer in Cornish Jews, thinks that Mara
might be a corruption of the Latin Amara^ bitter ; but

he forgets that this etvmology would reallv defeat its

v^ery object, and destroy the Hebrew origin of the

name. The next question therefore is, What is the real

origin of the name Marazion^ and of its alias^ Market

Jew ? It cannot be too often repeated that inquiries

into the origin of local names are, in the first place,

'.listorical, and only in the second place, philological.

To attempt an explanation of any name, without hav-

ing first traced it back to the earliest form in which we
aan find it, is to set at defiance the plainest rules of the

1 Isaac Taylor, Words and Places, p. 402.
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science of language as well as of the science of history.

Even if the interpretation of a local name should be

right, it would be of no scientific value without the

preliminary inquiry into its history, which frequently

consists in a succession of the most startling changes

and corruptions. Those who are at all familiar with

the history of Cornish names of places will not be sur-

prised to find the same name written in four or five,

nay, in ten different ways. The fact is that those who
pronounced the names were frequently ignorant of their

real import, and those who had to write them down
could hardly catch their correct pronunciation. Thus
we find that Camden calls Marazion Merkiu ; Carew,

Marcaiew. Leland in his " Itinerary " (about 1538)

uses the names Markesin, Marki7ie (vol. iii. fol. 4) ;

and in another place (vol. vii. fol. 119) he apphes, it

would seem, to the same town the name of Marasdey-

thyon. William of Worcester (about 1478) writes

promiscuously Markysyop (p. 103), Marchew and

Margew (p. 133), Marchasyoive and Markysyow

(p. 98). In a charter of Queen Elizabeth, dated

1595, the name is written Marghasiewe ; in another of

the year 1313, Markesion ; in another of 1309, Mar-
Jcasyon ; in another of Richard, Earl of Cornwall (^Hex

Romanorum^ 1257), Marchadyon, which seems the

oldest, and at the same time the most primitive form.^

Besides these. Dr. Oliver has found in different title-

1 It has been objected that Marchndyon could no^ be called the original

form, because by a cai-fa Alani comitis Bntannice, sealed, according to

Dugdale's Monasticon Anglicanum, b\' Alan, anno incarnationis domini

MCXL., ten shillings per annum were granted to the monks of St.

Michael, due from a fair held at Merdresem or Merdresein. Until, how-

ever, it has been proved that Merdresem is the same place and the same

name as Marchadyon, or that the latter sprang from the former, Mcrchadyor

n the charter of Richard, Earl of Cornwall, 1257, may for our ipmediate

J
urpose be treated as the root from which all the other names branched

"T. See Oliver, Monasticon Exon. p. 32.
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ieeds the following varieties of the same name :
—

Marghasion^ Markesiow, Marghasieiv, Maryazion^ and

Marazion. The only explanation of the name which

we meet with in early writers, such as Leland, Cam-
ien, and Carew, is that it meant " Thursday Market."

Leland explains Marasdeythyon by forum Jbvis.

Camden explains Merkiu in the same manner, and

Carew takes Marcaiew as originally Marhas diew, i. e.

" Thursdaies market, for tlien it useth this traffike."

This interpretation of Marhasdiew a,s Thursday Mar-

ket, appears at first very plausible, and it has at all

events far better claims on our acceptance than the

modern Hebrew etymology of '^ Bitterness of Zion."

But, strange to say, although from a charter of Robert,

Earl of Cornwall, it appears that the monks of the

Mount had the privilege of holding a market on Thurs-

day (^die quintce ferioe)^ there is no evidence, and no

probability, that a town so close to the Mount as Mar-

azion ever held a market on the same day.^ Thursday

in Cornish was called deyow^ not diew. The only ad-

ditional evidence we get is this, that in the taxation of

Bishop Walter Bronescombe, made August 12, 1261,

and quoted in Bishop Stapledon's register of 1313, the

place is called Markesion de parvo mercato^ and that

in a charter of Richard, King of the Romans and Earl

of Cornwall, permission was granted to the prior of St.

Michael's Mount that three markets, which formerly

had been held in Marghashigan^ on ground not belong-

ing to him, should in future be held on his own ground

1 If a mirket was held on the " dimidia terrae hida " granted by Robert

to the monks, this difficulty would disappear.

2 In the Additional Supplement (p. 4), Dr. Oliver gives the more correct

•eading, " de Markesiou, de parvo Mercato, Brevannek, Penmtdel, Ti'ewar-

^ene." It depends on the comma after Markesiou whether pai'vus MeV'
Uttus is a separate place or not.
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in Marehadyon. Parvus mercatus is evidently the

same place as Marghasbigan, for Marghas-bigan means

m Cornish tlie same as Mercatus parvus, namely, " Lit-

tle Market." The charter of Richard, Earl of Corn-

wall, is more perplexing, and it would seem to yield no

sense, unless we again take Marehadyon as a mere va-

riety of Marghasbigan, and suppose that the privilege

granted to the prior of St. Michael's Mount consisted

really in transferring the fair from land in Marazion

not belonging to him, to land in Marazion belong-

ing to him. Anyhow, it is clear that in Marazion we
have some kind of name for market.

The old Cornish word for market is marchas, sl cor-

ruption of the Latin mercatus. Originally the Cor-

nish word must have been marchad, and this form is

preserved in Armorican, while in Cornish the ch grad-

ually sunk to A, and the final d to s. This change of d
into s is of frequent occurrence in modern as compared

with ancient Cornish, and the history of our word will

enable us, to a certain extent, to fix the time when that

change took place. In the charter of Richard, Earl of

Cornwall (about 1257), we find Marehadyon ; in a

charter of 1309, Markasyon. The change of d into s

had taken place during these fifty years.^ But what

is the termination yonf Considering that Marazion

is called the Little Market, I should like to see in yon

the diminutive Cornish suffix, corresponding to the

Welsh yn. But if this should be objected to, on the

ground that no such diminutives occur in the literary'

1 Dr. Bannister remarks that Markesion occurs as early as 1261, in thfl

taxation of Bishop Walter Bronescombe, as quoted in Bishop Stapledon'a

•egister of 1313. If that be so, the original form and its dialectic varieties

iirould have existed almost contemporaneously, but the evidence that Mar
hesion was used by Bishop Bronescombe is indirect. See Oliver, MonatL
Eaoon. p. 28.
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monuments of the Cornish language, another explana-

tion is open, which was first suggested to me by Mr.

Bellows : Marchadion may be taken as a perfectly

regular plural in Cornish, and we should then have to

suppose that, instead of being called the Market or the

Little Market, the place was called, from its three stat-

ute markets, " The Markets." And this would help us

to explain, not only the gradual growth of the name
Marazion, but likewise, I think, the gradual formation

of "Market Jew;" for another termination of the

plural in Cornish is ieu^ which, added to Marchad,

would give us Marchadieu.^

Now it is perfectly true that no real Cornishman, I

mean no man who spoke Cornish, would ever have

taken Marchadiew for Market Jew, or Jews' Market.

The name for Jew in Cornish is quite different. It is

Edhow^ Yedhow, Yudhow^ corrupted likewise into

Ezow ; plural, Yedheivon, etc. But to a Saxon eai

the Cornish name Marchadiew might well convey the

idea of Market Jew^ and thus, by a metamorphic pro-

cess, a name meaning in Cornish the Markets would

give rise in a perfectly natural manner, not only to the

two names, Marazion and Market Jew, but likewise to

the historical legends of Jews settled in the county of

Cornwall.^

1 On the termination of the plural in Cornish, see Mr. Whitley Stokes'g

excellent remarks in his edition of The Passion, p. 79; also in Kuhn's

Beitrdye, in. 151; and Norris, Cornish Drama, vo\. ii. p. 229. My atten-

tion has since been called to the fact that marhas occurs in the plural as

viarhasow, in the Cornish Drama, vol. i. p. 248; and as s under such cir-

cumstances may become _/ (cf. canhasawe, Creat. line 29, but canhojowe^

Great, line 67), Marhnjow would come still nearer to Market Jeic. Dr.

Bannister remarks that in Armorican, market is marchad, plural marchadou,

"orrupted into marchajou.

2 The following? note from a Cornish paper gives some important facta

as to the date of the name of Market Jew :—
" Among the State Papers at the Record Officfe, there is a letteHrom Ralpli .^
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But there still remain the Jews' houses^ the name

given, it is said, to the old, deserted smelting-houses

Conway to Secretary Cope, dated 3d October, 1634, which mentions the

name of Market-jew.

" In another, dated 7th February, 1634-5, Sir James Bagiic informs the

Lords of the Admiralty that the endeavors of Mr. Basset, and other gen-

tlemen in the west of Cornwall, to save the car«^o of a wrecked Spanish

galleon which broke from her moorings in Gwavas Lake, near Penzance,

v/'ere opposed by a riotous multitude, consisting of the inhabitants of

Mousehole and Marka-jew, who maintained their unlawful proceedings with

the cry of ' One and All !

' threatening with death the servants of the

Crown, and compelling them to avoid their fury by leaping down a high

cliff.

" In another of the same date, from Ralph Bird, of Saltram, to Francis

Basset, the rebels of Mousehole, with their fellow-rebels oi Market Jew, are

spoken of, as having menaced the life of any officer who should come to

their houses to search for certain hides that mysteriously disappeared from

the deck of the galleon one boisterous night, and were probably transferred

to Mousehole in the cock-boat of Mr. Keigwin, of that place; and various

methods are suggested for administering punishment to the outrageous

barbarians.

"In consequence of these complaints, the Lords of the Admiralty wrote

to Sir Henry Marten, on the 12th of February of the same .year, concerning
' the insolency ' committed b}' the inhabitants of Mousehole and Markaiew

requesting that the offenders may be punished, and, if necessary, the most

notorious of them sent to London for trial.

" In Magni Britannia et Hibernia, 1720, p. 308, Merkju is mentioned as

being 'a little market-town which takes its name from the market on

Thursdays, it being a contraction of Market-Jupiter^ i. e. as 'tis now
called Market Jew, or rather /«.'

'' Norden, who was born about 1548, says in his Specul. Britannice,

which was published in 1728, that Mnrca-iewe {Marca-iew in margin) sig-

nifies in English, 'market on the Thursday.' In an old map, apparently

drawn by hand, which appears to have been inserted in this book after it

was published. Market few is given, and in the map issued with the book
Market Jew.

" The map of Cornwall, contained in Camden's Britannia, by Gibson,

1772. gives Market-Jeio. The edition 1789, by Gough, states at page 3,

hat ' Merkitt signifies the Market of Jupiter, from the market being held

on a Thursday, the day sacred to Jupiter.'

" Carew's Sw-vey of Cormvall, ed. 1769, p. 156, has the following: —
• Over against the Mount fronteth a towne of petty fortune, pertinently

named Marcaiew, or Marhas cliow, in English " the Thursdaies market."

In the edition published in 1811, p. 378, it is stated in a foot-note that

Marazion means ' market on the Strand,' the name being well adapted
•lo its situation, ' for Zion answers to the Latin litus.''

"
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in Cornwall, and in Cornwall only. Though, in the

absence of any historical evidence as to the employ-

ment of this term Jew^'' house in former ages, it will

be more difficult to arrive at its original form and

meaning, yet an explanation offers itself which, by a

procedure very similar to that which was applied to

Marazion and Market Jew^ may account for the origin

of this name likewise.

The Cornish name for house was originally ty. In

modern Cornish, however, to quote from Lhuyd's

Grammar, t has been changed to fs/i, as ^^, thou, tshei ;

ty^ a house, tshey ; which tsh is also sometimes changed

to dzh^ as ol mein y dzkyi^ " all in the house." Out of

this dzhyi we may easily understand liow a Saxon

mouth and a Saxon ear might have elicited a sound

somewhat like the English Jeiu.

But we do not get at Jews' house by so easy a road,

if indeed we get at it at all. We are told that a

smelting-house was called a White-house, in Cornish

Chiwidden, widden standing for givydn^ which is a cor-

niption of the old Cornish gwyn, white. This name

of Chiwidden is a famous name in Cornish hagiogra-

phy. He was the companion of St. Perran, or St.

Piran, the most popular saint among the mining popu-

lation of Cornwall.

Mr. Hunt, who in his interesting work, " The Pop-

ular Romances of the West of Ena;land," has assigned

a separate chapter to Cornish saints, tells us how St.

Piran, while living in Ireland, fed ten Irish kings and

their armies, for ten days together, with three cows.

Notwdthstanding; this and ot'ner miracles, some of

these kings condemned him to be cast off a precipice

into the sea, with a millstone round his neck. St.

Piran, however, floated on safely to Cornwall, and he
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landed, on the 5th of March, on the sands which still

bear his name, Perranzahuloe^ or Perran on the Sands.

The hves of saints form one of the most curious

subjects for the historian, and still more for the stu-

dent of language ; and the day, no doubt, will come

when it will be possible to take those wonderful con-

glomerates of fact and fiction to pieces, and, as in one

of those huge masses of graywacke or rubblestone, to

assign each grain and fragment to the stratum from

which it was taken, before they were all rolled to-

gether and cemented by the ebb and flow of popular

tradition. With regard to the lives of Irish and

Scotch and British saints, it ought to be stated, for the

credit of the pious authors of the " Acta Sanctorum,"

that even they admit their tertiary origin. " During

the twelfth century," they say, " when many of the

ancient monasteries in Ireland were handed over to

monks from England, and many new houses were

built for them, these monks began to compile the acts

of the saints with greater industry than judgment.

They collected all they could find among the uncer-

tain traditions of the natives and in obscure Irish

writings, following the example of Jocelin, whose

work on the acts of St. Patrick had been received

everywhere with wonderful applause. But many of

them have miserably failed, so that the foolish have

laughed at them, and the wise been filled with indig-

nation." ("Bollandi Acta," 5th of March, p. 390,

B). In the same work (p. 392, A), it is pointed

out that the Irish monks, whenever they heard of any

saints in other parts of England whose names and lives

reminded them of Irish saints, at once concluded that

they were of Irish origin ; and that the people in some

parts of England, as they possessed no written acts of
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their popular saints, were glad to identify their own

with the famous saints of the Irish Church. This lias

evidently happened in the case of St. Piran. St. Piran,

in one of his characters, is certainly a truly Cornish

saint ; but when the monks in Cornwall heard the

wonderful legends of the Irish saint, St. Kiran, they

seem to have srafted their own St. Piran on the Irish

St. Kiran. The difference in the names must have

seemed less to them than to us ; for words which in

Cornish are pronounced with jt>, are pronounced, as a

rule, in Irish with k. Thus, head in Cornish is pen^

in Irish eeann ; son is maf^ in Irish mac. The town

built at the eastern extremity of the wall of Severus,

was called Penguaul^ i. e. pen^ caput, guaul^ walls

;

the English call it Penel-tun ; while in Scotch it was

pronounced Cenail} That St. Kiran had originally

nothing to do with St. Piran can still be proved, for the

earlier Lives of St. Kiran, thouo;h full of fabulous sto-

ries, represent him as dying in Ireland. His saint's

day was the 5th of March ; that of St. Piran, the 2d of

May. The later Lives, however, though they say

nothing as yet of the millstone, represent St. Kiran,

when a very old man, as suddenly leaving his country

in order that he mio-ht die in Cornwall. We are told

that suddenly, when already near his death, he called

together his little flock, and said to them :
" My dear

brothers and sons, according to a divine disposition I

must leave Ireland and go to Cornwall, and wait for

the end of mv life there. I cannot resist the will of

Grod." He then sailed to Cornwall, and built himself

a house, where he performed many miracles. He was

buried in Cornwall on the sandy sea, fifteen miles from

Petrokstowe, and twenty-five miles from Mousehole.^

^ H. B. C. Brandes, Kelten unci Germanen, p. 52.

2 Capgrave, Legenda Anglice^ fol. 269.
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In this manner the Irish and the Cornish saints, who
originally had nothing in common but their names, be-

came amalgamated,-^ and the saint's day of St. Piran

was moved from the 2d of May to the 5tli of March.

Yet altliouo;h thus welded into one, nothino- could well

be imagined more different than the characters of the

Irish and of the Cornish saint. The Irish saint lived

a truly ascetic life ; he preached, wrought miracles,

and died. The Cornish saint was a jolly miner, not

always very steady on his legs.^ Let us hear what

the Cornish have to tell of him. His name occurs

in several names of places, such as Perran Zabuloe,

Perran Uthno, in Perran the Little, and in Perran Ar-

worthall. His name, pronounced Perran, or Piran,

has been further corrupted into Picras, and Picrous,

though some authorities suppose that this is again a

different saint from St. Piran. Anyhow, both St. Per-

ran and St. Picras live in the memory of the Cornish

miner as the discoverers of tin ; and the tinners'

great holiday, the Thursday before Christmas, is still

called Picrou's day.^ The legend relates that St.

Piran, when still in Cornwall, employed a heavy black

stone as a part of his fire-place. The fire was more

intense than usual, and a stream of beautiful white

metal flowed out of the fire. Great was the joy of

1 " Within the land of Meneke or Menegland, is a paroch chirche of S.

Keverj'n, otherwise Piranus." — Leland. " Piran and Keveryn were dif-

ferent persons." See Gough's edition of Cnmderi, vol. i p. 14.

2 (^arew, Survey (ed. 1602), p. 58. " From which civility, in the fruitful

age of Canonization, they stepped a degree farder to holines. and helped

to stufFe the Church Kalender with divers saints, either made or borne

Cornish. Such was Keb}-, son to Solomon, prince of Cor. ; such Peran,

who (if my author the Legend lye not) after that (like another Johannes

de temporibus) he had lived two hundred yeres with perfect health, took

ois last rest in a Cornish parish, which there-through he endowed with bitt

oame."
* Hunt's Popular Romances, vol ii. p. 19.
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the saint, and he communicated his discovery to St.

Chiwidden. They examined the stone together, and

Chiwidden, who was learned in the learning of the

East, soon devised a process for producing this metal

in large quantities. The two saints called the Cornish-

men together. They told them of their treasures, and

they taught them how to dig the ore from the earth,

and how, by the ao-ency of fire, to obtain the metal.

Great was the iov in Cornwall, and manv days of feast-

ing followed the announcement. Mead and metheg-

lin, with other drinks, flowed in abundance ; and vile

rumor says the saints and their people were rendered

equally unstable thereby. " Drunk as a Perraner
"

has certainly passed into a proverb from that day.

It is quite clear from these accounts that the legend-

ary discoverer of tin in Cornwall was orioinally a to-

tally different character from the Irish saint, St. Kiran.

If one might indulge in a conjecture, I should say that

there probably was in the Celtic language a root kar,

which in the Cymbric branch would assume the form

par. Now cair in Gaelic means to dig, to raise ; and

from it a substantive might be derived, meaning dig-

ger or miner. In Ireland, Kiran seems to have beeii

simply a proper name, hke Smith or Baker, for thert

is nothing in the legends of St. Kiran that points tc

mining or smelting. In Cornwall, on the contrary,

St. Piran, before he w^as engrafted on St. Kiran, was

probably nothing but a personification or apotheosis of

the Miner, as much as Doitis was the personification

of the Dorians, and Brutus the first King of Britain.

The rule, *' noscitur a sociis," may be applied to St.

Piran. His friend and associate, St. Chiwidden, oi

St. Whitehouse, is a personification of the white-house,

i. e. the smelting-house, without which St. Piran, the
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miner, would have been a very useless saint. If

Chywidden, i. e. the snielting-house, became the St.

Chywidden, why should we look in the Cornish St.

Piran for anything beyond Piran, ^. e. the miner?

However, what is of importance to us for our pres-

ent object is not St. Piran, but St. Chywidden, the

white-house or smelting-house. We are looking all

this time for the orio-inal meanino; of the Jews' houses,

and the question is, how can we, starting from Chy-

widden, arrive at Jews'-house ? I am afraid we can

not do so without a jump or two ; all we can do is to

show that they are jumps which language herself is

fond of taking, and which therefore we must not shirk,

if we wish to ride straio-ht after her.

Well, then, the first jump which language frequently

takes is this, that instead of using a noun with a quali-

fying adjective, such as white-house, the noun by itself

IS used without any such qualification. This can, of

course, be done with very prominent words only, words

which are used so often, and which express ideas so

constantly present to the mind of the speaker, that no

mistake is likely to arise. In English, " the House "

is used for the House of Commons ; in later Latin

" domus " was used for the House of God. Among
fisherman in Scotland "fish" means salmon. In

Greek At6'o9, stone, in the feminine, is used for the

magnet, originally Mayi'^Jxts Xi6o<i while the masculine

\i9o<i means a stone in general. In Cornwall, ore by

itself means copper ore only, while tin ore is called

black tin. In times, therefore, when the whole atten-

tion of Cornwall was absorbed by mining and smelting,

and when smelting-houses were most likely the only

large buildings that seemed to deserve the name of

houses, there is nothing; extraordinary in tshey ov dzhyi^
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Bveii Without widden, white, having become the recog-

nized name for smelting-houses.

But now comes a second jump, and again one that

can be proved to have been a very favorite one with

many languages. When people speaking different lan-

guages live together in the same country, they fre-

quently, in adopting a foreign term^ add to it, by way
of interpretation, the word that corresponds to it in

their own lano;uao;e. Thus Portsmouth is a name half

Latin and half Eno-lish. Partus was the Roman name
given to the harbor. This was adopted by the Sax-

ons, but interpreted at the same time by a Saxon word,

namely, mouthy which really means harbor. This in

terpretation was hardly intentional, but arose naturally.

Port first became a kind of proper name, and then

mouth was added, so that " the mouth of Port," i. e.

of the place called Portus by the Romans, became at

last Portsmouth. But this does not satisfy the early

historians, and, as happens so frequently when there is

anything corrupt in language, a legend springs up

almost spontaneously to remove all doubts and difficul-

ties. Thus we read in the venerable Saxon Chronicle

under the year 501, " that Port came to Britain with

his two sons, Bieda and Maegla, with two ships, and

their place was called Portsmouth ; and they slew a

British man, a very noble man." ^ Such is the growth

of legends, aye, and in many cases the growth of history.

Formed on the same principle as Portsmouth we
find such words as Hayle-river^ the Cornish hal by

itself meaning salt marsh, moor, or estuary ; TreviUe or

Trou-ville^ where the Celtic tre^ town, is explained by
the French ville ; the Cctswold Hills, where the Celtic

word cot^ wood, is explained by the Saxon wold or

1 Saxon Chronicle, ed. Earle, p. 14. and his note, Preface, p. ix.

VOL. III. 20
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weald^ a wood. In Dmi-har-ton^ the Celtic word dun^

hill, is explained bj the Saxon bar for byrig, burg, ton

being added to form the name of the town that rose up

under the protection of the hill-castle. In Penhotv the

same process has been suspected ; how^ the German
Holie,-^ expressing nearly the same idea as pen^ head.

In Constantine, in Cornwall, one of the large stones

with rock-basins is called the Men-rock^ rock being

simply the interpretation of the Cornish men.

If, then, we suppose that in exactly the same manner

the people of Cornwall spoke of Tshey-houses, or Dshj/i-

houses, is it so very extraordinary that this hybrid word

should at last have been interpreted as Jew-houses or

Jews^ houses f I do not say that the history of the

word can be traced through all its phases with the

same certainty as that of Marazion ; all I maintain is

that, in explaining its history, no step has been admit-

ted that cannot be proved by sufficient evidence to be

in strict keeping with the well-known movements, or,

if it is respectful to say so, the well-known antics of

language.

Thus vanish the Jews from Cornwall ; but there

still remain the Saracens. One is surprised to meet

with Saracens in the West of England ; still more, to

hear of their having worked in the tin-mines, like the

Tews. According to some writers, however, Saracen

IS only another name for Jews, though no explanation

is given why this detested name should have been

applied to the Jews in Cornwall, and nowhere else.

This view is held, for instance, by Carew, who writes :

1 This hcno, according to Professor Earle, appears ajrain jn the ffoe, «

Aigh down at Plymouth, near the citadel ; in Hooton (Cheshire), in hoto-

qntf, Howe of Fife, and other local names. See also Halliwell, s. v. Hoes

and Hogh ; Keinble's Codex Diplotraticus, Nos. 563, 663, 784.

2 H mt, vol. i. p. 187.
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** The Cornish maintain tliese works to have been

very ancient, and the first wrought by tlie Jews with

pickaxes of holm, box, hartshorn ; tliey prove tliis by

the names of those places yet enduring, to wit, Attali-

Sarazin (or, as in some editions, Sazarin) ; in English,

the Jews' Offcast."

Camden (p. 69) says :
" We are taught from Dio-

dorus and ^thicus that the ancient Britons had

worked hard at the mines, but the Saxons and Nor-

mans seem to have neglected them for a long time, or

to have employed the labor of Arabs or Saracens, for

the inhabitants call deserted shafts, Attall-Sarazin^

i. e. the leavino-s of the Saracens."

Thus, then, we have not onlv the Saracens in Corn-

wall admitted as simply a matter of history, but their

presence actually used in order to prove that the Sax-

ons and Normans neo;lected to work the mines in the

West of Eno;land.

A still more circumstantial account is mven bv

Hals, as quoted by Gilbert in his '' Parochial History

of Cornwall." Here we are told that King Henry III.,

by proclamation, let out all Jews in his dominions at

a certain rent to such as would poll and rifle them,

and amongst others to his brother Richard, King of

the Romans, who, after he had plundered their es-

tates, committed their bodies, as his slaves, to labor

in the tin-mines of Cornwall ; the memory of whose

workings is still preserved in the names of several

tin works, called Toivle Sarasin, and corruptly Attall

Saracen ; i. e. the refuse or outcast of Saracens ; that

's to say, of those Jews descended from Sarah and

A^braham. Other works were called Whele JEtherson

(alias Ethewon)^ the Jews' Works, or Unbelievers'

Works, in Cornish.
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Here we see how history is made ; and if our in-

quiries led to no other result, they would still be use-

ful as a warning against putting im})llcit faith in the

statements of writers who are separated by several

centuries from the events they are relating. Here

we have men like Carew and Camden, both, highly

cultivated, learned, and conscientious, and yet neither

of them hesitating, in a work of historical character,

to assert as a fact, what, after making every allow-

ance, can only be called a very bold guess. Have we
any reason to suppose that Herodotus and Thucyd-

ides, when speaking of the original abodes of the

various races of Greece, of their migrations, their

wars and final settlements, had better evidence before

them, or were more cautious in usino- their evidence,

than Camden and Carew ? And is it likely that

modern scholars, however learned and however care-

ful, can ever arrive at really satisfactory results by

sifting and arranmno; and rearrano-ino; the et'hnolooc-

ical statements of the ancients, as to the oi-io'inal

abodes or the later migrations of Pelasgians, Tyrrhe-

nians, Thracians, Macedonians, and Illyrians, or even

of Dorians, Cohans, and lonians ? What is Carew's

evidence in support of his statement that the Jews

first worked the tin-mines of Cornwall ? Simply the

sayings of the people in Cornwall, who support their

sayings by the name given to deserted mines, Attall

Sarazin. Now admitting that Attall iSarazin^ or

Attall iSazarin, meant the refuse of the Saracens,

how is it possible, in cold blood, to identify the

Saracens with Jews, and where is there a tittle of

evidence to prove that the Jews were the first to

work these mines, — mines, be it remembered, which

accordino- to the same Carew, were certainlv worked

before the beo-innino; of our era ?
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But leaving the Jews of the time of Nero, let us

examine the more definite and more moderate state-

ments of Hals and Gilbert. According to them, the

deserted shafts are called by a Cornish name mean-
ing the refuse of the Saracens, because, as late as

the thirteenth century, the Jews were sent to work
in these mines. It is difficult, no doubt, to prove a

negative, and to show that no Jews ever worked in

the mines of Cornwall. All that can be done, in a

case like this, is to show that no one has produced an

atom of evidence in support of Mr. Gilbert's opinion.

The Jews were certainly ill treated, plundered, tor-

tured, and exiled during the reign of the Plantagenet

kings ; but that they were sent to the Cornish mines,

no contemporary writer has ever ventured to assert.

The passage in Matthew Paris, to which Mr. Gilbert

most likely alludes, says the very contrary of what he

di'aws from it. Matthew Paris says that Henry HI.

extorted money from the Jews, and that when they

petitioned for a safe conduct, in order to leave Eng-

land altogether, he sold them to his brother Richard,

" ut quos Rex excoriaverat. Comes evisceraret." ^

But this selling of the Jews meant no more than

that, in return for money advanced him by his

brother, the Earl of Cornwall, the King pawned to

,.im, for a number of years, the taxes, legitimate or

illegitimate, which could be extorted from the Jews.

That this was the real meaning of the bargain be-

tween the King and his brother, the Earl of Corn-

wall, can be proved by the document printed in Ry-
mer's " Fcedera," vol. i. p. 543, " Dfe Judseis Comiti

Cornubiae assignatis, pro solutione pecuniae sibi a Rege
debitse." ^ Anyhow, there is not a single word about

1 Matthew Paris, Opera, ed. Wats, p. 902.

2 See Rtymeri Fcedera, A. d. 1255, torn. i. p. 543,
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the Jews having been sent to Cornwall, or having

had to work in the mines. On the contrary, Mat-

thew Paris says, " Comes pepercit iis,^^ " the Earl

spared them."

After thus looking; in vain for any truly historical

evidence in support of Jewish settlements in Corn-

wall, I suppose they may in future be safely treated

as a " verbal myth," of which there are more indeed

in different chapters of history, both ancient and

modern, than is commonly supposed. As in Corn-

wall the name of a market has given rise to the

fable of Jewish settlements, the name of another

market in Finland led to the belief that there were

Turks settled in that northern country. Abo. the

ancient capital of Finland, was called Turku, which

is the Swedish word torg, market. Adam of Bremen,

enumerating the various tribes adjoining the Baltic,

mentions Turci among the rest, and these Turci were

by others mistaken for Turks.^

Even after such myths have been laid open to the

very roots, there is a strong tendency not to drop

them altogether. Thus Mr. H. Merivale is far too

good an historian to admit the presence of Jews in

Cornwall as far back as the destruction of Jerusalem.^

He knows there is no evidence for it, and he would

not repeat a mere fable, however plausible. Yet

Marazion and the Jews' houses evidently lino-er in

his memory, and he throws out a hint that they may
find an historical explanation in the fact that under

the Plantagenet kings the Jews commonly farmed or

wrought the mines. Is there any contemporary evi-

1 See Adam Bremensis' De Situ Danice, ed. Lindenbruch, p. 136

Buckle's History of Civilization, vol. i. p. 275.

2 Carew, Survey ('ed. 1602), p. 8: "and perhaps under one of thoa»

Flavians, the Jewish workmen made here their first arrival."
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aence even for this ? I do not think so. Dr. Bor-

lase, indeed, in his " Natural History of Cornwall
"

(p. 190), says, " In the time of King John, I find

the product of tin in this county very inconsiderable,

the right of working for tin being as yet wholly in

the King, the property of tinners precarious and

unsettled, and what tin was raised was engrossed and

managed by the Jews, to the great regret of the

barons and their vassals." It is a pity that Dr. Bor-

lase should not have given his authority, but there

is little doubt that he simply quoted from Carew.

Carew tells us how the Cornish o-entJemon borrowed

money from the merchants of London, giving them

tin as security (p. 14) ; and though he does not call

the merchants Jews, yet he speaks of them as usurers,

and reproves their " cut throate and abominable deal-

ing." He continues afterwards, speaking of the same

usurers (p. 16), " After such time as the Jewes by

their extreme dealino; had worne themselves, first out

of the love of the English inhabitants, and afterwards

out of the land itselfe, and so left the mines un-

wrought, it hapned, that certaine gentlemen, being

lords of seven tithings in Blackmoore, whose grounds

were best stored with this minerall, grewe desirous to

renew this benefit," etc. To judge from several in-

dications, this is really the passage which Dr. Borlase

had before him when writino; of the Jews as enoross-

ing and managing the tin that was raised, and in

that case neither is Carew a contemporary witness,

nor would it follow from what he says that one single

Jew ever set foot on Cornish soil, or that any Jews

ever tasted the actual bitterness of workino; in the

mines.

Having thus disposed of the Jews, we now turn tc
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the Saracens in Cornwall. We shall not enter upon

the curious and complicated history of that name. It

is enough to refer to a short note in Gibbon/ in order

to show that Saracen was a name knoAvn to Greeks

and Romans, long before the rise of Islam, but never

applied to the Jews by any writer of authority, not

even by those who saw in the Saracens " the children

of Sarah."

What, then, it may be asked, is the origin of the

expression Attal Sarazin in Cornwall ? Attain or Atal^

is said to be a Cornish word, tlie Welsh Adhail^ and

means refuse, waste .^ As to Sarazin^ it is most likely

another Cornish word, which by a metamorphic pro-

cess, has been slightly changed in order to yield some

sense intelligible to Saxon speakers. We find in Cor-

nish tarad^ meaning a piercer, a borer ; and, in another

form, tardar is distinctly used, together with axe and

hammer, as the name of a mininr implement. The
Latin taratrum, Gr. riperpov, Fr. tc^iere, all come from

the same source. If from tarad we form a plural, we

get taradion. In modern Cornish we find that d sinks

down to s, which would give us taras,^ and plural ta-

rasion. Next, the final I of atal mav, like several

final /'s in the closely allied language of Brittany, have

1 Gibbon, chap. i. " The name which, used by Ptolemj' and Pliny in a

more confined, by Ammianus and Procopius in a larger sen>e, has been de-

rived, ridiculously, from Sarah, the wife of Abraham, obscurely from the

village of Saraka, more plausibly from the Arabic words, uhicli signify a

thievhh character, or OriVrt/rr/ situation. Yet the la>t and most popular of

these etymologies is refuted by Ptolemy, who expressly remarks the west-

ern and southern position of the Saracens, then an obscure tribe on the

borders of Egypt, The appellation cannot thereiore allude to any national

character; and, since it was imported by strangers, it must be found, not

in the Arabic, but in a foreign language."

2 See R. Williams, Lexicon Cornu. Britannicum, s. v.

8 "It may be given as a rule, without exception, that words ending

with t or d in Welsh or Briton, do, if tliey exist in Cornish, turn t or d to s
"

— Norris. vol. ii. n. 237.
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infected the initial t of tarasion^ and changed it to

fA, which th^ again, would, in modern Cornisli, sink

down to s} Thus atal tharasion miMit have been

intended for the refuse of tlie borings, possibly the

refuse of the mines ; but pronounced in Saxon fashion,

it mio-ht readily have been mistaken for the Atal or

refuse of the Sarasion or Saracens.

POSTSCRIPT.

The essay on the presence of Jews in Cornwall has given rise

to much controversy ; and as I republish it here without any im-

portant alterations, I feel it incumbent to say a few words in

answer to the objections that have been brought forward against

it. No one, I think, can read my essay without perceiving that

what I question is not the presence of single Jews in Cornwall,

but the mig-ration of larire numbers of Jews into the extreme

West of Britain, whether at the time of the Phoenicians, or at

the period of the destruction of Jerusalem, or under the Flavian

princes, or even at a later time. The Rev. Dr. Bannister in a

paper on " the Jews in Cornwall," published in the Journal of

the Royal Institution of Cornwall, 1867, does indeed represent

me as havinix maintained " that one single Jew never set foot on

Cornish soil !
" But if my readers will refer to the passage thus

quoted from my essay by Dr. Bannister, they will see that it

was not meant in that sense. In the passage thus quoted with

inverted commas,^ I simply arguedt hat from certain words used

by Carew, on which great stress had been laid, it would not

even follow " that one sino-le Jew ever set foot on Cornish soil,"

which surely is very different from saying that I maintained

that no single Jew ever set foot on Cornish soil. It would in-

1 " The frequent use of 1h instead of s shows that (in Cornish) the sound

irss not so definite as in English." — Norris, vol. ii p. 224.

Another explanation of Atlal Snrazin has been suggested bv an eminent

Vornish scholar :
" I should explain snrazin,''^ he writes, " as from snrnlin, a

Med. Lat. saritimis, cf ex-saritum, ex saritare in Diez, E. W. ii. 283, s. v.

Essart. Atal cannot be W. adhail. I would identify it with the Fr. nU

fe//f, splint. It occurs in 0. 427, meaning 'fallow.' Atal sirazin I should

jxplain as ' dug-up splinters or shingle,' and towle {toll) snrazin as a ' dag-

ap hole or excavation.' "

a Sfep.ail,]. 30.
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deed be the most extraordinary fact if CornAvall had never been

visited bv Jews. If it were so, Cornwall would stand alone, as

far as such an immunity is concerned, among all the countries

of Europe. But it is one thing for Jews to be scattered about

in towns,* or even for one or two Jews to have actually worked
in tin mines, and quite another to speak of towns receiving He-

brew names in Cornwall, and of deserted tin-mines being called

the workings of the Jews. To explain such startling facts, if

facts they be, a kind of Jewish exodus to Cornwall had to be

admitted, and was admitted as long as such names as Marazion

and Attal Sarazin were accepted in their traditional meaning.

My own opinion was that these names had given rise to the as-

sumed presence of Jews in Cornwall, and not that the presence

of Jews in Cornwall had given rise to these names.

If, therefore, it could be proved that some Jewish families had

been settled in Cornwall in very early times, or that a few Jew-

ish slaves had been employed as miners, my theory would not at

all be affected. But I must say that the attempts at proving

even so much have been far from successful. Surely the occur-

rence of Old Testament names among the people of Cornwall,

such as Abraham, Joseph, or Solomon (there is a Solomon,

Duke of Cornwall), does not prove that their bearers Avere Jews.

Again, if we read in the time of Edward 11. that "John Peverel

held Hametethy of Roger le Jeu," we may be quite certain that

le Jeu does not mean " the Jew," and that in the time of Ed-

ward n. no John Peverel held land of a Jew. Again, if in the

time of Edward III. we read of one " Abraham, the tinner, who
employed 300 men in the stream-works of Brodhok," it would

require stronger proof than the mere name to make us believe

ihat this Abraham was a Jew.

I had endeavored to show that there was no evidence as to

the Earl of CoruAvall, the brother of Henry HI., having employed

Jews in the Cornish mines, and had pointed out a passage from

Rymer's " Fcedera " where it is stated that the Earl spared

them (pepercit). Dr. Bannister remarks :
" Though we are told

that he spared them, might not this be similar to Joseph's breth-

ren sparing him,— by committing their bodies as his slaves to

tvork in the tin-mines ? " It might be so, no doubt, but we do

not know it. Again, Dr. Bannister remarks :
" Jerome tells us

1 "History of the Exchequer," London, 1711, p. 168: " Et quod nullus

Judseus receptetur in aliqua Villa sine special! licentia Regis, nisi in Villii

"JMb in quibus Jud;ei manere consueverunt " (37 Henry III).
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ihat when Titus took Jerusalem, an incredible number of Jews
were sold like horses, and dispersed over the face of the whole

earth. The account given by Joscphus is, that of those spared

after indiscriminate slaughter, some were dispersed tlii'ough the

provinces for the use of the theatres, as gladiators ; others were

sent to the Egyptian mines, and others sold as slaves. If the

Romans at this time worked the Cornish mines, whv mav not

some have been sent here ? " I can only answer, as before

;

they may have been, no doubt, but we do not know it.

I had myself searched very carefully for any documents thai

might prove the presence even of single Jews in Cornwall, pre-

vious to the time when they were banished the realm by Edward
I. But my inquiries had not proved more successful than those

of my predecessors. Pearce, in his " Laws and Customs of the

Stanaries," published in London, 1725, shares the common be-

lief that the Jews worked in the Cornish mines. " The tinners,"

he says (p. ii ), " call the antient works by the name of the

Working of the Jews, and it is most manifest, that there were

Jews inhabiting here until 1291 ; and this they prove by the

names yet enduring, viz. Attall Sarazin, in English, The Jews

Feast." But in spite of his strong belief in the presence of

Jews in Cornwall, Pearce adds :
" But whether they had liberty

to work and search for tin, does not appear, because they had

their dwellings chieflv in great Towns and Cities ; and being

great Usurers, were in that year banished out of England, to

the number of 15,060, by the most noble Prince, Edward I."

At last, however, with the kind assistance of Mr. Macray, I

discovered a few real Jews in Cornwall in the third year of King

John, 1202, namely, one Simon de Dena, one Deudone, the son of

Samuel, and one Aaron. Some of their monetary transactions

are recorded in the " Rotulus Cancellarii vel Antigraphum Magni
Rotuli Pipaa de tertio anno Regni Kegis Johannis '* (printed under

the direction of the Commissioners of the Public Records in

1863, p. 96), and we have here not only their names as evidence

of their Jewish origin, but they are actually spoken of as ^^ prae-

ifictus Judeus." Their transactions, however, are purely finan-

Lial, and do not lead us to suppose that the Jews, in order to

.nake tin, condescended, in the time of King John or at any other

time, to the drudgery of working in tin- mines.

July, 1867.



XV.

THE INSULATION OF ST. MICHAEL'S
MOUNT.^

St. Michael's Mount in Cornwall is so well known
to most people, either from sight or from report, that a

description of its peculiar features may be deemed

almost superfluous ; but in order to start fair, I shall

quote a short account from the pen of an eminent geol-

ogist, Mr. Pengelly, to whom I shall have to refer fre-

quently in the course of this paper.

" St. Michael's Mount in Cornwall," he says, " is an

island at very high water, and, with rare exceptions, a

peninsula at very low water. The distance from Mara-

zion Cliff, the nearest point of the mainland, to spring-

tide high-water mark on its own strand, is about 1680

feet. The total isthmus consists of the outcrop of

highly inclined Devonian slate and associated rocks,

and in most cases is covered with a thin layer of gravel

or sand. At spring-tides, in still weather, it is at high-

water about twelve feet below, and at low-water six

feet above, the sea level. In fine weather it is dry

"rom four to five hours every tide ; but occasionally,

during very stormy weather and neap tides, it is im-

possible to cross fi'om the mainland for two or three

iays together.

1 Read before the Ashmolean Society, Oxford, November 25, 1867.
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" The Mount is an outlier of gi'anite, measuring at

Its base about five furlongs in circumference, and ris-

ing to the height of one hundred and ninety-five feet

above mean tide. At high-water it plunges abruptly

into the sea, except on the north or landward side,

where the granite comes into contact with slate. Here

there is a small plain occupied by a village. . . .

The country immediately behind or north of the town

of Marazion consists of Devonian strata, traversed by

traps and elvans, and attains a considerable elevation."

At the meeting of the British Association in 1865,

Mr. Pengelly, in a paper on " The Insulation of St.

Michael's Mount in Cornwall," maintained that the

change which converted that Mount from a promon-

tory into an island must have taken place, not only

within the human period, but since Cornwall was oc-

cupied by a people speaking the Cornish language.

As a proof of this somewhat startling assertion, he

adduced the ancient British name of St. Michael's

Mount, signifying the Hoar rock in the wood. Nobody

would think of applying such a name to the Mount in

its present state ; and as we know that during the last

two thousand years the Mount has been, as it is now,

an island at high, and a promontory at low tide, it

would indeed seem to follow that its name must have

been framed before the destruction of the ancient forest

by which it was once surrounded, and before the sepa-

ration of the Mount from the mainland.

Sir Henry James, in a ^' Note on the Block of Tin

dredged in Falmouth Harbor," asserts, it is true, that

there are tree^ growing on the Mount in sufficient

'Uimbers to have justified th'^- ancient descriptive name
3f " the Hoar rock in the wood ;

" but though there

ure traces of trees visible on the engravings published
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a hundred years ago, in Dr. Borlase's " Antiquities of

Cornwall," these are most likely due to artistic embel-

lishment only. At present no writer will discoyer in

St. Michael's Mount what could fairly be called either

trees or a wood, even in Cornwall.

That the geographical change from a promontory

into a real island did not take place during the last two

thousand years, is proved by the description which

Diodorus Siculus, a little before the Christian era,

gives of St. Michael's Mount. " The inhabitants of

the promontory of Belerium," he says (lib. v. c. 22),

" were hospitable, and, on account of their intercourse

with strancrers, eminently civilized in their habits.

These are the people who work the tin, which they

melt into the form of astrao-ali, and then carry it to an

island in front of Britain, called IctiH. This island is

left dry at low tide, and they then transport the tin in

carts from the shore. Here the traders buy it from

the natives, and carry it to Gaul, over which it travels

on horseback in about thirty days to the mouths of the

Rhone." That the Island of Ictis, described by Dio-

dorus, is St. Michael's Mount, seems, to say the least,

very probable, and was at last admitted even by the

late Sir G. C. Lewis. In fact, the description which

Diodorus gives answers so completely to what St.

Michael's Mount is at the present day, that few would

deny that if the Mount ever was a " Hoar rock in the

vood," it nmst have been so before the time of which

Diodorus speaks, that is, at least before the last two

thousand years. The nine apparent reasons why St.

Michael's Mount cannot be the Ictis of, Diodorus, and

their refutation, may be seen in Mr. Pengelly's paper

' On the Insulation of St. Michael's Mount," p. 6, seq.

Mr. Pengelly proceeded to show that the geologica
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change wliicli converted the promontory into an island

mav be due to two causes. First, it mav have taken

place in consequence of the encroachment of the sea.

This would demand a belief that at least 20,000 years

ago Cornwall was inhabited by men who spoke Cor-

nish. Secondly, this change may have taken place by

a general subsidence of the land, and this is the opin-

ion adopted by Mr. Pengelly. No exact date was

assigned to this subsidence, but Mr. Pengelly finished

by expressing his decided opinion that, subsequent to

a period when Cornwall was inhabited by a race speak-

ing a Celtic language, St. MichaeTs Mount was " a

hoar rock in the wood," and has since become insulated

by powerful geological changes.

In a more recent- paper read at the Royal Institution

(April 5, 1867), Mr. Pengelly has somewhat modified

his opinion. Taking for granted that at some time or

other St. Michael's Mount was a peninsula and not yet

an island, he calculates that it most have taken 16,800

years before the coast line could have receded from

the Mount to the present cliffs. He arrived at this

result by taking the retrocession of the cliffs at ten feet

in a century, the distance between the Mount and the

mainland being at present 1,680 feet.

If, however, the severance of the Mount from the

mainland was the result, not of retrocession, but of the

subsidence of the country,— a rival theory which Mr.

Pengelly still admits as possible, — the former calcula-

tion would fail, and the only means of fixing the date

of this severance would be supplied by the remains

found in the forests that were carried down bv that

mbsidence, and which are supposed to belong to the

mammoth era. This mammoth era, we are told, is an-

terior to the lake-dwellings of Switzerland, and the
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kitclienniiddens of Denmark, for in neither of these

have any remains of the mammoth been discovered.

The mammoth, in fact, did not outlive the ao^e of

bronze, and before the end of that age, therefore, St.

Michael's Mount must be supposed to have become an

island.

In all these discussions it is taken for jn'anted that

St. Michael's Mount was at one time unquestionably a

'* hoar rock in the wood," and that the land between

the Mount and the mainland was once covered by a

forest which extended alono^ the whole of the seaboard.

That there are submerged forests alono; that seaboard

is attested by sufficient geological evidence; but I

have not been able to discover any proof of the un-

broken continuity of that shore-forest, still less of the

presence of vegetable remains in the exact localuy

which is of interest to us, namely between the Mount
and the mainland. It is true that Dr. Borlase discov-

ered the remains of trunks of trees on the 10th of Jan-

uary, 1757 ; but he tells us that these forest trees were

not found round the Mount, but midway betwixt the

piers of St. Michael's Mount and Penzance, that is to

say, about one mile distant from the Mount ; also, that

one of them was a willow-tree with the bark on it,

another a hazel-branch with the bark still fat and

glossy. The place where these trees were found was

three hundred yards below full-sea mark, wheini the

water is twelve feet deep when the tide is in.

Carew, also, at an earlier date, speaks of roots of

mighty trees found in the sand about the Mount, but

without giving the exact })lace. Lelant (1538-40)

knows of " Spere Heddes, Axis for Warre, and

Swerdes of Copper wrapped up in lynist, scant per-

ishid," that had been found of late years near the
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Mount, in St. Hilary's ]^arish, in tin works ; but he

places the land that had been devoured of the sea be-

tween Penzance and Mousehole, i. e. more than two

miles distant from the Mount.

The value of this kind of creolog-Ical evidence must

of course be determined by geologists. It is quite pos-

sible that the remains of trunks of trees may still be

found on the very isthmus between the Mount and the

mainland ; but it is, to say the least, curious that, even

in the absence of such stringent evidence, geologists

should feel so confident that the Mount once stood on

the mainland, and that exactly the same persuasion

.should have been shared by people long before the

name of geology was known. There is a powerful

spell in popular traditions, against which even men of

science are not always proof, and is just possible that

if the tradition of the '^hoar rock in the wood " had

not existed, no attempts would have been made to

explain the causes that severed St. Michael's Mount

from the mainland. But even then the question re-

mains, How was it that people quite guiltless of geol-

ogy should have framed the popular name of the

Mount, and the popular tradition of its former connec-

tion with the mainland ? Leaving, therefore, for the

present all geological evidence out of view, it will be

an interesting inquiry to find out, if possible, how peo-

ple that could not have been swayed by any geological

theories, should have been led to believe in the grad-

ual insulation of St. Michael's Mount.

The principal argument brought forward by non-

geological writers in support of the former existence

of a forest surrounding the Mount, is the Coi-nish name

of St. Michael's, Mount, Cara dowse in cowse, which in

Cornish is said to mean " the hoar rock in the wood."
VOL. III. 21
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In his paper read before the British Association at

Manchester, Mr. Peno;ellv adduced that very name as

irrefragable evidence that Cornish, i. e. a Celtic lan-

guage, an Aryan language, was spoken in the extreme

west of Europe about 20,000 years ago. In his more

recent paper Mr. Pengelly has given up this position.,

and he considers it improbable that any philologer

could now give a trustworthy translation of a language

spoken 20,000 years ago. This may be or not ; but

before we build any hypothesis on that Cornish name,

the first question which an historian has to answer is

clearlv this :
—

What authority is there for that 7iame ? Where does

it occur for the first time? and does it really mean what

it is supposed to meaii ?

Now the first mention of the Cornish name, as far

as I am aware, occurs in Richard Carew's " Survey of

Cornwall," which was published in 1602. It is true

that Camden's "Britannia" appeared earlier, in 1586,

and that Camden (p. 72), too, mentions " the Mons
Michaelis, Dinsol olim, ut in libro Landavensi habetur,

incolis Carey Cowse,^ i. e. rupis cana." But it will be

seen that he leaves out the most im})ortant part of the

old name, nor can there be much doubt that Camden
received his information about Cornwall direct from

Carew, before Carew's " Survey of Cornwall " was

published.

After speaking of " the countrie of Lionesse which

the sea hath ravined from Cornwall betweene the

lands end and the Isles of Scilley," Carew continues

(p. 3), '* Moreover, the ancient name of Saint

Michael's Mount was Cara-clowse in Cowse^ in Eng-

1 In Gough's edition of Camden the name is given " Careg cowse ii

elowse, i. e. the heavy rock in the wood."
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lish, The hoare Rocke in the Wood ; wliicli now is at

everie floud incompassed bj the Sea, and yet at some

low ebbes, rootes of mightie trees are discryed in the

sands about it. The hke overflowing hath happened

in Plymmouth Haven, and divers other places." Now
while in this place Carew gives the name Cara-cloivse

in Cowse, it is very important to remark that on page

154, he speaks of it again as '' Cara Cowz in Clowze^

that is, the hoare rock in the wood."

The original Cornish name, whether it was Cara

dowse in Coivse, or Cara Cowz in Clowze, cannot be

traced back beyond the end of the sixteenth century,

for the Cornish Pilchard sono; in which the name like-

wise occurs is much more recent, at least in that form

in which we possess it. The tradition, however, that

St. Michael's Mount stood in a forest, and even the

Saxon designation, " the Hoar rock in the w^ood," caii

be followed up to an earlier date.

At least one hundred and twenty-five years before

Carew's time, William of Worcester, though not men-

tioning the Cornish name, not only gives the Mount

the name of " hoar rock of the wood," but states dis-

tinctly that St. Michael's Mount was formerly six miles

distant from the sea, and surrounded by a dense

forest :
" predictus locus opacissima primo claude-

BATUR SYLVA, AB OCEANO MILIARIBUS DISTANS SEX."

As William of Worcester never mentions the Cornish

name, it is not likely that his statement should merely

be derived from the supposed meaning of Cara Coioz

in Clowze. and it is but fair to admit that he may have

drawn from a safer source of information. We must

therefore inquire more closely into the credibility of

this important witness. He is an important witness,

for, if it were not for him, I believe we should never
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have heard of the insulation of St. Michael's Mount
at all. The passage in question occurs in William of

Worcester's Itinerary, the orio-inal MS. of which is

preserved in Corpus Christi College at Cambridge. It

was printed at Cambridge by James Nasmith, in the

year 1778, from the original MS., but, as it would

seem, without much care. William Botoner, or, as he

is commonly called, William of Worcester, was born

at Bristol in 1415, and educated at Oxford about 1431.

He was a member of the Aula Cervina^ which at that

time belonged to Balliol College. His " Itinerarium
"

is dated 1478. It hardly deserves the grand title

which it bears, " Itinerarium, sive liber memorabilium

Will. W. in viagio de Bristol usque ad montem St.

Michaelis." It is not a book of travels in our sense of

the word, and it was hardly destined for the public in

the form in which we possess it. It is simply a note-

book in which William entered anything that inter-

ested him during his journey ; and it contains not only

his own observations, but all sorts of extracts, copies,

notices, thrown together without any connecting

thread. He hardly tells us that he has arrived at St.

Michael's Mount before he begins to copy a notice

which he found posted up in the church. This notice

informed all comers that Pope Gregory had remitted a

third of their penances to all who should visit this church

and give to it benefactions and alms. It can be fully

proved that this notice, which was intended to attract

pilgrims and visitors, repeats ipsissimis verbis the char-

ter of Leofric, Bishop of Exeter, who exempted the

church and convent from all episcopal jurisdiction.

This was in the year 1088, when St. Michael's Mount

was handed over by Robert, Earl of Mortain, lialf-

brother of William the Conqueror, to the Abbey of St
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Michel in Normandy. This charter mav be seen in

^r. Oliver's *' Monasticon Diocesis Exoniensis," 1846.

The passage copied by William of Worcester from a

notice in the church of St. Michael's Mount occurs at

the end of the original charter :
" Et omnibus illis qui

illam eeclesiam suis cum beneficiis elemosinis expetierint

et visitaverint, tertiam partem penitentiarum eondona-

mus.'^

Though it is not quite correct to say that this con-

donation was granted by Pope Gregory, yet it is per-

fectly true that it was granted by the Bishop of Exeter

at the command and exhortation of the Pope, " Jussione

et exho7'tatione domini reverentissimi Gregor ii.'*'' The
date also given by William, 1070, cannot be correct,

for Gregory occupied the papal throne from 1073-86.

It was Gregory VII., not Gregory VI., as printed by

Dr. Oliver.

Immediately after this memorandum in William's

diary we meet with certain notes on the apparitions of

St. Michael. He does not say from what source he

takes his information on the subject, but we may sup-

pose that he either repeated what he heard from the

monks in conversation, or that he copied from some

MS. in their library. In either case it is startling to

read that there was an apparition of the Archangel St.

Michael in Mount Turaba. formerlv called the Hore-

rock in the luodd. St. Michael seems indeed to have

paid frequent risits to his worshippers, if we mav
trust the " Chronicon apparitionum et gestorum S.

Michaelis Archangel!," published by Mich. Naveus, in

1632. Yet his visits were not made at random, and

even Naveus finds it difficult to substantiate any ap-

parition of St, Michael so far north as Cornwall, except

oy invectives against the impudenta et ignorayitia of Prot-

estant heretics who dared to doubt such occurrences.
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But this short sentence of William contains one

word which is of great importance for our purposes.

He says that " the Hore-rock in the wodd " was for-

merly called Tumba. Is there any evidence of this?

The name Tumba, as far as we know, belonged orig-

inally to Mont St. Michel in Normandy. There a

famous and far better authenticated apparition of St.

Michael is related to have taken place in the year 708,

which led to the building of a church and monastery

by Autbert, Bishop of Avranches. The church was

built in close imitation of the Church of St. Michael in

Mount Garganus in Apulia, which had been founded

as early as 493.^ If, therefore, William of Worcester

relates an apparition of St. Michael in Cornwall at

about the same date, in 710, it is clear that Mont St.

Michel in Normandy has here been confounded by him

with St. Michael's Mount in Cornwall. In order to

explain this strange confusion, and the consequences

which it entailed, it will be necessary to bear in mind

the peculiar relations which existed between the two

ecclesiastical establishments, perched the one on the

island rock of St. Michel in Normandy, the other on

St. Michaels Mount in Cornwall. In physical struc-

ture there is a curious resemblance between the two

mounts. Both are granite islands, and both so near

the coast that at low water a dry passage is open to

them from the mainland. The Mount on the Norman
coast is larger and more distant from the coast than St.

Michael's Mount, yet for all that their general likeness

is very striking. Now Mont St. Michel was called

Tumba at least as far back as the tenth century. Ma-
billon, in his " Annales Benedictini " (vol. ii. p. 18),

quotes from an ancient author the following explana-

1 Baronii Annale-s, anno 493.
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tion of the name. '^ Now tliis place, to use the words

of an ancient author, is called Tumha by the inhab-

itants, because, emerging as it were from the sands

like a hill, it rises up by the space of two hundred

cubits, everywhere surrounded by the ocean ; it is six

miles distant from the shore, between the mouths of

the rivers Segia and Senuna, six miles distant from

Avranches, looking westward, and dividing Avranches

from Brittany. Here the sea by its recess allows

twice a passage to the pious people who proceed to the

threshold of St. Michael the Archangel." " Hie igitur

locus, ut verbis antiqui autoris utar, Tumha vocitatur ab

incolis, ideo quod in morem tumuli, quasi ab arenis

emergens, ad altum spatio ducentorum cubitorum

porrigitur, oceano undique cinctus, sex millibus ab

^STU OCEANI, inter ostia situs, ubi immergunt se mari

flumina Segia (See) et Senuna (Selure), ab Abrinca-

tensi urbe (Avranches) sex distans millibus ; oceanum

prospectans, Abrincatensem pagum dirimit a Britannia.

Illic mare suo recessu devotis populis desideratum bis

praebet iter petentibus limina beati Michaelis archan-

geli."

This fixes Tumha as the name of Mont St. Michel

before the tenth century, for the ancient author from

whom Mabillon quotes wrote before the middle of

the tenth century, and before Duke Richard had

replaced the priests of St. Michel by Benedictine

monks. Tumha remained, in fact, the recognized

name of the Norman Mount, and has survived to the

present day. The church and monastery there were

called " in monte Tumha^'^ or '' ad duas Tumhas^^^ there

being in reality two islands, the principal one called

Tumha^ the smaller Tumhella or Tumhellana. This

name of Tumhellana was afterwards chancred into
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tumha Helence, giving rise to various legends about

Elaine, one of the heroines of the Arthurian cycle

nay, the name was cited by learned antiquarians as a

proof of the ancient worship of Belus in these north-

ern latitudes.

The history of Mont St. Michel in Normandy is

well authenticated, particularly during the period

which is of importance to us. Mabillon, quoting

from the chronicler who wrote before the middle of

the tenth century, relates how Autbert, the Bishop of

Avranches, had a vision, and after having been thrice

admonished by St. Michael, proceeded to build on the

summit of the Mount a church under the patronage

of the Archangel. This was in 708, or possibly a

few years earlier, if Pagius is right in fixing the

dedication of the temple in 707.^ Mabillon points out

that this chronicler says nothing as yet of the miracles

related by later writers, particularly of the famous

hole in the Bishop's skull, which it was believed St.

Michael had made when on exhortins; him the third

time to build his church, he gently touched him with

his archangelic finger. In doing this the finger went

through the skull, and left a hole. The perforated

skull did not interfere with the Bishop's health, and it

was shown after his death as a valuable relic. The

new church was dedicated bv Autbert himself, and

the day of the dedication (xvii. Kalend. Novemb.)

was celebrated, not only in France, but also in Encr-

land, as is shown by a decree of the Svnod held at

Oxford in 1222. The further history of the church

and monastery of St. Michel may be read with all its-

minute details in Mabillon, or in the " Neustria Pia
'

(p. 371), or in the "Gallia Christiana" (vol. ix. p
1- Baronii Annales, anno 709.
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517 E, 870 A). What is of interest to us is that

soon after the Conquest, when the ecclesiastical

property of England had fallen into the hands of her

Norman conquerors, Robert, Earl of Mortain and

Cornwall, the half-brother of William the Conqueror,

endowed the Norman with the Cornish Mount, A
priory of Benedictine monks had existed on the

Cornish Mount for some time, and had been richly

endowed in 104-1: by Edward the Confessor. Nav,

if we may trust the charter of Edward the Confessor,

it would seem that, even at that time, the Cornish

Mount and its priory had been granted by him to the

Norman Abbey, for the charter is witnessed by Nor-

man bishops, and its original is preserved in the Ab-

bey of Mont St. Michel. In that case William the

Conquerer or his half-brother Robert would only have
X. t/

restored the Cornish priory to its rightful owners, the

monks of Mont St, Michel, who had well deserved

the gratitude of the Conqueror by supplying him

after the Conquest with six ships and a number of

monks, destined to assist in the restoration of eccle-

siastical discipline in Eno-land. After that time the

Cornish priory shared the fate of other so-called alien

priories or cells. The prior was bound to visit in

person or by proxy the mother-house every year, and

to pay sixteen marks of silver as an acknowledgment

of dependence. Whenever a war broke out between

England and France, the foreign priories were seized,

though some, and among them the priory of St.

Michael's Mount obtained in time a distinct corporate

character, and durins; the reigns of Henrv IV. and

Henry V. were exempted from seizure during war.

Under these circumstances we can well understand

how in the minds of the monks, who spent their lives
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partly in the mother-house, partly in its dependencies,

there was no very clear perception of any difference

between the founders, benefactors, and patrons of these

twin establishments. A monk brought up at Mont
St. Michel would repeat as an old man the legends he

had heard about St. Michel and Bishop Autbert, even

though he was ending his days in the priory of the

Cornish Mount. Relics and books would likewise

travel from one place to the other, and a chartei

originally belonging to the one might afterwards form

part of the archives of another house.

After these preliminary remarks, let us look again

at the memoranda which William of Worcester made

at St. Michael's Mount, and it will appear that what

we anticipated has actually happened, and that a

book originally belonging to Mont St. Michel in

Normandy, and containing the early history of that

monastery, was transferred (either in the original or in

a copy) to Cornwall, and there used by William of

Worcester in the belief that it contained the early

history of the Cornish Mount and the Cornish priory.

The Memorandum of William of Worcester runs

thus :
'' Apparicio Sancti Michaelis in monte Tumba,

antea vocata le Hore-rok in the wodd ; et fuerunt tam

boscus quam prata et terra arabilis inter dictum mon-

tem et insulas Syllye, et fuerunt 140 ecclesiae paro-

chiales inter istum montem et Sylly submersas.

'' Prima apparicio Sancti Michaelis in monte Gorgon

in regno Apuliae fuit anno Christi 391. Secunda ap-

paricio fuit circa annum domini 710 in Tumba in

Cornubia juxta mare.

" Tertia apparicio Romae fuit ; tempore Gregorii

papse legitur accidisse : nam tempore magnse pesti»

'encise, etc.
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" Quarta apparicio ftiit in ierarchiis nostroriim ange-

lorum.

" Spacium loci montis Sancti Michaelis est ducen-

TORUM CUBITORUM UNDIQUE OCEANO CINCTUM, et relig-

iosi monachi dicti loci. Abrincensis antistes Aubertus

nomine, ut in lionore Sancti Micliaelis construeret

. . . . predictus locus opacissima primo claude-

BATUR SYLVA, AB OCEANO MIIJARIBUS DISTANS SEX,

aptissimam praebens latebram ferarum, in quo loco olim

comperimus monachos domino servientes."

The text is somewhat corrupt and fragmentary, but

may be translated as follows:—
" The apparition of St. Michael in the Mount Tumba,

formerly called the Hore-rock in the wodd ; and there

were a forest and meadows and arable land between

the said mount and the Syllye Isles, and there were

140 parochial churches swallowed by the sea between

that mount and Sylly.

" The first apparition of St. Michael in Mount

Gorgon in the Kingdom of Apulia was in the year

891. The second apparition was about the year 710,

in Tumba in Cornwall by the sea.

" The third apparition is said to have happened at

Rome in the time of Pope Gregory : for at the time

of the great pestilence, etc.

" The fourth apparition was in the hierarchies of our

angels.

*' The space of St. Michael's Mount is 200 cubits

;

it is everywhere surrounded by the sea, and there are

religious monks of that place. The head of Abrinca,

Aubertus by name, that he might erect a church ^ in

1 I have added church, for Mr. Munro, who kindly collated this pa»sAge

br me, informs me that the C. C. C MS. gives distinctly cBd^m where th«

editor has left a lacuna.
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honor of St. Michael. The aforesaid place was at first

enclosed by a very dense forest, six miles distant from

the ocean, furnishing a good retreat for wild animals.

In which place we heard that formerly monks serving

the Lord," etc.

The only way to explain this jumble is to suppose

that William of Worcester made these entries in his

diary while walking up and down in the Church of St.

Michael's Mount, and listening to one of the monks,

reading to him from a MS. which had been brought

from Normandy, and referred in reality to the early

history of the Norman, but not of the Cornish Mount.

The first line, " Apparicio SanctI Michaelis in monte

Tumba," was probably the title or the heading of the

MS. Then William himself added, " antea vocata le

Hore-rok in the wodd," a name which he evidently

heard on the spot, and which no doubt conveyed to

him the impression that the rock had formerly stood in

the midst of a wood. For instead of continuing his

account of the apparitions of St. Michael, he quotes a

tradition in support of the former existence of a forest

surrounding the Mount. Only, strange to say, in-

stead of producing the evidence which he produced

afterwards in confirmation of St. Michael's Mount
having been surrounded by a dense forest, he here

gives the tradition about Lionesse, the sunken land be-

tween the Land's End and the Scylly Isles. This is

evidently a mistake, for no other writer ever supposed

the sunken land of Lionesse to have reached as far as

St. Michael's Mount.

Then follows the entry about the four apparitions

of St. Michael. Here we must read in monte Grar-

gano " instead of " in monte G-orgon^ Opinions var}'

as to the exact date of the apparition in Mount Gar-
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ganus in the South of Italy, but 391 is certainly far too

early, and has to be changed into 491 or 493. In the

second apparition, all is right, if we leave out *' in

Cornubia juxta mare," which was added eitlier by
William or by the monk who was showino- him the

book. It refers to the well-known apparition of St.

Michael at Avranches. The third and fourth appari-

tions are of no consequence to us.

As we read on, we come next to William's own
measurements, fixing the extent of St. Michael's Mount
at two hundred cubits. After that we are met by a

passage which, though it hardly construes, can be

understood in one sense only, namely, as giving an

account of the Abbey of St. Michel in Normandy. I

suppose it is not too bold if I recognize in Aubertus

Autbertus^ and in Ah'incensis antistes, the Abrinca-

tensis episcopus or antistes, the Bishop of Avranches.

Now it is well known that the Mont St. Micliel in

Normandy was believed to have been originally sur-

rounded by forests and meadows. Du Moustier in the

*' Neustria Pia " relates (p. 371), " Hsec rupes anti-

quitus Mons erat cinctus sylvis et saltibus," '' This rock

was of old a mount surrounded by forests and mead-

ows." But this is not all. In the old chronicle of Mont
St. Michel, quoted by Mabillon, which was written be-

fore the middle of the tenth century, the same account

is given ; and if we compare that account Avith the

vords used by William of Worcester, we can no longer

doubt that the old chronicle, or, it may be, a copy of

it, had been brouo-ht from France to Eno;land. and that

what was intended for a description of the Norman
abbey and its neighborhood was taken, intentionally or

unintentionally, as a description of the Cornish Mount.

Tliese are the words of tne Norman chronicler, as
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quoted by Mabillon, compared with the passacre in

William of Worcester :
—

Mont St. Michel. St. MichaeVs Mount.
" Addit idem auctor hunc " Predictus locus opacis-

loCUmOPACISSIMA OLIM 8ILVA SIMA OLIM CLAUDEBATUR Syl-

CLAUSUM fuisse, et monachos va ab oceano miliaribus distans

IBIDEM INHABITASSE duasque sex, aptissimam praebens late

ad suum usque tempus exsti- bram ferarum, in quo loco olim

tisse ecclesias quas illi scilicet comperimus monachos dom-
monachi incolebant." ino servientes."

" The same author adds that this place was formerly

inclosed by a very dense forest, and that monks dwelt

there, and that two churches existed there up to his

own time, which those monks inhabited."

The words clausum opacissima silva are decisive.

The phrase ab oceano miliaribus distajvs sex, too,

is taken from an earlier passage of the same author,

quoted above, which passage may likewise have sup-

plied the identical phrases oceano undique cinctus,

and the spatium ducentorum cubitorum, which are

hardly applicable to St. Michael's Mount. The '' two

churches still existing in Mont St. Michel," had to be

left out, for there was no trace of them in St. Michael's

Mount. But the monks who lived in them were re-

tained, and to give a little more life, the wild beasts

were added. Even the expression of antistes instead of

episcopus occurs in the original, where we read, " Haec

loci facies erat ante sancti Michaelis apparitionem

hoc anno factam religiosissimo Autberto Abrincatensi

episcopo, admonentis se velle ut sibi in ejus mentis

»ertice ecclesia sub ipsius patrocinio erigeretur.

Haerenti antistiti tertio idem intimatum," etc.

Thus vanishes the testimony of William of Worces-

ter, so often quoted by Cornish antiquarians, as to the

dense for^.st by which St. Michael's Mount in Corn*
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vv^all was once surrounded, and all the evidence that

remains to substantiate the former presence of trees on

and around the Cornish Mount is reduced to the name
" the Hoar rock in the wood," given by William, and

the Cornish names of Cara dowse in Cowse or Cara

Cozvz in Clowze, given by Carew. How much or how
little dependence can be placed on old Cornish names

of places and their supposed meaning has been shown

before in the case of Marazion. Carew certainly did

not understand Cornish, nor did the people with whom
he had intercourse ; and there is no doubt that he

wrote down the Cornish names as best he could, and

without any attempt at deciphering their meaning.

He was told that " Cara clowse in Cowse " meant the
'' Hoar rock in the Wood,'' and he had no reason to

doubt it. Even a very small knowledge of Cornish

would have enabled Carew or anybody else at his time

to find out that cowz might be meant for the Cornish

word for wood, and that careg was rock. Cloiuse too

might easily be taken in the sense of gray, as gray in

Cornish was glos. Then why should we hesitate to

accept Cara clowse in cowse as the ancient Cornish

name of the Mount, and why object to Mr. Pengelly's

argument that it must have been given at a time when
the Mount was surrounded by a very dense forest, and

that a fortiori at that distant period Cornish must have

been the spoken language of Cornwall ?

The first objection is that the old word for " wood "

in Cornish was cuit with a final t^ and that the change

of a final t into 2 is a phonetic corruption which takes

place only in the later stage of the Cornish language.

The ancient Cornish cuiU " wood," occurs in Welsh as

coed^ in Armorican as koat and hoad^ and is supposed

to exist in Cornish names of places, such as Penquite,
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Kilqulte, etc. Oowz, therefore, could not have occurred

in a Cornish name supposed to liave been formed at

least 2,000 if not 20,000 years ago.

This thrust might, no doubt, be parried by saying

that the name of the Mount would naturally change

with the general changes of the Cornish lancruage.

Yet this is not always the case with proper names, as

may be seen by the names just quoted, Penquite and

Kiiqaite. At all events, we begin to see how uncer-

tain is the ground on which we stand.

If we take the facts, scantv and uncertain as thev

are, we may admit that, at the time of William of

Worcester, the Mount had most likely a Latin, a Cor-

nish, and a Saxon appellation. It is curious that Wil-

ham should say nothing of a Cornish name, but only

quote the Saxon one. However, this Saxon name,

"the Hoar rock in the Wood " sounds decidedly like

a translation, and is far too long and cumbrous for a

current name. Mickehtow is mentioned by others as the

Saxon name of the Mount (Naveus, p. 233). The
Latin name given to the Mount, but onlv after it liad

become a dependency of Mont St. Michel in Nor-

mandy, was, as we saw from William of Worcester's

diary, Mons Tumba or Mons Tumba in Cornnhia^ and

after his time the name of St. iMichael in Tumbd or in

Monte Tumbd is certainly used promiscuously for the

Cornish and Norman mounts.-^ Now tumba, after

1 Thomas Crammer sends a dispensation, in 1537, to the Rev. John

Arscott, archpresbyter of the ecc^esia St. Michaelis ia Monte Tumba
Exoniensis diocesis. (M(masticon Dioc. Fxnn p. 30.) Dr. Oliver remarks
•' It may he worth while to ob.'^erve, that when St. Michael " in procella,"

or " in pericLilo maris," is named in the o d records, the foroigii house is

meant. But St. Michael "in Tumba," or "Monte Tumba," is a name
occasionally applied to both houses " It wou'd have been interesting tc

determine the exact date when this latter name is for the first time applied

io the Cornish Mount.
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meaning hillock, became the recognized name for tomb,

and the mediaeval Latin tuinha^ too, was always under-

stood in that sense, If, therefore, the name "• Mons in

tumba " had to be rendered in Cornish for the benefit

of the Cornish-speaking monks of the Benedictine

priory, tumha would actually be taken in the sense of

tomb. One form of the Cornish name, as preserved

by Carew, is Oara cowz in cloivze ; and this, if inter-

preted without any preconceived opinion, would mean
in Cornish " the old rock of the tomb." Cara stands

for carak, a rock. Cowz is meant for coz^ the modern

Cornish and Armorican form corresponding to the an-

cient Cornish coth, old.^ Clowze is a modern and

somewhat corrupt form in Cornish, corresponding to

the Welsh clawdh^ a tomb. Cladh-va, in Cornish,

means a burying-place ; and cluddu, to bury, has been

preserved as a Cornish verb, corresponding to the

Welsh cladhu. In Gaelic, too, cladh is a tomb or

burying-place ; and in Armorican, which generally

follows the same phonetic changes as the Cornish, we
actually find kleuz and kloz for tomb or inclosure.

(See Le Gonidec, " Diet. Breton-FrauQais," s. v.)

The en might either be the Cornish preposition yn^ or

it may have been intended for the article in the geni-

tive, an. The old rock in the tomb, i. c. in tujnbd, or

the old rock of the tomb, Cornish cat^ag goz an cloz^

would be intellio-ible and natural renderinsrs of the

Latin Mons in tumba.

But though this would fiilly account for the origin

of the Cornish name as preserved by Carew, it would

still leave the Saxon appellation the " Hore rock in the

wodd " unexplained. How could William of Worces-

1 Passion, ed. "W. S- p. 95. Coth, Bret. k6z= 0. Celtic cotios (Atecott?

*perantiqui ").

VOL. III. 22
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ter have got hold of this name ? Let us remember

that WilUam does not mention any Cornisli name of

the Mount, and that nothino; is ever said at his time of

the " Hore rock in the wodd " being: a translation

of an old Cornish name. All we know is that the

monks of the Mount used that name, and it is hardlv

likely that so long and cumbrous a name should ever

have been used much by the people in the neighbor-

hood. How the monks of St. Michael's Mount came

to call their place the " Hore rock in the wodd " at

the time of William of Worcester, and probably long

before his time, is, however, not difficult to explain,

after we have seen how tliey transferred the traditions

which originally referred to Mont St. Michel to their

own monastery. Having told the story of the " sylva

opacissima " by which their mount was formerly sur-

rounded to many visitors, as they told it to William of

Worcester, the name of the " Hore rock in the wodd "

might easily spring up among them, and be kept up

within the walls of their priory. Nor is there any evi-

dence that in this peculiar form the name ever spread

beyond their walls. But it is possible that here, too,

language may have played some tricks. The number
of people who used these names and kept them alive

can never have been large, and hence they were ex-

posed much more to accidents arising from ignorance

and individual caprice than names of villages or towns

which are in the keeping of hundreds and thousands

of people. The monks of St. Michael's Mount may in

time have forgotten the exact purport of *' Cara cowz

in clowze," " the old rock of the tomb," really the

" Mons in tumba ;
" and their minds beino; full of the

old forest by which they believed their island, like

Mont St. Michel, to have been formerly surrounded.
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w^hat wonder if cava cowz in clowze glided away into

cava dowse in cowze^ and thus came to confirm the old

tradition of the forest. For cowz would at once be

taken as the modern Cornish word for wood, corre-

sponding to the old Cornish cuit^ while dowse might,

with a little effort, be identified with the Cornish glos^

gray, the Armorican gldz. Carew, it should be ob-

served, sanctions both forms, the original one, eara cowz

in dowze^ "the old rock of the tomb," and the other

eara dowse in cowze^ meaning possibly " the gray rock

in the wood." The sound of the two is so like that,

particularly to tlie people not very familiar with the

language, the substitution of one for the other would

come very naturally ; and as a reason could more
easily be given for the latter than for the foi-mer name,

we need not be surprised if in the few passages where

the name occurs after Carew^s time, the secondary

name, apparently confirming the monkish legend of the

dense forest that once surrounded St. Michael's Mount,

should have been selected in preference to the former,

which, but to a scholar and an antiquarian, sounded

vao;ue and meanino-less.

If my object had been to establish any new his-

torical fact, or to support any novel theory, I should

not have indulged so freely in what to a certain ex-

tent may be called mere conjecture. But my object

was only to point out the uncertainty of the evidence

which Mr. Pengelly has adduced in support of a

theory which would completely revolutionize our

received views as to the early history of language

and the migrations of the Aryan race. At first sight

the argument used by Mr. Pengelly seems unanswer-

able. Here is St. Michael's Mount, which, according

to geological evidence, may formerly have been part
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of the mainland. Here is an old Cornish name for

St. Michael's Mount, which means " the gray rock in

the wood." Such a name, it mi^ht well be aro;ued,

could not have been given to the island after it had

ceased to be a gray rock in the wood ; therefore it

must have been given previous to the date which

geological chronology fixes for the insulation of St.

Michael's Mount. That date varies from 16,000 to

20,000 years ago. And as the name is Cornish, it

follows that Cornish-speaking people must have lived

in Cornwall at that early geological period.

Nothing, as I said, could sound more plausible

;

but before we yield to the argument, we must surely

ask. Is there no other way of explaining the names

Cava cowz in doivze and Qara dowse in cowze ? And
here we find—

(1.) That the legend of the dense forest by which

the Mount was believed to have been surrounded

existed, so far as we know, before the earliest occur-

rence of the Cornish name, and that it owes its

origin entirely to a mistake which can be accounted

for by documentary evidence. A legend told of

Mont St. Michel had been transferred ipsissii^iis ver-

bis to St. Michael's Mount, and the monks of that

priory repeated the story which they found in their

chronicle to all who came to visit their establishment

in Cornwall. They told the name, among others, to

William of Worcester, and to prevent any incredulity

on his part, they gave him chapter and verse from

their chronicle, which he carefully jotted down in his

diary.-^

1 It was suggested to me that the opacissimi sylva may even have a

more distant origin. There seems as little evidence of a dense forest hav

ing surrounded Mont St. Michel in Normandy as there was in the case of

St. Michael's Mount in Cornwall. Now as the first apparition of St
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(2.) We find that when the Cornish name first

occurs, it lends itself, in one form, to a very natural

interpretation, which does not give the meaning of

" Hore rock in the wodd," but shows the name Cava

coivz in clowze to have been a literal renderino; of the

Latin name " Mons in tumba," originally the name of

Mont St. Michel, but at an early date applied in char-

ters to St. Michael's Mount.

(3.) We find that the second form of the Cornish

name, namely, cava dowse in cowze, i^^^y either be a

merely metamorphic corruption of cava cowz in clowze^

readily suggested and supported by the new meaning

which it yielded of " gi'ay rock in the wood ;
" or,

even if we accept it as an original name, that it

would be no more than a name framed bv the Cor-

nish-speaking monks of the Mount, in order to em-

body the same spurious tradition which had given rise

to the name of " Hore rock in the wodd."

I need hardly add that in thus arguing against

Mr. Pengelly's conclusions, I do not venture to touch

his geological arguments. St. Michael's Mount may
have been united with the mainland ; it may, for all

we know, have been surrounded by a dense forest

;

and it may be perfectly possible geologically to fix the

date when that forest was destroyed, and the Mount
severed, so far as it is severed, from the Cornish

coast. All I protest against is that any one of

these facts could be proved, or even supported, by

the Cornish name of the Mount, whether cava cowz

in clowze^ or cava dowse in cowze^ or by the English

name, communicated by William of Worcester, " the

Michael is supposed to have taken place in Mount Gar^xanus, i. e. Mont«

Grargano or Monte di S. Anjjelo, in Apulia, may not " the dense forest'

aave wandered with the archangel from the " querceta Gargani " (Hor
Qd. ii. 9, 7) to Normandy, and thence to Cornwall?
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Hore rock in the wodd," or finally by tlie legend

which gave rise to these names, and which, as can be

proved by irrefragable evidence, was transplanted by

mistake from the Norman to the Cornish coast. The
only question which, in conclusion, I should like to

address to geologists, is this : As geologists are

obliged to leave it doubtftil whether the insulation of

St. Michael's Mount was due to the washing of the

sea-shore, or to a general subsidence of the country,

mav it not have been due to neither of these causes,

and may not the Mount have always been that kind

of half-island which it certainly was two thousand

years ago ?

1867.
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BUNSENJ

OtJUS is, no doubt, a forgetful age. Every day

brings new events rushing in upon us from all parts

of the world ; and the hours of real rest, when we
might ponder over the past, recall pleasant days, gaze

again on the faces of those who are no more, are few

indeed. Men and women disappear from this busy

stage, and though for a time they had been the radiat-

ing centres of social, political, or literary life, their

places are soon taken by others,— " i<k\e place thereof

shall know them no more." Few only appear again

after a time, claiming once more our attention through

the memoirs of their lives, and then either flitting away
forevor among the shades of the departed, or assum-

ing afresh a power of life, a place in history, and an

influence on the future often more powerful even than

that which they exercised on the world while living in

it. To call the great and good thus back from the

grave is no easy task ; it requires not only the power

of a vates sacer^ but the heart of a loving friend. Few
1 A Memoir of Baron Bunsen, by his widow, Baroness Bunsen. 2 vols.

Svo. Longmans, 1868.

Christian Carl Josias Freiherr von Bunsen. Aus seinen Briefen und
nach eigener Erinnerung geschildert, von seiner Wittwe. Deutsche Aus-

gabe, durch neue Mittheilungen vermehrt von Friedrich Nippold. Leipzig,

1868.
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men live great and good lives ; still fewer can write

them ; nav, often, when thev have been lived and have

been written, the world passes by unheedino;, as crowds

will pass without a glance by the portraits of a Titian

or a Van Dyke. Now and then, however, a biography

takes root, and then acts, a:> i lesson, as no other lesson

can act. Such biographies have all the importance of

an ^ece JETomo, showing to the world what man can be>

and permanently raising the ideal of human life. It

was so in England with the life of Dr. Arnold ; it was

so more lately with the life of Prince Albert ; it will

be the same with the life of Bunsen.

It seems but yesterday that Bunsen left England
;

yet it was in 1854 that his house in Carlton Terrace

ceased to be the refreshing oasis in London life which

many still remember, and that the powerful, tlioughtful,

beautiful, loving face of the Prussian Ambassador was

seen for the last time in London societv. Bunsen then

retired from public life, and after spending six more

years in literary work, struggling with death, yet revel-

ing in life, he died at Bonn on the 28th of Nov^ember,

1860. His widow has devoted the years of her soHtude

to the noble work of collecting the materials for a

biography of her husband ; and we have now in two

large volumes all that could be collected, or, at least,

all that could be conveniently published, of the sayings

and doings of Bunsen, the scholar, the statesman, and,

above all, the philosopher and the Christian. Through-

out the two volumes the outward events are sketched

by the hand of the Baroness Bunsen ; tut there runs,

as between wooded hills, the main stream of Bunsen's

mind, the outpourings of his heart, which were given

so freely and fully in his letters to his friends. When
such materials exist, there can be no more satisfactorv
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kind of biography than that of introducino; the man him

self, speaking unreservedly to his most intimate friends

on the great events of his life. This is an autobiogra])liy,

in fact, free from all drawbacks. Here and there that

process, it is true, entails a greater fullness of detail

than is acceptable to ordinary readers, however highly

Bunsen's own friends may value every line of his

familiar letters. But general readers may easily pass

over letters addressed to different persons, or treating

of subjects less interesting to themselves, without losing

the thread of the story of the whole life ; while it is

sometimes of great interest to see the same subject

discussed by Bunsen in letters addressed to different

people. One serious difficulty in these letters is that

they are nearly all translations from the German, and

in the process of translation some of the original charm

is inevitably lost. The translations are very faithful,

and they do not sacrifice the peculiar turn of German
thought to the requirements of strictly idiomatic Eng-

lish. Even the narrative itself betrays occasionally

the German atmosphere in which it was written, but

the whole book brings back all the more vividly to

those who knew Bunsen the language and the very

txpressions of his English conversation. The two vol-

umes are too bulky, and one's arms ache while hold-

ing them
;
yet one is loth to put them down, and there

will be few readers who do not regret that more could

not have been told us of Bunsen's life.

All really great and honest men may be said to live

three lives : there is one life which is seen and ac-

cepted by the world at large, a man's outward life
;

there is a second life which is seen by a man's most

mtimate friends, his household life ; and there is a

third life, seen only by the man himself and by Him
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who searcheth the heart, which may be called the hiiier

or heavenly life. Most biographers are and must be

satisfied with giving the two former aspects of their

hero's life,— the version of the world, and that of his

friends. Both are important, both contain some trutli,

though neither of them the whole truth. But there is

a third life, a life led in communion with God, a life of

aspiration rather than of fulfillment, — that life which

we see, for instance, in St. Paul, when he says, ""The

good that I would, I do not ; but the evil which I would

not, that I do." It is but seldom that we catch a

glimpse of those deep springs of human character

which cannot rise to the surface even in the most con-

fidential intercourse, which in every-day life are hidden

from a man's own sight, but which break forth when
he is alone with his God in secret prayer, — aye, in

prayers without words. Here lies the charm of Bun-

sen's life. Not only do we see the man, the father, the

husband, the brother, that stands behind the ambas-

sador, but we see behind the man his angel beholding

the face of his Father which is in heaven. His

prayers, poured forth in the critical moments of his

Hfe, have been preserved to us, and they show us what

the world ought to know, that our greatest men can

also be our best men, and that freedom of thought is

not incompatible with sincere religion. Those who
knew Bunsen well, know how that deep, religious

undercurrent of his soul was constantly bubbling up

and breaking forth in his conversations, startling even

the mere worldling by an earnestness that frightened

away every smile. It was said of him that he could

drive out devils, and he certainly could, with his solemn,

yet loving voice, soften hearts that would yield to no

other appeal, and see with one look through that mask
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which man wears but too often in the masquerade of

the world. Hence his numerous and enduring friend-

ships, of which these vohimes contain so many sacred

relics. Hence that confidence reposed in him by men
and women who had once been brought in contact

with him. To those who can see with their eyes only,

and not with their hearts, it may seem strange that Sir

Robert Peel, shortly before his death, should have ut-

tered the name of Bunsen. To those who know that

England once had prime ministers who were found

praying on their knees before they delivered their

greatest speeches. Sir Robert Peel's recollection, or, it

may be, desire of Bunsen in the last moments of his

life has nothing strange. Bmisen's life was no ordinary

life, and the memoirs of that life are more than an

ordinary book. That book will tell in England and in

Germany far more than in the Middle Ages the life of

a new saint ; nor are there many saints whose real

life, if sifted as the life of Bunsen has been, would bear

comparison Avith that noble character of the nineteentli

century.

Bunsen was born in 1791 at Corbach, a small town

in the small principality of Waldeck. His father was

poor, but a man of independent spirit, of moral recti-

tude, and of deep religious convictions. Bunsen, the

son of his old age, distinguished himself at school,

and was sent to the University of Marburg at the age

of seventeen. All he had then to depend on was an

exhibition of about <£7 a year, and a sum of X15,

which his father had saved for him to start him in

life. This may seem a small sum ; but if we want to

know how much of paternal love and self-denial it

."Tepresented, we ought to read an entry in his father's

iiary : "Account of cash receipts by GoTs mercy
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obtained for transcribino- law documents between 1793

and 1814,— sum total 3,020 tlialers 23 groschen," that

is to say, about ^22 per annum. Did any English

Duke ever give his son a more generous allowance,

— more than two-thirds of his own annual income?

Bunsen began by studying divinity, and actually

preached a sermon at Marburo;, in the Church of Si;,

Elizabeth. Students in divinity are required in Ger-

many to preach sermons as part of their regular the-

olomcal trainincr, and before thev are actuallv ordained.

Marburg was not then a very efficient university, and,

not finding there what he wanted, Bunsen after a

year went to Gottingen, chiefly attracted by the fame

of Heyne. He soon devoted himself entirely to

classical studies : and in order to support himself, —
for £1 per annum will not support even a German

student, — he accepted the appointment of assistant

teacher of Greek and Hebrew at the Gottingen gym-

nasium, and also became private tutor to a young

American, Mr. Astor, the son of the rich American

merchant. He was thus learnino; and teachino- at

the same time, and he acquired by his daily inter-

course with his pupil a practical knowledge of the

Eno-Hsh lancniao-e. While at Gottin2;en he carried

off, in 1812, a prize for an essay on " The Athenian

Law of Inheritance," which attracted more than usual

attention, and may, in fact, be looked upon as one of

the first attempts at Comparative Jurisprudence. In

1713 he writes from Gottino-en :
—

" Poor and lonely did I arrive in this place. Heyne received

me, guided me, bore with me, encouraged me, showed me in

himself the example of a high and noble energy and indefatiga-

ble activity in a calling which was not that to which his merit

^Dtitled him ; he might have superintended and administered

and maintained an entire kingdom."
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The following passage from the same letter de-

serves to be quoted as coming from tlie pen of a

Joung man of twenty-two :
—

" Learning annihilates itself, and the most perfect is the first

submero;ed ; for the next ag-e scales with ease the height which

cost the preceding the fidl vigor of life."

After leaving the university Bunsen travelled in

Germany with young Astor, and made the acquaint-

ance of Frederic Schlegel at Vienna, of Jacobi, Schell-

ing, and Thiersch at Munich. He was all that time

continuing his own philological studies, and we see

him at Munich attending lectures on Criminal Law,

and making his first beginning in the study of Persian.

When on the point of starting for Paris with his

American pupil, the news of the glorious battle of

Leipzig (October, 1813) disturbed their plans, and he

resolved to settle again at Gottingen till peace should

have been concluded. Here, while superintending the

studies of Mr. Astor, he plunged into reading of the

most varied character. He writes (p. 51) :
—

" I remain firm, and strive after my earliest purpose in life,

more felt, perhaps, than already discerned, — namely, to bring

over into my own knowledge and into my own Fatherland the

language and the spirit of the solemn and distant East. I would

for the accomplishment of this object even quit Europe, in order

to draw out of the ancient well that which I find not elsewhere."

This is the first indication of an important element

in Bunsen' s early life, his longing for the East, and

his all but prophetic anticipation of the great results

which a study of the ancient lann-uao-e of India would

one day yield, and the light it would shed on the

l-arkest pages in the ancient history of Greece, Italy,

and Germany. The study of the Athenian law of

Inheritance seems first to have drawn his attention to

the ancient codes of Indian law, and he was deeply
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impressed by the discovery that the pecuhar system

of inheritance which in Greece existed only in the
a/

petrified form of a primitive custom, sanctioned by

law, disclosed in the laws of Manu its original pur-

port and natural meaning. Tliis one spark excited

in Bunsen's mind that constant yearning after a

knowledge of Eastern and more particularly of Indian

literature which very nearly drove him to India in

the same adventurous spirit as Anquetil Duperron

and Czoma de Koros. We are now familiar with

the great results that have been obtained by a study

of the ancient languages and religion of the East ; but

in 1813 neither Bopp nor Grimm had begun to pub-

lish, and Frederic Sclilegel was the only one who in

his little pamphlet, " On the Language and the

Wisdom of the Indians " (1808), had ventured to

assert a real intellectual relationship between Europe

and India. One of Bunsen's earliest friends, Woh^ad

Schumacher, related that even at school Bunsen's

mind was turned towards India. " Sometimes he

would let fall a word about India which was unac-

countable to me, as at that time I connected only a

geographical conception with that name "
(p. 17).

While thus engaged in his studies at Gottingen, and

working in company with such friends as Brandis, the

historian of Greek philosophy ; Lachmann, the editor

of the New Testament ; Liicke, the theologian ; Ernst

Schulze, the poet, and others, — Bunsen felt the influ-

ence of the great events that brought about the regen-

eration of Germany; nor was he the man to stand aloof,

'absorbed in hterary work, while others were busy

doing mischief difficult to remedy. The princes of

Germany and their friends, though grateful to the peo-

ple for having at last shaken off with fearful sacrifices
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the foreign yoke of Napoleon, were most anxious to

maintain for their own benefit that convenient system

of police government wliich for so long had kept the

whole of Germanv under French control. " It is but

too certain," Bunsen writes, "that either for want of

good-will or of intelligence our sovereigns will not

grant us freedom such as we deserve. . . . And I fear

that, as before, the much-enduring German will be*

come an object of contempt to all nations who know
how to value national spirit." His first pohtical essays

belong to that period. Up to August, 1814, Bunsen

continued to act as private tutor to Mr. Astor, though

we see him at the same time, with his insatiable thirst

after knowledge, attending courses of lectures on as-

tronomy, mineralogy, and other subjects apparently

so foreio-n to the main current of his mind. When
Mr. Astor left him to return to America, Bunsen

went to Holland to see a sister to whom he was deeply

attached, and who seems to have shared with him the

same religious convictions which in youth, manhood,

and old age formed the foundation of Bunsen's life.

Some of Bunsen's detractors have accused him of pro-

fessing Christian piety in circles where such professions

were sure to be well received. Let them read now
the annals of his early life, and they will find to their

shame how boldly the same Bunsen professed his relig-

ious convictions among the students and professors of

Gottingen, who either scoffed at Christianity or only

tolerated it as a kind of harmless superstition. We
shall only quote one instance :

—
" Bunsen, when a young student at Gottingen, once suddenly

i^uitted a lecture in indignation at the unworthy manner in

which the most sacred subjects were treated by one of the pro-

fessors. The professor paused at the interruption, and hazarded

the remark that ' some one belonging to the Old Testament
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had possibly slipped in unrecognized.* That called forth a

burst of laughter from the entire audience, all beina; as well

aware as the lecturer himself who it was that had mortified him."

During his stay in Holland, Bunsen not only studied

the lano-uao-e and literature of that country, but his

mind was also much occupied in observing the national

and reUa-ious character of this small but interestincr

branch of the Teutonic race. He writes :
—

" In all things the German, or, if you will, the Teutonic

character is worked out into form in a manner more decidedly

national than anywhere else. . . . This journey has yet more

confirmed my decision to become acquainted with the entire

Germanic race, and then to proceed with the development of

my governing ideas (i. e. the study of Eastern languages in

elucidation of Western thought). For this purpose I am about

to travel with Brandis to Copenhagen to learn Danish, and,

above all, Icelandic."

And so he did. The vouno; student, as yet without

any prospects in life, threw up his position at Gottin-

gen, dechned to waste his energies as a schoolmaster,

and started, we hardly know how, on his journey to

Denmark. There, in company with Brandis, he lived

and worked hard at Danish, and then attacked the

study of the ancient Icelandic language and literature

with a fervor and with a purpose that shrank from

no difficulty. He writes (p. 79) :
—

" The object of ray research requires the acquisition of the

whole treasures of language, in order to complete my favorite

linguistic theories, and to inquire into the poetry and religious

conceptions of German-Scandinavian heathenism, and their his-

torical connection with the East."

When his work in Denmark was finished, and when
he had collected materials, some of wliicli, as his

copy taken of the " Voluspa," a poem of the Edda,

were not published till forty years later, he started

with Brandis for Berlin. " Prussia," he writes on the
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lOtli of October, 1815, " is the true Germany."

Thither he felt drawn, as well as Brandis, and thither

he invited his friends, though, it must be confessed,

without suggesting to them any settled plan of how to

earn their daily bread. He writes as if he was even

then at the head of affairs in Berlin, though he was onlv

the friend of a friend of Niebuhr's, Niebuhr himself

being by no means all powerful in Prussia, even in

1815. This hopefulness was a trait in Bunsen's char-

acter that remained through life. A plan was no

sooner suggested to him and approved by him than he

took it for granted that all obstacles must vanish, and

many a time did all obstacles vanish, before the joyous

confidence of that magician, a fact that should be re-

membered by those who used to blame him as san-

guine and visionary. One of his friends, Liicke, writes

to Ernst Schulze, the poet, whom Bunsen had mvited

to Denmark, and afterwards to Berhn :
—

" In the inclosed richly filled letter you will recognize Bun-

sen's power and splendor of mind, and you will also not fail to

perceive his thoughtlessness in making projects. He and Bran-

dis are a pair of most amiable speculators, full of aflfection ; but

one must meet them with the ne quid nimis."

However, Bunsen in his flight was not to be scared

by any warning or checked by calculating the chances

of success or failure. With Brandis he went to Berlin,

spent the glorious winter from 1815 to 1816 in the

society of men like Niebuhr and Schleiermacher, and

became more and more determined in his own plan of

life, which was to study Oriental languages in Paris,

London, or Calcutta, and then to settle at Berlin as

Professor of Universal History. A full statement of

his literary labors, both for the past and for the fiiture,

was drawn up by him, to be submitted to Niebuhr,
VOL. HI. 23
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and it will be read even now with interest by those

who knew Bunsen when he tried to take up after

forty years the threads that had slipped from his hand

at the age of four-and-twenty.

Instead of being sent to study at Paris and London
by the Prussian government, as he seems to have

wished, he was suddenly called to Paris by his old

pupil, Mr. Astor, who, after two years' absence, had

returned to Europe, and was anxious to renew his re-

lations with Bunsen. Bunsen's object in accepting

Astor's invitation to Paris was to study Persian ; and

great was his disappointment when, on arriving there,

Mr. Astor wished him at once to start for Italy. This

was too much for Bunsen, to be turned back just as he

was going to quench his thirst for Oriental literature

in the lectures of Sylvestre de Sacy. A compromise

was effected. Bunsen remained for three months in

Paris, and promised then to join his friend and pupil

in Italy. How he worked at Persian and Arabic dur-

ing the interval must be read in his own letters :
—

" I write from six in the morning till four in the afternoon,

only in the com^se of that time having a walk in the garden of

the Luxembourg, where I also often study ; from four to six I

dine and walk ; from six to seven sleep ; from seven to eleven

work again. I have overtaken in study some of the French
students who had begun a year ago. God be thanked for this

help 1 Before I go to bed I read a chapter in the New Testa-

ment, in the morning on rising one in the Old Testament
;
yes-

terdav I began the Psalms from the first."

As soon as he felt that he could continue his study

of Persian without the aid of a master, he left Paris

Though immersed in work, he had made several ac-

quaintances, among others that of Alexander von

Humboldt, " who intends in a few years to visit Asia,

where I may hope to meet him. He has been beyond
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measure kind to me, and from him I shall receive

the best recommendations for Italv and Eno;land, as

well as from his brother, now Prussian Minister in

London. Lastly, the winter in Rome may become to

me, by the presence of Niebuhr, more instructive and

fruitful than in any other place. Thus has God or-

dained all things for me for the best, according to His

will, not mine, and far better than I deserve."

These were the feelino;s with which the younor

scholar, then twenty-four years of age, started for

Italy, as yet without any position, without having pub-

lished a single work, without knowing, as we may sup-

pose, where to rest his head. And yet he was full,

not only of hope, but of gratitude, and he little dreamt

that before seven years had passed he would be in Nie-

buhr's place ; and before twenty-five years had passed

in the place of William von Humboldt, the Prussian

Ambassador at the Court of St. James.

The immediate future, in fact, had some severe dis-

appointments in store for him. When he arrived at

Florence to meet Mr. Astor, the young American had

received peremptory orders to return to New York

;

and as Bunsen declined to follow him, he found him-

self really stranded at Florence, and all his plans

thoroughly upset. Yet, though at that very time

full of care and anxiety about his nearest relations,

who looked to him for support when he could hardly

S'lpport himself, his God-trusting spirit did not break

djwn. He remained at Florence, continuing his Per-

sian studies, and making a living by private tuition.

A Mr. Cathcart seems to have been his favorite pupil,

and through him new prospects of eventually proceed-

ing to India seemed tc open. But, at the same time,

Bunsen began to feel that the circumstances of hisf
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life became critical. " T feel," he says, " that I am on

the point of securing or losing the fruit of my labors

for life." Rome and Niebuhr seemed the only haven

in sight, and thither Bunsen now began to steer his

frail bark. He arrived in Rome on the 14th of No-
vember, 1816. Niebuhr, who was Prussian Minister,

received him with great kindness, and entered heartily

into the literary plans of his young friend. Brandis,

Niebuhr's secretary, renewed in common with his old

friend his study of Greek philosophv. A native

teacher of Arabic was engaged to help Bunsen in his

Oriental studies. The necessary supplies seem to

have come partly from Mr. Astor, partly from private

lessons for which Bunsen had to make time in the

midst of his varied occupations. Plato, Firdusi, the

Koran, Dante, Isaiah, the Edda, are mentioned by him-

self as his daily study.

From an English point of view that young man at

Rome, without a status, without a settled prospect in

life, would have seemed an amiable dreamer, destined

to wake suddenly, and not very pleasantly, to the

stern realities of life. If anything seemed unlikely,

it was that an Eno-lish crentleman, a man of o-ood birth

and of independent fortune, should give his daughter

to this poor young German at Rome. Yet this was

the very thing w^hlch a kind Providence, that Provi-

dence in which Bunsen trusted amid all his troubles

and difficulties, brought to pass. Bunsen became ac-

.|uainted with Mr. Waddington, and was allowed to

read German with his daughters. In tlie most honor-

able manner he broke off his visits when he became

aware of his feelino-s for Miss Waddino-ton. He
writes to his sister :

—
" Having, at first, believed myself quite safe (the more so a
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I cannot think of marrying without impairing my whole scheme

of mental development, and, least of all, could I think of pre-

tending to a girl of fortune), I thought there was no danger."

A little later he writes to Mrs. Waddington to ex-

plain to her the reason for his discontinuing his visits.

But the mother— and, to judge from her letters, a

high-minded mother she must have been— accepted

Bunsen on trust ; he was allowed to return to the

house, and on the 1st of July, 1817, the young Ger-

man student, then twenty-five years of age, was mar-

ried at Rome to Miss Waddington. What a truly im-

portant event this was for Bunsen, even those who
had not the privilege of knowing the partner of his

life may learn from the work before us. Though little

is said in these memoirs of his wife, the mother of his

children, the partner of his joys and sorrows, it is

easy to see how Bunsen's whole mode of life became

possible only by the unceasing devotion of an ardent

soul and a clear head consecrated to one object,— to

love and to cherish, for better for worse, for richer for

poorer, in sickness and in health, till death us do part,

— aye, and even after death ! With such a wife, the

soul of Bunsen could soar on its wings, the small cares

of life were removed, an independence was secured,

and, though the Indian plans had to be surrendered,

the highest ambition of Bunsen's hfe, a professorship

.n a German university, seemed now easy of attain-

ment. We should have liked a few more pages de-

scribing the joyous life of the young couple in the hey-

day of their life ; we could have wished that he had

not declined the wish of his mother-in-law, to have his

bust made by Thorwaldsen, at a time when he must

lave been a model of manly beauty. But if we know
ess than we could wish of wnat Bunsen then was in the
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3y(is of the world, we are allowed an insight into that

heavenly life which underlay all the outward happiness

of that time, and which shows him to us as but one eye

could then have seen him. A few week? after his

marriage he writes in his journal :
—

" Eternal, omnipresent God ! enlighten me with thy Holy

Spirit, and fill me with thy heavenly light ! Wliat in child-

hood I felt and yearned after, what throughout the years of

youth grew clearer and clearer before my soul, I will now ven-

ture to hold fast, to examine, to represent the revelation of Thee
in man's energies and efforts : thy firm path through the stream

of ages I long to trace and recognize, as far as may be permitted

to me even in this body of earth. The song of praise to Thee
from the whole of humanity, in times far and near, — the pains

and lamentations of men, and their consolations in Thee, — I wish

to take in, clear and unhindered. Do Thou send me thy Spirit

of Truth, that I may behold things earthly as they are, without

veil and without mask, without human trappings and empty

adornment, and that in the silent peace of truth I may feel and

recognize Thee. Let me not falter, nor slide away from the

great end of knowing Thee. Let not the joys, or honors, or

vanities of the world enfeeble and darken my spirit ; let me ever

feel that I can only perceive and know Thee in so far as mine

is a living soul, and lives, and moves, and has its being in Thee."

Here we see Bunsen as the world did not see him,

and w^e may observe how then, as ever, his literary

work was to him hallowed by the objects for which it

was intended. " The firm path of God through the

stream of ages " is but another title for one of his last

works, " God in History," planned with such youthful

i.rdor, and finished under the lengthening shadow of

daath.

The happiness of Bunsen's life at Rome may easily

be imao-ined. Thou":h anxious to bemn his work at a

German university, he stipidated for three more years

of freedom and preparation. Who could have made

the sacrifice of the bright spring of life, of the un-
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clouded days of happiness at Rome with wife and chil-

dren, and with such friends as Niebuhr and Brandis ;

Yet this stay at Rome was frauuht with fatal conse-

quences. It led the straight current of Bunsen's life,

which lay so clear before him, into a new bed, at first

very tempting, for a time smooth and sunny, but alas I

ending in waste of energy for which no outward

splendor could atone. The first false step seemed very

natural and harmless. When Brandis went to Ger-

many to begin his professorial work, Bunsen took his

place as Niebuhr's secretary at Rome. He was deter-

mined, then, that nothing should induce him to remain

in the diplomatic career (p. 130), but the current of

that mill-stream was too strong even for Bunsen. How
he remained as Secretary of Leo-ation, 1818 ; how the

King of Prussia, Frederick William HI., came to visit

Rome, and took a fancy to the young diplomatist, who
could speak to him with a modesty and frankness little

known at courts ; how, when Niebuhr exchanged his

embassy for a professorial chair at Bonn, Bunsen re-

mained as Charge d'Affaires ; how he went to Berlin,

1827-28, and gained the hearts of the old King and of

everybody else ; how he returned to Rome and was

fascmated by the young Crown Prince of Prussia,

afterwards Frederick William IV., whom he had to

conduct through the antiquities and the modern life of

the world city ; how he became Prussian Minister, the

friend of popes and cardinals, the centre of the best

and most brilliant society ; how, when the difficulties

began between Prussia and the Papal government,

nhiefly with regard to mixed marriages, Bunsen tried

to mediate, and was at last disowned by both parties in

L838,— all this may now be read in the open memoirs

Df his life. His letters during these twenty years ai*
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numerous and full, particularly those addressed to his

sister, to whom he was deeply attached. They are

the most touching and elevating record of a life spent

in important official business, in interesting social in-

tercourse, in literary and antiquarian researches, in the

enjoyment of art and nature, and in the blessedness of

a prosperous family life, and throughout in an unbroken

communion with God. There is hardly a letter with-

out an expression of that religion in common life, that

constant consciousness of a Divine Presence, which

made his life a life in God. To many readers this free

outpouring of a God-loving soul will seem to approach

too near to that abuse of religious pliraseology which

is a sign of superficial rather than of deep-seated piety.

But, though through life a sworn enemy of every kind

of cant, Bunsen never would surrender the privilege

of speaking the language of a Christian, because that

language had been profaned by the thoughtless repe-

tition of shallow pietists.

Bunsen has frequently been accused of pietism,

particularly in Germany, by men who could not dis-

tinguish between pietism and piety, just as in England

he was attacked as a freethinker by men who never

knew the freedom of the children of God. '"Chris-

tianity is ours, not theirs," he would frequently say of

those who made religion a mere profession, and im-

agined they knew Christ because they lield a crosier

and wore a mitre. We can now watch the deep

i-,motions and firm convictions of that true-liearted

man, in letters of undoubted sincerity, addressed to his

sister and his friends, and we can only wonder with

what feelings they have been perused by those who ir

England questioned his Christianity or who in Ger
many suspected his honesty.
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From the time of his first meeting with the King

df Prussia at Rome, and still more, after his stay at

Berlin in 1827, Bunsen's chief interest with reo-ard to

Prussia centred in ecclesiasti<"al matters. The King,

after effecting the union of the Lutheran and Caivdnistic

branches of the Protestant Church, was deeply in-

terested in drawing up a new Liturgy for his own
national, or, as it was called. Evangelical Church. The
introduction of his Liturgy, or Agenda^ particularly as

it was carried out, like everything else in Prussia, by

roval decree, met with considerable resistance. Bun-
sen, who had been led independently to the study of

ancient liturgies, and who had devoted much of his

time at Rome to the collection of ancient hvmns and

hymn tunes, could speak to the King on these favorite

topics from the fullness of his heart. The King listened

to him, even when Bunsen ventured to express his

dissent from some of the royal proposals, and when he,

the young attach^, deprecated any authoritative inter-

ference with the freedom of the Church. In Prussia

the whole movement was unpopular, and Bunsen,

thou2:h he worked hard to render it less so, was held

responsible for much which he himself had disapproved.

Of all these turbulent transactions there remains but

one bright and precious relic, Bunsen's " Hymn and

Prayer Book."

The Prussian Legation on the Capitol was during

Bunsen's day not only the meeting-place of all distin-

guished Germans, but, in the absence of an English

•^mbassv, it also became the recognized centre of the

most interesting portion of English society at Rome.

Among the Germans, whose presence told on Bunsen's

life, either by a continued friendship or by common in-

terests and pursuits, we meet the names of Ludwig,
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King of Bavaria ; Baron von Stein, the great Prussian

statesman ; Radowitz, the less fortunate predecessor of

Bismarck; Schnorr, Overbeck, and Mendelssohn.

Among Enghshmen, ' whose friendship with Bunsen
dates from the Capitol, we find Thirlwall, Philip Pusey,

Arnold, and Julius Hare. The names of Thorwaldsen,

too, of Leopardi, Lord Hastings, Champollion, Sir

Walter Scott, Chateaubriand, occur asain and ao-ain in

the memoirs of that Roman life which teems with in-

teresting events and anecdotes. The only literary

productions of that eventful period are Bunsen's part in

Platner's " Description of Rome," and the " Hymn
and Prayer Book." But much material for later

publications had been amassed in the mean time. The
study of the Old Testament had been prosecuted at all

times, and in 1824 the first beginning was made by

Bunsen in the study of hieroglyphics, afterwards con-

tinued with Champollion, and later with Lepsius. The
Archaeological Institute and the German Hospital, both

on the Capitol, were the two permanent bequests that

Bunsen left behind when he shook off the dust of his

feet, and left Rome on the 29th of April, 1838, in

search of a new Capitol.

At Berlin, Bunsen was then in disgrace. He had

not actually been dismissed the service, but he was pro-

hibited from going to Berlin to justify himself, and he

was ordered to proceed to England on leave of absence.

To England, therefore, Bunsen now directed his steps

with his w^ife and children, and there, at least, he was

certain of a warm welcome, both from his wife's re-

lations and from his own very numerous friends.

When we read through the letters of that period, we
.lardly miss the name of a single man illustrious at that

time in England. As if to make up for ^he injustice
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done to him in Italy, and for the ingratitude of his

country, people of all classes and of the most opposite

views vied in doino* him honor. Rest he certainlv

found none, while travelling about from one town to

another, and staying at friends' houses, attending meet-

ings, making speeches, writing articles, and, as usual,

amassing new information wherever he could find it.

He worked at Egyptian with Lepsius ; at Welsh while

staying with Lady Hall ; at Ethnology with Dr. Prich-

ard. He had to draw up two state papers,— one on

the Papal aggression, the other on the law of divorce.

He plunged, of course, at once into all the ecclesiastical

and theological questions that were then agitating

people's minds in England, and devoted his few really

quiet hours to the preparation of his own " Life of

Christ." With Lord Ashley he attended Bible meet-

ings, with Mrs. Fry he explored the prisons, with

Philip Pusey he attended agricultural assemblies, and

he spent night after night as an admiring listener in the

House of Commons. He was presented to the Queen
and the Duke of Welhno-ton, was made a D. C. L. at

Oxford, discussed the future with J. H. Newman, the

past with Buckland, Sedgwick, and Whewell. Lord

Palmerston and Lord John Russell invited him to

political conferences ; Maurice and Keble listened to

his fervent addresses ; Dr. Arnold consulted the friend

>f Niebuhr on his own " History of Rome," and tried

to convert him to more liberal opinions with regard to

Church reform. Dr. Holland, Mrs. Austin, Ruskin,

Cai-lyle, Macaulay, Gaisford, Dr. Hawkins, and many
more, all greeted him, all tried to do him honor, and

Viany of them became attached to him for life. The
j^rchitectural monuments of England, its castles, parks,

and ruins, passed quickly through "his field r f vision
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during that short stay. But he soon calls out :
" I care

not now for all the ruins of England ; it is her life that

I like."

Most touching is his admiration, his real love of

Gladstone. Thirty years have since passed, and the

world at large has found out by this thne wliat England

possesses in him. But it was not so in 1838, and few

men at that early time could have read Gladstone's

heart and mind so truly as Bunsen. Here are a few

of his remarks :
—

" Last night, when I came home fi'om the Duke, Gladstone's

book was on my table, the second edition having come out at

seven o'clock. It is the book of the time, a great event.— the

first book since Burke that goes to the bottom of the vital ques-

tion ; far above his party and his time. I sat up till after mid-

night : and this mornino; I continued until I had read the whole,

and almost every sheet bears my marginal glosses, destined for

the Prince, to whom I have sent the book with all dispatch.

Gladstone is the first man in England as to intellectual powers,

and he has heard higher tones than any one else in this island."

And again (p. 493) :
—

" Gladstone is by far the first living intellectual power on that

side. He has left his schoolmasters far behind him, but we must

Qot wonder if he still walks in their trammels ; his genius will

soon free itself entirely, and fly towards heaven with its own
wings. ... I wonder Gladstone should not have the feeUng; of

moving on an inclined plane, or that of sitting down among ruins,

as if he were settled in a well-stored house."

Of Newman, whom he had met at Oxford, Bunsen

says :
—

" This morning I have had two hours at breakfast with New-
man. O ! it is sad,— he and his friends are truly intellectual

people, but they have lost their ground, going exactly my way,

but stopping short in the middle. It is too late. There has

been an amicable change of ideas and a Christian understanding

Yesterday he preached a beautiful sermon. A new period o/

Ufe begins for me ; may God's blessing be upon it I

"
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Oxford made a deep impression on Bunsen's mind

He writes :
—

" I am luxuriatingr in the delijjfhts of Oxford. There haa

aever been enough said of this queen of all cities."

But what as a German he admired and envied most

was, after all, the House of Commons :
—

" I wish you could form an idea of what I felt. I saw for

the first time man, the member of a true Germanic State, in his

highest, his proper place, defending the highest interests of hu-

manity with the wonderful power of speech-wrestling, but with

the arm of the spirit, boldly grasping at or tenaciously holding

fast power, in the presence of his fellow-citizens, submitting to

the public conscience the judgment of his cause and of his own
uprightness. I saw before me the empire of the world governed,

and the rest of the world controlled and judged, by this assem-

bly. I had the feeling that, had I been born in England, I

would rather be dead than not sit among and speak among
them. I thought of my own country, and was thankful that I

could thank God for being a German and being myself. But I

felt, also, that we are all children on this field in comparison

with the English ; how much they, with their discipline of mind,

body, and heart, can effect even with but moderate genius, and

even with talent alone ! I drank in every word from the Hps

of the speakers, even those I disliked."

More than a year was thus spent in England in the

very fullness of life. " My stay in England in 1838-

39," he writes at a later time, the 22d of September,

1841, ''was the poetry of my existence as a man;
this is the prose of it. There was a dew upon those

fifteen months, which the sun has dried up, and which

nothing can restore." Yet even then Bunsen could

not have been free from anxieties for the future. He
had a large family growing up, and he was now again,

at the age of forty-seven, without any definite pros-

pects in life. In spite, however, of the intrigues of

his enemies, the personal feelings of the King and the

rown Prince prevailed at last ; and he was appointed
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in July, 1839, as Prussian Minister in Switzerland,

his secret and confidential instructions being " to do

nothing." These instructions were carefully observed

by Bunsen, as far as politics were concerned. He
passed two years of rest at the Hubel, near Berne,

with his family, devoted to his books, receiving visits

from his friends, and watching from a distance the

coming events in Prussia.

In 1840 the old King died, and it was generally ex-

pected that Bunsen w^ould at once receive an influen-

tial position at Berlin. Not till April, 1841, however,

was he summoned to the court, although, to judge

from the correspondence between him and the new

King, Frederick William IV., few men could have en-

joyed a larger share of royal confidence and love than

Bunsen. The Kino; was huno-erino- and thirstino- after

Bunsen, yet Bunsen was not invited to Berlin. The

fact is that the young King had many friends, and

those friends were not the friends of Bunsen. Thev

were satisfied with his honorary exile in Switzerland,

and thought him best employed at a distance in doing

nothing. The King too, who knew Bunsen's charac-

ter from former years, must have known that Berlin

was not large enough for him ; and he therefore left

him in his Swiss retirement till an employment worthy

of him could be found. This was to go on a special

mission to England with a view of establishing, in

common with the Church of England, a Protestant

bishopric at Jerusalem. In Jerusalem the King

hoped that the two principal Protestant churches of

Europe would, across the grave of the Redeemer,

reach to each other the right hand of fellowship.

Bunsen entered into this plan with all the energy of

his mind and heart. It was a work thoroughly con
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genial to himself; and if it required diplomatic skill,

certainly no one could have achieved it more expedi-

tiously and successfully than Bunsen. He was then a

persona grata with bishops and archbishops, and Lord

Ashley— not yet Lord Shaftesbury— gave him all

the sipport his party could command. English influ-

ence was then so powerful at Constantinople that all

difficulties due to Turkish bigotry were quickly re-

moved. At the end of June, 1841, he arrived in

London ; on the 6th of August he wrote, " All is set-

tled ;
" and on the 7th of November the new Bishop of

Jerusalem was consecrated. Seldom was a more im-

portant and more complicated transaction settled in so

short a time. Had the discussions been prolonged,

had time been given to the leaders of the Romanizing

party to recover from their surprise, the bill that had

to be passed through both houses would certainly have

been defeated. People have hardly yet understood

the real bearing of that measure, nor appreciated the

germ which it may still contain for the future of the

Reformed Church. One man only seems to have seen

clearly what a blow this first attempt at a union be-

tween the Protestant churches of Eno;land and Ger-

many was to his own plans, and to the plans of his

friends ; and we know now, from Newman's " Apolo-

gia," that the bishopric of Jerusalem drove him to

the Church of Rome. This mav have been for the

time a great loss to the Church of England; it

marked, at all events, a great crisis in her historv.

In spite, however, of his great and unexpected suc-

cess, there are traces of weariness in Bunsen's letters

of that time, which show tha* he was lono-ino- for

more congenial work. " O, how I hate and detest

diplomatic life !
" he wrote to his wife ;

" and how
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little true intellectuality is there in the high society

here as soon as you cease to speak of English national

subjects and interests ; and the eternal hurricanes,

whirling, urging, rushing, in this monster of a town !

Even with you and tlie children life would become

oppressive under the diplomatic burden. I can pray

for our country life, but I cannot pray for a London

life, although I dare not pray against it, if it must be.'''

Bunsen's observations of character amidst the dis-

tractions of his London season are very interesting and

striking, particularly at this distance of time. He
writes : r—

" Mr. Gladstone has been invited to become one of the trus-

tees of the Jerusalem Fund. He is beset with scruples ; his

heart is with us, but his mind is entangled in a narrow system.

He awaits salvation from another code, and by Avholly ditferent

ways from myself. Yesterday morning I had a letter from him
of twenty-four pages, to which I replied early this morning by

eight.

" The Bishop of London constantly rises in my estimation.

He has replied admirably to Mr. Gladstone, closing with the

words, ' My dear sir, my intention is not to limit and restrict

the Church of Christ, but to enlarge it.'
^

A letter from Sir Robert Peel, too, must here be

quoted in full :
—

" Whitehall, October 10, 1841.

"My dear Mr. Buxsen,— My note merely conveyed a

request that you would be good enough to meet Mr. Cornelius

at dinner on Friday last.

" I assure you that I have been amply repaid for any atten-

tion I may have shown to that distinguished artist, in the per-

sonal satisfaction I have had in the opportunity of making his

acquaintance. He is one of a noble people distinguished in

every art of war and peace. Tlie union and patriotism of that

people, spread over the centre of Europe, will contribute the

surest guarantee for the peace of the world, and the most pow-

erful check upon the spread of all pernicious doctrines injuriou
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to the cause of religion and order, and that liberty which re-

spects the rights of others.

" My earnest hope is that every member of this illustrious

race, while he may cherish the particular country of his birth

as he does his home, will extend his devotion beyond its narrow

limits, and exult in the name of a German, and recognize the

claim of Germany to the love and affection and patriotic exer-

tions of all her sons.

" I hope I judge the feelings of every German by those which
were excited in my own breast (in the breast of a foreigner and
a stranger) by a simple ballad, that seemed, however, to concen-

trate the will of a mighty people, and said emphatically,—
' They shall not have the Rhine.'

" They will not have it : and the Rhine will be protected by
a song, if the sentiments which that song embodies pervade, a«

I hope and trust they do, every German heart.

" You will begin to think that I am a good German myself,

and so I am, if hearty wishes for the union and welfare of the

German race can constitute one.

" Believe me, most faithfully yours,

" RoBEKT Peel."

When Bunsen was on the point of leavmg London,

he received the unexpected and unsolicited appoint-

ment of Prussian Envoy in England, an appointment

which he could not bring himself to decline, and which

again postponed for twelve years his cherished plans

of an otium cum dignitate. What the world at large

would have called the most fortunate event in Bun-

sen's life proved indeed a real misfortune. It deprived

Bunsen of the last chance of fully realizing the literary

plans of his youth, and it deprived the world of ser-

vices that no one could have rendered so well in the

cause of freedom of thought, of practical religion, and

in teaching the weighty lessons of antiquity to the

youth of the future. It made him waste his precious

hours in work that any Prussian baron could have

done as well, if not bette*', and did not set him free

VOL. III. 24
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until his bodily strength was undermined, and the joy-

ful temper of his mind saddened by sad experiences.

Nothing could have been more brilHant than the

beginning of Bunsen's diplomatic career in England.

First came the visit of the King of Prussia, whom the

Queen had invited to be godfather to the Prince of

Wales. Soon after the Prince of Prussia came to

England under the guidance of Bunsen. Then fol-

lowed the return visit of the Queen at Stolzenfels, on

the Rhine. All this, no doubt, took up much of Bun-

sen's time, but it gave him also the pleasantest intro-

duction to the highest society of England ; for as

Baroness Bunsen shrewdly remarks, " there is nothing

like standing within the Bude-light of royalty to make
one conspicuous, and sharpen perceptions and recollec-

tions." (II. p. 8.) Bunsen complained, no doubt, now
and then, about excessive official work, yet he seemed

on the whole reconciled to his position, and up to the

year 1847 we hear of no attempts to escape from diplo-

matic bondage. In a letter to Mrs. Fry he says :
—

" I can assure you I never passed a more quiet and truly sat-

isfactory evening in London than the last, in the Queen's house,

in the midst of the excitement of the season. I think this is a

circumstance for which one ought to be thankful ; and it has

much reminded me of hours that I have spent at Berlin and

Sans Souci with the King and the Queen and the Princess

William, and, I am thankful to add, with the Princess of

Prussia, mother of the future Kino;. It is a strikins; and consol-

ing and instructive proof that what is called the world, the

great world, is not necessarily worldly in itself, but only by that

inward worldliness which, as rebellion against the spirit, creeps

into the cottage as well as into the palace, and against which

no outward form is any protection. Forms and rules may pre-

vent the outbreak of wrong, but cannot regenerate right, and

may quench the spirit and poison inward truth. The Queen
gives hours daily to the labor of examining into the claims of

the numberless petitions addressed to her, among other duties

to which her time of privacy is devoted."
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The Queen's name and that of Prince Albert occur

often in these memoirs, and a few of Bunsen's remarks

and observations may be of interest, though they con-

tain Httle that can now be new to the readers of the

. " Life of the Prince Consort " and of the " Queen's

Journal."

First, a graphic description, from the hand of Bar-

oness Bunsen, of the Queen opening Parliament in

1842 :
—

" Last, the procession of the Queen's entry, and herself, look-

ing worthy and fit to be the converging point of so many rays

of grandeur. It is self-evident that she is not tall ; but were she

ever so tall, she could not have more grace and dignity, a head

better set, a throat more royally and classically arching ; and
one advantao;e there is in her not beino; taller, that when she

casts a glance, it is of necessity upwards and not downwards,

and thus the effect of the eyes is not thrown away,— the beam
and effluence not lost. The composure with which she filled

the thi'one, Avhile awaiting the Commons, was a test of charac-

ter,— no fidget and no apathy. Then her voice and enuncia-

tion could not be more perfect. In short, it could not be said

that she did well, but she loas the Queen, — she was, and felt

herself to be, the acknowledged chief among grand and national

realities." (Vol. 11. p. 10.)

The next is an account of the Queen at Windsor

Castle on receiving the Princess of Prussia, in

1842 :
—

" The Queen looked well and rayonnante, with that expres-

sion that she always has when thoroughly pleased with all that

occupies her mind, wliich you know I always observe with de-

light, as fraught with that truth and reaUty which so essentially

belong to her character, and so strongly distinguish her counte-

nance, in all its changes, from the ^xed mask only too common
in the royal rank of society." (Vol. 11. p. 115.)

After having spent some days at Windsor Castle,

Bunsen writes in 1846 :
—

" The Queen often spoke with me about education, and in

particular of religious instruction. Her views are vet) serious.
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but at the same time liberal and comprehensive. She (as well

as Prince Albert) hates all formalism. The Queen reads a

(^reat deal, and has done my book on ' The Church of the Fu-

ture ' the honor to read it so attentively, that the other day,

when at Cashiobury, seeing the book on the table, she looked

out passages wliich she had approved in order to read them
aloud to the Queen-Dowager." (Vol. 11. p. 121.)

And once more :
—

" The Queen is a wife and a mother as happy as the hap])i-

est in her dominions, and no one can be more careful of her

charges. She often speaks to me of the great task before her

and the Prince in the education of the royal children, and par-

ticularly of the Prince of Wales and the Princess Royal."

Before the troubles of 1847 and 1848, Bunsen was

enabled to spend part of his time in the country, away

from the turmoil of London, and much of his literary

work dates from that time. After his " Church of the

Future," the discovery of the genuine Epistles of Igna-

tius by the late Dr. Cureton led Bunsen back to the

study of the earliest literature of the Christian Church,

and the results of these researches were published in

his "Ignatius." Lepsius' stay in England and his

expedition to Egypt induced Bunsen to put his own
materials in order, and to give to the world his long-

matured views on " The Place of Egypt in Universal

History." The later volumes of this work led him into

philological studies of a more general character, and

at the meetino; of the British Association at Oxford,

In 1847, he read before the brilliantly attended ethno-

logical seclion his paper " On the Results of the recent

Egyptian Researches in reference to Asiatic and Afri-

can Ethnology, and the Classification of Languages,"

published in the " Transactions " of the Association,

and separately imder the title, " Three Linguistic Dis-

sertations, by Chevalier Bunsen, Dr. Charles Meyer

and Dr. Max Miiller." "Those three days-at Ox
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Pord," he writes, " wore a time of great distinction to

me, both in my public and private capacity." Every-

thing important in Hterature and ai*t attracted not only

his notice, but his warmest interest ; and no one

who wanted encouragement, advice, or help in literary

or historical researches, knocked in vain at Bunsen's

door. His table at breakfast and dinner was filled bv

ambassadors and professors, by bishops and missiona-

ries, by dukes and poor scholars, and his evening par-

ties offered a kind of neutral ground, where people

could meet who could have met nowhere else, and

where English prejudices had no jurisdiction. That

Bunsen, holding the position which he held in society,

but still more being what he was apart from his social

position, should have made his presence felt in Eng-

land, was not to be wondered at. He would speak

out whenever he felt stroncrly but he was the last man
to meddle or to intrigue. He had no time even if he

had had taste for it. But there were men in England

who could never forgive him for the Jerusalem bishop-

ric, and who resorted to the usual tactics for making a

man unpopular. A cry was soon raised against his sup-

posed influence at court, and doubts were thrown out

as to his orthodoxy. Every Liberal bishop that was

appointed was said to have been appointed through

Bunsen. Dr. Hampden was declared to have been his

nominee, — the fact being that Bunsen did not even

know of him before he had been made a bishop. As
his practical Christianity could not well be questioned,

he was accused of holding heretical opinions, because

his chronology differed from that of Jewish Rabbis and

Bishop Usher. It is extraordinary how little Bunsen
himself cared about "these attacks, though they caused

acute suffering to his family. He was not surprised
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that he should be hated by those whose theological

opinions he considered unsound, and whose ecclesiasti-

cal politics he had openly declared to be fraught with

danger to the most sacred interests of the Church.

Besides, he was the personal friend of such men as

Arnold, Hare, Thirlwall, Maurice, Stanley, and

Jowett. He had even a kind word to say for Fronde's

" Nemesis of Faith." He could sympathize, no doubt,

with all that was good and honest, whether among the

High Church or L'ow Church party, and many of his

personal fi-iends belonged to the one as well as to the

other ; but he could also thunder forth with no uncer-

tain sound against everything that seemed to him hyp-

ocritical, Pharisaical, unchristian. Thus he writes

(H. p. 81) :
—

" I apprehend having given the ill-disposed a pretext for con-

sidering me a semi-Pelagian, a contemner of the Sacraments,

or denier of the Son, a perverter of the doctrine of justification,

and therefore a crypto-Catholic theosophist, heretic, and enthu-

siast, deserving of all condemnation. I have written it because

I felt compelled in conscience to do so."

Again (11. p. 87) :
—

" In my letter to Mr. Gladstone, I have maintained the law-

fulness and the apostolic character of the German Protestant

Church. You will find the style changed in this work, bolder

and more free.'*

Attacks, indeed, became frequent, and more and

more bitter, but Bunsen seldom took any notice of

them. He writes :
—

" Hare is full of wrath at an attack made upon me in the

* Christian Remembrancer '— in a very Jesuitical way insinu-

Rtino- that I ou^ht not to have so much influence allowed me.

Another article execrates the bishopric of Jerusalem as an

(.bomination. This zeal savors more of hatred than of charity."

But though Bunsen felt far too firmly grounded in
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nis own Christian faith to be shaken by such attacks

upon himself, he too could be roused to Nvrath and

indignation when the poisoned arrows of theological

Fijians were shot against his friends. AVhen speaking

of the attacks on Arnold, he writes :
—

" Truth is nothing in this generation except a means, in the

best case, to something good ; but never, like virtue, considered

as good, as the good,— the object in itself. X dreams away in

twilight. Y is sliding into Puseyism. Z (the Evangelicals) go

on thrashing the old straw. I wish it were otherwise ; but I

love England, with all her faults. I write to you, now only to

vou, all I think. All the errors and blunders which make the

Pusevites a stumbling-block to so manv,— the rock on which

they split is no other than what Rome split upon, self-righteous-

ness, out of want of understanding justification by faith, and hov-

ering about the unholy and blasphemous idea of atoning for our

sins, because they feel not, understand not, indeed, believe not,

the Atonement^ and therefore enjoy not the glorious privileges

of the children of God,— the blessed duty of the sacrifice of

thankscfivincr throucfh Him who atoned for them. Therefore no

sacrifice, — therefore no Christian priesthood,— no Church. By
our fathers these ideas were fundamentallv acknowledged ; thev

were in abeyance in the worship of the Church, but not on the

domestic altar and in the hymns of the spirit. "With the Pusey-

ites, as with the Romanists, these ideas are cut off at the roots.

O when will the "Word of God be brought up against them ?

What a state this countrv is in ! The land of libertv rushing

into the worst slavery, the veriest thralldom I

"

To many people it might have seemed as if Bunsen

durinor all this time was too much absorbed in Eno-lish

interests, political, theological, and social, that he had

ceased to care for what was passing in his own

country. His letters, however, tell a different tale.

His voluminous correspondence with the King of

Pnissia, though not yet published, will one day bear

witness to Bunsen's devotion to his countrv, and his

enthusiastic attachment to the house of Hohenzollem.

From year to year he was ^arging on the King and liis
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advisers the wisdom of liberal concessions, and llie

absolute necessity of action. He was working at

plans for constitutional reforms ; he went to Berlin to

rouse the King, to shame his ministers, to insist in

season and out of season on the duty of acting before

it was too late. His faith in the Kino; is most touch-

ing. When he goes to Berlin in 1844, he sees every-

where how unpopular the King is, how even his best

intentions are misunderstood and misrepresented.

Yet he goes on working and hoping, and he sacrifices

his own popularity rather than oppose openly the

suicidal policy that might have ruined Prussia, if

Prussia could have been ruined. Thus he writes in

August, 1845 :
—

" To act as a statesman at the helm, in the Fatherland, I

consider not to be in the least mv calling; ; what I believe to be

my calling is to be mounted high before the mast, to observe

what land, what breakers, what signs of coming storm there may
he, and then to announce them to the wise and practical steers-

man. It is the same to me whether my own nation shall know
in my life-time or after my death how faithfully I have taken to

heart its weal and woe, be it in Church or State, and borne it

on my heart as my nearest interest, as long as life lasted. I

give up the point of making myself understood in the present

generation. Here (in London) I consider myself to be upon

the right spot. I seek to preserve peace and unity, and to re-

move dissatisfaction, wherever it is possible."

Nothing, however, was done. Year after year was

thrown away, like a Sibylline leaf, and the penalty

for the opportunities that had been lost became

heavier and heavier. The King, particularly when
he was under the influences of Bunsen's good genius,

was ready for any sacrifice. '* The commotion," he

exclaimed, in 1845, " can only be met and overcome

by freedom, absolute freedom." But when Bunsen

wanted measures, not words, the King himself seemed
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powerless. Surrounded as he was by men of the

most opposite characters and interests, and quite

capable of gauging them all,— for his intellect was of

no common stamp,— he could agree with all of them

to a certain point, but could never bring himself to

go the whole length with any one of them. Bunsen

writes from Berlin : " My stay will certainly not be

a long one ; the King's heart is like that of a brother

toward me, but our ways diverge. The die is cast,

and he reads in my countenance that I deplore the

throw. He too fulfills his fate, and we with him."

AVhen, at last, in 1847, a Constitution was granted

by the King, it was too late. Sir Robert Peel seems

to have been hopeful, and in a letter of twenty-two

pages to Bunsen he expressed an opinion that the

Prussian government might still be able to maintain

the Constitution if only sincere in desiring its due

development, and prepared in mind for that develop-

ment. To the King, however, and to the party at

court, the Constitution, if not actually hateful, was

a mere plaything, and the idea of suiTendering one

particle of his independence never entered the King's

mind. Besides, 1848 was at the door, and Bunsen

certainlv saw the comino; storm from a distance,

though he could not succeed in opening the eyes

of those who stood at the helm in Prussia. Shortlv

before the hurricane broke loose, Bunsen had once

more determined to throw up his official position,

and retire to Bonn. But with 1848 all these hopes

and plans were scattered to the winds. Bunsen's life

became more restless than ever, and his body was

gradually giving way under the constant tension of

/lis mind. " I feel," he writes in 1848 to Archdeacon

Hare, '* that I have entered into a new period of life.
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I have given up all private concerns, all studies and

researches of my own, and live entirely for the

present political emergencies of my country, to stand

or to fall by and with it."

With his love for England he deeply felt the want

of sympathy on the part of England for Prussia in

her struofii'le to unite and regenerate the whole of

Germany. " It is quite entertaining," he writes, with

a touch of irony very unusual in his letters, " to see

the stiif unbelief of the English in the future of Ger-

many. Lord John is merely uninformed. Peel has

somewhat stagcrered the mind of the excellent Prince

by his unbelief; yet he has a statesmanlike good-will

towards the Germanic nations, and even for the

Grerman nation. Aberdeen is the greatest sinner.

He believes in God and the Emperor Nicholas
!

"

The Schleswig-Holstein question embittered his feel-

ings still more ; and in absence of all determined

convictions at Berlin, the want of moral courage

and political faith among those in whose hands the

destinies of Germany had been placed, roused him

to wrath and fury, though he could never be driven

to despair of the future of Prussia. For a time,

indeed, he seemed to hesitate between Frankfort,

then the seat of the German Parliament, and Berlin
;

and he would have accepted the Premiership at

Frankfort if his friend Baron Stockmar had accepted

the Ministry of Foreign Aifairs. But very soon he

perceived that, however paralyzed for the moment,

Prussia was the only possible centre of life for a re-

generation of Germany ; that Prussia could not be

merged in Germany, but that Germany had to be

resuscitated and reinvigorated through Prussia. His

Datriotic nominalism, if we may so call his youthful
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dreams of a united Germany, had to yield to the

force of that political realism which sacrifices names

to things, poetry to prose, the ideal to the possible.

What made his decision easier than it would other-

wise have been to a heart so full of enthusiasm was

his personal attachment to the King and to the

Prince of Prussia. For a time, indeed, though for

a short time only, Bunsen, after his interview with

the King in January, 1849, believed that his hopes

might still be realized, and he seems actually to

have had the King's promise that he would accept

the crown of a United Germany, without Austria.

But as soon as Bunsen had left Berlin, new influences

began to work on the King's brain ; and when Bunsen

returned, full of hope, he was told by the King him-

self that he had never repented in such a degree of

any step as that which Bunsen had advised him to

take ; that the course entered upon was a wrong

to Austria ; that he would have nothing to do with

such an abominable line of politics, but would leave

that to the Ministry at Frankfort. Whenever the

personal question should be addressed to him, then

would he reply as one of the HohenzoUern, and thus

live and die as an honest man. Bunsen, though

mourning over the disappointed hopes that had once

centred in Frederick William IV., and freely express-

ing the divergence of opinion that separated him from

his sovereign, remained throughout a faithful servant

and a loyal friend. His buoyant spirit, confident that

nothino; could ruin Prussia, was looking forward to

the future, undismayed by the unbroken succession

of blunders and failures of Prussian statesmen, — nay,

enjoying with a prophetic fervor, at the time of the

deepest degradation of Prussia at Olmiitz, the final
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and inevitable trinmph of that cause which counted

among its heroes and martyrs such names as Stein,

Gneisenau, Niebuhr, Arndt, and, we may now add,

Bunsen.

After the reaction of 1849 Bunsen's political in-

fluence ceased altogether, and as Minister in England

he had almost always to carry out instructions of

which he disapproved. More and more he longed for

rest and freedom, for " leisure for reflection on the

Divine which subsists in things human, and for writ-

ing, if God enables me to do so. I live as one lamed ;

the pinions that might have furthered my progress are

bound,— yet not broken." Yet he would not give up

his place as long as his enemies at Berlin did all they

could to oust him. He would not be beaten by them,

nor did he altogether despair of better days. His

opinion of the Prince of Prussia (the present King)

had been raised very high since he had come to know
him more intimately, and he expected much in the

hour of need from his soldier-like decision and sense

of honor. The negotiations about the Schleswig-

Holstein question soon roused again all his German
sympathies, and he exerted himself to the utmost to

defend the just cause of the Schleswig-Holsteiners,

which had been so shamefully misrepresented by un-

scrupulous partisans. The history of these negotia-

tions cannot yet be written, but it will some day sur-

prise the student of history when he finds out in what

way public opinion in England was dosed and stupefied

on that simple question. He found himself isolated

and opposed by nearly all his English friends. One
statesman only, but the greatest of English statesmen,

saw clearly where the right and where the wrong was,

but even he could only dare to be silent. On the 31st

of Julv, 1850, Bunsen writes :
—
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" Palmerston had yielded, when in a sci ape, first to Russia,

flien to France; the prize has been the protO(ol; the victim,

Germany. They shall never have my signature to such a piece

jf iniquity and folly."

However, on the 8tli of May, 1852, Bunsen had to

sign that very piece of iniquity. It was done, ma-

chine like, at the King's command
;
yet, if Bunsen had

followed his own better judgment, he would not have

signed, but sent in his resignation. " The first cannon-

shot in Europe," he used to say, " will tear this Prag-

matic Sanction to tatters ;
" and so it was ; but alas I he

did not live to see the Nemesis of that iniquity. One
thing, however, is certain, that the humiliation inflicted

on Prussia by that protocol was never forgotten by one

brave soldier, who, though not allowed at that time to

draw his royal sw^ord, has ever since been working at

the reform of Prussia's army, till on the field of Sadowa

the disgrace of the London protocol and the disgrace

of Olmiitz were wiped out together, and German
questions can no longer be settled by the Great Powers

of Europe, '' with or without the consent of Prussia."

Bunsen remained in England two years longer, full

of literary work, delighted by the success of Prince

Albert's Great Exhibition, entering heartily into all

that interested and ag-itated Eno;lish societv, but never-

theless carrying in his breast a heavy heart. Prussia

and Germanv were not what he wished them to be

At last the complications that led to the Crimean Wai
held out to his mind a last prospect of rescuing Prussia

from her Russian thralldom. If Prussia could have been

brought over to join England and France, the unity of

Northern Germany might have been her reward, as

the unity of Italy was the reward of Cavour's alliance

with the Western Powers. Bunsen used all his influ-
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ence to brinff this about, but he used it in vain, and in

April, 1854, he succumbed, and his resignation was

accepted.

Now, at last, Bunsen was free. He writes to a

son :
—

"You know how I struggled, almost desperately, to retire

from public employment in 1850. Now the cord is broken, and

the bird is free. The Lord be praised 1

"

But sixty-two years of his life were gone. The

foundations of literary work which he had laid as a

young man were difficult to recover ; and if anything

was to be finished, it had to be finished in haste. Bun-

sen retired to Heidelberg, hoping there to realize the

ideal of his life, and realizing it, too, in a certain degree,

— i. e. as long as he was able to forget his sixty-two

years, his shaken health, and his blasted hopes. His

new edition of " Hippolytus," under the title of " Chris-

tianity and Mankind," had been finished in seven vol-

umes before he left England. At Heidelberg his

principal work was the new translation of the Bible,

and his " Life of Christ," an enormous undertaking,

enough to fill a man's life, yet with Bunsen by no

means the only work to which he devoted his remain-

ing powers. Egyptian studies continued to interest

him while superintending the English translation of his

" Egypt." His anger at the machinations of the

Jesuits in Church and State would rouse him suddenly

to address the German nation in his " Signs of the

Times." And the pra^^er of his early youth, " to be

allowed to recognize and trace the firm path of God

through the stream of ages," was fulfilled in his last

work, " God in History." There were many bless-

ings in his life at Heidelberg, and no one could have
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acknowledged them more gratefully than Bunsen.
" Yet," he writes,—

" I miss John Bull, the sea, " The Times " in the morning, and,
besides, some dozens of fellow-creatures. The learned class has
greatly sunk in Germany, more than I supposed ; all behindhand.
. . . Nothing appears of any importance; the most wretched
trifles are cried up."

Though he had bid adieu to politics, yet he could

not keep entirely aloof. The Prince of Prussia and
the noble Princess of Prussia consulted him frequently,

and even from Berlin baits were held out from time to

time to catch the escaped eagle. Indeed, once ao-ain

was Bunsen enticed by the voice of the charmer, and
a pressing invitation of the King brought him to Berlin

to preside at the meeting of the Evangelical Alliance

in September, 1857. His hopes revived once more,

and his plans of a liberal policy in Church and State

were once more pressed on the King,— in vain, as

every one knew beforehand, except Bunsen alone, with

his loving, trusting heart. However, Bunsen's hopes,

too, were soon to be destroyed, and he parted from the

King, the broken idol of all his youthful dreams,— not

in anger, but in love, '* as I wish and pray to depart

rom this earth, as on the calm, still evening of a lono-,

beautiful summer's day." This was written on the 1st

of October ; on the 3d the King's mind gave way,

i-hough his bodily suffering lasted longer than that of

Bunsen. Little more is to be said of the last years of

Bunsen's life. The difficulty of breathing, from which

ne suffered, became often very distressing, and he was
.>bliged to seek relief by travel in Switzerland, or by
spending the winter at Cannes. He recovered from

time to time, so as to be able to work hard at the
•* Biblework," and even to make short excursions to
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Paris or Berlin. In the last year of his life he executed

the plan that had passed before his mind as the fairest

dream of his youth ; he took a house at Bonn, and he

was not without hope that he might still, like Niebuhr,

lecture in the university, and give to the young men
the fruits of his studies and the advice founded on the

experience of his life. This, however, was not to be,

and all who watched him with loving; eves knew but

too well that it could not be. The last chapter of his

life is painful beyond expression as a chronicle of his

bodily sufferings, but it is cheerful also beyond ex-

pression as the record of a triumph over death in hope,

in faith, — iiay, one might almost say, in sight,— sucli

as has seldom been witnessed by human eyes. He
died on the 28th of November, 1860, and was buried

on the 1st of December in the same churchyard at

Bonn where rests the body of his friend and teacher,

Niebuhr.

Thoughts crowd in thick upon us when we gaze at

that monument, and feel again the presence of that

spirit as we so often felt it in the hours of sweet coun-

sel. When we think of the literary works in which,

later in life and almost in the presence of death, he

hurriedly gathered up the results of his studies and

meditations, we feel, as he felt himself when only

twenty-two years of age, that " learning annihilates it-

self, and the most perfect is the first submerged, for

the next ao-e scales with ease the heio;ht which cost the

preceding the full vigor of life." It has been so, and

always will be so. Bunsen's work, particularly in

Egyptian philology and in the philosophy of language,

was to a great extent the work of a pioneer, and it will

be easy for others to advance on the roads which he

has opened, and to approach nearer to the goal whict
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he has pointed out. Some of his works, however, will

hold their place in the history of scholarship, and

particularly of theological scholarship. The question

of the genuineness of the original Epistles of Ignatius

can hardly be opened again after Bunsen's treatise ;

and his discovery that the book on '' All the Heresies,"

ascribed to Origen, could not be the work of that

writer, and that most probably it was the work of

Hippolytus, will always mark an epoch in the study

of earlv Christian literature. Either of those works

would have been enough to make the reputation of a

German professor, or to found the fortune of an Eng-

lish bishop. Let it be remembered that they were the

outcome of the leisure hours of a hard-worked Prussian

diplomatist, who, during the London season, could get

up at five in the morning, light his own fire, and thus

secure four hours of undisturbed work before break-

fast.

Another reason why some of Bunsen's works will

prove more mortal than others is their comprehensive

character. Bunsen never worked for work's sake, but

always for some higher purpose. Special researches

with him were a means, a ladder to be thrown away

as soon as he had reached his point. The thought of

exhibiting his ladders never entered his mind. Oc-

casionally, however, Bunsen would take a jump, and

being bent on general results, he would sometimes

neglect the objections that were urged against him.

It has been easy, even during his life-time, to point out

sveak points in his arguments, and scholars who have

spent the whole of their lives on one Greek classic

have found no difficulty in showing to the world that

they know more of that particular author than Bunsen.

But even those who fully appreciate the real irapor-

voL. m. 25
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tance of Bunsen's labors— labors that were more Lke

a shower of rain fertilizing large acres than like the

artificial irrigation which supports one greenhouse

plant— will be first to mourn over the precious time

that was lost to the world by Bunsen's official avoca-

tions. If he could do what he did in his few hours of

rest, what would he have achieved if he had carried

out the original plan of his life ! It is almost incredi-

ble that a man with his clear perception of his calling

in life, so fully expressed in his earliest letters, should

have allowed himself to be drawn away by the siren

voice of diplomatic life. His success, no doubt, was

great at first, and the kindness shown him by men like

Niebuhr, the King, and the Crown Prince of Prussia

was enough to turn a head that sat on the strongest

shoulders. It should be remembered, too, that in Ger-

many the diplomatic service has always had far greater

charms than in England, and that the higher members

of that service enjoy often the same political influence

as members of the Cabinet. If we read of the brilliant

reception accorded to the young diplomatist during his

first stay at Berlin, the favors showered upon him by

the old King, the friendship offered him by the Crown
Prince, his future King, the hopes of usefulness in his

i»wn heart, and the encouragement given him by all

his friends, we shall be less surprised at his preferring,

in the days of his youth, the brilliant career of a diplo-

matist to the obscure lot of a professor. And yet

what would Bunsen have given later in life if he had

remained true to his first love ! Again and again his

better self bursts forth in complaints about a wasted

life, and again and again he is carried along against his

will. During his first stay in England he writes (No-

vember 18, 1838) :
—
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" 1 care no more about my external position than about the

mountains in the moon ; I know God's will will be done, in spite

of them all, and to my greatest benefit. What that is He alone

knows. Only one thing I think I see clearly. My whole life

is without sense and lasting use, if I squander it in affairs of the

day, brilliant and important as they may be."

The longer he remained in that enchanted garden,

the more difficult it became to find a way out, even

after he had discovered by sad experience how little

he was fitted for court life or even for public life in

Prussia. When he first appeared at the court of Ber-

lin, he carried everything by storm ; but that very tri-

umph was never forgiven him, and his enemies were

bent on " showing this young doctor his proper place."

Bunsen had no idea how he was envied, for the lesson

that success breeds envy is one that men of real mod-

esty seldom learn until it is too late. And he was hated

not only by chamberlains, but, as he discovered with

deepest grief, even by those whom he considered his

truest friends, who had been working in secret conclave

to undermine his influence with his royal friend and

master. Whenever he returned to Berlin, later in

life, he could not breathe freely in the vitiated air of

the court, and the wings of his soul hung down lamed,

if not broken. Bunsen was not a courtier. Away
from Berlin, among the ruins of Rome, and in the

fresh air of English life, he could speak to kings and

orinces as few men have spoken to them, and pour out

ais inmost convictions before those whom he revered

and loved. But at Berlin, though he might have

learnt to bow and to smile and to use Byzantine

phraseology, his voice faltered and was drowned by

noisy declaimers ; the diamond was buried in a heap

of beads, and his rays could not shine forth where

th'^.re was no heavenly sunlight to call them out
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King Frederick William IV. was no ordinary King:

that one can see even from tlie scanty extracts from

his letters given in " Bunsen's Memoirs." Nor was

his love of Bunsen a mere passing whim. He loved

the man, and those who knew the refreshino- and satis-

fying influence of Bunsen's society will easily under-

stand what the King meant when he said, '• I am hun-

gry and thirsty for Bunsen." But what constitution

can resist the daily doses of hyperbolical flattery that

are poured into the ears of royalty, and how can we
wonder that at last a modest expression of genuine re-

spect does sound like rudeness to royal ears, and to

speak the truth becomes synonymous with insolence ?

In the trickeries and mimicries of court life Bunsen

was no adept, and nothing was easier than to outbid

him in the price that is paid for royal favors. But if

much has thus been lost of a life far too precious to be

squandered among royal servants and messengers, this

prophet among the Sauls has taught the world some

lessons which he could not have tauo-ht in the lecture-

room of a German university. People Avho would

scarcely have listened to the arguments of a German
professor sat humbly at the feet of an ambassador and

of a man of the world. That a professor should be

learned, and that a bishop should be orthodox, was a

matter of course ; but that an ambassador should hold

forth on hieroglyphics and the antiquity of man rather

than on the chrcrmqiie scandaleuse of Paris ; that a

Prussian statesman should spend his mornings on the

fgnatian Epistles rather than in writing gossiping let-

ters to ladies in waiting at Berlin and Potsdam ; that

this learned man " who ought to know," should profess

the simple faith of a child and the boldest freedom of a

philosopher, was enough to startle society, both higl:
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and low. How Bunsen inspired those who knew him

with confidence, how he was consulted, and how he

was loved, may be seen from some of the letters ad-

dressed to liim, though few only of such letters have

been published in his " Memoirs." That his influence

was great in England we know from the concurrent

testimony both of his enemies and his friends, and the

seed that he has sown in the minds and hearts of men
have borne fruit, and will still bear richer fruit, both in

England and in Germany. Nor should it be forgotten

how excellent a use he made of his personal influence

in helping young men who wanted advice and encour-

agement. His sympathy, his condescension, his faith

when brought in contact with men of promise, were

extraordinary : they were not shaken, though they

have been abused more than once. In all who loved

Bunsen his spirit will live on, imperceptibly, it may be,

to themselves, imperceptibly to the world, but not the

less really. It is not the chief duty of friends to honor

the departed by idle grief, but to remember their de-

signs, and to carry out their mandates. (Tac, Ann
II. 71.)

1868.
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After hesitating for a long time, and after consulting both

those who had a right to be consulted, and those whose inde-

pendent judgment I could trust, I have at last decided on pub-

lishing the following letters of Baron Bunsen, as an appendix to

my article on the Memoirs of his Life. They will, I believe,

show to the world one side of his character which in the Me-

moirs could appear but incidentally,— his ardent love of the

higher studies from which his official duties were constantly

tearing him away, and his kindness, his sympathy, his conde-

scension in his intercourse with younger scholars who were pur-

suing: different branches of that work to which he himself would

gladly have dedicated the whole energy of his mind. Bunsen

was by nature a scholar, though not exactly what in England is

meant by a German scholar. Scholarship with him was always

a means, never in itself an object ; and the study of the languages,

the laws, the philosophies and religions of anti(|uity, was in his

eyes but a necessary preparation before approaching the prob-

lem of all problems, Is there a Providence in the world, or is

there not ? "To trace the firm path of God through the stream

of ages," this was the dream of his youth, and the toil of his old

age ; and during all his life, whether he was studying the laws

of Rome or the hieroglyphic inscriptions of Egypt, the hymns
of the Veda or the Psalms of the Old Testament, he was always

collecting materials for that great temple which in his mind

towered high above all other temples, the temple of God in his-

tory. He was an architect, but he wanted builders ; his plans

were settled, but there was no time to carry them out. He
therefore naturally looked out for younger men who were to

take some share of his work. He encouraged them, he helped

them, he left them no rest till the work which he wanted was

ione ; and he thus exercised the most salutary influence on a
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number of young scholars, both in Rome, in London, and in

Heidelberg.

When I first came to know Bunsen, he was fifty-six, I

twenty-four years of age ; he was Prussian ambassador, I was

nobody. But from the very beginning of our intercourse, he

was to me like a friend and fellow-student ; and when standing

by his side at the desk in his library, I never saw the ambassa-

dor, but only the hard-working scholar, ready to guide, willing

to follow, but always pressing forward to a definite goal. He
would patiently listen to every objection, and enter readily into

the most complicated questions of minute critical scholarship;

but he always wanted to see daylight ; he could not bear mere

groping for groping's sake. When he suspected any scholar of

shallowness, pettiness, or professorial conceit, he would some-

times burst forth into rage, and use language the severity of

which he was himself the first to reorret. But he would never

presume on his age, his position, or his authority. In that re-

spect few men remained so young, remained so entirely them-

selves through life as Bunsen. It is one of the saddest experi-

ences in hfe to see men lose themselves when they become min-

isters or judges or bishops or professors. Bunsen never became

ambassador, he always remained Bunsen. It has been my good

fortune in life to have known many men whom the world calls

great,— philosophers, statesmen, scholars, artists, poets ; but

take it all in all, take the full humanity of the man, I have

never seen, and I shall never see his like again.

The rule followed in editing these letters has been a very

simple one. I have given them as they were, even though I

felt that many could be of interest to scholars only or to Bun-

sen's personal friends ; but I have left out whatever could be

supposed to wound the feelings of any one. Unless this rule is

most carefully observed, the publication of letters after the

death of their writers seems to me simply dishonorable. When
Bunsen speaks of public measures and public men, of parties in

Church and State, whether in Eno;land or in Germanv, there

was no necessity for suppressing his remarks, for he had spoken

his mind as freely on them elsewhere as in these letters. But

any personal reflections written on the spur of the moment, in

.onfidence or in jest, have been struck out, however strong the

temptation sometimes of leaving them. Many expressions, too,

of his kind feelings towards me have been omitted. If some

have been left, I hope I may be forgiven for a pride not alto*

(fether illegitimate.
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LETTERS.*

[1.] London, Thursday^ December 7, 1848,

9 o'clock.

My dear M.,— I have this moment received your affection-

ate note of yesterday, and feel as if I must respond to it directly,

as one would respond to a friend's shake of the hand. The in-

formation was quite new to me, and the success wholly unexpected.

You have given a home to a friend who was homeless in the

world ; may you also have inspired him with that energy and

stability, the want of which so evidently depresses him. The
idea about Pauli is excellent, but he must decide quickly and
send me word, that I may gain over William Hamilton, and his

son (the President). The place is much sought after ; Pauli

would certainly be the man for it. He would not become a

PMlister here, as most do.

And now, my very dear M., I congratulate you on the cou-

rageous frame of mind which this event causes you to evince. It

is exactly that which, as a friend, I wish for you for the whole

of life, and which I perceived and loved in you from the very

first moment. It delights me especially at this time, when your

contemporaries are even more dark and confused than mine are

sluggish and old-fashioned. The reality of life, as we enter the

period of full manhood, destroys the first dream of youth ; but

with moral earnestness, and genuine faith in eternal providence,

and in the sacredness of human destiny in that government of

the world which exists for all human souls that honestly seek

after good,— with these feelings, the dream of youth is more
than realized.

You have undertaken a great work, and have been rescued

from the whirlpool and landed on this peaceful island that you
might carry it on undisturbed, which you could not have done
in the Fatherland. This is the first consideration ; but not less

highly do I rate the circumstances which have kept you here,

1 Translated by G. A. M.
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and have given you an opportunity of seeing English life in its

real strength, with the consistency and stability, and with all

the energy and simplicity, that are its distinguishing features. 1

have known what it is to receive this complement of German
life in the years of my training and apprenticeship. When
rightly estimated, this knowledge and love of the English ele-

ment only strengthens the love of the German Fatherland, the

home of genius and poetry.

I will only add that I am longing to see you amongst us : you

must come to us before long;. Meanwhile think of me with as

much affection as I shall always think of you. Lepsius has

sent me his splendid work " On the Foundations of Egyptian

Chronology," with astounding investigations.

As to Germany, my greatest hopes are based on this,— that

the King and Henry von Gagern have met and become real

friends.

[2.] Sundny Morning, February 18, 1849.

My dear M., — Having returned home last night, I should

like to see you quietly to-day, before the turmoil begins again

to-morrow. Can you and JVIr. Trithen come to me to-day at

five o'clock? I will ask Elze to dinner, but I should first like

to read to you two my treatise " On the Classification of Lan-

guages," which is entirely rewritten, and has become my fifth

book in nuce.

I will at once tell you that I am convinced that the Lycians

were the true Pelasgians, and I shall not give you any rest till

you have discovered the Pelasgic language from the monuments
existing here. It is a sure discovery. It must be an older form

of Greek, much as the Oscan or the Carmen Sahare were of

Latin, or even perhaps more so.

[3.] ToTTERiDGE Park, Monday Morning,

February 19, 1849.

I landed yesterday, and took refuge here till this afternoon

;

and my first employment is to thank you for your alTectionate

and faithful letter, and to tell you that I am not only to be here

as hitherto, but that, with the permission of the King, I am tc

fill the post of confidential accredited minister of the ReichsveV'

loeser, formerly held by Baron Andrian. During my stay here,

oe it long or short, it will always be apleasui'e and refi-eshmeni
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to me to see you as often as you can come to us. You know

>ur way of living, Avliicli will remain the same, except now and

then, when Palmerston may fix his conferences for a Sunday.

Pertz is quite ready to agree to the proposal of a regular

completion of the Chambers collection : the best thing would be

for you to offer to make the catalogue. He is waiting your

proposal. The dark clouds of civil war are lowering over oui

dear and mighty Fatherland. Prussia will go on its own waj

quietly as a mediating power.

[4.] Carlton Terrack, ApivJ 22, 1849.

Yesterday evening, and night, and this morning early, I have

been reading Froude's " Nemesis of Faith," and am so moved by

it that I must write you a few lines. I cannot describe the

power of attraction exercised upon me by this deeply search-

ing, noble spirit : I feel the tragic nature of his position, and

Ions have I foreseen that such trao-ical combinations await the

souls of men in this island-world. Arnold and Carlyle. each in

his own way, had seen this long before me. In the general

world, no one can understand such a state of mind, except so

far as to be enabled to misconstrue it.

In the shortcoming of the English mind in judging of this

book, its great alienation from the philosophy of Art is revealed.

This book is not comprehended as a work of Art, claiming as

such due proportions and relative significance of parts ; other-

wise many individuals would at least have been moved to a mori

sparing judgment upon it, and in the first place they would take

in the import of the title.

This book shows the fatal result of the renunciation of the

Church system of belief. The subject of the tale simply ex-

periences moral annihilation ; but the object of his affection,

whose mind he had been the means of unsettling in her faith,

burst through the boundaries which liumanity has })laced, and

the moral order of the world imposes : they perish both, — each

at odds Avith self, with God, and with human society : only for

him there yet remains room for further development. Then
the curtain falls, — that is right, according to artistic rule of

composition ; true and necessary according to the views of

hose who hold the faith of the Church of En(j;land ; and from

a theological point of view, no other solution could be expected

from the book than that which it has given.

Br^-

o
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But here the author has disclosed the inward disease, the.

fea xul hollowness, the spiritual death, of the nation's philosoph-

ical and theological forms, with resistless eloquence ; and like

the Jews of old, they will exclaim, " That man is a criminal

Btoue him 1

*'

I wish you could let him know how deeply I feel for him,

without ever having seen him ; and how I desire to admonish
him to accept and endure this fatality, as, in the nature of things,

he must surely have anticipated it ; and as he has pointed out

and defended the freedom of the spirit, so must he now (and 1

believe he will) show in himself, and make manifest to the world,

the courage, active in deed, cheerful in power, of that free

spirit.

It is presumptuous to intrude into the fate and mystery of life

in the case of any man, and more especially of a man so re-

markable ; but the consciousness of community of spirits, of

knowing, and endeavoring after what is morally good, and true,

and perfect, and of the yearning after every real disciple of the

inner religion of Christians, impels me to suggest tc vou to tell

him irom me, that I believe the spasm of his spiritual efibrts

would sooner be calmed, and the solution of the great problem
would sooner be found, if he were to live for a time among us ;

I mean, if he resided for a time in one of the German univer-

sities. We Germans have been for seventy years working as

tliinkers, inquirers, poets, seers, also as men of action, to pull

down the old and to erect the new Zion : each great man with

us has contributed his materials towards the sanctuary, invisible,

but firmly fixed in German hearts ; the whole nation has neg-

lected and sacrificed political, individual existence and common
freedom— to pursue in faith the search after truth. From us

something may be learnt, by every spirit of this age. He will

experience how truly the divine Plato spoke, when he said,

" Seven years of silent inquiry were needful for a man to learn

the truth, but fourteen in order to learn how to make it known
to his fellow-men."

Froude must know Schleiermacher's " Discourses on Religion,"

and perhaps also his " Dogmatics." In this series of develop-

ments this is perhaps, as far as the form is concerned, the most

satisfactory work which immediately concerns religion and its

reconciliation with philosophy on the basis of more liberal

Christian investigation. But at all events we have not striven

and suffered in vain : our philosophy, research, and poetry show
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this. But men, not books, are needed by such a mind, in order

to become conscious of the truth, which (to quote Spinoza)
" remoto errore nuda remanet." He has still much to learn, and

he should learn it as a man from man. I should like to propose

to him first to <io to Bonn. He would there find that most

deeply thoughtful and most original of speculative minds among
our living theologians, the Hamann of this century, my dear

friend R. Rothe ; also a noble philosopher and teacher of ethics,

Brandis ; an honest master of exegesis, Bleek ; and young-

minds would soon attach themselves to hiui. In Halle he would

find Erdmann, almost the only distinguished speculative follower

A' Hegel, and Tholuck, who has advanced much farther in the

philosophical treatment of Christianity than is generally thought.

I will gladly give him introductions to all of these. They would

all willingly admit him into their world of thought, and enter

with sympathy into his. It would be sure to suit him. . , ,

The free atmosphere of thought would do him good, as formerly

the atmosphere of free England was good for Germans still

struggling for political liberty. He certainly needs physical

change and invigorating. For this the lovely Rhine is decidedly

to be recommended. With £lOO he could live there as a prince.

Why go off to Van Diemen's Land ? I should always be glad

to be of the least service to him, still more to make his personal

acquaintance. And now, my dear M., you can, if you wish, read

out to him what I have written, but do not give the letter out

of your own hands.

[5.] 9 Caklton Tekrace, Monday,
May 22, 1849.

I thank you for two letters. I cannot tell how the first de-

lighted and rejoiced me. The state of things in England is

really as you describe it. As to what concerns the second, you

will by this time know that I have seen Froude twice. With

M., too, personal ac(|uaintance has been made, and the point as

to money is touched on. I must see him again alone before I

u-ive my opinion. At all events, he is a man of genius, and

Germany (especially Bonn) the country for him.

I can well imagine the terrible scenes your dear mother ha.«

witnessed in Dresden. However, I believe we have, in the very

midst of the storm, reached the harbor. Even in Frankfort

every one believes in the complete success of Prussia's negotia-

tions with the four Courts. We shall have the whole oonstitu-
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tion of the empire, and now with all necessary improvements.

As to matters of form, they must be arranged as between ecjuals.

Gagern and his friends are ready for this. The constitution is

to be declared at Berlin on the 25th. The disturbances will

then be quieted as by magic. George is aux anyes over this

unexpected turn of afi'airs. At all events I hope soon to see

you.

[6.] London, Wednesday, July 14, 1849.,

" Hmrah for MUller I
" — so writes George, and as an answer

I send you his note from Frankfort. Hekscher's proposal is

quite reasonable. I have since then broken off all negotiations

with the Danes. You will soon read the documents in the

newspapers.

If the proposal of the parliamentary committee on the direc-

tory of the Bund passes, which admits of little doubt, the ques-

tion of to be or not to be must be immediately decided.

I do not intend going to Frankfort for this, so pray come
here ; I am alone here with Charles.

[7.] 9 Carlton Terrace, Finday Morning.^

My dear M., — I did not thank you immediately for your

delightful and instructive letter, because there were many points

on which I wished to write fully. The last decisive crisis of

the German-European business has at length arrived, and 1 have

had the opportunity of doing my duty in the matter. But I

have been doing nothing else since last Saturday, nothing Chi-

nese even. I recommend the inclosed to you. The young

man is a good and highly informed German bookseller. He
has of course written just what I did not tell him, and omitted

what he ouo;lit to have said, " that he had been here ibr five

years with the first booksellers, and before that was trained un-

der his fither in Bonn ; that he understands English, German,

French, Italian, and Spanish." I have only heard what is good

of him. How grateful I feel to you ibr having begun the Index

of Egyptian words at once ! We wanted one here for a special

purpose, so our trouble has not been thrown away. I now per-

ceive how impossible it is to understand the Egyptian language

and history thoroughly without Chinese. In the chronology

tiiere is still much to be done.

1 No date, but about December, 1849.
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We have as yet held our own in Loudon and Warsaw as

against Vienna. But in the Sehleswig-Holstein question we
have the whole world, and unfortunately our own peace of July

2d, against us. Radowitz has worked most devotedly and hon-

estly. When shall we see you again ?

[S ] Prussian Legation, May 15, 1850.

By return of post thanks and greetings to my dear M. Your
proposal as to Schiitz is excellent. Let me know if I am to

write to Humboldt. I draw a totally different lesson from your

news of the loss of the Veda MS. Wait till a good copy ar-

rives, and in the mean time pursue your philological studies in

some other direction, and get on with your Introduction. You
can work more in one day in Europe than in a week in India,

unless you wish to kill yourself, which I could not allow. So

come with bag and bao;o;age here, to 9 Carlton Terrace, to one

who longs to see you.

F. must have gone mad, or have been far more so politically

than I imagined. The " Leader," edited by him and N., is (as

Mills says) red and raw ! and, in addition, badly written. It is

a pity for prophets and poets to meddle with realities, instead of

devoting themselves to futurity and poetry. George is happy

in the intellectual wealth of Paris life, and quite perplexed at

the perverseness and follies of the political cliques. He prom-

ises to write about the acquaintance of Lamenais and George

Sand. I am well, but fully use the right of a convalescent, and

hardly go anywhere.

Friend Stockmar sends a report from Erfurt, where the Par-

hament meets on the 26th to receive the oaths of the Directory

and the Ministers of the Union. Usedom, Pertz, and Co. are

quite mad in their enthusiasm for the Black and White, as I

have openly written to them.

[9.] Carlton Terrace, July 10, 1850.

Mr. Eastwick, the translator of Bopp's Grammar, tells me
that he and Murray wish for an article on this work in the

" Quarterly Review" for January, 1851 ; so it must be sent in

in November. Wilson refuses, as he is too busy. I believe

yoU could best write such a review, of about sixteen pagei

VOL. III. 26
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(£l6). If you agree to tliis, write a line to uie or direct to

Eastwick, who would then (ret a letter from Lockhart with the

commission for you. God help Schleswig-Holstein !

[10.] London, October 10, 1850.

You have given me the greatest pleasure, my dear M., by

your beautiful present. Already, last night, I read the new
" Greek Songs," and others that were new to me, with the

greate.s* delight. We have, at all events, derived one benefit

trom the great storm, — that the fetters have been taken off the

press. It is a very charming edition, and a beautiful memo-
rial.

As to F , it seems to me contra rei naturam to ar-

range anything with the " Quarterly Review." The channel

for such things is now really the " Edinburgh ;

" in the " Quar-

terly " everything not English must be run down, at all events

in appearance, if it is to be appreciated. And now " Modern
German Poetry and F ," and Liberal politics I I can-

not understand how F could think of such a thing. I

will willingly take charge of it for the " Edinburgh Review."

The editor is my political, theological, personal friend, and sym-

pathizes with me in such things as I consider F 's beau-

tiful review will be. I have for years wished for such a one

;

epic-lyric poetry has made much greater advances since Goethe's

time than people in Germany (with the one exception of Platen)

seem to perceive. It seems to me, though, that one should begin

with the flowers of the Romantic school of poetry, with Schen-

kendorf and Korner, — that is, with the whole romantic German
national epoch, which found Goethe already a retired philos-

opher. The whole development, from that time till now, ap-

pears to me as one intimately united whole, even including the

present day. Even 1848 to 1850 have fm'nished their contribu-

tion (Arndt's two inspLi'ed songs, for instance) ; and in 1843-44,

Geibel shines as a star of the first magnitude. Heine is dif-

ficult to treat. In fact, I do not think that F has read

enough of these poets. He spoke to me lately of an histor-

ical work that he had in view, and which he wished to talk

over with me ; he meant to come up to me from the country

out has not yet appeared. He is always welcome, for he ia

decidedly a man of genius, and I would wilUngly help him.

Now to something different. My Chinese work is tolerably
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far advanced. I have arranj^ed the 214 keys alphabetically

and have examined about 100 of them historically — that is,]

have separated the oldest (entirely hieroglyphic and ideo-

graphic) signs, and as far as possible fixed the relationship of

identical or similarly sounding roots. Then 1 laid aside the

work, and first began a complete list of all those pronominal,

adverbial, and particle stems, arranged first alphabetically and

then according to matter, in which I found the recognizable

corpses of the oldest Chinese words. The result repays me
even far more than I expected. I hope to have finished both

works before Christmas ; and at last, too, the alphabetical ex-

amination of the 450 words (of which about 150 are hidden in

the 214 keys; the 64 others are similarly sounding roots).

Naturally all this is only in reference to ancient Chinese, which

is at least as different (grammatically) from modern Chinese

as Egyptian is ti-om Coptic.

At the same time, I am reading the translation of the three

" Kings," and transliterate some passages. And now I must ask

you to examine the inclosed system of transliteration. I have

devised it according to my best powers after yours and Lep-

sius' system. Secondly, I want you to tell me whether I ought

to buy the Leipzig translation of Eichhoft''s " Parall^le des

Langues Sanscrites." My own copy of the French edition has

disappeared. PauU works at an Index of the Egyptian hiero-

glyphics and words, which I can send you by and by.

" The days and times are hard," says an old song.

[11 ]
ToTTERiDGE Park, Tuesday Morning^

October 16, 1850.

My dear Friend,— So it seems that I am really not to see

vou this time. I am truly sorry, and count all the more on

your calling on your return, if I am still in England. I should

like to have thanked you at once for your affectionate letter for

my birthday. But you know, if you altogether trust me, that a

lifelong love for you lies deep in my heart.

I had expected more from the great programme of New Ox-
ford. It is not, however, much more unsatisfactory than the arti-

cle on Plato, the writer of which now avows himself. It is only

possible to excuse the milk-ahd-watery treatment of the subject

through the general mental cowardice and ignorance in intel-

lectual matters which is so predominant in this country. I find
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a comfort in the hope that this article is the prologue to able

exegetieal works, coinbiued with a concrete statement of tho

absurdity, the untruth, and untenableness of the present Eno-Usb

conception of inspiration. Do not call me to account too

sharply for this hope, or it is likely to evaporate simply in

pious wishes. Moral earnestness is the only thing that pleases

me in this matter ; the important thing now is to jjrove it. io

opposition to invincible prejudices. Your plan- of publishing

your Introduction after you have talked it over with Lassen and
Burnouf, and drawn in fresh breath, and just in January too,

pleases me very much. If I ma}-, all in the dark, give you some
good advice, try to make yourself clear on two points. First,

as to the proper limits of language for the investigation of past

and prehistoric times. As yet, no one has known how to han-

dle these gigantic materials ; what Jacob Grimm has lately at-

tempted with them is child's play. It is no longer of any use,

as a Titan in intention, but confused as to aim, and uncertain

in method, — it is no longer of any use to put down dazzling

examples which demonstrate nothing, or at most only that some-

thing ought to be there to be demonstrated. What you have
told me entitles one to the highest hopes ; and these will be

realized, if you in the French, not the Teutonic manner, arrive

at full understanding of what is at present a mere instinctive in-

tuition, and thus arrive at the right method. You can do it.

Only I have some anxiety as to the second point, the historical

proofs of the beginnings of nations. That is the weak side, first

of all etymologists and word-masters, and then especially of all

" Indologues," and of the whole Indian past itself. There is an

enormous difierence between what can have been, nay, accord-

ing to certain abstract theoretic views must have been, and what
has been. That, however, is the distinctive problem for histor-

ical investigation. And here, above all, much depends on phil-

ological knoAvledo;e and saijacitv ; but still more on that histox'-

ical tact which understands how interences should be drawn.

This demands much acquaintance Avith what is real, and with

^*urely historical material ; much practice, and, as regards char-

acter, much self-denial. In this judicium .^uhactum of the histo-

rian lies the difference between Niebuhr and O. Miiller. To
satisfy these demands, it is only necessary, with your gifts and

your character, that you should wish to do so earnestly, and

perseveringly wish it. Of course you will not se[)arate the in-

quiry as to the oldest seat of the Sanskrit language from the
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mrrounding problems. I am perhaps too strongly prejudiced

against the idea that the family of which we are speaking must

have wandered from the banks of the Upper Indus towards Bac-

tria, and from thence founded Media and Persia. But 1 have

for the present good grounds for this, and views which have

long been tested by me. I can well imagine a migration of this

family to and fro from the northern to the southern slopes of

the Hindu-Kush and back again ; in Egypt one sees most plainly

how the Semitic, or the family which inclines towards Semitism,

migrated frequently from the Mediterranean and the Euphrates

to the Red Sea and hack again. But this alters nothing in the

theory, on the one hand, that it is one and the same family his-

torically, and, on the other hand, that it is not originally African,

but Asiatic. You will certainly not adopt Niebuhi-'s autoch-

thonic theory, where such facts lie before you. But enough.

Only receive these remarks as a proof of my lively interest in

your researches, and in yourself; and may Minerva be your

guide. I rejoice in the prize you have gained at the French

Academy in Paris, both for you and the Fatherland.

The King has subscribed for twenty copies of your Veda, and

you have received 500 thalers of it beforehand. The rest you

will receive, accordino; to the asrreement then made, and which

was communicated to you, as certainly after the revolution and

constitution as before. I cannot have said a word with any other

meaning. I may have recommended you not to demand future

prepayment : there might have been difficulties. Examine, then,

the communication made to you, take twenty copies of your first

volume in your pocket, or rather in the ship, and hand them in,

writing in any case to Humboldt, and beside him to the minister

concerned, therefore to the IVIinister of Public Instruction. As
to what concerns the King personally, ask Humboldt what you

have to do. The thino- itself is as clear and settled a matter

of business as anything can well be ; on this very account I

have completely forgotten the particulars.

And now, God bless you, my dear friend. Greet all friendly

minds and souls, and first, " though I have not the pleasure of

her acquaintance," your mother ^ and then Humboldt and Lep-

sius before any one else.

[12.] London, November 4, 1850.

I must tell you by return of post that you letter has fright-

ened me by what you tell me respecting your strong impulse tc
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go to Benares or to Bonn. This is the very worst moment foJ

Bonn, and the very best for your publication of the Introduction

to the Vedas. The crisis in our country disturbs everything

;

it will soon be over, and, as I have good reason to beUeve,

without dishonor or bloodshed. They would do everything to

make your stay in Bonn pleasant, as soon as they have recov-

ered breath. Still, you must print that English book in Eng-

land ; and I should add, before you settle across the Chan-

nel. Or do you only intend to pay Lassen a visit ? You
knew that some time ago Lassen longed to see you, more than

any other man. It would be a good idea if you settle to make
an excursion to Germany. You are one of those who always

arrange things best personally. At all events, you must come
to us the day after to-morrow, and stay till the 9 th. We shall

have a house full of visitors that day (evening), but till then be

quite alone. On the 7th you will give your presence to George

as a birthday gift, a proof of great afiection. Of Froude I

have heard and seen nothing.

Empson has been here twice, without leaving his address. I

have advanced as far in the astronomy and chronology of the

Chinese as I can without an astronomer. They haue begun loith

the beginning of the Chaldeans. With the language, too, I have

reached firm soil and ground, through the 1 20 words which be-

come particles. More by word of mouth.

The struggle is over. Open conferences will be held at

Vienna, where Prussia will represent and securely maintain ihe

principle of free opinion.

The 8,000 Bavarians will return home ao^ain. The new con-

stitution of the Bund will include all Austria (except Italy), and
will have a diet wliich has no legislative power in internal

German affairs. Will Radowitz stay ? Send a line in answer.

[13.] London, December 11, 1850.

In spite of the courier, who goes to-day, I must write a few

words in answer to your friendly inquiries.

3 am more and more convinced that you stake everything if

you begin the important affair in Bonn without going there

yourself; and on the other hand, that the business cannot fail if

you go there ; lastly, that you should go there at once, that Las-

sen and the government may not hit on something else. Once

begun, the thing will, I hope, go exactly as you wish. But ]
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fthould be very sorry if you were to leave Oxford before finishing

the printing of the Introduction. That is your farewell to Eng-

land, your greeting to the professoriate in Germany, both worthy

and suited to you.

The Lectures at Oxford appear, by the side of this, as a sec

ondary consideration. I cannot, however, restrain the wish that

you should not refuse the thing. It is not expected that a

deputy-professor should spend more time than is necessary on

the charge committed to him. I should think you could arrange

such a course very pleasantly, and feel certain of success, if you

only bear in mind Lockhart's advice, to write as for ladies,—
" Spartam quam nactus es orna," as Niebuhr always told me,

and I have always found it a good maxim. I await the sending

in of your article for the " Edinburgh," in order to make all

preparations at once. I hope you will be back from Bonn by

Christmas Eve, or else Avait till after Christmas before you go.

As a friend of many years' standing, you will forgive me if I

say that if the journey to Bonn is not financially convenient to

you just now, I depend upon your thinking of me.

[14.] 9 Carlton Terrace, January 2, 1851.

Most heartily do I wish you success and happiness in the

new year. Stanley will have told you of our negotiations as to

your beautiful article. He will have laid before you the sketch

of a genuine English prologue and epilogue promised by him,

and for which I gave him a few ideas. You can then choose

between the " Quarterly " and " Edinburgh Review."

Pertz has authorized me to pay you £20 on the 1st of Janu-

ary, as you wished. So send your receipt, that I may at once

send you the £20 (in four bank-notes), unless you will fetch them

yourself. If you can be here on Monday, you are invited to

dinner with Macaulay, Mahon, and General Radowitz, otherwise

^,ny other day.

P. S. (Wednesday). No, my dear M., I will not send your

article, but take it myself. Let me have it soon.

[15.] London, March 13, 1851.

It is such a delight to be able at last to write to you, to tell

Fou that few events this year have given me such great pleasure

AS your noble success in Oxford. The English have showr
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bow gladly they will listen to sometliing good and new, if auy

one will lay it before them in their own halls and in their

•' gown." Morier has faithfully reported everything, and my
whole family sympathize in your triumph, as if it concerned

ourselves.

I have heard from Empson that he will let your article ap-

pear in the third quarter (1st July). All space for the 1st of April

had been promised since December. He will have it printed

very early, that we may have time to read it comfortably, and

see if it really wants a " head and tail." He seems to think it

is nol wanted. So much the better, I answered him.

George writes diligently, De Nili fontihus, and revels in the

scientific life of Bonn. He is coming at Easter for four weeks,

and intends immediately after Whitsmitide to take his degree

cum honore.

You have seen that Lachmann was obliged to have his foot

amputated, as it was mortifying. The operation was very well

performed ; but the question is, whether the evil may not still

spread. Haupt writes in great anxiety ; he hurried off to his

friend, to nurse him.

Theodore comes as early as the 7th of April, and goes to the

University after Easter.

We have all had something of influenza, but not so that we
were obhged to give up our Tuesday evenings, which are very

well attended, as many as 300 people, who amuse themselves and

us well. When are you coming to us ?

I have come to the end of the third volume, in working; over

''Egypt," and have already besides a third of the fourth volume

ready for press. By the 1st of May the fourth volume must be

cent to Gotha.

[16.] Carlton Terrace, Tuesday Morning^

May 1,3, 1851, 7 o'clock.

( Olymp. I. I. I.) according to new German
Chronology. See tables for " Egypt."

I must at last take my early morning hour to write to you,

it. stead of writing, or rather preparing, a chapter of my fifth

volume. For I find the flood of business which beo-ins with

breakfast subsides now only after midnight, and I have many
things I must say to you. First, my thankp and good wishes

for the sketch of your lectures. You have rightly understood

the importance of epic poetry in its historical bearing, and for tht
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^rst time connected it with the earliest times of the epic nations

lamely, the primitive period of their community of languajre.

This has given me indescribable pleasure, and daily roused

a longing to see you again very soon, and to read to you some

chapters out of my fifth volume, the writing of wliich has con-

tinued to be an excessive delight to me. I have attempted the

restoration of the times of the patriarchs, in the full belief in

their real existence and in mv own method, and have been sur-

prised at the great results. After I had finished this section I

felt inspirited to add the Introduction to the Preface, written at

Easter, " The History and Method of the Philosophy of His-

tory," and then, as by a stroke of magic, I found myself again in

the lost Paradise of the deepest philosophical and historical con-

victions of all my life, on the strength of wliich I consecrated my
dim anticipations to definite vows in the holy vigils of 1810-

13, and wrote them down in the last weeks of my German Ufe

(January, 1816) in Berlin in order to explain myself to Niebuhr.

The little book which I then wrote comes back again, after the

lapse of quite thirty-five years, into my thoughts. The journey

to India has turned out a journey to Egypt, and the journey of

life hastens towards its close. But though I, since 1816, never

found the means and opportunity to fix my eyes on the first youth-

ful ideal, after I had dedicated my life to investigate, to think,

and to live for it ; and thouoh all the grand and elevated views

had been hidden from me in the narrow valleys of life and of

special research, except some blessed moments of intuition, I

am now again raised by the flood of Egyptian research, after

a quarter of a century, on to the heights of the same Ararat

from whence, in the battle of Ufe, I had to descend. I only

wished to give an introductory survey of the manner of treating

.he world's history, and to my astonishment something else ap-

pears, to which I yield myself with fear as well as delight, with

.he old youthful ardor. I believe I owe something of my good

fortune this time also to my enemies and enviers. For it is

quite true, as the newspaper said, that my removal or recall

'"as demanded from the King, not only by our Camarilla and

its tool, the ministry, but by more than " flesh and blood," that

high demoniacal power, which would willingly crush Prussia and

Germany in its unholy embrace. It has come to an avowed

struggle. As yet the King has held fast to me rs king and

friend. Such attacks always fill me with courageous indignation

^nd indignant courage, and God has graciour,ly filled my He.art
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with this courage ever since I, on the day of the news of om
complete defeat (November 10), determined to finish " En;ypt.*'

Never, since I projected the five books on Egypt, when be-

deged on the Capitol by the Pope and his followers, •nd aban-

doned by the ministry at Berlin, from January 6th till Easter

Sunday, 1838, — never have I worked with such success. Even

the Great Exhibition and the visit of the Prince and Princess

of Prussia have not hindered rae. Volume IV. was finished on

Sunda-y evening, April 27 ; and Tuesday morning, the 29th, I

wrote at Dover the first chapter of the " Traditions of Prehistoric

Times," after Easter Sunday had presented me with the above-

mentioned Preface. On the 27th of May all that is entailed by

the Prince's visit ceases again on the beach at Dover, and on

the 1st June 1 hope to be able to begin with the "Methodol-

ogy." I have now arrived at Leibnitz in the historical survey,

which is to close with Schellins: and Hesjel, Goethe and Schiller,

and which besran with Abraham. Don't be frio-htened, it will

please you.

But now, if Oxford and the gods of the Veda allow it, you

should come here. George will, before he returns to Bonn, sail

up the waters of the Nile with me ; he has written the first

sketch ofthe dissertation, and can get through everything in Bonn

in six weeks ; I believe he returns at the end of the first week.

Think this over. I do so wish for him to see you before he

leaves. Meanwhile I may tell you, suh rosa, that on Saturday

mornino- he, with Colonel Fischer and the charming Prince Fried-

rich Wilhelm, will go to Oxford from Birmingham (12 o'clock),

and, in strictest incognito, show the Benares of Europe to the

future King of Prussia, who is enthusiastic about England. He
will write to you beforehand ; he is now asleep, resting him-

self, after running about all day yesterday with the Prince, and

staying at a ball till morning.

But enough of the outpourings of my heart. I hasten to

business.

First, Empson has sent me the pi'oof-sheets of your article.

I mean yotir article for the " Edinburgh Review." Early

this morning I read it through at last, and joyfully and heartily

utter my Made virtute. You have worked up the article since

I first read it in MS. far more than I expected ; and certainly

with good and practical results. Your examples, and particu-

larly your notes, will help and please the English reader very

nucb. The introduction is as excellent {ad hyminem and yet
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iignified) as the end. Many thanks for it. Go.l will bless It.

To-night I shall read out the article to my wife, children, and

Neukomm, as I long ago promised, and to-morrow I will send it

to the printer (with a few corrected misprints), and will write

to Empson " what I think about it." So far, so good.

Secondly, I find I cannot with honor shrink from some sort of

comparison of my Egyptian forms and roots with the Semitic

and Ii'anian forms and roots. The facts are so enormously great,

that it does not in the least matter whether the proof can be

thoroughly given in all its details. I have therefore in my need

thought of Rodiger, and have sent a letter to him, of which I

inclose a copy. You will see from it that I hold fast to your

friendly promise, to stand by me in the matter of Iran. What
I said on the certainty and satisfactory completeness of the tools

contained in my English edition, is, I am firmly convinced, not

too strong. Still, I do not mean to say that a comparison with

?rch results might not be instituted between such Coptic rootii

(I do not admit it of the grammatical forim) as have not yet

been rediscovered among the hieroglyphics and the ancient

Asiatic : some of them may be found again in ancient Egyptian,

almost unformed and not yet ground down ; but that is mere

pedantry in most cases. We have enough in what lies before

us in the oldest form in attested documents, to show us the right

formula for the equation.

And now for a few words about my family, which is so truly

attached to you, and watches your success with real affection.

But no, I have something else to say first on the Niebelungen.

Your delio-htful letter awoke a thou2;ht which has often crossed

ray mind, namely, that it does not appear to me that the historical

and early national element, which is but thinly veiled under the

poetical matter, has ever been sutficiently seai'ched out and dis-

tinguished. Grimm hates the historical elements which lie beyond

his " Besfinningrs of Nations," and mv late dear friend Lachmann
occupied himself with them most unwillingly. \Vhen, in 1825,

I wrote that little treatise in French for Chateaubriand, which

ae printed in his " Melanges," I went over what had been said

\in this point, as far as it concerned me, and I was surprised to

see how little had been done in it. Since that time I have heard

of no investiorations of the kind. But who can now believe that

the mention of Gunther and the Burjiundians is the one isolated

historical fact in the poem ? Is it not evident, for instance, that

the myth of the contt^iuporaneousnoss of Attila and the gr(ja*%
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Theodoric of the Ostrogoths has its historical root in the fac c that

Theodoric, King of the Visigoths, fell in the great battle of Cha-

lons, 451, fighting against Attila; but his son Thorismund, tore-

veno-e his father's death, defeated the barbarians in a last assault,

and gained the victory, on which the Franks pursued the Huns
even across the Rhine. From this arose the connection of At-

tila with Theodoric, the great King of the Ostrogoths, who Hved

forty years later, and was intimately connected with the royal

family of the Visigoths, and with the kingdom of the Visigoths,

but of course could never have had any dealings with Attila.

If one negrlects such intimations, one arrives at last at the

Gdrres and Grimm clairvoyance, where not only everything is

everything, but also everything again is nothing. Etzel, though,

Is not really Attila to Grimm, but the fairy nature of the legend

allows of no certain conclusions. But I find that everywhere,

where the tools are not wanting, the fermentation and decompo-

sition process of the historical element can be proved ; from

which organically and by a process exactly analogous to that of

the formation of lano;ua«;es in the first acres of the world, the

epic legend arises, which the genius of the epic poet lays hold

of when the time comes, with a consciousness of an historical

destiny ; as the tragic poet does in later times.

If you have time, follow up this idea. This is the weak side

of your generation and guild. The whole national element has

been kept too much in the background in the conceit and high-

stiltedness, not to say woodenness, of our critical researches.

Instead of saying with the humorists of the eighteenth century,

" Since Herman's death nothing new has happened in Ger-

many," one ought to say " since Siegfried's death." The genius

of the nation which mourned over Herman's fall and murder

was the same that in its sorrow gave shape to the legend of

Sio-urd. Must not the hearts of our ancestors, whose blood flows

in our veins, have felt as we do in like circumstances ? The
princes and their relatives have betrayed and sold and murdered

the true prince of the German people, even to this day. And
yet were there now but a Siegfried-Herman 1

" Exsurget ali-

quando istis ex ossibus ultor."

I take this opportunity of calling your attention to a pam-

phlet by Bethraan-HoUweg, which has just appeared, " The
Ancient Germans before the JVIigration of Nations." I send it

lo you to-day, ar.d you must bring it back when you come

Send vue word by George when you can and w'll come.
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The Exhibition is, and will continue to be, the poetical and
historical event of the period. " Les Anglais ont fait de la

poesie sans s'en douter," as that excellent Jourdain said of his

prose. Come and see it and us as soon as you can.

[17.] Thursday, May 15, 1851, 7 A. M.

George, in the hurry of his journey, begs you, through me,

to be so kind as to be at the Oxford station when the Birminf-

ham train arrives, Saturday (the day after to-morrow) at 12

o'clock, and then kindly to help him in showing Oxford to the

princeps juventutis. They leave again at 8 o'clock in the even-

ing. The party will of course want some rooms in the best

hotel, to rest themselves. So it might be well to bespeak some
rooms for the travellers as a pied a terre. The party travel

under the name of Colonel Fischer or Georo^e Bunsen.

I talked over the whole plan of the forms and roots with

that good Steinschneider yesterday, and requested him to ask

you further about it. He willingly undertook to do the work
in the course of the summer. Thus we have certainly got one,

perhaps two, for the Semitic work. I have given him a copy of

my " Egypt." He seems to be getting tame.

[18.] London, February 3, 1852.

I have exactly a quarter of an hour before I must make my-
self grand for the opening of Parliament, and I will spend it in

chatting with you.

I will write to Pococke notwithstanding. I cannot help be-

lieving that the German method of etymology, as applied to his-

tory by Schlegel, Lassen, and Humboldt, and of which I have
endeavored to sketch the outline, is the only safe one.

You have opened my eyes to the danger of their laying such

dry and cheap ravings to our account, unless we, " as Germans,"
protest against it.

I am rejoiced at your delight with the " Church Poetry."

But Pauli never sent you what I intended ; I wanted to send

you the first edition of my Hymn Book (no longer ',o be had at

the booksellers'), because it has historical and biographical

notices about the composers, and contains in the Preface and
Introduction the first attempt to render the features of continu-

ity and the epochs more conspicuous. (It is my only copy, so
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please for this reason take great care of it.) Also I wish to

draw your attention to two transUitions from my collection.

Fu-st by Miss Cox (daughter of the Bedell in Oxford), c. 1840,

small 8vo. Second by Arnold (Rugby), not Dr. Arnold. This

last I can send you. It contains one translation by the great

Arnold, first part. You will observe, among other points, that

the most animated hymns of praise and thanksgiving were com-
posed amid the sufferings of the Thirty Years' War. My at-

tention has been directed to Hillebrand's " History of German
Literature," three volumes, as the be^i work, and to Vilmar's

ditto, one volume, as the most popular. I myself only possess

Gelzer's thoughtful " Lectures " (from Lessing to Goethe), a book

which I prefer to Gervinus, as far as a just appreciation of the

national character and sentiment is concerned. (With many ex-

tracts.) I rejoice at your cheerful spirit. But now be satisfied,

and make more use of the Romance lantruag-es. Tutius ibis.

You have already sufficient materials. We can and will benefit

this hospitable land, even without their desiring it; but cau-

tiously ! You Avill laugh at this, and forgive me ; but I know
what I am about. Next Saturday Volume IL, ready bound, will

lie on my table. The plan of the doctrine of the Trinity, critical

and reconstructive, is a bold undertaking; : the restoration of

the genuine substance of the Apostolical constitutions and can-

ons (in the second half of Volume IL) will probably have at

present more success. But Volume III., The Reconstruction and
the Reform !

" The two text-books of the Early Church, The
Church and House-Book and The Law-Book," in biblical phrase-

ology and orthography, chiefly derived from documents never yet

made known, is my piece de resistance ; the sauce for it, in the

Introduction, contains three chapters (The Picture, The Mirror,

The Practical Reconstruction) for each section (Baptism,

School, Constitution, Worship, Life).

So far I had written everything in English, tnnt bien que mal,

without hesitating; a moment for thoui^hts or words. But here

the Muse refused,— not a single idea would flow into my pen.

After three days I discovered that the spirit would and could

ipeak German. So I then hastily added the first half of the

[ntroduction ; and I hope that the first cast of the whole will

be ready this week ; and a week later Cottrell will have it for

iraaslation, whilst the text-book (about 140 pages) is being

printed in slips. I am afraid the English edition will not ap-

pear before the end of March ; of the second I have ah-eady re-
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eeived Volume II. I think you will approve of the offspring. Ma)
Apollo and the Muses enlighten people about Bernays. I might

then hope that he would again come here to me in the summer.

George has not yet announced his dissertation as " sent in to

the faculty : " till then he is wisely silent. He appears to me to

be too much there in the fashion and in society. May the devil

carry oflf all fashionable women !

John calls. God bless you.

Wednesday. — Vivat Muller ! I am just writing my congrat>-

ulations to Bernays. Vivat Dean !

Pauli's book appears in English without his doing anything

to it.

You may recommend in Oxford, even to the most refined la-

dies and most Christian evangelicals, " Spiritual Words " from

Goethe, by Lancizolle, 120 pages, 12mo (3.s. beautifully bound).

That is a German Bible.

You know Wackernagel's " Anthology " ? It is useful, but

gives too much of second rate. I will make my daughters copy

out Arndt's German song for his eighty-third birthday for you.

Adieu.

[19.] Saturday, March 13, 1852.

What in all the world is this undertaking to which Vaux asks

my aid, the new edition of Herbelot's " Bibliotheque Orien-

tale " ? It mio-ht be made a good work, although I hate the

form, but everything depends on the management. It is other-

wise a mere bookseller's speculation or Jesuit's trick. I have

answered provisionally that in case biblical literature is to be

taken up (which is highly necessary), Ewald, Freytag, Bernays,

Rodiger, Heno-stenbero-, and Bernstein should be summoned to

help. I don't quite trust the thing ; but if it is possible to in-

troduce the people to good ideas, I am ready to aid.

When are you coming ? I have sent the last MS. to-day to

the press, or rather to the translator. I have only now reached

the point on which I can really speak in a practical tone. Vol-

ume m. will contain 600 pages.

[20.] London, November 13, 1852.

Though late, I send you my hearty greetings on your return

to England. I heard from Wilson that }'ou were well, and that

vou had let1t your mother well for .he winter.
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Hippolytus lies here ready for you, on purpose that you may
fetch it. I hope you will do so on the ISth, for which you have

already received the invitation. You will find Morier also

here. Is not that furious and ridiculous article in the " Morn-
• ing Chronicle " on the second volume (the first article, as yet

without a continuation) by the same man (of Jesus College ?)

on whose article in the " Ecclesiastic " on Hippolytus' book 1

have thrown some deo-ree of lioht ? The leadino; thouo;ht is

exactly the same in both ; the account of Calixtus' knavery is

interpolated (by Novatianus), says the writer in the " Chronicle."

This is a proof that nothing can be said against my argument

requiring a serious answer. Gladstone felt ashamed of the re-

view. It has helped the book ; but it would be read even with-

out this and the recommendation of the " Guardian " — so

Longman says. One circulating library here has taken twenty-

five copies, and wants more. So the book cannot be ignored

;

and that is all I first of all wished for, aculeum I'eliqui. As the

people of this country, with a few exceptions that one can count

upon one's fingers, do not understand the book, not even the title.

and have never had a conception of what it means, to repro-

duce the spirit of a century of which men as yet, Avith the ex-

ception of Irenseus, Tertullian, Clemens Alexandrinus, and Ori-

gen, know only the names and enigmas (of which latter Hippoly-

tus was one), their fault-finding with the composition of the book
does not aifect me at all. In spite of the timidity of nearly all

English theologians, inter muros academicos et extra, I have re-

ceived very many hearty and manly letters from numerous and
distinguished people. The King has, on my recommendation,

sent Dr. Boetticher to spend two years here and in Paris in or-

der to bring to light the Syriac treasures which have not been

laid claim to by Cureton. I see that I have not been mistaken

in him in spite of his sporadic many-sidedness. I am free from

the 2d of December. There is a letter of mine just printing

to Miss WinkAvorth, " On Niebuhr's Political Character," with

extracts from letters.

[21.] Prussian Legation, Tuesday, November 30, 1852.

General von Scharnhorst, the worthy and highly educated soj

of his great father, intends going to Oxford the day after to-

norrow, Thursday, by the morning express, perhaps to stay

wer the night. I will o;ive him a line for vou, beji^ins you t«
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Bet him a little on his way. As to the collections, geographical

charts will be the most interesting to him ; he himself possesses

the largest known collection (40,000).

As soon as this infernal game is played out in Paris, I hope

to have a little leisure again. I have written a warning to

Bernays : he is very much out of spirits, and still far behind-

hand ; says he only received the proper appointment (from

Gaisford) in February, and without mention of any fixed time.

He will write to you, and inclose what is done as a specimen.

I am delio;hted to hear from Lassen that Aulrecht is coming to

England. Tell him to call on me. Cura ut valeas. Kawlin-

son has been preferred to Luynes and Wilson by the Berlin

Academy.

[22.] Wednesday, December 15, 1852.

Tell Aufrecht I will try and arrange the affair for him with-

out his paying any duty ; and so at all events there will be a

reduction. I was excessively pleased with Aufrecht. Your
parcels for Pertz will go safely and quickly if they are here on

the 1st or 15th of the month.

P. S. Aufrecht must be courageous, and keep in good spirits,

tiaupt is called to BerUn, which rather surprises me. Read the

"Journal des Debats," Sunday, December 12, on Hippolytus.

Do you know Laboulaye ?

[23.] Prussian Lkgation, February 19, 1853.

Please tell me at leisure how Amestris (Herod, ix. 109) is to

be explained as the wife of Xerxes ? I am convinced that

Esther is hidden here, which name, according to the testimony

of the Book of Esther, was her Persian name, as she was first

called Myrtle, as her Jewish maiden name. Therefore Am must

mean " queen," " mistress," " lady," or what yon may discover. I

find that the idea had occurred to one and the other even about

100 years ago ; but was given up, partly on account of its

" godlessness ; " partly on account of the uncertainty whether

Ahasuerus was really Xerxes, as Scaliger declared. The Sua-

bian :;impletons (for they are so in historical matters) are the

only people who now doubt this, and that the book is historical,

-a book with a history on which depends the only great Jew-
ioh feast established since the days of Moses (till the Purifica-

tion of the Temple, afler the fall of Epiphanes). So. my deal

VOL. ni. 27
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M., send it to me. There can have been at that same time, in

Persia, but one woman so vindictive and clever as Esther is.

The first volume of my Prophets (from Abraham to Goethe) is

ready, with a popular explanation of the age of the so-cailed

" Great Unknown " (Isaiah) of Daniel, and all the Psalms, etc.

I write only German for this, but only^br the English, and yet

without any reserve.

The most remarkable of the thirteen articles which I have

seen on Hippolytus, is by Taylor (a Unitarian in Manchester),

in the " Prospective Review" (February). He confesses that

I have made the principle of the Trinity, and the national bless-

ing of the Episcopacy and the Liturgy, clear to him. I have

never seen him, but he seems to me a deep thinker. I am again

in correspondence with Bernays, who promises to work at Lucre-

tius with all dilioence. I think he has more leisure, and his

health is better.

To-morrow the new African expedition sets sail,— Dr. Vogel,

the botanical astronomer, and his army, two volunteers from

the sappers and miners. I am fully occupied with this ; and but

for my curiosity about Esther, you would not have had a line

from me before Monday.

[24.] Prussian Legation, Monday.

My best thanks. All hail to the " Great Esther." She was

really called Myrtle, for Hadascha is in Hebrew the myrtle — a

name analogous to Susannah (the lily)- That Esther is acrrrip

has long been generally admitted, also that Xerxes is Ahasverus.

The analogy of Achasverosh and Kshayarsha has also been

proved. Finally, the chronology is equally decisive. The only

thing still wanting is Amestris. What it is still important to

know, is, whether Ama, " great," was a common designation of

exalted personages, or specially of queens (in opposition to the

Pallakai), or whether the name is to be considered as an adjec-

tive to star, magna stella. The first interpretation would make
the Jewish statement more clear. I think decidedly it is the

most natural. It is conceivable that Uncle Otanes, like I'oncle

de Madame ITmperatrice, should have taken a distinguished

name, just as the Hebrew mgrtle had been changed into a Per
Bian star. But there is not the least hurry about all this.

I rejoice extremely over your extemporary lectures. You are

tiow on the open sea, and " will go on swimmingly." Always
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keep the young men well in mind, and arrange your lectures

entirely for them. I should think that the history of Greek lit-

erature (with glances backwards and forwards) after O. Mid-

ler's " History of Greek Literature," would be a fine subject.

Mure's book gives many an impulse for further thought. In

what concerns the Latin inscriptions, you must rely on Gruter's

" Thesaurus," after him on Morelli ; of the more recent, only

on Borghese and Sarti, and on the little done by my dear Kel

lermann. There is nothing more rare than the power of copy-

in<r accurately.

Be patient with , if he has an honest mind. I can fancy

thai such a mind, having been torn, wronged, and bothered, has

become very cross-grained. Only patience and love can over-

come this.

Overwee; has fallen a victim to his noble zeal ; he lies buried

in the Lake of Tsad. Vogel is happily already on the way to

Malta and TripoU.

[25.] Prussian Legation, March 21, 1853.

Mrs. Malcolm and Longman are as delio;hted as I am that

Dr. Thomson will have the great kindness to write a preface to

the " Theologia Germanica," and to look through the last proof-

sheets. Longman has informed me this raornincj that he makes
over half the net profits to Mrs. Malcolm, and leaves to her the

future arrangements with Dr. Thomson. Mrs. Malcolm wishes

for nothing for herself, but Avill hand over the profits to some re-

ligious institution. Will vou arrange the matter with Dr. Thom-
son? Longman wishes to begin on the loth of Mav, or even

earUer, if everything is ready for press. Of course Dr. Thom-
son knows the beautiful (though not exhaustive, for it is un-

finished) treatment of the history of this school, in the last

volume of Neander's " Church History," published after his

death ; in which that delightful little book by Dr. C. Schmidt,

"Johannes Tauler " (Heidelberg, 1841), is made use of. You
know that the author has proved that the famous story of the

conversion of Tauler by a layman is real history. The man was

cjalled Nicholas of Basle, and was in secret one of the Walden-

Bes, and was afterwards burnt as such in France. I can lend

this little book to your excellent friend, as well as Martensen's

''Master Eckhardt" (1842), and the authentic copy of the re-

iiscovered South-Gtinnan MS. of the " Theologia Germanica "
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Master Eckhardt was the deepest thinker of his school. Doei

Dr. Thomson ever come to London ? God bless you.

[26.] Apiil 8, 1853.

's attempt on " St. Hippolytus " is a new proof that he no

longer even understands Greek. The critical conjecture about

the spuriousness of the tenth book is worthy of the champion oi

the false Ignatius as against Cureton. Many thanks for your

news about Dr. Thomson, which I have imparted to Mrs. Mal-

colm.

[27.] London, May 12, 1853.

I am going to-day to 77 Marina, St. Leonard's-on-Sea (near

Hastings), till the 21st or 23d, and do not see why you cannot

pay me a visit there. Our hosts, the Wagners, would be de-

lighted to give you a room, and — the sea a bath.

I take refuge there in order to write a new half-volume for

the so-called second edition of Hippolytus. The whole will,

however, really be a new work in three separate works and six

volumes.

I hear that has lost his father. In future, when you

send such a shy Englishman to me, let me know beforehand that

he comes to talk over something with me. I had the greatest

wish, and leisure too, to do all he wanted, but discovered only

after he was gone that he came to ask me something.

A young friend, Dr. Arnold's son, has translated Wiese's book

on schools, and wishes to know whether the translation about

which you have written to Wiese, has been or will be really

printed ; otherwise he will publish his. Or has any other already

appeared ? I have been turning tables with Brewster. It is

purely mechanical, the involuntary motion of the muscles of the

hand to right or left, just like the ring on a thread with which

one can strike the hour. Every one is mad about it here. Che
razza di gente

Now comes an urgent private request. Bekker wishes to

publish a grand work, through the Clarendon Press, in return

for a proper honorarium,— a definitive edition of Homer, with

every possible commentary that could be wished. This is a

great work, worthy of the University and of Bekker. I should

ike to learn through you what would be the Dean's opinion

who is, I think, favorably inclined to Bekker. It appears tc
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me to be especially needful to guard against the work appear-

ing as a rechauffe of Wolf, a party-work, for which the sanction

of the University is desired. The proposal is '* To publish a

definitive edition of Homer, with Scholia and Commentary,

making it as complete and absolutu n as is wished." Please

take the first good opportunity. I wanted to speak to the ex-

cellent man myself when he was in London, but came too late.

Hearty greetings to Aufrecht. Botticher works famously.

[28.] St. Leonakd's, Saturday, May 22, 1853.

T think incessantly of you, though I cannot fancy that you

are in any danger. I have written to my brotherly fi'iend

Philip Pusey to help you, if needful. If you wish for good

advice about the different parties, combined with perfect ac-

quaintance with the place and people, go to him. I know few

men so able to give good advice. Besides, he is very much
attached to vou.

The inclosed has just reached me through George. I will

write to Bekker according to your advice. That your inter-

course with A. has become so deliohtful and comfortable fulfills

a hope I have cherished ever since I first saw him. I think that

you have given him, in all respects, a delightful position. The
German cannot easily get over the idea that God's providence

shows itself far less in the eternal government of the world, and

in the care taken of every soul, than in an appointment to the

civil service. There are few such places in England for men
of crenius. But he cannot fail with us in Germanv, if he dis-

tinguishes himself in England ; only he should in time under-

take some important and great work.

The Coloirne choir sin"; here from the 7th to the 21st of June.

Eighty voices. It will be a great treat. Arrange so as to hear

something of it. Carl is Secretary of Legation and Charge
d'Affaires at Turin. George tills the ground, but not yet his

own ; but that will come some day, like the kingdom of heaven.

Henry is preparing to collate the " Codex Claromontanus," and
has already worked well on the imperfect text. Ernst ar-

ranojes his o-arden and house, and has made a bowlin2-o;reen for

me. I am now translating my Hippolytus into historical lan-

guage, in what I call a second edition. Write soon, as to ho\*

't is arranged about your professorship
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[29.] Carlton Terrace, Derby Day.

I received your letter here yesterday, fi-om St. Leonard's, and
wrote at once to Pusey. I think it will all go right. In your

place, I would go at once to Pusey, alter announcing myself the

previous day.

Tell me why cannot you help that good A. to the £250 for

the best treatise on the Sankhya philosophy ? I believe he has

the right stuflf in him for opposing Pantheism, which is what is

desired.

Now for a request. I am writing the second of my five

works, which have been called into existence by Hippolytus.

Sketches on the Philosophy of the History of Mankind :
—

A. On the Philosophy of Language.

B. On the Philosophy of Religion.

A. is a repro(iuction and improved arrangement of the lecture

in Oxford, which now lies buried in the " Transactions.*' In

working over the historical part, I have put aside a chapter,
" The Primitive Languages in India ;

" but find out, just as I

intended to make you the heros eponymus, that you only dealt

in your lecture with Bengali, the Sanskrit affinity of which re-

quires to be demonstrated only to such wrong-headed men as

the Buddhists are. Could you not write a little article on tliis

for my book ? The original language in India must have been

Turanian, not Semitic ; but we are bound in honor to prove it.

Monday, May 30.— My letter has been left unsent. I have

just received yours. Let me repeat what I wrote and under-

lined on the first page. It is a great trial of patience, but he

patient, that is, wise. One must never allow the toilsome la-

bor of years of quiet reflection and of utmost exertion for the at -

tainment of one's aim to be destroyed by an unpropitious event.

It is most probable, and also the best for you, that the aff'air

should not now be hurried through. Your claims are stronger

every quarter, and will certainly become more so in the eyes of

the English through good temper and patience under trying cir-

cumstances. I don'tybr a moment doubt that you will be elected.

Germany would suit you now as little as it would me ; and we
both should not suit Germany. Spartam quam nactus es orna,

your good genius cries to you. So patience, my dear firiend,

and with a good will.

Bbtticher is on the eve of brino-ing to a successful issue hia

thesis, " That the triliteral roots have become biliteral, accord
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ins to an orjjanic law." He has advanced verv much in crit-

leal research. I shall write a reductio ad ahsurdum review on

the Rev. . It is really a book written invita

Minerva.

Write soon again to me. With hearty sympathy and true

friendship.

Can you do anything for the good man in Naumburg ?

[30.] London, July 1, 1853.

Good morning, my dear M. You were so good as to prom-

ise me a chapter for my " Sketch of the History of the Philos-

ophy of Language ;
" namely, the results of the latest investiga-

tions concerning the unity and Turanian character of the non-

Sanskrit languages of India. The printing of my three volumes

goes on so fast that I am already revising the Celtic portion, of

which Meyer is the Heros.

If, in your researches on the relationship of the Vedic lan-

guage with Zend, you have hit on new formulas, please gather

these results together into a separate chapter. Only one re-

quest,— without any delay, for the printing presses. I hope you

are satisfied about your future in Oxford. Greet your friend

and companion, Avhom we all liked very much. Again four

new men from Dessau among the arrivals ! One is a famous

actor from Berlin, and has brought a letter from Lepsius. Lu-

cien Bonaparte (brother of Canino) is now writing a book

here, " Sur I'Origine des Langues." No war !

[31.] Monday^ July 5, 1853.

A word of explanation, with my best thanks. I do not want

the Egyptian-Iranian work before September. I am just print-

ing the treatise on the " Origin of Languages " as a part of my
philosophical work, and in it I would gladly have something on

you, and from you, on the non-Sanskritic languages. Both

chapters can be quite short, only definite. You must help me
over these two chapters. I shall soon send you as a reminder

Jie proof-sheets of what goes before, that you may see how I

am driven for it. So write away, regardless of consequen.ces.

UTou are by instinct far too cautious for me to feel the least he*

'tation about saying this.
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I am going on rapidly with the printing of my four vohimesj

and write coji amore at the eighth (Hippolytus I.) The court

goes on the 12th for a week to Dublin. All right. No war
only uplifted fists I

[32.] London, Friday Evening^ July 9, 1853.

Here follow the sheets, which I have just looked througli,

and where I wish to have two short chapters interpolated. We
have one page for each, as the last leaf remains blank. Besides

this, there is room for many additions to the other chapters,

which I commend to your critical and sympathizing attention.

Yom' Breslau friend has never called on me. He may have

been at the office whilst I was out. He would be welcome.

Your opinion about Sidney Pusey has set me at ease. Go soon

to Pusey's, to see the old man himself.

[33.] London, Tuesday Morning, July 13, 1853.

" What one desired in youth one obtains in old age." I felt

this as I read your chapter yesterday evening. It is exactly

what I first wished to know myself, in order to tell it to my
readers. You have done it after my own heart,— only a little

too briefly, for a concluding sentence on the connection of the

language of the Achsemenian Inscriptions with Zend is wanting.

Pray write for me at once just such a Turanian chapter. 1

have introduced that chapter this morning as coming from you,

and have placed your name in the list of investigators mentioned

in the title, where it belongs. For the Turanian part, however
you must yourself write me such an Introduction as I shall only

need to preface by a line. I mean, you should give Avhat you

send me as the result of a portion of the investigations with

which you have busied yourself in your Oxford Lectures, and

which you intend to publish in your " Vestiges." Never mind
space ; it will all fit in. You have just hit the right tone and

measure, and have written the Ufctle chapter just after my own
heart, though I first learnt the matter from what you told me.

Do you wish to see the list of examples to " Grimm's Law ''

again, which you made out for my lecture, and which I shall

give in my Appendix in order to make any additions? I have

as much space as you wish, even for new Appendices, if yov
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will only give rae some. This will be a pet book of mine, and

a forerunner of my " Philosophy of History." I do not doubt

but that it will be read in En^jland, and indeed before all my
other works on Hipjiolytus ; for I give it as a philosophical key

to Hippolytus. I find that though at first despised, it has in

the last few months become the favorite part of my Hippol^'tus.

Write me a line to say how you are, and what you are about.

Again, my dear M., my best thanks.

P. S. Is there anything to be said in the text, or Appendix,

or in both, about the real results of Aufrecht's investigations on

the Italian languages ? I should like to take the opportunity

of bringing his name before the English public.

[34.] Wednesday, July 14, 1853.

This will do, my dear M. To-morrow early I will send you

the fifth chapter, printed, for correction, and expect your other

chapter. Concerning A., it is clear you must write that chapter,

for A. can do it as little as I. So let me have that too. In the

Catalogue of the examples for " Grimm's Law," get everything

ready, and I will then send you the sheet, that you may enter

the additions and corrections, — or, better still, you can send me
the additions and corrections first, and I will have them inserted

at once. Please do this.

[35.] London, July 15, 1853.

Your MS., my dear friend, is just dispatched to the printer,

with the order to send the proof of the whole chapter direct to

you at Oxford. Send the Mongolian chapter as soon as you

conveniently can, but not sooner ; therefore, when your head is

more free. The printing goes on, and it cannot be paged till

your chapters are ready, and also I hope the Italian one from

Aufrecht, to whom I am writing about it to-day. He can send

it to me in Grerman. You must give him some help as to the

length and form. It is best for him, if I personally introduce

him to the English public, amidst which he now lives, and to

which he must look for the present. So I hope to receive a real

masterpiece from the Oxford Mission of German Science.

Vale. Cura ut valeas. Totus tuus.
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[36.] Tuesday, July 20, 1853.

10 o'clock.

" As to the language of the Achaemenians, represented to us

by the Persian texts of the Cuneiform inscriptions "— so I be-

gan this morning, determined to interpolate a paragraph which

is wanting in your beautiful chapter, namely, the relationshij) of

the language of the inscriptions to that of the Zend books, includ-

ing the history of the deciphering with Grotefend in the back-

ground, at the same time avoiding the sunken rocks of personal

quarrels (Burnouf contra Lassen). My young house-pundit

gives the credit to Burnouf (as he first informed Lassen of the

idea about the satrapies). However, it seems to me only nat-

ural that you should write the conclusion of this chapter your-

self I shall also write a short chapter on Babylon, for which

I have still to read Hincks only, an uncomfortable author, as he

has no method or clearness, probably also therefore no princi-

ples.

Now let us make this little book as attractive and useful tp

the Enghsh as we can ; for that is really our mission.

Botticher asks if you do not wish to say something on the

two dialects of Zend, discovered by Spiegel,— an inquiry which

delights me, as Botticher and Spiegel are at war, and in German
fashion have abused each other.

[37.] Carlton Terrace, Friday Morning,

July 23, 1853.

Anything so important, so new, and so excellent, as what
you send me can never be too long. Your table is already gone

to the printer. With regard to the general arrangement, I

would ask you to keep the plan in mind.

1. That all referenres (as for instance the table of the forty-

eight languages) belong to the Appendix or Appendices.

2. The arrano-ement of the leading ideas and facts to the

text (Chapter X.).

3. Nothing must be wanting that is necessary for the estab-

lishing a new opinion.

Your tact will in all cases show you what is right. The jus-

tification of those principles you will assuredly find with me in

the arrangement of all the other chapters, and of the whole

work, as also in the aim in vie w, namely, to attract all educated
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Englishmen to these inquiries, and show them what emptj straw

they have hitherto been threshing.

Greet Aufrecht, and thank him for his parcel. I cannot ar-

range Chapter IV. till I have his whole MS. before me. I can

give him till Tuesday morning.

The separate chapters (twelve) I have arranged according to

the chronology of the founders of the schools. AVliat is still in

embryo comes as a supplement ; as Koelle's sixtv-seven African

Languages, and Dietrich and Botticher's Investifjation of Se-

mitic Roots. If your treatise is not so much a statement of

Schott, Castren, and Co. as your own new work, you shall have

the last chapter for yourself.

And now, last but not least, pray send me a transliteration

table, in usum DelpMni. I will have it printed at the end of the

Preface, that everybody may find his way, and I shall turn in

future to it, and see that all transliterations in the book accord

with it. I must ask for it therefore by return. You under-

stand what we want. " A transliteration alphabet, for explain-

ing the signs employed," would be a good precursor to yours

and Lepsius' scientific work. We shall do well to employ in

the text as few technical letters as possible.

To-day I am going to see the " Bride of Messina " for the

first time in my life. I have no idea that the piece can possi-

bly produce any effect ; and I am afraid that it may fail. But
Devrient is of good courage.

[38.] Carlton Terrace, July 29, 1853.

" What is Ions delaved must be good when it comes." So I

would be patient tiU you had really caught your Tartar, did I

not fear that my dear friend was suffering again from his

wretched headaches. Meanwhile I worked up the Italica, and

the summary of the sixty-seven African languages is getting

into shape, and the printer's devils are run off their legs. It

would be delightful if my dear M. were to send me soon the

chapter on the Mongols ; only he must not work up a headache.

You will have received my Schott la'?t week by book post.

I have not been well. Theodora has had gastric fever, but

U quite on the mend since this morning.

At last I have received Lassen HI. (2) with the map.
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[39.] Cablton teekace, Tuesday, August 2, 1863

Half-past eleven o'clock.

My courier occupied me till nine. Since then I have read

through your letter with intense delight ; and now in a quartei

of an hour I must go to the railway for a country party with

Grote. I hasten to thank you for this beautiful gem for my In-

troduction and for my whole book. You shall have the last

word. Your treatise is the only one in the collection which

extends beyond isolated types of speech and families, although

it preserves throughout the scientific method of Indo-Germanic

philology. It was a double refreshment to me, as out of con-

scientiousness I had looked at and skimmed through L.'s per-

verse books. What determined impudence there is in that

man 1

Wliilst I am looking over my materials, among which Au-
frecht's contribution looks very well, I feel very strongly the

want of a report of the last results of the Caucasian languages.

My two lines on Rosen look too miserable ; also new works

have appeared on the subject. Samiel help I

I am entirely of your opinion concerning the transliteration,

but I maintain that you must send me a table (key) to your own
transliteration. For your table of the forty-eiglit is otherwise

not easy for my good English readers, or even for me ; and to

most it is unintelhgible. With the others I shall soon find my
way.

I intend to insert a chapter on definite terminology. I think

it must be settled from the only tenable hypothesis, namely, the

spreading abroad from one central point in mid-Asia, — that is,

from the great district which (originally) was bounded towards

the north by the open Polar Sea, with the Ural Island or Pe-

ninsula; to the west by the Caucasus and Ararat ; east by the

Altai and Altan Mountains ; and south by the continuation of

the Tam'us Mountains, which stretch in the interior from west

east, as far as the Hindu-Kiish.

Therefore, for Turanian =: Ural-Altaic, or the northeastern

branch.

For Semitic= Aramean, from Aram, the MesopotamiaD
hio-hland.

For Japhetic= Eastern highland, or southeastern branch.

What do you think of this ? I must get free from Semitic
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•tc, because Chamidc appears to be primitive Semitic, just as

Turanian leans towards Iranian.

The carriage is there. Best thanks to Aufrecht.

You are indulging in a beautiful dream if you imagine that 1

have Dietrich here. I have studied his two volumes. I wish 1

could summon him to help me. He was most anxious to come
to England. I am afraid of a young scholar whom I do not

know personally.

[40.1 August 4, 1853.

Only a word, my dear friend, to express to you my delight

and admiration at your Turanian article. I was so carried

away by it that I was occupied with it till far into the night.

It is exhaustive, convincing, and succinct.

What do you feel about the present state of the investigations

on the Basque ? I have convinced myself by my extracts from

the grammar and dictionary that Basque is Turanian, but I

have nothing fit for printing. I have never seen Rask's work.

Do you know it, and can you make anything out of it ?

There is only one point on which I do not agree with you.

You say there is no purely monosyllabic language. But even

that wretched modern Chinese has no dissyllabic word, as that

would entail a loss of the accent. Or do you deny this ? I

have covered the baldness of our German vulgarism, " thief,"

" liar," in Bohtlingk versus Schott, and said, " With an animosity

more German than Attic." Does that please you ? Greetings

to Aufrecht.

[41.] Abbey Lodge, August 22, 1853.

(Continuation of our conversation.) Before anything else,

finish the Iranian Chapter III. for me, a copy of which I gave

you ; that is to be printed at once, as the Italic Chapter II. is

printed, and needs only revising. You will shake this at once

3ut of yom* conjuring bag, won't you ?

[42.] HiGHWOOD, Friday. August 26, 1853.

It strikes me, my dearest M., that we should be more correct

in chi'isteniug your essay Arian, instead of Iranian. I have

ilways used Iranian as synonymous with Indo- Germanic (w}iich
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axpresses too much and too little) or (which is really a sense-

less name) Indo-European : Arian for the languages of Aria in

the wider sense, for which Bactria may well have been the

starting-point. Don't you think we may use Arian, when you
confine yourself to Sanskrit, Zend, and Parsi ?

I get more and more angry at L.'s perverseness in doubting

that the Persians are Aryans. One cannot trace foreign words

in Persian, and just these it must have carried off as a stigma,

if there were any. truth in the thing. One sees it in Pehlevi.

But then, what Semitic forms has Persian ? The curious posi-

tion of the words in the status constractus is very striking. Yet

you have explained that. Where, then, are the Aramoeisms in

the Achaemenian Inscriptions, which surely are Persian in the

strictest sense ? Earlier the Persians may have been tormented

by the Turanians, and even subjugated ; but the Babylonian

rule of Shemites over Persia cannot be of old date. About

2200 B. c, on the contrary, the Bactrians conquered Babylon,

and kept it for a long time. But would not totally different

corruptions have appeared in Persian, if they had allowed thtir

language to be so entirely ruined ? A corruption, and then a

later purification through the Medes, sounds Quixotic. Will

you not prove this point ?

If you can give some chronological landmarks for the epoch

of the Veda dialect, pray do so. Tliere is so much in Lassen,

that one learns nothing. I fancied the ao-e of the Mahjlbharata

and Ramayana epoch was tolerably settled, and that thus a firm

footing had been gained, as the lansjuao-e is that of the same

people and the same religion. If you can say anything in the

language-chapter about the genealogy of the mythological ideas

it would be dehghtful for you to take possession of it, without

encroaching on your own future explanations. And so good

luck to you 1

[43.] HiGHWOOD, Friday .}forning,

August 26, 1853.

Your hearty and affectionate words for my birthday added

to the happiness of the day, which I spent here in the quiet of

the country, with my family. I have long looked on you as one

of us ; and when I look forward into the future, I see your form

as one of the bright points which there present themselves to

me. You groan now under the burden of a very heavy moun-
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kain, which you have taken on your shoulders as others would

take a block ; only the further you advance, the more will you

be satisfied that it is a part of the edifice which you will yet

find time to finish ; and at the same time it will stand by itself

as a KTrjfxa i<; det.

George is well, and will be with us to-morrow week ; Theo-

dora a week later.

Place your essay where you will. I find the connection with

the Gothic by means of " Grimm's Law " most natural. The
foundation of my arrangement was the purely external idea of

progression from the nearer to the more remote, — from the

known to the unknown. I hope that next time Aufrecht's muse
will give us an intermediate chapter on the Hellenes, Pelas-

gians, Thracians, iEolians, Dorians, and lonians ; it is curious

enough that these are entirely passed over. I do not know,

though, what positive facts have resulted up to now from com-

parative philology as regards the Hellenic element. An histor-

ical insight is needed here, such as Ottfried Miiller had just

begun to acquire when death robbed us of his noble mind. But

Miiller really understood nothing of comparative philology, as the

Introduction to his Estruscans proves. The Pelasgians must

have been a nearly connected people ; the Thracians were cer-

tainly so. But from the north comes Hellas, and from Hellas

the Ionian Asia Minor. However, the history of the language

falls infinitely earlier than the present narrow chronologists

fancy. The Trojan War, that is the struggle of the iEolian set-

tlers with the Pelasgians, on and around the sea-coast, lies

nearer 2000 than 1000 b. c. The synchronisms require it. It

is just the same with Crete and ISIinos, where the early Phoeni-

cian period is out of all proportion older than people imagine.

Had we but monuments of Greek, like the Fratres Arvales in

Latin ! Homer is so modern ; even though he certainly belongs

to the tenth or eleventh century. That was a time in which

the Hellenic mind sang the history of the creation in the deep

myth of Prometheus, the son of lapetos, with his three brothers,

the emblem of humanity ; a poem which Homer no longer un

.ierstood.

Now cheer up, my dearest friend- The book must come out

Truly and cheerfully yours.

My wife sends her hearty greetings.
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[44. J
London, September 2, 1853.

My good wishes follow you to Wales, without knowing your

address ; so for my letter I must apply to Aufrecht. I hope

you will speedily send me the linguistic proof that the noble

Vedic hymn you sent us belongs to at least 1,000 years— not

B. c, but before the language of the epic poets. Still this can-

not really be the oldest ; for it already contains a perfect reflec-

tion of the old poetic age.

Hare thinks the translation excellent, as I (Jo ; only one ex-

pression, " Poets in their hearts discerned," we can understand

only if we make it " have discerned " (or seen) — for otherwise

it is only a continuation of the narrative, wliich cannot be the

meaninor. Send it to me in German, for Schelling.

It is cold and rainy here ; so don^t find fault with Wales, if

you are having bad weather there. Cura ut valeas. All the

Muses be with you.

[45.] London, Friday Morning^

September 24, 1853.

You have sent me the most beautiful thing you have yet

written. I read your Veda essay yesterday, first to myself, and

then to my family circle (including Lady Raffles, your great

friend in petto), and we were all enchanted with both matter

and form. I then packed up the treasure at once ; at nine it

goes to the printers. I think that the translation of the hymn
is really improved ; it is not yet quite clear to me whether in-

stead of " poets discerned," it should not be " poets discern,"

or " have discerned," which is at all events the meanins;. And
now, I hope the same father of the Muses, with their mother,

Mnemosyne, will accompany you into the Turanian wilderness,

n,nd give you courage to adopt the poor Malays ; that in the

next separate edition of this sketch, as Mithridates, we may
already have the links for joining on Australia and East Africa.

We go on printing valiantly. Dietrich has at once accepted my
pi'oposal with true German good-nature, although he has only

been married for seven months to a younfj; and charniinir wife

His jjood mother-in-law tried to shorten the six months, which

he at first offered ; but that would neither suit me nor him : so

I have written to him to come away at once— to arrive here

the 16th of October, instead of in November, that 1 may dismisi

him with my blessing early in April.
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.1. Mohl is here, and Rosen. Both go on Monday. I give

them on Saturday (to-morrow) an evening party of literati, to

which I have invited Wilson, Norris, Loftus, Birch, etc., etc.

Mohl, as well as Rosen, would Uke to see you. Could not you

by a stroke of genius Hy here, rest yom*self Sunday, and think

on Monday if you really need go back again ? Theodore is here,

and George is expected. My household all t^liare my wish to

see you. Greetings to Aufrecht.

Botticher has discovered a fragment of Livy (palimpsest),

and the Greek translation of Diodes, who, 120 b. c, wrote the

" Founding of Rome " (fragment).

Another idea has just struck me. Could one not perhaps

make the original unity of Aryans and Europeans clear, if one

furnished the hymn written in Latin letters, with an interlinear

translation, just as you once gave me an intuition of the first

lines, which I have never forgotten. The translation would be

best in Latin, with references to the other languages, according

as the one or the other of them contains certain radicals with

the same meaning as in Sanskrit. If you do not like this, you

must prepare for me a Vedic Paternoster, just as Lepsius de-

vised for me a pyramido-Pharaonic, and now prepares a Nu-
bian.

I have announced you as a member of the Assyrian Society,

and so saved you tkree guineas. It is arranged that whoever

pays two guineas should receive all reports, transactions, etc. I

have therefore inserted your name, with two guineas, and paid it.

Lord Clarendon has, on my recommendation, attached Loftus

to the embassy at Constantinople, so that he has a position at

Bagdad and Mosul. He leaves on the 1st of October, and we
give him a parting entertainment on the 28th of this month.

The plan is a secret, but we hope great things from it. I hope

to secure the best duplicates for the Berlin Museum.

A Cheruscan countryman, personally unknown to me, Schiitz

from Bielefeld, the Sanskritist, has asked, with antique confi-

dence, for a bed for his young daughter, on her way to Liver-

I)ool as a governess, which we have promised liim with real

pleasure. This has again shown me how full Germany is of

men of research and mind. O 1 my poor and yet wealthy Fa
therland, sacrificed to the Gogym (heathen) 1

VOL. IIL 28
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[46.] Cakt.ton Terrace, Monday, October IT, 1853,

10 o'clock.

I have already admonished the printer most seriously. You
have revised the tables once, but they had to be fresh printed

on account of the innumerable alterations. But that is no rea-.

son why you should not get them. You would have had them
long ago, had I had an idea of it. I am impatiently awaiting

yours and Aufrecht's revision of Chapters 11., III., and IV., which

I sent you myself last week. This presses very much. You have
not much to do to them. I will look after the correct Eno;lish

here with Cottrell ; but all the rest Aufrecht can shake out of

his bag. In your letter you say nothing of having received

them. They were taken to the book-post on Monday evening,

the 16th, a week ago, and sent off.

Mi raccomanda, Signor Dott07'e, per il manusci^itto. I will

arrange the printing as much as possible according to your

wishes. Much depends on the manner in which you organize

the whole. With short chapters, easily looked through, the

whole can be brought forward as a treatise intended for all

readers. I have not, however, been so fortunate with my Se-

mitic essay ; I have printed a good deal of it in small print,

partly to save space (for the volume on the " Pliilosophy of Re-

Ugion " must really not be even half as thick as the first), partly

on account of the legibility.

I am so sorry to hear from Pertz that you have been suffer-

ing from headache. I hope you are quite well and brisk again.

[47.] Carlton Terrace, Saturday Morning,

Octobtr 22, 1853, 10 o'clock.

All right, my dear friend. I have already sent everything

off to the printer. It is certainly better so. Where practica-

ble you should have two chapters instead of one.

Ffoulkes' book shall be taken care of, either on the 1st or

15th. The same with the " Bampton Lectures," if it is wished

I shall receive Mr. Thomson summo cum honore.

But now, my dear friend, where does the great Turanian es-

•ay hide itself? Pray let me soon receive something, not later

than Monday or Tuesday ; send it as a parcel by parcels' d&
livery, or, which is the cheapest and quickest, by book-post,

which takes MS. (not letters) as well as printed matter, anc
forwards both for 6r/. the lb.
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I have sent my most difficult task to the printers, " Origin of

the Three Gospels as part of the Second Age, 66-100." I am

longing for the promised addenda from Aufrecht on the Harus-

pex. The printing is stopped for it, also for the answer about

a hieroglyphic which is unintelligible in London, instead of the

honest amd =. mother, which is not good enough for him.

[48.] Carlton Terrace. Monday Evening,

October 24, 1853.

" It has lightened — on the Danube !

"

It is of too much importance to me to have my dear Turani-

an's thoughts according to his own best way and form, for me
not to be ready to wait till the end of November. The entire

work, in seven volumes, must come out together, and I can keep

back till then the tirst part of the " Philosophy," which is en-

tirely printed in slips up to your chapter, and go on with the

second. Just look once at that book by the Scotch missionary,

" The Karens, or Memoir of Ko-tha-bya," by Kincaid, on the

Karens in Pegu. He maintains the unitv of the Karens and

Kakhyans, another form of the same, and of all the scattered

branches of the same race, starting from Thibet (five millions

altogether) as the remnant of a once very powerful people. To
judge from the representations the race must be ver/j handsome.

Frau von Heifer told me the same, and she knows them. There

are extracts given in the " Church Missionarv Intelligence," Oc-

tober, 1853. Prichard says little about it, and has no speci-

mens of the language. I have not got Latham at hand. Ha-

ruspex is printing ; it waits for the conclusion. I have received

Thomson's " Bampton Lectures." Where does rife come from

— Anglo-Saxon ryfe ? It means prevalent, abundant.

[49.] Friday Morning. October 28, 1853.

Here is the printer's excuse. It is useless to think of print-

ing at Oxford. You had better now keep the tables, in case

you make more alterations, till you have quite finished your

work, that nothing more may require alteration, but what you

change during your work. I will send you Kincaid, if it is in

London. Perhaps by a smile from the Muses you can get the

&i'st part ready in November. Is the Dean back ? Good-by.
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[50.] Carlton Terrace, Monday^ November 1. 1853.

Please send me the letter for Humboldt. I will iuelose it

Write him (and rae) word in English what are the name and
object of the Taylor Institution, and the name of the office.

You will receive Kincaid from me. I will see after the tables.

So courase.o

[51.] Carlton Terrace, Tuesday Evening,

November 2, 1853.

I have written to Humboldt to announce your letter and re-

quest, so write at once direct to him. I have told Pertz to

send me the treatise of Schott by the courier on the 15th. So
you will receive it on the 20th of this month, I have again ad-

monished the printer. God bless you.

[52.] London, Wednesday, February 8, 1854.

My heartiest congratulations on your well-earned success

(Taylorian Professorship). Your position in life now rests on a

firm foundation, and a fine sphere of work lies before you ; and
that in this heaven-blest, secure, free island, and at a moment
when it is hard to say whether the thrones of princes or the

freedom of nations is in greatest danger. I send you the papers

as they are. There is hope that the war may yet be rendered

impossible.

With true affection yours.

Thanks for your Schleswig communication.

[53.] Carlton Terrace, April 14, 1854.

Dearest Friend,— So it is. My father has not up to this

moment received a recall, and probably will not, in spite of the

efforts of the Russians, within and without Berlin. On the

other hand, we expect to-morrow the reply to an answer sent by
my father in opposition to a renewed and very impetuous offer

of leave of absence. In this answer (of the 4th of this month)
my father made his accepting leave of absence dependent on
the fulfillment of certain conditions guaranteeing liis political

&onor. If the reply expected to-morrow from Berlin does no*

contain those conditions, nothing remains but for my father t«
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send in his resignation and leave the Prussian mock negotiations

to be fought through by another Prussian ambassador. If they

are accorded to him, he will cro on Ion"; leave of absence. But

in either case he will certainly remain provisionally in p]ngland.

More I cannot tell, but this is enough to give you inlbrmation

covjidentialbj.

Dietrich is gone, and begged me to tell you, that in spite of

constant work at it here, he could not finish your commission.

He will have leisure in Marburg to make it all clear for you,

and will send the packet here by the next courier. I will send

you a line to-morrow as to the events of the day. My father

does not go into the country before Tuesday.

George Bunsen.

[54.] Carlton Terrace, Maundy Thursday^

April, 1854.

My dear Friend,— The bearer, Herr von Fennenberg

from Marburof, has brouo;ht me crreetings and a Uttle book from

Thiersch, and wishes to be introduced to you. He is a philolo-

gist, in particular a Sanskritist. He wishes to have a place or

employment that would make it possible for him to stay in Eng-

land. I know no one who could better advise him than you.

Before you receive these lines you will hear from George about

me. I am determined to fight through the crisis, and am quite

calm.

[55.] Carlton Terrace, Wednesday,

May 10, 1854.

Dear Friend,— Of course Dietrich has sent nothing. The

uffair presses. My summary of tlie Semitic alphabet (htho-

graphed) gives the summary of the system of transliteration

used in this work, and is also in the press. Set aside then what

is still wanting, and hurry on the matter for me. My journey

to Heidelberg with my family, who at all events go on the 20th,

depends on the work being finished. To-day I take refuge at

St. Leonard's-on-Sea, 77 Marina, till the telegraph calls me to

London to receive my letters of recall. I depend, therefore, on

your friendly help in one of the most important parts of the

book. All right here ; the house is deserted, but the heart re-

loices and the soul already spreads its wings. Truly yours.

Just starting. Dear M., pray send the MS. Spottiswood«

lays everything on you.
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[56.] 77 Marina, St. Leonard's, Monday Morning,

May 15, 1854.

Your despairing letter of Thursday has alarmed me very

much. You had offered me the alternative of leavino- out the

Semitic tables, if Dietrich does not send them by the courier.

I did not write to him, as the omission of that hst really did not

seem to me a great misfortune. But now you say something

quite new to me, and most dreadful, that you cannot make the

corrections without having what I am unable to procure for you.

I must own I cannot make this out. Trusting to your good-

will to do the utmost, I wrote to Petermann to send you at once

an impression of the Semitic paraphrase put together by me
and Botticher. The courier comes on Friday, only I have
given up all dependence on Dietrich, since he could take away
the hsts with him. He never said a word to me about it.

I must go to Germany on the 16th of June. Yesterday I

sent all the rest to Spottiswoode, and at the same time com-
plained about Watts. Only what can they, and what can I do,

if you do not enable us to finish the most important book of the

three works ? I hope you have not worked yourself to death

for Trevelyan, and that you will reserve a free hour for London
to say good-by. Since last night I am at work at my German
" Egypt," to my inexpressible delight. Friday I return to town,

and stay probably (at Ernest's) till my things are sold. Cura
ut valeas.

What is the original meaning of glauben, to beUeve ?

[57.] St. Leonard's, Wednesday, May 24, 1854.

You have done wonders ; and I hope you will rest yourself.

A thousand thanks. I have at once sounded an alarm. I cpo

to-day to town ; Fanny and her two daughters will embark on

Sunday morning : we have taken a house from the 1st of July,

on the Neckar. I hope you will soon make your appearance

there. George goes into the country to-morrow on business. I

tay with Ernest till Hippolytus is out.

The snare is broken, and the bird is free ; for which let ua

bless the Lord. As they once let me out of my cage, they shall

not catch me again. My fifth book is ready for printing, down
to the general philosophical article. Johannes Braudis, the As-

syrian chronologist, arranges for me the synchronistic table*

trom Menes to Alexander.
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Greetings to Aufrecht. I have not yet received the imprea

Bion of the text, which he restored from the Codex.

[58] Abbey Lodge, Regent's Park,
Friday, June 9, 1854.

Your letter came just when wanted, my dearest friend. My
wife and children leave the house to-morrow ; and I follow them

a week later, on account of Spottiswoode. Come here then to-

morrow morning, and stay at least till Monday : so my daughter-

in-law Elizabeth begs, who herself goes to Upton. George,

Brandis, and I help Ernest to keep house this week.

I have to-day sent to press the " Resolutions and Statements

on the Alphabet " which you wrote, with Lepsius's not " amend-

ments " but certain explanations on his part, and my now Eng-

lish " recapitulations." I shall receive the first impression to-

morrow evening. Lepsius has sent a long Essay, of which I only

print the " Exposition of the System," Avith some " specimens of

application."

You should rejoice, as I do, over " Hippolytus VII., Christi-

anity and Mankind, their Beginnings and Prospects," in seven

volumes (also as three separate works).

I shall easily finish it. Also " Egypt 11." is publishing ; I

have written a new Preface to it. The " Theolo^ia Germanica "

is waiting for you ; one copy for my dear M., and one for Dr.

Thomson, whose address I don't know. Spottiswoode has vowed
to have all ready next week. If you could stay here, and re-

vise your sheets at once, I might believe the vow.

We have secured a beautiful house in Heidelberg (Heidt-

weiler), on the right bank, opposite the Castle.

[59.] Thursday Morning, June 15, 1854, 9 o'clock.

Immediately saw about Venn : wrote urgently to him to send

the order direct to Spottiswoode, and marked this on the sheet.

I cannot send Lepsius, because the sheets are being printed ; re-

fer the printer to it. You deceiver ! the hymn is without the

interlineal version ,for the non-Iranians. Just as if you were a

German professor 1 I personally beg earnestly for it, for myself

».nd for those who are equally benighted. I have everything

low at press, except some Latin abuse for M. Your visit re-

freshed me very much. Fanny had an exceedingly good joui*

nry, and will be to-mori'ow in Heidelberg.
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[60.] Tftursdoy, June 15. 1854.

Dearest Friend,— All ready for the journey. Your slips

come in. Thirty-two men are day and night printing, compos-

ing, correcting, etc. I am ready. Venn will print nothing of

yours, and will not even send Lepsius' Essay to the missionaries,

that they may not be driven mad.

I do not know what books you have of mine : if I can have

them by Saturday morning, 9 o'clock, good— if not, you must

bring them yom'self. George goes with me, instead of Ernest.

[61.] Heidelberg, J«ne 23, 1854.

Dear Max M.,— Allow me, through this note, to recommend
to you, in my own name, as well as in the name of the Duke of

Coburg and Baron Stockmar, the bearer of this. Dr. Wilhelm
Pertsch, who is going to England on Sanskrit business, and needs

kind advice and a little assistance in his undertaking. Bun-
sen, who sends you his heartiest greetings, had at first offered

to sive him a letter to Wilson, but thought afterwards a word
from you was worth more with Wilson than a letter from any

one else.

The Bunsens have quite decided now to settle at Heidelberg

for at least a year, and are already hoping for a speedy visit

from you, by which I hope also to profit. He is studying up-

stairs with great delight your official and scientific vade mecum
on the Turanian languages. Yesterday, by means of a break-

fast, I introduced him to most of the scientific and literary celeb-

rities here— such as H. Gagern, Mohl, Dusch, Harper, Jolly,

etc., etc. George came with them, and helped in arranging

tilings, but returns to-morrow.

A thousand good wishes. And always keep in friendly re-

oembrance Your true friend,

K. Meyer.

[62.] Heidelbebg, Charlottenberg,
June 29, 1854.

I cannot let George, who took care of me here, return with-

out a token for you of my being alive. I read your book for

the English officers partly on the road, and partly here, with

real deliorht and sincere admiration. Wliat an advance from a

''Guide Intcrpr^te," or a " Tableau Statistique," to such an ia-
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troduction to languages and nationalities. The map, too, is ex-

cellent. The excellent Petermann must make us several, just of

this kind, for our unborn Mithridates.

I should like to scold your Enijlish reviser for several Galli-

cisms, for which I feel certain you are not to blame. Rawlin-

Bon's barbaric debris instead of " ruins," and fauteu'd instead of

" chair," which in French as well as in P^nglish is the right ex-

pression for a professor's chair; yfh\h\j f'auteud is only used in

French to denote the " President's chair " (for instance, in the

Institute), and is quite inadmissable in English, even by the

'• Upholsterer." The third I have forgotten, but not forgiven.

I cannot even now give up my habit of using Iranian in op-

position to Turanian, in deference to you. He who uses Tura-

nian must use Iranian. Arian is to me somethino; belono-ing to

the land of Aria, therefore Median, part of Bactria and Persia.

It is decidedly a great step in advance to separate the Indian

from this. That the Indians acknowledsfe themselves to be

Arians, suits me as it does vou. But Iranian is a less localized

name, and one wants such a name in contradistinction to Tura-

nian and Semitic. It is only despised by the German " Brah-

mans and Indomaniacs."

There you have my opinions and criticisms.

I have already written 67 of the 150 pages belonging to the

fifth book, and cannot go on till I have mv books. I am now
occupied with the principles of the method for the historical

treatment of mythology, with especial reference to three points

in the Egyptian :
—

1. Age and relation of the Osiris-worship to the O^ol vor)Toi

iind the astronomical gods (Ra, Horus, etc.).

2. History of Seth in Asia and in Egypt, ad vocem Adam.
3. Position and signification of animal worship.

Book IV. goes to press on the 15th of July. Book V. must

be ready (D. V.) on the 24th of August.

Both the people and the country here please me. The land

is enchantingly beautiful, nay, fahy-like, and our house is in the

best situation of all. Fanny is almost more at home in Ger-

many than I am, and the girls revel in the German enjoyment

of life. I count on your paying us a visit. Say a good word

for us to your mother, and persuade her to come with you to

visit us in Heidelbers;. We should much like to make her ac-

^uaintance, and tell her how dear you are to us all. Meyer is

prozeniis Anylorum and Anglaram, and does nothing I hope
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to form here a little Academia Nicorina. Shall I ever leave

Heidelberg ? God bless you. Cura ut valeas. Ever yours.

P. S. I have worked through SteinSchneider's sheet on the

Semitic Roots in Egyptian with great advantage, and have sent

it to Dietrich. The analogy of the consonants is unmistakable.

Dietrich will certainly be able to fix this. And now you must

shake that small specimen Aricum out of your Dessau conjuring

sleeve. You need only skim the surface, it is not necessary to

dig deep where the gold lies in sight. But we must rub the

German nose in Veda butter, that they may find the righ*

track.

We shall have a hard battle to fiiiht at first in the Universi-

ties. Were Egypt but firmly established as the primitive Asi-

atic settlement of the as yet undivided Arian and Semitic fami-

lies, we should have won the game for the recognition of histor-

ical truth.

I hope the " Outlines " and " Egypt " will come over next week.

Longman will send them both to you ; and also the copy of the

Outlines for Aufrecht (to whom I have written an ostensible

letter such as he wished for). I wish something could be found

in Oxford for that delirrhtful and clever man Johannes Brandis.

He would exert an excellent influence, and England would be a

good school for him. Will the Universities admit Dissenters to

take a degree ?

[63.] Chaulottenberg, December 12, 1854.

My dear vanished Friend, — Where thou art and where

thou hast turned since thy fleeting shadow disappeared, I have

asked in vain on all sides during my journey through Germany.

No one whom I met had seen you, which Ewald particularly

deplored very much. At all events you are now in the sanctu-

ary on the Isis, and I have long desired to communicate one

thing and another to you. But first I will tell you what

at tliis moment lies heavy on my heart — " Galignani " brought

me the news yesterday : my dear friend Pusey lies seriously ill

at his brother's house in Oxford ;
" his life is despaired of." Un-

ortunately there is nothing improbable in this sad intelligence.

had already been anxious before this, for ten days, as I had
written to him, to Pusev, neaj Iv three weeks ao;o, on the news of

the death of his wife, entreating him most pressingly, for hia

Dwn and his family's sake, to spend the winter here, and to live

1.8 much as possible with us, his old fi'iends. I know he would
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have answered the letter, were he not ill. Perhaps he was not

even able to read it.

Dr. Acland is our mutual friend, and without doubt attends

the dear invalid. At all events, he has daily access to him.

My request therefore is, if he is not already taken from us, that

you will let Acland tell you how it really is with him, and let

me hear by return of post, via Paris : if possible also, whether

Pusey did receive my letter, and then how Sidney and the two

daughters are ; who is with them, whether Lady Carnarvon or

onlv the sister? of charitv.

Now to other things.

1. Dietrich gave me the inclosed, of course post feshim. I

have marked at the back what he still wants in your Tables.

2. Greet Dr. Aufrecht, and tell him I am very sorry that

Dietrich has found fault with his Paternoster. I was obliged in

the hurry to leave the printing of this section to him. I will let

A.'s metacritic go to him.

3. I have a letter from Hodgson of Darjeling as an answer to

the letter written here by you, very friendly and " in spirits,"

otherwise but slightly intelligible. He refers me to a letter

forty pages long which he has sent to Mohl in Paris, an im-

proved edition of the one he sent to Wilson. He supposes that

I received both ; if not, I should ask for the one to Mohl.

Of coiu*se I have received neither. But I have sent to Moh'

through his niece, to beg he would send the said letter to you.

and you would inform me of tlie particulars. I hope you have

already received it. If not, see about it, for we must not lose

sight of the man.

The copy of the " Outlines " must now be in his hands

These " Outlines," the child of our common toil, begin now tc

be known in Germany. Ewald has already taken a delight in

them ; he will review them. Meyer is quite enchanted with

your Turanians, but would gladly, like many others, know some-

thing more of the Basques. For me it is a great event, having

made a friendship for life and an alliance with Ewald, over

Isaiah's

" No peace with the wicked; "

and on still higher grounds. Those were delightful days which

I spent in Gottingen and Bonn, as also with Bethman-Hollweg,
Camphausen, and others. I see and feel the misery of our

people far more deeply than I expected, only I find more com-
fort than I hoped in the sympathy of my contemporaries, who
A'illingly vrWv mv a phjce among themselves.
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A proposal to enter the Upper House (of which, however, I

do not care to speak) I could of course only refuse, with many

thanks. I have finished my " Egypt," Volume. IV., with Bot-

ticher, and sent it for press for the 1st January.

As an intermezzo, I have begun a specimen for a work sug-

gested to me in a wonderful manner from England, America,

and Germany (particularly by Ewald and Liicke), — a real Bi-

ble for the people, that is, a sensible and sensibly printed text,

with a popular statement of the results of the investigations of

historical criticism, and whatever the spu'it may inspire be-

sides.

I am now working from Isaiah, Jeremiah, and Baruch, where,

beyond all expectation, I found new light on the road I was

treading.

We Uve in the happiest retirement. Your visit, and that of

your mother, of whom we all became very fond, was a great

dehght to us, though a short one. Fanny and I have a plan to

greet her at Christmas by a short letter. Now write me word

how it fares with you.

[64.] Charlottenberg, Baden, January 11, 1855.

My dear Friend, — I think you will not have misunder-

stood my silence since your last letter. Your heart will have

told you that no news could be pleasanter to me than that you

would undertake to bringr the last sevenfold child of mv Eng-

lish love into public notice. This can of course only be dur-

ing the Parliamentary recess. You know better than any one

what is the unity of the seven volumes, and what is the aim and

result. Your own is a certainly not unimportant, and an in-

dependent part of it. But you have with old affection Avorked

yourself and thought yourself into the whole, even where the

particulars were of less interest to you. Lastly, as you have

told me to my delight, Jowett has begun to interest himself in

the work, and you have therefore one near at hand who, from

one point of view, can help you as reflecting English opinion.

EwalJ told me that I had wished to give a Cosmos of the mind

m that work. At all events, this idea has floated before me for

many years, and is expressed in the Prefa,ce to the " God Con-

•ciousness." Only it is not more than a studi/ for that whicli

doats before me. My two next volumes will give move of it

If I only knew what to do with the work for Germany ! Mi
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task was arranged for England. It seemed to me important,

under the guidance of the rediscovered Hi[)polytus, whose form

first rose clearly before me during the first work, to show the

organic development of the leading ideas of Christendom in the

teachers and heroes, beginning from the first Pentecostal feast

;

in order to sift the ground, and show to my readers—
a. That the old system of inspiration and the Theodice 'of

tlie Middle Ages, that is to say, that of the seventeenth century,

has no support in ancient Christianity, but just the contrary.

That is now a fact.

b. That we have something infinitely more reassuring to put

in its place. Truth instead of delusion ; reality instead of child's

play and pictures.

c. That it is high time to be in earnest about this.

d. That for this, clear insight and practical purpose, also

reasoning and moral earnestness, will be required on the part of

the spiritual guides.

e. But that before all things Christianity must be introduced

into the reality of the present ; and that the corporation of the

Church, the life of the community in its worship as in its mutu-

ally supporting work, must become the centre whence springs

the consciousness of communion, — not a system of theology.

Christianity is nothing to me but the restoration of the ideal of

humanity, and this will become especially clear through the an-

tecedent tbrms (praeformations) of the development in language

and religion. (See " Outlines.") There is a natural history of

both, which rests on laws as sure as those of the visible Cosmos.

The rest is proiessional, philological,— legitlmatio ad causam.

How much of this idea can be presented to the English pub-

lic, and in what manner, you know much better than I. There-

fore you know the one as well, and the other better than I do.

This is the reason why I believe you would not wait for my an-

swer. Still I should have sent to you, if during this time two

passions had not filled my heart. For once the dreadful distress

of our condition forced me to try, from the midst of my blessed

Patmos, to help by letters as far and wherever I could, through

advice and cry of distress and summons to help. Now there is

nothing more to be done but to wait the result. A lea Jacta esse.

Ernest is in Berlin.

My second passion is the caiTying out of an idea by means of

1 Christian philosophical People's Bible, from the historical point

of view, to get the lever which the development of the present
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time in Europe has denied me. That I should begin this great-

est of all undertakings in the sixty-fifth year of my age, is, I

hope, no sign of my speedy death. But I have felt since as if a

magic wall had been broken down between me and reality, and

long flowing springs of life stream towards me, giving me the

discernment and the prolific germ of that which I desired and

still strive after. The Popular Bible will contain in two vol-

umes (of equal thickness), 1st, the corrected and reasonably

divided text ; and 2d, the key to it. For that purpose I must

see whether I shall succeed in executing the most difficult part,

Isaiah and Jeremiah. And I have advanced so far with this

since yesterday evening, that I see the child can move, it can

walk. The outward practicability depends on many things,

but I have thoroughly worked through the plan of it.

By the end of 1856 all must be ready. My first letter is to

you. Thanks for your affection : it is so exactly like you,

breaking away at once from London and going to Oxford, to

talk over everything with Acland.

Meyer has once more descended from Pegasus, to our prosaic

sphere. I believe he is working at a review of our work for the

Munich Literary Journal of the Academy. Laboulaye (Vice-

President of the Academy) says I have given him so much that

is new to read, that he cannot be ready with his articles before

the end of February. We shall appear in the " Debats " the

beginning of March.

Holzmann is working at the proofs that the Celts were Ger-

mans. Humboldt finds the unity of the Turanians not proved.

(Never mind !) Osborn's " Egypt " runs on in one absurdity

(the Hyksos period never existed), which the " Athenaeum

"

censures sharply.

What is Aufrecht about ? But above all, how are you your-

Beh" ? God preserve you. My family greet you. Heartily yours

in old afiection.

I

[65.] Heidelberg, February 26, 1855.

It was, my dear friend, in expectation of the inclosed that 1

did not sooner return an answer and my thanks for your affec-

tionate and detailed letter. I wish you would take advantage

of my communication to put yourself in correspondence with

Benfey. He is well disposed towards you, and has oponly

spoken of you as " the apostle of German science in England."
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And then he stands injinitely higher than the present learned

tnen of his department. He would also be very glad if you

would offer yourself to him for communications suitable for his

Oriental Journal from England, to which he always has an eye.

(Keep this copy, perhaps Jowett may read it.) Humboldt's

letter says in reality two things :
—

1. He does not approve of the sharply defined difference be-

tween nomadic and agricultural languages ; the occupations may
change, yet the language remains the same as before. That is

against you. The good old man does not consider that the lan-

guage will or can become another without perishing in the

root.

2. He does not agree in opposing one language to all others

as inorganic. This is against me. V>i\t first^ this one language

is still almost the half of the human race, and secondly, I have
said nothing which his brother has not said as strongly. It is

only said as a sign of life, and that " my praise and my admira-

tion may appear honest."

In the fifth volume of my " Egypt " I call the languages sen-

tence-languages and word-languages ; that is without metaphor,

and cannot be misunderstood. The distinction itself is right.

For organic is (as Kant has already defined it) an unity in parts.

A granite mountain is not more thoroughly granite than a square

inch of granite, but a man without hands or head is no man.

I am delighted to hear that your Veda gets on. If you

would only not allow yourself to be frightened from the attempt

to let others work for you in mere handicraft. Even young men
have not time for everything. You have now fixed your im-

press on the work, and any one with the will and with the nec-

essary knowledge of the tools, could not go far wrong under

your eye. I should so like to see you free for other work.

Only do not leave Oxford. Spartam quam nactus es orna. You
M ould not like Germany, and Germany could offer you no sphere

of activity that could be compared ever so distantly with your

present position. I have often said to you, " Nature and Eng-
land will not allow themselves to be chano-ed from without, and
therein consists exactly their worth in the divine plan of devel-

opment ; but they often alter themselves rapidly from within.

Besides, the reform is gone too far to be smothered. Just now
the Dons and other Philisters can do what they like, for the

people has its eyes on other things. But the war makes the

classes who are pressing forwards more powerful than ever
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The old method of government is bankrupt forever. So do not

be low-spu'ited, my dear M., or impatient. It is not so much
the fault of England, as of yourself, that you do not feel settled

and at home. You have now as good a position as a young

man of intellect, and with a future before him, could possibly

have anywhere, either in England or in Germany. Make a

nome for yourself. Since I saw your remarkable mother, I

have been convinced that, unlike most mothers, she would not

stand in the way of your domestic happiness, even were it con-

trary to her own views, but that she must be the best addition

to your household for any wife who was worthy of you. Ox-
ford is London, and better than London ; and London is the

world, and is German. How gladly would Pauli, that honest,

noble German soul, stay, if he had but an occupation. The
subjection of the mind by the government here becomes more

vexatious, more apparent, more diabolical. One form of tyranny

is that of Augustus, the more thorough, because so sly. They
will not succeed in the end, but meanwhile it is horrible to wit-

ness. More firmly than ever I settle myself down here in Hei-

delberg, and will take the whole house, and say, '' You must

leave me my cottage standing, and my hearth, whose glow you

envy me." We are now on the point of binding ourselves, with-

out binding ourselves ; and the prudent man in P(aris) pretends

not to observe it—just like the devil, when a soul is making

some additional conditions.

Still, it is possible that the desire to aid in the councils of

Vienna at any price may carry us so far that we may join in

the march against Poland and Finland. After all, the rivers

flow accordino; to the laws of gravitation.

I have definitely arranged my " Biblework ' in two works ;
—

A. The Bible (People's Bible), corrected translation, with

very short and purely historical notes below the text. One vol-

ume, large Bible-octavo.

B. The Key, in three equally large volumes (each like the

Bible). I. Introduction ; II. The restored documents in the

historical books of the Old Testament, and restoration of the

prophets Jeremiah and Isaiah, and of some of the smaller proph-

ets ; in. The New Testament. (The hfe of Christ is a part oi

this.)

The work looks well. I have now not only perfectly defined

the Exodus and time of the Judges, but have put it so clearly

and authentically before the pubUc, that as long as the world
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af Europe and America lasts, the theologians cannot make the

faithful crazy, nor tlie scoffers lead them astray. It can be fin-

ished in three years. I can depend on Ewald and Rothe.

We have got through the winter. I, for the first time for

twenty years, without cold or anything of that sort. The deli-

cious air of Spring begins to blow, the almond-trees promise to

be in blossom in a week. With true love, yours.

[66.] Charlottenberg, Tuesday Morning,

April 17, 1855.

(The day when peace or war will be decided.)

My dear M.,— I cannot delay any longer to tell you that

your first article announced to us by George, has reached me,

and excited the delight and admiration of us all. It is pleasant,

as Cicero says, " laudari a viro laudato ;

" but still sweetei

" laudari a viro amato." And you have so thoroughly adopted

the English disguise, that it will not be easy for any one to sus-

pect you of having wi'itten this " curious article." It especially

delights me to see how ingeniously you contrive to say what you
announce you do not wish to discuss, namely, the purport of the

theology. In short, we are all of opinion that your aunt or

cousin was right when she said in Paris, to Neukomm, of you,

that you ought to be in the diplomatic service. From former

experience I have never really believed that the second article

would be printed ; it would have appeared by last Saturday at

the latest, and would then have been already in my hands.

But the article as it is has given me great pleasure, and all the

greater because it is yours. I only wish you might soon give

me the power of shaking your dear old hand, which I so often

feel the want of

Meanwhile I will tell you that Brockhaus writes in a very

friendly way, in transmitting Ernst Schulze's biography (the un-

fortunate poet's journal, with very pleasant affectionate descrip-

tions of his friends, of me especially), to ask if I would not make
something out of the new Hippolytus for Germany. This letter

reached me just as I had blended my past and future together

for a large double work, the finisned parts of which are now
standing before me in seven large portfolios, with completed

Contents, Preface, and Introduction.

^' The Bible of the Faithfid," four volumes, larsfe Bible-o>

tavo ; Volume I. the Bible ; Volumes II.-IV. (separated) Key.

VOL. ill. 29
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" The Faithful of the Bible." (A.) The government and the

worship of the faithful. Two books, one volume. (B.) The
congregational and family book (remodeling of the earlier devo-

tional books for the faithful of the Bible), two volumes.

At the same time " Egypt " was at last ready for press as two

volumes ; and so I took courage to take up again that old idea,

especially that Avhich we had so often discussed. But first I can

and will make a pretty little volume from the historical portraits

in Hippolytus :
" The first seven generations of Christians." A

translation (by Pauli) of the exact text of the first English vol-

ume, preceded by the restoration of the line and the chronology

of the Roman bishops down to Cornelius, since revised and much
approved of by Rostell (quite clearly written out ; about ten

printed sheets with the documents).

This gives me hardly any trouble, and costs me very little

thought. But secondly, to use Ewald's expression :
" The Kos-

mos of Language " (in four volumes). This is your book, if it

is to exist. It appears to me before anything else to be neces-

sary to draw proper limits, with a wisdom worthy of Goethe.

I do not think that the time has come for publishing in the

German way a complete or uniformly treated book ; I think it

is much more important to fortify our view of language from

within, and launch it forth armed with stings upon these inert

and confused times. Therefore method, and satisfactory discus-

sion of that on which everything depends ; with a general set-

ting forth of the points which it concerns us now to investigate.

I could most easily make you perceive what I mean, by an ab-

stract of the prospectus, which I have written ofi*, in order to

discuss it thoroughly with you as soon as you can come here.

As you would have to undertake three fourths of the whole, you

have only to consider all this as a proposal open to correction,

or rather a handle for discussion.

First Volume. (Bunsen.)

General Division,

Introduction. The Science of Language and its Epochs (ac-

cording to Outlines, 35-60).

1. The Phenomena of Language (according to Outlines, ii.

1-72).

2. The Metaphysics of Language (according to Outlines, ii

73-122) — manuscript attempt to carry out Kant's Categories

not according to Heo^el's method.
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3. The Historical Development (Outlines, ii. 123-140; and

Outlines of Metaphysics, second volume, in MS.). Miiller aa

libitum. (With this an ethnographical atlas, colored according

to the colors of the three families.)

Second Volume. (Miiller.)

First Division. The sentence-languages, of Eastern Asia

(Chinese).

Second Division. The Turanian word-languages in Asia and
Europe.

Third Volume. (Miiller and Bunsen.)

Fii'st Division. The Hamitic-Semitic languages in Asia and

Africa. (Bunsen.)

Second Division. The Iranian languages in Asia and Eu-
rope.

Fourth Volume. (Miiller.)

The branching off of the Turanians and Hamites in Africa,

America, and Polynesia.

a. The colony of East Asiatic Turanians in South Africa

(great Kaffir branch).

h. The colony of North Asiatic Turanians (MongoHans) in

North America.

c. The Turanian colonies in South America.

d. The older colonies of the East Asiatic Turanians in Poly-

nesia (Papuas).

e. The newer ditto (light-colored Malay branch).

Petermann or Kiepert would make the ethnographical atlas

beautifully. I have in the last few months discovered that the

three Noachic families were originally named according to the

three colors.

1. Ham' is clear; it raea,ns black.

2. Shem is an honorary name (the glorious, the famous), but

the old name is Adam, that is, Edom, which means red, reddish

= <i>)ivit : this has given me great light. The Canaanites were

formerly called Edomi, and migrated about 2850, after the vol-

canic disturbance at the Dead Sea (Stagnum Assyrium, Justin,

xviii. 3), towards the coast of Phoenicia, where Sidon is the

most ancient settlement, the first begotten of Canaan ; and the

era of Tyre begins as early as 2760 (Herodotus, ii. 44).

3. Japhet is still explained in an incredible way by Ewald
according to the national pun of Genesis x. as derived from

Patah, " he who opens or spreads." It is really from Yaphat
" to be shining " = the light, white.
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It would cerLaiiily be the wisest plan for us to fall back on

this for the ethnographical atlas, at least for the choice of the col-

ors ; and I believe it could easily be managed. For the Semitic

nations red is naturally the prevailing color, of a very deep shade

in Abyssinia and Yemen ; black in negro Khamites, and a light

shade in Palestine and Northern Arabia. For the Turanians,

green might be thought of as the prevailing color. For the h'a-

iiians there remains white, risino- into a bluish tint. But that

could be arranged for us by my genial cousin Bunsen, the

chemist.

That would be a work, my dearest M. ! The genealogy of

man, and the first parable, rising out of the infinite. Were you

not half Anglicized, as I am, I should not venture to propose

anything so " imperfect "— that is, anything to be carried out

in such unequal proportions. But this is the only way in which

it is possible to us, and, as I think, only thus really useful for

our Language-propaganda, whose apostles we must be "in hoc

temporis momento." And now further, I think we should talk

this over together. I give you the choice of Heidelberg or

Nice. We have resolved (D. V.) to emigrate about the 1st of

October, by way of Switzerland and Turin, to the lovely home
of the palm-tree, and encamp there till March : then I should

like very much to see Sicily, but at all events to run through

Naples and Rome in April ; and then return here in the end of

April by Venice. It is indescribably lovely here now ; more enjoy-

able than I have ever seen it. We shall take a house there,

where I could get into the open air four or five times every day.

I fancy in the five working months I could do more than in the

eight dreary winter months here. Much is already done, the

completion is certain. Were not Emma (who has become inex-

pressibly dear to us) expecting her confinement about the 21st

of September we should already at this time break up Irom here,

in order to reach the heavenly Corniche Road (from Genoa to

Nice) in the finest weather. Theodore goes in ten days for a

year to Paris. Of course Emilia and the other girls go with

OS. They all help me in a most remarkable way in my work.

I thouo-ht of inviting; Brockhaus here in the summer to discuss

with him the edition of the " Biblework." Now we know Avhat

we have in view. Now write soon, how you are and what

you have in view. All here send most friendly greetings. Evef

yours.
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[67.] Burg Rheindokf, near Bonn, December 2, 1855

My dear Friend,— I think you must now be sitting ({uietlj

again in Oxford, behind the Vedas. I send you these lines

from George's small but lovely place, where we have christened

his child, to stop, if possible, your wrath against Renan. He
confesses in his letter that " ma plume m'a trahi ;

" he has

partly not said what he thinks, and partly said what he does

not think. But his note is not that of an enemy. He consid-

ers his book an homage otfered to German science, and had hoped
that it would be estimated and acknowledged in the present po-

sition of French science, and that it would be received in i.

fi'iendly way. Though brought up by the Jesuits, he is entirely

free from the priestly spirit, and in fact his remarkable essay in

the " Revue des Deux Mondes " of the 15th of November on

Ewald's " History of the People of Israel " deserves all our

thanks in a theological, national, and scientific point of view.

We cannot afford to quarrel unnecessarily with such a man.

You must deal gently with him. You will do it, will you not,

for my sake ? I am persuaded it is best.

Brockhaus will bring out the third unaltered edition of my
" Signs of the Times," as the 2,500 and the 1,000 copies are all

sent out, and more are constantly asked for. I have, whilst

here, got the first half of the " World-Consciousness " (Welt-

bewusstsein) ready to send off. The whole will appear in May,

1856, as the herald and forerunner of my work on the Bible. I

have orone through this with H. Brockhaus, and reduced it to

fifteen delightful little volumes in common octavo, six of the Peo-

ple's Bible, with a full Introduction, and nine of the Key with

higher criticism. I am now expecting three printed sheets of

*.he Bible, Volume I., the Key, Volumes I. and VII. The fourth

and fifth volumes of " Egypt " are being rapidly printed at the

same time for May. The chronological tables appear in Septem-

ber. And now be appeased, and write again soon. George

sends hearty greetings. Thursday I shall be in Charlottenberg

again. Heartily yours. .^

[68 ] Chaklottenbekg, Mcaxh. 10, 1856.

I should long ago have told you, my dearest friend, how much
your letter of last September delighted me, had I not been sc

olunged in the vortex caused by the collision of old and new
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work, that 1 have had to deny myself all correspondence. Sinca

then I have heard from you, and of you from Ernst and some

travelling friends, and can therefore hope that you continue

well. As to what concerns me, I yesterday sent to press the

MS. of the last of the three volumes Avhieh are to come out al-

most to;ietlier. Volumes III. and \Y. (thirtv-six sheets are

printed) on the 1st of May ; Volume V. on the 15th of July. I

have taken the bold resolution of acquittino; myself of this dut\

before anything else, that I may then live for nothing but the
*' Biblework," and the contest with knaves and hypocrites in the

interest of the faithful.

In thus concluding " Egypt," I found it indispensable to give

all the investigations on the beginninjis of the human race in a

compressed form. Therefore SETr= yahveh and all discoveries

connected with this down to Abraham. Also the Bactrian and

Indian traditions. I have read on both subjects all that is to be

found here; above all Burnouf (for the second time), and Las-

sen's " Indian Antiquities," with Diis minorum gentium. I find

then in Lassen much which can be well explained by my dis-

coveries in the Egyptian, Babylonian, and Phoenician, but a

huge chasm opens out for everything concerning the Vedas. I

find in particular nothing analogous to the history of the Del-

uge, of which you most certainly told me. I therefore throw

myself on your friendship, with the request that you will write

out for me the most necessary points, so far as they do not exist

\n Colebrooke and Wilson, which I can order from Berlin. (1.)

On the Deluge tradition
; (2.) On the Creation of Man, if there

is any
; (3.) On the Fall of Man

; (4.) On recollections of the

Primidoe Homes on the other side of Meru and Bactria, if such

are to be found. I know of course what Lassen says. I do not

expect much, as you know, from these enthusiastic emigrants
;

but all is welcome.

One must oppose with all one's power, and in solemn earnest

such pitiful nihilism and stupid jokes as Schwenk has made of

the Persian mythology. I have done this in the " Doctrine of

Zoroaster; " I am to-day applying to Haug about some hard

nuts in this subject. The number seven predominates here also,

of course, and in the symbolism depends on the time of each

ohase of the moon ; but the Amshaspands have as little to do

with it as with the moon itself.. The Gahanbar resemble the

six days of creation, if the Sanskrit translation by Neriosengh

(whi( h I don't understand) is more to be trusted than the Vi&
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pered. But at all events there is an ideal element here, which

has been fitted in with the old nature worship.

The sanctity of the Horn (havam ?) must also be ideal, the

plant can only be a symbol to Zoroaster. Can it be connected

with Oni ? As to the date, Zoroaster the prophet cannot have

lived later than 3000 li. c. (250 years before Abraham there-

fore), but 6000 or 5000 before Plato may more likely be correct,

according to the statements of Aristotle and Eudoxus. Bac-

tria (for that surely is Bakhdi) was the first settlement of the

Aryans who escaped from the ice regions towards Sogd. The
immigration, therefore, can hardly fall later than 10,000 or 9000

before Christ. Zoroaster himself must be considered as after

the migration of the Aryans towards the Punjab, for his demons

are your gods.

Now will you please let me have, at latest at Easter, what

vou can <j;ive me, for on the 25th the continuation of the MS.
must go off, and of this the Indians form a part.

I do not find the account by Megasthenes of Indian begin-

nings (Plinius and Arrianus) at all amiss : the Kaliyuga compu-

tation of 3102 B. c. is purely humbug, just like the statement

about the beoinnino; of the Chinese times, to which Lassen gives

credit. How can Herodotus have arrived at a female Mithra,

Mylitta? Everything feminine is incompatible with the sun,

yet nowhere, as far as I can see, does any deity corresponding

to Mater appear among the Persians or Indians. Altogether

Mithra is a knotty point in the system of Zoroaster, into which

i fits like the fist into the eye.

And now I come to the subject of the inclosed Kuno
Fischer has given a most successful lecture in Berlin on Bacon,

which has grown into a book, a companion to Spinoza and Leib-

nitz, but much more attractive through the references to the

modern English philosoph} and Macaulay's conception of Bacon.

The book is admirably written. Brockhaus is printing it, and

will let it appear in May or at latest in June, about twenty-five

sheets He reserves the rio-ht of translation. And now I must

appeal to your friendship and your influence, in order to find,

1st, the right translator, and 2d, the right publisher, who would

give the author £50 or £100, for Fischer is dependent on his

own resources. The clique opposes his appearance : Raumer

has declared to the faculty that " a Privat-docent suspended

in any state of the Bund because of his philosophical opinions

^hich were irreconcilable with Christianitv, ought not to teach
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in Berlin." The faculty defends itself I have written public

and private letters to Humboldt, but what good does that do ?

Therefore it is now a matter of consequence to enable this very

distinguished thinker and writer, and remarkably captivating

teacher (he had here 300 pupils in metaphysics), to secure the

means of subsistence. Miss Winkworth's publisher offered hei

£l50 when she sent him the first chapter of my " Signs ;
" Long-

mans half profits, that is— nothing ! I only wish to have the

matter set going. The proof-sheets can be sent.

Wlio Avrote the foolish article in the " Quarterly " against

Jowett ? The book will live and bear fruit We are well, ex-

cept that George has had scarlet fever. Frances is nursing him

at Rheindorf Heartily yours.

I have myself undertaken the comparison of the Aryan with

the Semitic, on Lassen's plan. Two thirds of the stems can be

authenticated. What a scandal is Roth's deciphering of the

Cyprian inscriptions. Renan mourns over the " Monthly Re-

view," but is otherwise very grateful. I have made use of your

Alphabet in my " Egypt."

[69.] Charlottenberg, March 12, 1856.

My dearest M.,— You receive at once a postscript. I have

since read W.'s essay on the Deluge of the Hindus, in the sec-

ond volume of the "Indian Studies; " and can reallv say now
that I understand a little Sanskrit, for the essay is written in a

Brahmanic jargon, thickly strewn with very many German and

French foreign terms. O, what a style ! I am still to-day

reading Roth (Mlinchener Gelehrte Anzeigen). I know there-

fore what is in it ; that is, a child's tale which came to India

from the Persian Gulf, or at least from Babylonia, about Cannes,

the man in the shape of a fish, who gives them their revelation

and saves them. Have you really nothing better ? It is just

like the fable of Deucalion, from the backward-thrown Aas, that

iS, stones ! Or was it oltto Spvoi rj oltto tt e t /> a 5?

Faith in the old beliefs sits very lightly on all the emigrant

children of Japhet. Yet many liistorical events are clearly

buried in the myths before the PanJavas. Wilson's statement

(Lassen, i. 479 n.) of the contents of a Pun1/?a, shows still a

•consciousness of those epochs. There must be (1) a dwelling

»n the primitive country (bordering on the ideal), quite obscure,

historically; (2) exp-:lsion, thi'ough a change of climate; (3)
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life in the land of the Aryans (Irau.)
; (4) migration to and life

in the Punjab.

For the western Aryans and for southern Europe^ there is

another epoch, between 6000 and 5000 b. c. at latest, namely,

the march of the Cushite (Turanian) Nimrud (Memnon ?) by

Susiana, and then across Northern Africa to Spain. The dis-

covery of Curtius, of the lonians being Asiatics that had mi-

grated from Phrygia, who disputed with the Phoenicians for the

world's commerce long before the colonies started from Europe,

is very important.

Write me word what you think of Weber's Indian-Semitic

Alphabet.

I have to-dav written to Miss Winkworth, to speak to the

publisher. If he will undertake it and pay Fischer well, both

editions would appear at the same time ; and she must then

come here in April, to make the translation from the proof-sheets.

The printing begins at Easter.

[70.] Charlottenberg, April 22, 1856.

{Palilia anni urbis 2610.)

So there you are, my worthy Don, sitting as a Member of

Committees, etc. ; and writing reports, and agitating and can-

vassing in Acadeviich ! This delights me : for you have it in

you, and feel the same longing, which seized me at your age—
to act and to exert an influence on the God-given realities of

life. It inspirits me ; for you, like me, will remain what you

are— a German, and Avill not become a " Philister."

I have missed you here very much, even more than your an

swers to my questions. No one escapes his fate : so I cannot es-

cape the temptation to try my method and my insight on indi-

rect chronology. I confess that such confusion I have not seen

us that of these investigations hitherto beyond Colebrooke and

Wilson, Lassen and Duncker. Something can already be made
of Meiiasthenes' accounts in connection with the Brahmanic tra-

ditions, in the way cleared up by Lassen (in the " Journal "). I

believe in the 153 kings before Sandrokottus and the 6402 years,

llie older tradition does not dream of ao-es of the world, the

historical traditions begin with the Tretaage, and point back to

the life on the Indus ; the first period is like the divine dynas-

ties of the Egyptians. The Kaliyuga is 1354 B.C., or 1400 if

you like, hut not a day older. The so called cataclysms " afley
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the universe had thrice attained to freedom " (what nonsense !)

are nothing but the short interregnums of freedom obtained by

the poor Indian Aryans between the monarchies. They are

200+ 300 + 120. And I propose to you, master of the Vedas,

the riddle, how do I know that the first republican interregnum

(anarchy, to the barbarians) was 200 years long ? The Indian

traditions begin therefore with 7000, and that is the time of

Zaradushta. I find many reasons for adopting your opinion on

the origin of the Zend books. The Zoroastrians came out of In-

dia ; but tell me, do you not consider this as a return migration ?

The schism broke out on the Indus, or on the movement to-

wards the Jumna and lands of the Ganges. The dull, intolera-

ble Zend books may be as late as they will, but they contain in

the Vendidad, Fargard I., an (interpolated) record of the oldest

movements of our cousins, which reach back further than any-

thing Semitic.

About Uttara-Kuru and the like, you also leave me in the

lurch ; and so I was obliged to see what Ptolemy and Co., and

the books know and mention about them. It seems then to me
impossible to deny that the 'OrTopoKnpoi is the same, and points

out the most eastern land of the old north, now in or near Shen-

si, the first home of the Chinese ; to me the eastern boundary of

Paradise. But how remarkable, not so much that the Ar^^ans,

faithful people, have not forgotten their original home, but that

the name should be Sanskrit ! Therefore Sanskrit in Paradise 1

in 10,000 or 9000. Explain this to me, my dear friend. But

first send me, within half an hour of receiving these lines, in

case you have them, as they assume here, Lassen's maps of In-

dia (mounted), belonging to my copy of the book, and just now
very necessary to me. You can have them again in July on

the Righi. Madame Schwabe is gone to console that high-

minded afflicted Cobden, or rather his wife, on the death of his

only son, whom we have buried here. She passes next Sunday

through London, on her return to her children, and will call at

Ernst's. Send the maps to him with a couple of lines. If you

have anything else new, send it also. I have read with great

interest your clever and attractive chapter on the history of the

Indian Hellenic mind, called mythology. Does John Bull take

it in ? With not less pleasure your instructive essay on " Burn-

ing and other Funereal Ceremonies." How noble is all that is

really old among the Aryans ! Weber sent me the '* Malavika,"

a miserable tiling, harem stories,— I hope by a dissolutcj fcllovj
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of the tenth century, and surely not by the auihor of " Sakun
tala." For your just, but sharply expressed and nohhj sup
pressed essay against , a thousand thanks. I have to-day

received the last sheet of " Egypt," Book IV., and the last but

one of Book V. (a), and the second of Book V. (b). These
three volumes will appear on the 1st of June. The second

half of Book V. (b) (Illustrations, Chronological Tables, and
Index) I furnish subsequently for Easter, 1857, in order to have
the last word against my critics.

Meanwhile farewell.

[71.] Charlottenberq, Wednesday^ April 23, 1866.

It would be a great pleasure to you, my dear friend, if you
could see the enthusiasm of my reawakened love for India, which

possessed me in the years 1811-14, and which now daily over-

powers me. But it is well that you are not here, for I dare not

follow the notes of the siren till I have finished the " Sio-ns of

the Times," and have the first volume of my five books of the
" Bible " before me. I see clearly, from my point of view, that

when one has the right frame, the real facts of the Indian life

can be dug out from the exuberant wealth of poetry as surely

as your Eros and the Charites, and the deepest thoughts from

their ritual and mythology. True Germans and Anglo-Saxons

are these Indian worthies. How grateful I am to Lassen for

his conscientious investigations ; also to Duncker for his repre-

sentation of the history, made with the insight of a true histo-

rian. But all this can aid me but little. I can noAvhere find

he materials for filling up my frame-work ; or, in case this

.'ame-work should not itself be accurate, for destroying it

and my whole chapter. Naturally all are ignorant of the

time which precedes the great fable,— namely, the time of the

Vedas.

And so I turn to you, with a request and adjuration which
you cannot set aside. I give you my frame-work, the chronolog-

ical canon, as it has been shaped by me. It is clear that we
cannot depend on anything that stands in the noble Mahabha-
rata and the sentimental Ramaya??a, as to kings and lines of

kings, unless it is confirmed by the Vedas ; but they generally

say the very opposite. AU corruptions of history by our school-

\nen and priests are but as child's play compared to the system-
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atic falsifying and destruction of all history by the Bmhmans.
Three things are possible; (1) you may find my frame-work

wrong )ecause facts are against it
; (2) you may find it useless

because facts are missing ; or (3) you may find the plan correct,

and discover facts to support and further it. I hope for the

last ; but every truth is a gain. My scheme is this : The poets

of the Veda have no chronological reckoning, the epic poets

a false one. There remain the Greeks. To understand the

narrative of Megasthenes, one must first restore the corrupted

passages, which Lassen unfortunately has so entirely misunder-

stood.

Arr. Ind. ix., in Didot's " Geographi,'* i. p. 320 : 'Atto fxkv Srj

Alovvo-ov (Svayambhu) ^acrtXea^ rjpiOixeov 'IiSol e? SavSpaKOTToi/

rpei? /cat triVTiqKovTa kol iKarov, eVea 3e Ovo Kat reacrapaKoaia

(instead of TrevT^Kovra) koL e^ttKto-xtA.ta (6402, according to

Pliny's text, confirmed by all MSS., and by Solinus Polyhist.

59 ; of Arrian we have but copies of one codex, and the lacuna

is the same in all).

'Eu Sk TovTOLcn Tpls ICTANAI (instead of to rrav eis, Arr.

writes only cs) kXevOepLrjv (lo-Tdvat is Herodotean for KadLardvaif

as every rational prose writer would have put).

THN MEN E2 AIAKOCIA.
rrjv §€ Kol es TptaKoaia,

TYjV Be iLKocri re kriuiv kol iKarov.

The restoration is certain, because the omission is explained

through the 6/xoiOT€A.ei>Tov, and gives a meaning to the kol.

The sense is made indubitable by Diodorus' rhetorical ren-

dering: of the same text of Megasthenes, ii. 38 : to 6k rcAcv-

Tttiov, TToAAat? ycj/eais vcTTCpov KaTaXvOeiat} ; t^s r}yefJiovLa<s 8if-

fjiOKpaT7]9rjvat rds TroAets ; cf. 39, vaTipov 8k ttoAAois erecrt ras

ToAets SrfixoKpaTrjdrjvai.

From this it follows that the monarchy was thrice inter-

rupted by democratic governments, and that there were four

periods. This is the Indian tradition. But the whole was

conceived as one history, doubtless with a preliistoric ideal be-

ginning, like our Manus and Tuiskon. Therefore, no cosmic

periods (Brahmanical imposture), but four generations of Aryan*

history in India.

The Kaliyuga is a new world, just as much as Teutonic

Christendom, but no more. The Indians will probably have

tommenced it J d. 410, as fi'iend Kingsleytoo (in his " Hyp»
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tia"). Where is the starting-point? I hold to

as the chronological computation up to the time

of the Nandas.

For the Nandas, I hold to the 22 years.

If they say that Kalasoka and his ten sons

reigned 22 years ; and Nanda, nine brothers in

succession, 22 years; the 22 years is not wrong,

either here or there, but the 22 is correct and
the ten kingly personages also, for aught I care

:

but the names are altered (and really to do
away with the plebeian Nanda), therefore it is

neither 44, nor 88, nor 100 (which is nothing),

From Parikshit to the year before Sandra-

Sandrak.'s first year 312 (?), 317 (?), 320 (?).

I have no opinion on the point, therefore take

the middle nmnber about ....
Beginning of the fourth period

Tnterregnum, popular goyernmem.

End of the third period ....
jJakshatra era 1476? (Weber, "Indian Stud-

ies," ii. 240.)

This fourth period is that of the supremacy of

the Brahmans in the beo-innino- with its recoil

TD Buddha towards the end.

In the year 1250 b. c, about the one hundredth

year of the era, Semirarais invaded India

(Davpara).

Third period of the royal dynasties, the great

empire on the Jumna, not far from the immortal

kliwal. Beginning with the Dynasty of the

JCurus. (Here the names of the kings and their

jvorks, as canals, etc. Seat of the empire, the

Juab ; Hastinapura, Ayodhya ; or still on the

Oarasvati) .......
interregnum between HI. and II. (Must

have left its traces. A pasted up break is surely

461

1015 yearsi

22 *«

1037 "

317 li

1354 B. c.

1 in «

1474 «

1475 **

years

300 «*
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Second period of roi/al cb/nasties (Treta) . yeart

(Is this the historical life in the Punjab, with

already existing kingdoms ?) N. B. What is

the third of the pure flames ? Is it the people ?

Atria, latria, patria?

Interreo;num between U. and I. . . . 200 **

First period. Beginning of the history after

first X years, with an ideally filled up unmeas-

ured period.

Beoinning : Manu . . 6402

317

> mean time 2160

6719 b. c. 6719

Deduct from this a my-

thical beginning : a cycle

of 5 X 12= 60, or 600: at

most 60 X 60 = 3600, at

least 12x 60= 720. Or
about 6 kings of 400 years

each.

4559

(There remain, deducting 6 from 154 kings (with Dionysos),

about 148.)

Length of time ; 4559 — 1354= 3205-f-148= 21^ mean num-

ber of years for each historical government ; which is very ap-

propriate.

Zoroaster lived, according to Eudoxus and Aristotle (com-

pared with Hermippos) 6350 or 6300 b. c. This points to a

time of Zoroastrians migrating towards India, or having migrated^

returning again. Accept the latter, and the beginning of the

6402 years lies very near the first period, and the Indianizing

of the Aryans. Those accounts about Zoroaster are (as

Eudoxus already proves) /)re-Alexandrian, therefore not Indian,

but Aryan. Do not the hymns of the Rig-veda, of which several

are attributed to the kings of the Treta period, contain hints on

that schism ? If it really occurred in the Punjab some remi«

niscence would have been left there of it. The Zend books

(wretched things) only give negative evidence.

The Brahmans of the most sinful pei'iod have of course smoth
ered all that is historical in prodigies, and this wretched taste

long appeared to the Germans as loisdom ; whilst they despised

^» (certainly superficial) but still sensible English researches
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of Sir W. Jones and Co., as philistering ! One must oppose

this more inflexibly than even that admirable Lassen does.

(N. B. Has Colbrooke anything on this ? or Wilson ?)

There may have been two points of contact between thy

Aryans and the kingdoms on the Euphrates he/ore the expedi-

tion of Semiramis.

a. By means of the Zoroastrian Medo-Babylonian kingdom,

which had its capital in Babylon from 2234 b. c. (1903 before

Alexander) for about two centuries.

b. In the oldest primitive times, by the Turanian-Cushite or

North African kingdom of Nhurod, which cannot be placed

later than in the seventh cliiliad. The Egyptians had a tradi-

tion of this, as is proved according to my interpretation by the

historical germ in the story in the Timreos of the great combat

of Europe and Asia against the so-called Atlantides : but these

are uncertain matters.

That is a general sketch of my frame-work. If you are able

to do anything with it, I make you the following proposition :

You will send me an open letter in German (only without your

Excellency, and as I beg you will always write to me, as friend

to friend), in which you will answer my communication. Send
me beforehand a few reflections and doubts for my text, which

I must send away by the 15th of May. Your open letter must

be sent in in June, if possible before the 15th, in order to ap-

pear before the 15th of July as an Appendix to my text of

Book V. b. (fourth division) first half. / can do nothing in the

matter ; everything here is wanting. I cannot even find Ger-

man books here. Therefore keep Lassen's maps, if you have

them. I have in the mean time helped myself by means of Bit-

ter and Kiepert to find the old kingdoms and the sacred Saras-

vati. That satisfies me for the present.

Soon a sign of life and love to your sorely tormented but

faithful B.

[72.] Charlottenberg, Sunday Morning, April, 27, 1856.

I have laid before you my restoration of the text of Megas-
thenes, and added a few prehminary thoughts on the possibility

of the restoration of his .traditions, and something of my restor-

ing criticism. I have not however been able to rest since that

lime, without going to the very ground of the matter, to see if I

am on a side-path, or on the right road. I now send you the

summary of the two chapters which I have written since then.
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I. Tlie restoration of the list of Megasthenes. (153 kings ic

6402 years.)

1. Tlie list begins, like the Sanskrit tradition, with the first

generation ; three interregnums presuppose four periods.

2. The whole fourfold divided chronology is one : three sec-

tions of histoincal recollections lie before the Kali a^e. Lassen

is therefore wrong in saying that Megasthenes began with the

Treta age. The progress of the gradual extension of the king

dom is organic.

3. The foundation of the whole tradition of the four periods

of time are the genealogical registers of the old royal families,

which must if possible be localized ; of course with special refer-

ence to Magadha, which however begins late. As in Egypt,

every branch tried somewhere to find its place ; we must there-

fore throw away or mark all names not supported by the legend

(that is, the Vedic traditions). The contemporary dynasties

must be separated from tho!<e that follow each other.

4. Each period was divided from the preceding by an histor-

ical fact,— a dissolution followed by a subjugation or a popular

government. The first is divided from the second by Herakles

— Krishna. The tlurd from the second by Rama, the extir-

pator of the heroes and royal races (great rising of the people).

The fourth fi'om the third by purely historical revolutions,

caused or fostered by the Assyrian invasion.

5. The mytliical expression for these periods is one thousand

years.

6. The historical interregnums are 200, 300, 120.

7. As both are the same, therefore 3 x 1000 years vanish,

and there remain but the 620.

8. Therefore Megasthenes' list . . . 6402

3000

Kings from the first patriarch to Sandra-

kottus ...... 3402 years.

Interregnums . . . . . .620

4022

First Period.

A. Aryan recollections. Megasthenes' list unites the tradi-

tions of the Moon-race (Budha) with that of the Sun-race

(direct from Mann).

(1.) Questions. First question. What do the names

Ayus and Yayati mean ? Is Nahusha =: man ?
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(2.) I know king Ikshvaku, i. e., the gourd. Who are the

Asuras, conquered by P?-ithu ?

(3.) Anu, one of the four sons of Yayati, is the North,

not the Iranian, nor the Turanian, which is Turva.sa,

but the Se'uitic, i. e., Assur. Anu is the chief national

god of the Assyrians, according to the cuneiform inscri{>

tions. The cradle of the old dynasty was therefore

called Telanu= hill of Anu. Salmanassar is called

Salem-anu, i. e., face of Anu.

B. Indian primitive times.

1. Manu (primitive time) . . . 1000

2-14. Thirteen human kinsrs in the Pun-

jab, each reigns on an average thirty-

six years ...... 468

15. Ej*ishna, destruction . . . 1000

2468 years, representing really only 268 + 200 years, with an

unknown quantity representing Aryan migrations and settle-

ments in the Punjab.

(4.) Question. Is Jones* statement correct in his chro-

nology (Works, i. 299), that the fourth Avatar must

be placed between the first and second periods ?

Second Period.

The kingdom of the Puru, and the Bharata kings. Royal

residence, province of the Sarasvati. Epos, the Ramayana.

A. Period from Puru to Dushyanta.

Conquests from the Sarasvati on the north, and to Kalinga

(Bengal) on the south. Conquerors : Tansu, Ilina, Bharata,

Suhotra (all Vedic names).

B. Period of destruction through the Pankdlas. — Agsimidha.

(Suhotra's son, according to the unfalsified tradition) is the hu-

man Rama, the instrument of destruction.

(5.) Question. Why is he called in Lassen, i. 590, the

son of 72ikshu ? (This is another thousand years.)

72iksha is called in M. Bh. (Lassen, xxiii. note 17) son of

A^amifZ/ia, and in another place, wife of Agsunidha,, or both

times toife !

Third Period.

The Kurus ; the PanA:alas ; the Pa;z</avas. Seats in Middle
Hindostan. Advance to the Vindhya (Epos, the Mahabha*
rata of the third period, as the Ramayana of tlie second).

A. Kingdoms of the Kurus.

VOL. III. 30
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B. Kingdom of the Panl'alas. Contemporary lists ; bat th*

PanAalas outlast the Kurus. Both are followed by—
C. Kingdom of the Pan^avas.

Ad. A. From Kuru to Devapi who retires (that is, is driven

away), .Santanu, Bahlika, the Bactrian (?), there are eleven

reigns. Then the three generations to Duryodhana and Ar-

^una.

Parikshit represents the beginning of the Interregnum.

The list in the Vishnu-purana of twenty-nine kings, from

Parikshit to Kshemaka, with whom the race becomes extinct in

the Kali ao-e, does not concern us.

They are the lines of the pretenders, who did not again ac-

quire the throne. The oldest Hst is probably only of six reigns

;

for the son of 6'atanika, the third V. P. king of this list, is also

called Udayana (Lassen, xxvi. note 23), and the same is the

name of the twenty-fifth king, the son of ^Satanika II. There-

fore Brihadratha, Vasudana, and Sudasa (21, 22, 23) are hke-

wise the last of a Parikshit line. But they do not count chron-

ologically.

Fourth Period.

The kingdom of Magadha. Chronological clews for Megas-

thenes. The first part of the Magadha list preserved to us

(Lassen, xxxi.) from Kuru to Sahadeva is an unchronological

list of collateral lines of the third period, therefore of no value

for the computation of time. The Kali list of Magadha begins

with Somapi to Bipun^raya, 20 kings. The numbers are pooked

in so stupid a way that they neither agree with each other nor

are possible. One can only find the right number from lowei

down.

Restoration of the Chronology.

Kali n. Pradyota, five kings with

" m. <Saisunao;a, ten kings with .

" IV. Nanda, father with eight or nine sons

V. /Tandi-agupta kinga

138
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but 1181 is the historical cbronoloorical becrinninsr of a kingdomODD O
in Kashmir. Semiramis invaded India under a Sthavirapati

(probably only a title), about 1250. This time must therefore

fall in the interi-egnum (120 years, after Megasthenes). The
history of the war with Assyria (Asura ?) is smothered by push-

ing forward the Abhira, that is, the Naval War on the Indus

(Diodorus).

I pass over the approximate restoration of the first three

periods. I have given you a scanty abstract of my treatise,

which I naturally only look upon as a frame-work. But if the

frame-icork be right, and of this I feel convinced, if I have
discovered the true grooves and the system— then the unfal-

sified remains of traditions in the Vedas must afibrd further

1150

confirmation. The Kali can be fixed for about by pow-
1190

erful synchronisms. The three earlier ages can be approxi-

mately restored. One thus arrives, by adding 200 + 300 +
120 (=620) to each of the earlier and thus separated peri-

ods, to the beginning of the Treta (foundation of the Bharata

kingdom beginning with Puru). This leads to the following

computation.

I. Anarchy before Puru .... 200 years,

n. From Puru to Bharata's father, 10 reigns

of 20 years 200 «

From Bharata to A^amidha's son, 6 reigns 1 20 "

End of II 300 "

ni. From Kuru to Bahlika (migration towards

Bactria?) 10 reigns . . . 200 "

(Parikshit) apparently 6-7 reigns . .120 "

End of the oldest Indian kingdom, before Kali 1340 years.

1182 "

Beginning of Tret^= 2522 B. c.

(2234 Zoroaster invaded Babylon from Media)

Second dynasties in Babylon . . .1100 "

3622 «

We have still to account for the time of the settlement in the

Punjab and formation of kingdoms there. This gives as the be*

ginning approximately= 4339 b. c.
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And now I am very anxious to heai' what you have made out,

or whether you have let the whole matter rest as it is. I have

postponed everything, in order to clear up the way as far as 1

can. I shall try to induce Weber to visit me in the Whitsuu

holidays, to look into the details for me, that I may not lay my-
self open to attack. Before that I shall have received Hang's

entirely new translation of the Jirst Fargard^ which I shall print

as an Appendix, with his annotations. My Chinese restoration

has turned out most satisfactory.

I may now look forward to telling them : (1.) The rabbinical

chronology is false, it is impossible ; it has every tradition op-

posed to it, most of all so the biblical — therefore away with it

!

(2.) Science has not to turn hack, but now first to press really

forward, and to restore : the question is not the fixing of ab-

stract speculative formulas, but the employing of speculation

and philology for the reconstruction of the history of humanity,

of which revelation is only a portion, though certainly the centre

if we believe in our moral consciousness of God.

This is about what I shall say, as my last word, in the Pref-

ace to the sixth volume of " Egypt." Volumes lY. and V. are

printed. Deo soli gloria.

[73.] Charlottenberg, May 22, 1856.

My dear Friend,— H. R. H. the Prince Regent, who starts

for England to-morrow, wishes to see Oxford, and quietly and

instructively. I therefore give these lines to his private secre-

tary, Herr UUmann, that he may by letter, or (if the time al-

lows) by word of mouth, apply to you, to fix a day. Herr UU-
mann is the son of the famous Dr. U., the present prelate and

chief church-councilor, and a man of good intentions.

I have at last gone in for Vedic and Bactrian chronology,

after having had Dr. Haug of Bonn with me for eight days. He
translated and read to me many hymns from your two quartos

(which he does very fluently), and a little of Sayana's com-
mentary. By this and by Lassen and Roth, and yours and

Weber's communications, I believe I have saved myself fi'om the

breakers, and I hold my proofs as estabhshed :
—

That the oldest Vedas were composed 3000-2500 b. c, and

that everything else is written in a learned dead Brahmanical

language, a precipitate of the Veda language, and certainly

very late: scarcely anything before 800 b. c.
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Manu takes his place after Buddlia.

The ages of the world are the miserable system of the book

of Manu, and nothing more than evaporated historical periods.

These epochs can be restored not by the aid, but in spite of th*

two epics and their chronology.

Petermann sends me a beautiful map. The routes and set-

tlements of the Aryans from their primitive home to the land of

the five rivers (or rather seven).

Hauor has worked out all the fourteen names. Kabul and

Kandahar are hidden amongst them. I hope he will settle in

the autumn with me, and for the next few years.

In haste, with hearty thanks for your affectionate and in-

structive answers. God bless you.

P. S. I shall take the liberty of sending you, about the Ist

of July, the first five sheets of my Aryans, before they are

printed off, and ten days later the remaining three or four, and

beg for your instructive remarks on them.

[74.] Charlottenberg, July 17, 1856.

My dearly loved Friexd,—Yesterday evening at half-past

seven o'clock I wrote off my last chapter of " Egypt's Place " for

press, and so the work is finished, the first sheets of which were

sent to Gotha from London in 1843, the chief part of which

however was written in 1838-39. You will receive the two

new volumes (Books IV., V. a) in a fortnight ; they will be pub-

lished to-day. Of the third volume (the sixth of the German
editions), or V. (b), twelve sheets are printed, and the other

eighteen are ready, except a few sheets ah-eady at Gotha, in-

cluding the index to I. to V. (a). I am in the main satis-

fied with the work.

You are the first with whom I begin paying off my debts of

correspondence ; and I rejoice that I can take this opportunity

to thank you for all the delightful news wliich your last dear

letter (sent by that most amiable Muir) conveyed to me ; es-

pecially for the completion of the thij'd ^ig volume of the Rig-

veda, and for the happy arrival of your mother and cousin,

which has doubtless already taken place. You know it was a

letter from the latter, which first told me of you, and made me
w^ish to see you. And then you came yourself; and all that I

prophesied of you after the first conversation in London and

your first visit in the country, has been richly fulfilled — yes
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beyond my boldest hopes. You have won an honorable position

in the first English university, not only for yourself but for the

Fatherland, and you have richly returned the love which I felt

for you from the first moment, and have faithfully reciprocated

a friendsliip which constitutes an essential portion of my happi-

ness. I therefore thank you all the more for all the love and

friendship of your last letters. I can only excuse myself hy my
hook for not having sooner thanked you. I soon perceived that

you were quite right, that the chronological researches on Indian

antiquity have led to nothing more sure than the conviction

that the earlier views, Avith few exceptions, were wrong or

without foundation. As soon as I acquired this conviction,

through reading the last works on the subject (Lassen and

Roth), I grew furious, as it happens to me from time to time,

and at the same time reawoke the longing after the researches

which I had to lay aside in 1816, and which I now determined

to approach again, in the course of my work, which is chrono-

loo^ical in the widest sense. After I had read all that is written,

I let Haug come to me in the Whitsun holidays. He brought

with him the translation I wished for of the First Fargard of
the Vendidad ; and you can imagine my delight, when in Book?

XII. and XIII. he discovered for me (purely linguistically) the

two countries, the non-appearance of which was the only ten-

able counter-reason which opposed itself to the intuition to

which I had held fast since 1814— namely, that this document,

so ancient in its primitive elements, contained nothing less than

the history of the gradual invasion, founding of states, and peo-

pling of Asia by the Aryans. How could Kandahar and Kabul

be missing if this were true ? Without the least suspicion of

this historical opinion, Haug proved to me that they are not

wanting. Petermann will make the whole clear in a little map,

such as I showed him. You will find it in the sixth volume.

Then he rejoiced my heart by translating some single hymns of

the Rig-veda, especially in Book VII., which I found threw great

light on the God-Consciousness, the faith in the moral govern-

ment of the world, ^e comes to me : from the 1st of August

he is free in Bonn, and goes for the Zend affairs to Paris, mar-

ries his bride in Ofterdingen, and comes here to me on the 1st

of October for Mithridates and the Old Testament, the printing

of which begins in January, 1857, with the Pentateuch. With

him (in default of your personal presence) I have now gone

through everything at which I arrived with regard to the period
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of the entry of the Aryans (4000 B.C.) in the Indus coiKitry (tc

which Sarasvati does not belong— one can as easily count seven

as five rivers from the eastern branch of the upper Indus to the

west of the »Satadru), and with regard to the difficult questions

of the connection of these migrations with Zoroaster. That is,

I must place Zoroaster before the emigration ; on the march

(from 5000-4000) the emigrants gradually break off. Three

heresies, one alter another, are mentioned in the record itself.

The not exterminated germs of the nature-worship (with the

adoration of fire) spring up again, but the moral life remaincjd.

(1.) Therefore the Veda language is to me the precipitate of

the Old Bactrian (as the Edda language of the Old Norse).

(2.) The Zend language is the second step from the Northern

Old Bactrian. (3.) The Sanskrit is one stiU further advanced

from the Southern Old Bactrian, or from the Veda language.

(4.) All Indian literature, except the Vedas, is in the New South

Bactrian, already become a learned language, which has been

named the perfect or Sanskrit language. The epochs of the Ian,'

guage are the three great historical catastrophes.

A. Kingdom in the region of the Indus.— 4000-3000. The
Veda language as a living popular language.

B. Second Period.— On the Sarasvati and in the Duab. The

Veda tongue becomes the learned language. Sanskrit is the

popular language, 3000-2000.

C. Third Period.— Sanskrit begins to be the learned lan-

guage, at least at the end.

D. Kali= 1150 b. c. Sanskrit merely the learned language.

Therefore the oldest Vedas, the purely popular, cannot be

younger than 3000 ; the collection was made in the third period,

the tenth book is already in chief part written in a dead lan-

guage. You see all depends on whether I can authenticate the

four periods with their three catastrophes ; for a new form of

language presupposes a political change. Forms such as Har-

aqaiti I can explain just as that the Norwegian names of places

are younger than the corresponding Icelandic forms ; in the col-

ony the old remains as a fixed form, in the mother country the

language progresses.

For what concerns now seriously the Mythology, your spirited

^.ssay opening the way was a real godsend, for I had just ar-

rived at the conviction which you will find expressed in the in-

troduction to Book V. (a) : That the so-calle 1 nature-religion

can be nothing but the symbol of the primitive consciousness of
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God, which only gradually became independent (through mi*
understanding) and which already lies prefigured in organic

speech. P , K and Co., are on this point in great dark-

ness, or rather in utter error. Yuu have kept yourself perfectly

free from this mistake. I however felt that I must proclaim

what is positively true far more sharply, and have drawn the

outlines of a method which is to me the more convincing, as it

has stood the test of the whole history of old religion. For in

taking up the Aryan investigations, I closed the circle of my
historical mythological inquiry. What will you say to this?

For I have written the whole especially for you, to come to an

understanding with you. I arrive at the same point which you

aim at, but without your roundabout way, which is but a make-

shift. But in the fundamental conception of nature-religion, we
do certainly agree altogether. If you come to Germany, you

will find here with me the proof-sheets of Book V. (b) (about

pages 1-200) which treat of this section, as well as the analysis

of the table of the Hebrew patriarchs. They will be looked

through before Hang's journey to Paris and mine to Geneva
(August 1), and will be therefore all struck off when I retm-n

here on the 23d August.

Your essay holds a beautiful place in the history of the sub-

ject. The work on that section gave me inexpressible delight,

and a despaired-of gap in my life is filled up, as far as is neces-

sary for my own knowledge ; and I believe too not without ad-

vantage to the faithful.

How disgraceful it is that we do not instinctively understand

the Veda language, when we read it in respectable Roman letters,

with a little previous grammatical practice ! Your Veda Gram-

mar will be a closed book to me, as you print in the later Devan-

ao;ari goose-foot character. Haus; shall transliterate for me the

grammatical forms into your alphabet. He is a noble Suabian,

and much attached to me ; also a great admirer of yours.

My " God-Consciousness " is printed (thirty-two sheets),

twenty are corrected (and fought through with Bernays). This

work, too, will be carried through the second revise before mv
journey. I wonder myself what will come of the work. Its ex-

tent remains unaltered (three volumes in six books), but its con-

tents are ever swelling. I hope it will take. I shall strike the

old system deadforever, if we do not go to ruin ; of this I ans

sure ; therefore I must all the more lay the foundations of th«

new structure in the heart, the conscience, and the reason.
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1 what a hideous time ! God be praised, who made us

both free. So also is Carl now, through his official efficiency

and his happy marriage. Tlie wedding will take place in Paris

between the 9th and loth October. We shall 20 there.

1 take daily rides, and was never better. Please God I shall

finish the " God-Consciousness " (II, and III.) between the 25th

August and the end of October ('the third volume is nearly

ready), and then I shall take up the " Biblework," the proof-

sheets of which lie before me, with undivided energy. The con-

tract with Brockhaus is concluded and exchanged. I shall per-

haps come to England in October, 1857 ; that is to say with the

first volume of the Bible, but not without it.

Neukomm and Joachim have been with us for six weeks,

which gave us the greatest enjoyment. Neukomm returns here

at the end of August.

My cliildren promise me (without saying it) to meet here for

the 25th August, to introduce the amiable bride to me. I am
rejoicing over it like a child.

Why do you not make a journey to the Neckar valley with

your mother and cousin ? My people send hearty greetings.

With true love, yours.

I am purposely not reading your Anti-Renan all at once, that

I may often read it over again before I finish it. I think it is

admirably An'itten. Perhaps a distinguished philologist, Dr.

Fliedner (nephew of the head of the Deaconesses J, may call on

you. He has been highly recommended to me, and is worthy

of encouragement. What is Aufrecht about ? I cannot cease

to feel interested about hun.

[75.] Charlottenberg, October 7, 1856.

Yesterday, my dearest friend, I sent off the close of the last

volume of" Egypt," together with the printed sheets 13-19, and

at the same time to Brockhaus the last two revised sheets of the

" God in History," Volume I. ; and to-day I have again taken up

the translation . of the Bible (Exodus), with Haug and Camp-
hausen— that is, Haug arrived the day before yesterday. (Be-

tween ourselves, I hope Bernays is coming to me for three years.)

How I should have liked to show you these sheets, 13-19 (the

Bactriars and Indians and their chronology). You will find

in them a thorough discussion of your beautiful essay (which

has been admired everywhere as a perfect masterpiece), not with-
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out some shakings of tlie head at K and B . In fact 1

have gone in for it, and by New Year's Day you shall have it

before you. This, with the journey to Switzerland and thret

weeks of indisposition afterwards, are an excuse for my si-

lence.

It always gives me great and inexpressible pleasure when
you talk to me by letter and think aloud. And this time I have

been deeply touched by it. I am convinced you have since

then yourself examined the considerations which oppose them-

selves to your bold and noble wish with regard to the Punjab.

What would become of your great work ? I will not here say

what shall we in Europe do without you ? Also ; do you mean

to go alone to Hapta Hendu, or as a married man ? There you

will never find a wife. And would your intended go with you ?

And the children f All Englishmen tell me it is just as unbear-

ably hot in Lahore as in Delhi ; in Umritsir there is no fresh air.

No Sins: o;oes to Cashmir because he who reigns there would

soon dispatch him out of the world at the time of the fever.

By the by, what has become of your convert ? Docs he stil)

smoke without any scruple ?

Your gorgeous Rig-veda at Brockhaus' frightens people here

because of its extent (they would have given up the Sanhita,

satisfied with various readings) and the exorbitant pri***'..

Others would willingly have had your own Veda Grammar be-

sides the Indian grammatical treatise, especially on account of

the Vedic forms. In fact you are admired, but criticised. You
must not allow this to annoy you. I find that Haug thinks

about the mythology nearly as I do.

Everything in Germany resolves itself more and more into

pettinesses and cliques, and the pitiful question of subsistence.

" The many princes are om' good fortune, but poverty is our

Crime." Had not Brunn ofiered himself to take Braun's place,

giving up his private tutorship, we must have given up the Ar-

i^haeological Institute at Rome ! With difficulty Gerhard has

found one man in Germany who could undertake the Italian

printing of the " AnnaU " (appearing, as you knpw, in Gotha).
" Resta a vedere se lo puo !

" All who can, leave Prussia—
and only blockheads or hypocrites are let in, with the excep-

tion of physical science ; whoever can do so turns engineer, or

goes into a house of business, or emigrates. My decided ad-

vice on this account therefore is, reserve yom'self for better

times, and stay at present in England, where you have reallT

won a delightful position for yourself.
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Now for various things about myself. Every possible thiug is

done to draw me away from here (my third capitol, the first of

my own). The King quite recently (which I could not in the

least expect) received me here at the railway station, in the

most affectionate way, and demanded a promise from me that I

would pay him a visit within a year and a day. But I have

once for all declared myself as the " hermit of Charlottenberg,"

and hermits and prophets should stay at home. I do not even

go to Carlsruhe and Coblentz. Cui bono ? What avails good

words, without good deeds ? But the nation is not dead.

Don't imagine that. Before this month is out you will see

what I have said on this subject in the Preface to the " God in

History." Within six to ten years the nation will again be fit

to act. Palmerston will cut his throat if nothing comes of the

Neapolitan business, and just the same if he cannot make '' a

good case ;
'* the principle of intervention even against Bomba

is self-destruction for England, and disgraceful in the highest

degree. The fox cannot begin war in Italy at the present mo-

ment from want of money, and his accomplices are afraid of los-

ing their stolen booty. So he tries to gain time. He will still

live a few years.

I have seen : he knows a o;reat deal more than he al-

lows to appear, but is the driest, and most despairing English-

man I have ever seen. He has suffered shipwreck of everything

on the Tubingen sand bank. The poor wretches ! Religion

and theology without philosophy is bad
;

philosophy without

philosophy is a monster ! So Comte is a trump-card with many
in Oxford I He is so in London. What a fall of intellect 1

what a decay of life I what an abyss of ignoance ! Jowett is a

living shoot, and will continue so ; but John Bull is my chief

comfort, even for my " God in History." America is my great-

est misery after my misery for Germany ; but the North mil

prove itself in the right.

With hearty greetings of truest attachment and love to your

mother, truly yours.

We expect George on the 18th. Ernst is here.

[76.] Chari^ottenberg Janiuxry 29, 1867.

You have really inflicted it on me 1 For though I have but

one leg to stand upon (I cannot sit at all), as the other has been

suffering for four days from sciatica (let Dr. Acland explain
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that to you, whilst you at the same time thank hini heartily

for his excellent book on the cholera), still I am obliged to

place myself at the desk, to answer my dear friend's letter, re-

ceived yesterday evening in bed. The last fortnight I have

daily thought of you incessantly, and wished to write you a

dunning letter, at the same time thanking you for the third vol-

ume of the Veda, which already contains some hymns of the

seventh book, as the admirino- Hauo; read it out to me. Out of

this especially he promises me a great treasure for my Vedic

God-Consciousness, without prejudice to what the muse may
perhaps prompt you to send me in your beautiful poetical trans-

lation ; for my young assistant will have nothing to do with

that. You will certainly agree with him, after you have read

my first volume, that much is to be found in that Veda for the

centre of my inquu'ies ; the consciousness in the Indian Irani-

ans of the reality of the divine in human life. I find in all that

has yet come before me, almost the same that echoes through

the Edda, and that appears in Homer as popular belief; the

godhead interferes in human affairs, when crime becomes too

wanton, and thus evil is overcome and the good gains more and

more the upper hand. Of course that is kept in the back-

ground, when despair in realities becomes the keynote of the

God-Consciousness, as with the Brahmans, and then with the

much-praised apostles of annihilation, the Buddhists. You are

quite right ; it is a pity that I could not let the work appear all

at once, for even you misunderstand me. When I say " we can-

not pray with the Vedas and Homer and their heroes, not even

with Pindar," I mean, we as worshippers, as a community ; and

that you will surely allow. Of course the thoughtful philoso-

pher can well say with Goethe, " worship and liturgy in the

name of St. Homer, not to forget ^schylus and Shakespeare."

But that matter is nevertheless true in history without any Umit-

ation. I have only tried it with Confucius, but it is more diffi-

cult ; it is as if an antediluvian armadillo tried to dance.

But what will my Old Testament readers say when I lead

them into the glory of the Hellenic God-Consciousness ? Cross-

ing and blessing themselves won't help ! My expressions there-

fore in the second volume are carefully considered and cau-

tiously used. But the tragedy of my life will be the fourth

book. Yet I write it, I have written it 1

You are quite right about the English translation ; all tht

three volumes at once, and the address at the beginning. But
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jrou must read the second book for me. It is no good saying

you don't understand anything about it. I have made it easy

enough for you. I have asserted nothing simply, without mak-

ing it easy for every educated person to form his own opinion,

if he will only reflect seriously about the Bible. The presuppo-

sitions are either as good as granted, or where anything peculiar

to me comes in, I have in the notes justified everything thor-

oughly, although apparently very simply. Take the Lent Sun-

days for tliis, and you will keep Easter with me, and also your

amiable mother (from whom you never send me even a word of

greeting).

But now, how does it fare with " Egypt ? " The closing vol-

ume, which, as you know, I wrote partly out of despair, because

you would not help me, and in which I most especially thought of

you, and reckoned on your guiding friendship, must surely now
be in your hands (the two preceding volumes, of course, some

time ago). Why don't you read them ?

I am not at all easy at what you tell me about yourself and

your feelings ; even though I feel deeply that you do not quite

withdraw your inmost thoughts from me. But why are you un-

happy ? You have gained for yourself a delightful position in

life. You are getting on with your gigantic work. You (like

me) have won a fatherland in England, without losing your

German home, the ever excellent. You have a beautiful future

before you. You can at any moment give yourself a comfort-

able and soul-satisfying family circle. If many around you are

Philisters, you knew that already ; still they are worth some-

thing in their own line. Only step boldly forward into life.

Then Heidelberg would come again into your itinerary.

One thing more this time. I have not received Wilson's

vvanslation. I possess both the first and second volumes. Has
he not continued his useful work ? What can I do to remind

him of the missing part ? The third volume, too, must contain

much that is interesting for me.

I cannot forget Aufrecht. Is he free from care and con-

tented ? The family greet you and your dear mother. We ex-

pect Charles and his young wife next week- Ernst is, as you
will know, back at Abbey Lodge. With unaltered affection.
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[77.] Charlottenberg, April 27, 1857.

The month is nearly over, my dear friend, before the close of

which I must, according to agreement, deliver up my revised

copy of the amendments and additions to the English edition of

my " Egypt." (They are already there.) I hoped that in this

interval you would have found a little leisure (as Lepsius and
Bernays have done, who sent me the fruits of their reading al-

ready at the beginning of the month, in the most friendly way)
to comuumicate to me your criticisms or doubts or thoughts or

corrections on that which I have touched on in your own espe-

cial territory, as I had expressly and earnestly begged you to

do. I have improved the arrangement very much. As you
have not done this, I can only entertain one of two disagreeable

suppositions, namely, that you are either ill or out of spirits, or

that you have only what is disagreeable to say of my book, and
would rather spare yourself and me from this. But as from

what I know of you, and you know of me, I do not find in either

the one or the other supposition a sufficient explanation of your

obstinate silence, I should have forced myself to wait patiently,

had I not to beg from you alone a small but indispensable gift

for my " God in History."

I have again in this interregnum taken up the interrupted

studies of last year on the Aryan God-Consciousness in the Asi-

atic world, and thanks to Burnouf 's, yours, Wilson's, Roth's and

Fausboll's books, and Hang's assistance and translations, I

have made the way easy to myself for understanding the two

great Aryan prophets Zaraduschtra and Sakya, and (so far as

that is possible to one of us now) the Veda ; and this not with-

out success and with inexpressible delight. My expectations

are far exceeded. The Vedic songs are by far the most glori-

ous, which in first going through that fearful translation of Wil-

son's, seemed to wish to hide themselves entirely from me. The
difficulties of making them intellio-ible, even of a bare transla-

tion, are immense ; the utter ])erverseness of Saya/<a is only ex-

ceeded by that of Wilson, to whom however one can never be

grateful enough for his communications. I now first perceiA^e

what a difficult but also noble work you have undertaken, and

how much still remains doubtful ; even after one has got beyond

the collectors and near to the original poets. It is as if of thf

Hebrew traditions we only had the Psalms, and that without an

individual personality like David, without, in fact, any one ; on

the contrary, allusions to A )raham's possible poems and the cos-
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Kiical dreams of the Aramaeans. But yet how strong is the feeling

of immediate relation to God and nature, how truly human, and

how closely related to our own ! What a curious similarity to the

Edda, Homer, and Pindar, Hesiod, and the Hellenic primitive

times 1 Nothing however gave me greater delight than the dig-

nity and solemnity of the funeral ceremonies, which you have

made so really clear and easy to be understood. This is as yet

the only piece of real life of our blood relations in the land of

the five rivers. 1 have naturally taken possession of this treas-

ure with the greatest delight, and perfected the description for

my problem by the explanation of Yama (following on the whole

Roth, who however overlooks the demiurgic character), of the

Ribhus (departing entirely, not only from Neve's mistaken

views, but also from what I have read elsewhere, representing

them as the three powers which divide and form matter,

namely. Air, Water, and Earth, to whom the fourth, Agni, was

joined under the guidance of Tvash/ar), and of the funeral cer-

emonies as the condition of the laws of inheritance ; where I re-

turn to my own beginning. And here it strikes me at once that

in the Vedas, so tar as they are accessible to me, there is not a

trace to be found of the j(dniny together of the three genera'ions

(the departed and his father and grandfather), and making theii

the unity of the race through the sacrificial oblations. And yet

the idea must be older than the Vedas, as this precise, though

certainly not accidental limitation is found with Solon and the

Twelve Tables, just as clearly as with Manu and all the books

of laws, and the commentaries collected by Colebrooke. You
would of course have mentioned tliis in your account if anything

of the sort had existed in the tenth book. But even the Pitris,

the fathers, are not mentioned, but it passes on straight to Yama
the first ancestor. Haug, too, has discovered nothing ; if you

know anything about it, communicate it to me in the course of

May, for my second volume goes to press on the 1st June. I

shall read it aloud to George and Miss Wynn here, between the

25th and 31st.

But my real desire is that you should send me one of your

melod"ous and graceful metrical translations of your hymn,
" Nor aught nor nought existed." I must of course give it (it

belongs with me to the period of transition, therefore, compar-

atively speaking, late) ; and how can I venture to translate it '?

I have, to be sure, done so with about five poems, which Haug
chose for me out of the first nine books, and translated literally
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and then explained them to me ; as well as with those which I

worked out of Wilson's two first volumes by the help of Roth

and Hau^. But that is your hymn, and I have already Avritten

my thanks for your communication in my MS. and then left a

space. That good Rowland Williams thinks it theistic, or at

all events lets one of the speakers say so. /

Rowland Williams* " Christ and Hinduism " has been a real

refreshment to me, in this investigation of the Indian conscious-

ness of God in the world. The mastery of the Socratic-Platonic

dialogue, the dehcacy and freedom of the investigation, and the

deep Christian and human spirit of this man, have attracted me
more than all other new English books, and even filled me with

astonishment. Muir, that good man, sent it me through Wil-

liams and Norgate, and I have not only thanked him, but Wil-

liams himself, in a full letter, and have pressingly invited him

for his holidays to our little philosophers' room. It is an espe-

cial pleasure to me that Mary and John, whose neighbor he is

in summer, have appreciated him, and loved and prized him,

and Henry also.

Henry will bring me " Rational Godliness." This book,

English as it is, should be introduced into India, in order to

convert the followers of Brahma and the English Christians !

One sees what hidden energy lies in the English mind, as soon

as it is turned to a worthy object, but for this of course the

fructifying influences of the German spirit are required. I

have, on the contrary, been much disappointed by G 's com-

munication contained in Burnouf's classical works, on that most

difficult but yet perfectly soluble point of the teaching of Bud-

dha, the twelve points " beginning with ignorance and ending

with death." G leaves the rational way even at the first

step, and perceives his error himself at the ninth, but so far he

finds Buddha's (that is his own) proofs unanswerable. How
totally different is Burnouf He is fresh, self-possessed, and

clear. I can better explain why William von Humboldt went

astray on this subject. But I have already gossiped too much
of my own thoughts to you. Therefore to Anglicis.

What are you about in Oxford ? According to Haug's ac-

count you have abused me well, or allowed me to be well abused

in your " Saturday Review," which passes as yours and Kings-

ley's mouthpiece. If it were criticism, however mistaken, but

why personal aspersions ? Pattison's article on the " Theo-

.ogia Gerinanica " in the April number of the " Westminster
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Review " is very brave, and deserves all thanks. He has learnl

to prize Bleek : in all respects he has opened himselt' more to

me in the last few weeks, and I like him. But the man who
now writes the survey of foreign literatui-e in the " Westminster

Review" might have just reail. my book : this he cannot have
done, or else he is a thorough bungler; for he (l) understands

me only as representing the personal God (ap{)arently the one

in the clouds, as you once expressed it, a-sinuhUe, riding) and
leaving out everything besides

; (2) that the last twenty-seven

chapters of the book of Isaiah are not, as one has hitherto con-

ceived, written by one man, but by Jeremiah, although he is al-

ready the glorified saint of the 53d chapter, diid by Baruch.

Now thank God that the sheet is finished, and think occasion-

ally in a friendly way of your true friend.

1 shall to-day finish the ante-Solonic God-Consciousness of the

Hellenes. That does one good.

[78] Charlottenberg, Friday, May 8, 1857.

I must at least begin a letter to you to-day, because I feel I

must thank you, and express my delight at the letter and arti-

cle. The letter confirms my fears in the highest degree, namely,

that you are not well, not to say that you begin to be a hypo-

chondriacal old bachelor. But that is such a natural conse-

quence of your retired sulky Don's lile, and of your spleen, that

1 can only wonder how you can fight so bravely against it. But
both letter and article show me how vigorous are both your
mind and heart. It is quite right in you to defend Froude,

though no one better knows that the general opinion is (as is

even acknowledged by members of the German romantic school)

that Shakespeare intentionally counteracted the corrupt instinct

and depraved taste of his nation in the matter of Oldcastle.

Whatever strange saints there have been in all countries, yet

the Wycliffites, true to their great and noble master, were mar-
yrs, and Milman has insisted on this most nobly. To misap-

prehend Wycliffe himself, that is, not to recognize him as the

first and purest I'eformer, the man between the Waldenses,

Tauler, and Luther, is, however, a heresy more worthy of con-

demnation than the ignoring of Germany in the Reibrmation,

and doubly deplorable when one sees such blind faith in the

bloody sentences of that most miserable court of judgment of

Henry VHI. I nmst therefore invert your formula thus,

VOL. III. 31
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" L'histoire romanique (romantique) ne vaut pas le Roman hi*

torique."' (I am not speaking of " Two Years Aoo," for I only

began to read the book yesterday.) But I am very glad that

you think so highly of Froude personally, and therefore this

matter does not disturb me. On the other hand, I rejoice with-

out any hul, that you have taken up Buddha so lovingly and
courageously. (Do you know that extracts from the article

have found their way into the papers, through " Galignani " as
" Signs of the Times." You will soon see how nearly we agree

together, although I cannot say so much of the humanizing in-

fluence of Buddhism : it makes of the Turanians what the

Jesuits make of the people of Paraguay, " praying machines."

In China the Buddhists are not generally respected ; in India

they could not maintain their position, and would with difficulty

convert the people, if they tried to regain their lost ground.

But Buddha, personally, was a saint, a man who felt for man-
kind, a profound man. I have said in my section, " Buddha has

not only found more milhons of followers than Jesus, but is also

even more misunderstood than the Son of Mar}\" Have you
read Dhammapadam f What is the authority for Buddha's
" Ten Commandments ? " I have always considered this as an

invention of Klaproth's, confirmed by Prinsep. I do not find

them on Asoka's pillars, nor in that didactic poem ; on the con-

trary, four or five ad libitum. I shall, however, now read the

sermons of the (really worthless) convert Asoka at the fountain

head, from Sprenger's library.

You have represented the whole as with a magic wand. We
really edified ourselves yesterday evening with it. Frances

read aloud, and we Ustened ; and this morning early my wife

has made it into a beautiful little book in quarto, with which I

this afternoon made Triibner very happy for some hours. He
is a remarkable man, and is much devoted to you, and I have

entered into business relations with him about my " Biblework,"

the first volume of which goes to press on the 1st of January;
the other six stand before me as far finished as they can be,

till I have the printed text of " The People's Bible " in three

volumes before me, on which the " Biblical Documents," thi'ee

volumes, and the " Life of Jesus and the Eternal Kingdom of

God," one volume, are founded. He appears to me to be the

right negotiator between America, England, and Germany. He
will before long call on you some Saturday. (Write me word
bow you think of him as a bookseller.) The duty you pay foi
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your place, by putting together a Chresthomathy, is very fair

;

whether you are obliged to print your Lectures I cannot decide.

I shall curse them both if they prevent you from tearing your-

self away from the Donnish atmosphere and bachelor life of Ox-
ford, and from throwing yourself into the fresh mental atmos-

phere of Germany and of German mind and life. You must

take other journeys besides lake excursions and Highland

courses. Why don't you go to Switzerland, with an excursion

(by Berlin) to Breslau, to the German Oriental Congress V

There is nothing like the German spirit, in spite of all its one-

sidedness. \\Tiat a lotta pauj)ertas f What a recognition of tlie

eacerdocy of science ! And then the strengthening air, free from

fo2;, of our mountains and vallevs ! You bad fellow, to tell me
nothing of your mother's leaving you, for you ought to know
that I am tenderly devoted to her ; and it vexes me all the more,

as I should long ago have sent her my " God in History," had I

known that she was in Germany. (Query where ? Address ?)

Therefore fetch her, instead of lurino; her awav to the Avalks

under the lime-trees. George is going too at the end of June

from here to the Alps ; we expect him in a fortnight. He is a

threat deligfht to me.

Now something more about Yama. I think you are perfectly

ri^ht with resrard to the oriorin. It is exactlv the same with

Osiris, the husband of Isis, the earth, and then the judge of the

dead and first man. Only we do not on this account explain

Anuhis as a symbol of the sun, but as the watchful Dog of

Justice, the accuser. So there are features in Yama (and Yima)
which are not to be easily explained from the cosmogonic con-

ception, although they can be from the idea of the di\'ine, the

first natural representation of which is the astral one. I think,

however, that Yama is Geminus, that is " the upper and lower

Bun," to speak as an Egyptian. The two dogs must originally have

been what their mother the old bitch Sarama is ; but with the

God of Death they are something different, and the lord of the

dead is to be as little explained by the so-called nature-religion

without returning to the eternal factor, as this first phase itself

30uld have arisen without it as cosmical

—

therefore, as first

symbol. How I long for your two translations ! The hymn
which you give in the article is sublime: the search after the

God of the human heart is expressed with indescribable pathos
;

and how much more will this be the case in your hands in a new
Indian translation ! For we are most surely now the Indians of
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wlie West. I am delighted that you so value Rowland Williamsk

We must never forget that he has undertaken (as he himself

most pointedly wrote to me) the difficult task " to teach Angli-

can theology (and that to Anglican Cymri)." He has not yet

quite promised to pay me a visit,— he is evidently afraid of me
as a German and freethinker, and is afraid " to be catechised."

He, like all Englishmen, is wanting in faith. He seems to oc-

cupy himself profoundly with the criticism of the Old Testament.

Poor fellow 1 But he will take to Daniel.

The Harfords are determined to keep him there, in which

Henry has already encouraged them. I, however, think he

ought to go to Cambridge if they offer him a professorship.

Muir has written to me again, — an honest man ; but he has

again taken a useless step, a prize, for which Hoflfinann (superin-

tendent-in-general) is to be the arbiter; and the three judges

will be named by him, Lehnert as theologian (Neander's un-

known successor), H. Ritter as the historian of philosophy (very

good), — and who 2i^ Orientalist ! No magister will touch his

pen, his ducibus and tali auspicio. You should perform the

Benares vow by a catechism drawn up for the poor young Brah-

mans in the style of Rowland AVilliams, and yet quite different,

that is, in your own manner, telling and short. At all events,

no one in Germany will write half as good a book for the Brah-

mans as Williams has done. The Platonic dialogue requires a

certain breadth, unless one is able and Avillingi: to imitate the

Parmenides. At the same time the ordinary missionaries may
convert the lower classes through the Gospel and through Chris-

tian-English-German life, in which alone they prove their faith.

By the by, it seems that Williams hopes for an article from you

in the " North British Review." That you intend to read ray

" Egypt " is delightful ; only not in the Long Vacation, when you

ought to travel about. Have you read the friendly article on
" God in History " in the " National Review " (April), which

however certainly shows an ignorance bordering on impudence.

Even the man in the " Westminster Review " pleases me better,

\lthough he looked through my book fast asleep, and puts into

my mouth the most unbelievable discoveries of his own ignorance,

— Isaiah chapters xlix.-lxvi. are written by Jeremiah and

Baruch, and similar horrors I ^Vhen will people learn some-

hing ? But in four years 1 hope, with God's help, to state this,

n spite of them, and force them at last to learn something

through " the help of their masters and mine." With true love,

yours.
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[79.

j

Charlottenbekg, Friday Mofning.

Aufjust 28, 1857.

See there he remains iu the centre of Germany for a month,

and lets one hear and see nothing of him ! Had I not soon after

the receipt of your dear and instructive letter gone to Wild-

bad, and there fallen into indescribable idleness, I should long

ago have written to Oxford ; for the letter was a great delight

to me. The snail had there crept out of his shell and spoke to

me as the friend, but now " Your Excellency " appears again

;

so the snail has draAvn his head in agrain.

Now, my dear Mend, you ought to be thanked for the friendly

thought of paying me a visit, and writing to me. Therefore

you must know that I returned here on the 19th, in order to

greet, in his father's native country, Astor, my now sixty-three

years old pupil, who proposed himself for the 20th to the 25th,

and who for my sake has left his money-bags in order to see me
once again. And now Astor is really in Europe, and has called

at Abbey Lodge ; but his wife and granddaughter have stayed

on in Paris or Brussels, and Astor is not yet here. This, how-

ever, has no effect on my movements, for I do not accompany

him to Switzerland, where, I know, Brockhaus would send a

hue and cr}' after me.

That the Oxford Don should ask him if I would afford him a

"few hours," shows again the English leaven. For you well

know that my hermit's life is dear to me for this reason, — that

it leaves me at liberty to receive here the Muses and my friends.

And what have we not to talk over ? The " hours " belong to

the Don's gown ; for you know very well that we could in a

" few hours " only figure to ourselves what we have to discuss by

turns. So come as soon as you can, and stay at least a week

here. You will find my house to be sure rather lonely, as

Henry has robbed me of the womankind, and Sternberg of

Theodora ; and that excellent princess keeps Emilia from me,

who is faithfuRy nursing her benefactress in an illness that I

hope is passing away. We two old people are, however, here

and full of old life. Perhaps you will also still find Theodore,

who, however, soon after Astor's departure will be hurrying off

to Falmouth for sea-bathing, in acceptance of his brother Ernst'i

invitation. Laboulave has announced himself for the 8th; Ger-

iaard and his wife for the first or second week in September

;

herefore, if you do find any one, they will be fi'iends. Besidej
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Meyer, there is Dr. Sprenger, the Arabic scholar, as hous«

fi'iend, whose library I have at last secured for us,— a delightful

man, who is my guide in the Arabian desert, so that I may be

certain of bringing the children of Israel in thirty months

to the Jabbok, namely, in the fifth of the eight volumes.

T can give you no better proof of my longing to see you than

by saying that you shall even be welcome without your mother,

who is so dear and unforgotten to us all, although we by no

means give up the hope that you Avill bring her with you here.

For I must see her ag-ain in this life. I ought to have thanked

her before this for a charmino; letter, but I did not know where

she had orone from Carlsbad ; her son never sent me the ad-

dress. Should she not come with you, you must pay toll for

the delay, which, however, must not be longer than one year,

with a photograph, for I must soon see her.

So you have looked at my Genesis I I am pleased at this.

But I hope you will look at the chapters once again, when they

are set in pages, after my last amendments ; also at my discus-

sions on Genesis i. 1-4, ii. 4-7, as i. and ii. of the thirty thorns

(in the Appendix, p. cxxxv.) which I have run into the weak
side of the Bible di'ao;on, though less than one thirtieth of its

heaviest sins. I feel as if I had got over three quarters of the

work since I sent the eleven chapters and the thirty thorns into

the world. My holidays last till the 21st of October. Haug is

in the India House, over Minokhired and Parsi Bundehesh. If

you have a moment's time, look at my quiet polemic against you

and Burnouf in favor of Buddha, in reference to the Nirvana.

Koeppen has given me much new material, although he is of

your opiirion. I am quite convinced that Buddha thought on

this point like Tauler and the author of the " German Theol-

ogy ; " but he was an Indian and lived in desperate times. A
thousand thanks for the dove which you sent me out of the ark of

.he Rig-Veda. I had sinned against the same hymn by translating

it according to Haug, as I had not courage enough to ask you

for more. And that leads me to tell you Avith what deep sym-

pathy and melancholy pleasure your touching idyl has filled me
You will easily believe me that after the first five minutes I saw

you vividly behind the mask. I thank you vert/ much for hav

ing ordered it to be sent to me. I am very glad that you hav

written it, for I would far rather see you mixing in the life of

the present and future, with your innate freshness and energy
' must end. All love from me and Fanny to your incomparable

mother. So to our speedy meeting. Truly yours.
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George will have arrived in London yesterday with wife and
child ; his darling Ella has a serious nervous aflfection, and they

iu:e to try sea air. He is much depressed.

[80.] Charlottenberg, February 17, 1868.

Your affectionate letter, my dear fi'iend, has touched me
deeply. First your unaltered love and attachment, and that you
have perfectly understood me and my conduct in this affair.

Naturally my fate will be very much influenced by it. I must
be every year in Berlin : this year I shall satisfy myself with the

last three weeks after Easter. In 1859 (as I shall spend the win-

ter in Nice) I shall take my seat, when I return in April across

the Alps. But later (and perhaps from 1859) I must not only

live in Prussia, which is prescribed by good feeling and by the

constitution, but I must stay for some time in BerUn. They all

wish to have me there. God knows how little effort it costs me
not to seek the place of Minister of Instruction, to say nothing of

dechning it, for everything is daily going more to ruin. But it

could only be for a short time, and Bethmann-Hollweg, Usedom,
and others can do the right thing just as well, and have time

and youth to drag away the heavy cart of a Chinese order of

business, wliich now consumes nine tenths of the time of a

Prussian minister (who works twelve hours a day).

What I wish and am doing with my " Biblework," you will

see between the lines of my first volume ; other people, twelve

months later, when my first volume of the Bible documents
" comes out :

" and even then they will not see where the con-

cluding volume tends, — the world's history in the Bible, and
the Bible in the world's history. Already in the end of 1857 I

finished all of the first volume : the stereotyping goes on fear-

fully slow. You will receive one of the first copies which goes

across the Channel ; and you will read it at once, will you not ?

I am delighted that you are absorbed in Eckart : he is the key

to Tauler, and there is nothing better, except the Gospel of St.

Johr). For there stands still more clearly than in the other

gospel writings, that the object of life in this world is to found
the Kingdom of God on earth (as my fi-iends the Taipings under-

Itand it also). Of this, Eckart and his scholars had despaired,

,ust as much as Dante and his parody, Reineke Fuchs. You
will find aheady many pious ejaculations of this kind in my two

rolumes of " Grod in History ;

" but I have deferred the closing
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word till the sixth book, where our tragedy will be revealed, in

order to begin boldly with a new epos. I send you to-day foui

sheets by book-post, " The Aryans in Asia ;
" for I cannot finish

it without your personal help. You will find that you have

already furnished a great portion of the matter. The same hymn
which I translated with difficulty and trouble from Hang's lit-

eral translation (in strophes which you however do not recog-

nize ?) (Ps. li.), you have translated for me, in your own
graceful manner, on a fly-sheet, and sent to me from Leipzig.

Of course I shall use this translation in place of my own. I

therefore venture to request that you will do the same with re-

gard to the other examples which I have given. If you wish

to add anything new, it will suit perfectly, for everything fits in

at the end of the chapter : the number of the pages does not

come into consideration in the present stage. You will receive

the leaves on Saturday ; it would be delightful if you could

finish them in the course of the following week, and send them
back to me. (We have a contract here with France, which

gives us a sort of book-post.) I expect next week the continu-

ation of the Brahmanism and Buddha. I should like to send

both to you. The notes and excursus will only be printed at the

close of the volume, therefore not before May. The rest (Books

v., VI.) will be printed during the summer, to appear before

I cross the Alps. In this I develop the tragedy of the Romano-
Germanic world, and shall both gain many and lose many
fi-iends by it. I have read your brilliant article on Welcker

with great delight. I possess it. Have you sent it (if

only anonymously) to the noble old man ? He has deserved it.

The article makes a great noise, and will please him very much.

In fact, everything would give me undisturbed pleasure, did I

not see (even Avithout your telling me, which, however, you have

done, as is the sacred duty between friends) that you are not

happy in yourself Of OJie thing I am convinced, — you would

be just as little so, even less, in Germany, and least of aU

among the sons of the Brahmans. If you continue to live as

you do now, you would everywhere miss England, — perhaps

also Oxford, if you went to London. Of this I am not clear :

in general a German lives far more freely in the World-city than

in the Don-city, where every English idiosyncrasy strengthens

itself, and buries itself in coteries. Unfortunately I have neither

read " Indophilus " nor " Philindus :
" please tell me the numbers

of the " Times." I can get a copy of the " Times " here frorc
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the library from month to month. Trevelyan is an excellent

man, occasionally unpractical and mistaken, always meaning

well and accessible to reason. Bat does any one study in Lon-

don ? Dubito ! But I don't understand the plan of an Orien-

tal College. Perhaps it is possible to undertake London with-

out giving up Oxford entirely. The power of influencing the

young men, who after ten or twenty years will govern the

land, is far greater in Oxford or Cambrid^xe than in London. I

am curious about your " German Reading Book."

I maintain one thing,— you are not happy ; and that comes

from your bachelor lite. The progress of your Vedic work de-

Ughts me : but how much in it is still a riddle 1 Thus, for in-

stance, the long hymn (2 Ash^aka, third Adhyuya, Sukta viii.

CLXIV.) p. 125. The hymn is first of all, as can be proved,

beyond verse 41 not genuine ; but even this older portion is late,

surely already composed on the Sarasvati. The Veda is already

a finished book (verse 39), Brahma and Vishnu are gods (35, 36).

The whole is really wearisome, because it wishes to be mysteri-

ous without an idea. (See 4 Ash^aka, seventh Adhyaya, vol, iii.

p. 463.) Is not Brahma there a god like Indra ?

I depend on your marking all egregious blunders with a red

pencil. Many such must still have remained, leaving out of

view all difierences of opinion. Tell me as much as you can

on this point in a letter, for on the Continent only notes for

press are allowed to go as a packet. (But of these" you can

bring in as much as you wish : the copy is a duplicate.) • At the

end I should much like to write something about the present

impossibility of enjoying the B,ig-Veda, and of the necessity of a

spiritual key. But I do not quite know, first of all, whether one

can really enter upon the whole : there is much that is conven-

tional and mortal by the side of what is imperishable. An
anthology in about two or three volumes would find a rapid

sale, and would only benefit a more learned and perfect edition.

If you have arrived at the same conclusion, / tuill blow the

trumpet.

George greets you heartily, as do his mother and sisters.

Perhaps I shall move in April, 1859, to Bonn; here I shall not

stay. Deua providehit. With truest atfection, yours.

Best remembrance to your mother. Have you read my pref-

i*ce to " Debit and Credit ? " I have poured out my heart

abcut Kingsley in the Introduction to the German " Hypatia,"

ind told him that everybody must say to himself, sooner oi

^ late, •' Let the dead bm*y the dead."
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[81.] Charlottenberg, Jvly 31, 1858.

With threefold joy, my loved friend, have I h€»ard the new«
through your great admirer Mme. Schwabe, of your charming

intention of delighting us in August with a visit. First, on ac-

count of the plan itself: then because I can now compress into

a few lines the endless letter I have so long had in my thoughts,

to develop it in conversation according to my heart's desire

;

thirdly, because really since yesterday the day has come when
the one half of the concluding volume (iii.) of " God in His-

tory " has gone to press, so that its appearing is secured. A
letter to you, and a like debt to Lepsius, therefore open the

hst. And now before anything else receive my hearty thanks

for your friendly and instructive letter, and what accompanied
it in Vedicis. It came just at the right time, and you will see

what use I made of it in the work.

And now here first come my congratulations. Nothing could

be more agreeable and suitable ; it is personally and nationally

an honor, and an unique acknowledgment. I can only add the

wish that you may enjoy the dignity itself as short a time as

possible, and take leave as soon as possible of the Fellow-celi-

bates of All Souls'. Your career in Eno-land wants nothing; but

this crowning-point. How prosperous and full of results has it

been 1 Without ceasing to be a German, you have appropriated

all that is excellent and superior in English life, and of that

there is much, and it will last for life. I imagine you will bring

your historical Chrestomathy with you, and propose to you, as

you most probably give something out of the Heliand and Ul-

philas, to reserve my Woluspa for the next edition, as I have

just established the first tenable text of this divine poem, on

which the brothers Grimm would never venture. I have had
his advantage, of working on the good foundation of my studies

^with a Danish translation) of 1815 fi-om Copenhagen. Neither

Magnusson, nor Munch, nor Bergmann has given the text of the

only MS. (Cod. Regius) ; one has disfigured it with the latest

interpolations, another with unauthorized transpositions. I

have at last worked out the unity of the Helgi and the Sigurd

songs with each other, and the oldest purely mythological

stratum (the solar tragedy) of both, as an important link in the

thain of evidence, for the reality of the God-Consciousness of

mankind and its organic laws. What people will say to the

"results" (Book VI.) which fall into one's hands, I do no(

know.
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I have been obliged to postpone the journey t*> Italy from

September to November. October (the 23(1) is the great crisis

for Prussia, and I ousrht not to forsake the Fatherland then, and

have willingly agreed not to do so. A brighter, better day is

approaching. May God give his blessing. Every one must

help; it is the highest time.

But nothing dis'tiirbs me from the work of my life. The
fourth volume of the " Biblework " goes to press the day after

to-morrow ; on the 1st of September, the fifth (Documents I. a).

I have now finished my preliminary work for the old Testament

in tlie main points, and only reserved the last word before the

stereotyping ; so I begin at once on the New Testament and

Life of Jesus. The friendly and clever notice of the first volume

of the* " Biblework " in the " Continental Review " gave me and

my whole family great pleasure: and Bernays is here since yes-

terday (for August and September), which helps the printing

of the Pentateuch very much, as I always sent liim a last revise,

and now all can be worked oflT here. I finish with Haug in the

beginning of September ; he will go probably to Poonah with

his very sensible bride. Charles and Theodore are well. I ex-

pect George this week with Emilia for a visit. Ish family greet

you. Bernays sighs. He has again made some heauliful discov-

eries ; that of Aristotle (about the tragedies) I have carried

further ])hilosophically. Suggest to that good Arthur Stanley

(to whom I have sent my " Biblework ") to send me his " Pal-

estine." I cannot get it here, and should like to say something

about it.

With most true love, yours.

[82.] Charlottenbero, July 23. 1869.

My sons knew too well what delight they would give me
through their confidential communication, which has already

given us all a foretaste of the delight of your visit with your

bride, and meanwhile has brought me your expected and affec-

tionate letter.

I have felt all these years what was the matter with you, and

I sympathize with your happiness as if it concerned one of my
own children. I therefore now, my loved friend, wish you all

the more happiness and blessing in the acquisition of the high-

est of Ufe's prizes, because your love has already shown the

right effect and strength, in that you have acquired courage for
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finishing at tJiis present time your difficult and great work on the

Vedas. The work will also give you further refreshment for the

future, whilst the editing of the Yeda still hangs on your

hands.

Therefore let us all wish you joy most heartily (my wife has

received the joyful news in Wildbad), and accept our united

thanks beforehand for your kind intention of visiting us shortly

with your young wife. By that time we shall all be again

united here. Your remarkable mother will alone be wanting.

Beg your bride beforehand to feel friendly towards me and to-

wards us all. You know how highly I esteem her two aunts,

though without personal acquaintance with them, and how dear

to me is the cultivated, noble, Christian circle in which the

whole family moves. I have as yet carried out my favorite

plan with a good hope of success ; six months in Charlotten-

berg on the true spiritually historical interpretation of the Old

Testament, in the first volumes of the second division of the

work (the so-called documents) ; six months of the winter on the

" Life of Jesus," and what in my view immediately joins on to

that. The first volume of the Bible documents is printed, the

Pentateuch. You will see that I have handled Abraham and

Moses as fi'eely here as I did Zoroaster and Buddha in my last

work ; the explanation of the books and the history from Joram

to Zedekiah is as good as finished.

We shall keep peace ; Napoleon and Palmerston understand

each other, and Palmerston is the only statesman in England

and Europe who conceives rightly the Italian question. Russia

follows him. I still hope by the autumn to be able to bless the

God of free Italy beside Dante's and Machiavelli's graves. With

us (Prussia) matters move fairly forwards ; here they have been

fools, and begin to feel ashamed of themselves. So a speedy

and happy meeting.

Your heartily affectionate friend,

BUNSEH.
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AN OUTLINE STUDY OF MAN; of, the Body and Mind in One
System. With illustrative diagrams. Revised edition. By
MARK HOPKINS, D.D., LL.D., late President of Williams
College. 12mo, $1.75.

This is a model of the developing method as applied to intellectual
science. The work is on an entirely new plan. It presents man in
his unity, and his several faculties and their relations are so presented
to the eye in illustrative diagrams as to be readily apprehended.
The work has come into very general use in this country as a man-
ual for instruction, and the demand for it is increasing every year.

GENERAL S. C. ARMSTRONG, Principal of Hampton Institute.—"Islvo.

glad of the opportunity to express my high appreciation of Dr. Hopkins' Outline

Study of Man. It has done more for me personally than any book besides the

Bible. More than any other it teaches the greatest of lessons, Tcnoio thyself. For
over ten years, I have made it a test book in the Senior Class of this school. It

is, I think, the greatest and most useful of the books of the greatest of our Am-
erican educators. Rev. Dr. Hopkins, and is destined to do a great work in forming
not only the ideas but the character of youth in America and in other parts of the

world."
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Dr. Hopkins' Outline Study of Man, in connection with his Law of Love, as a text

book for our Senior Classes. I have done this with unfaUing success and with.

increasing satisfaction. It is of incalculable advantage to the student to come
under the influence, through his books, of this great master of thought and of style.

I cannot speak of Outline Study in terms of too hearty commendation."

THE LAW OF LOVE, AND LOVE AS A LAW; 't. Christian

Ethics. By MARK HOPKINS, D.D., LL.D., late President

of Williams College. 12mo, SI.75.

This Vv'ork is designed to follow the author's Outline Study of Man,
As its title indicates it is entirely an exposition of the crrdinal precept
of Christian philosophy in harmony with nature and en the basis of

reason. Like the treatise on mental philosophy it is adapted with
unusual skill to educational uses.

It appears in a new edition, which has been in part re-written in

order to bring it into closer relation to his Outline Study of Man ^ of

which work it is really a continaation. More prominence has been
given to the idea of Rights, but the fundamental doctrines of the

tareatise have not been changed.
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'"INAL CAUSES, By PAUL JANET, Member of the French

Academy. With a Preface by Robert Flint, D.D., LL.D.

From second French edition. 8vo, S2.50.

PROF. FRANCIS L. PATTON, Of Princeton Theological Seminary.—"1 rC'

gard Janet's ' Final Causes ' as incomparably tbe best thing in literature on the

4ubject of which It treats, and that it ought to be in the hands of every man who
aas any interest in the present phases of the theistic problem. I have recom-

noended it to my classes In the seminary, and make constant use of it in my In-

structions."

NOAH PORTER, D.D,, LL.D., late President of Tale CoiZege.—" I am delighted

chat you have published Janet's ' Final Causes ' in an improved form and at a
urice which brings it within the reach of many who desire to possess it. It is. In

my opinion, the most suggestive treatise on this important topic which is access-

-ble in our language."

THE HUMAN INTELLECT. By NOAH PORTER, D.D.. LL.D.,

late President of Yale College. With an Introduction upon
Psychology and the Human Soul. 8vo, $5.00.

The author has not only designed to furnish a text book which shall

be sufficiently comprehensive and scientific to satisfy the vrants of the

many students of psychology and speculative philosophy who are found

in our higher institutions of learning, but also to prepare a volume
which may guide the advanced student to a clear understanding and a

lust estimate of the questions which have perpetually appeared and
reappeared in the history of philosophy.

THE BRITISH QUARTERLY REVIEW.—"President Porter's work, the result

of thirty years' professional labor, is not only the most important philosophical

work that has appeared in our language since Sir William Hamilton's, but its

iorm as a manual makea it invaluable to students."

THE PRINCETON REVIEW.—"After a careful examination of this truly great

work, ve are ready to pronounce it the most complete and exhaustive exhibition

of the cognitive faculties of the human soul to be found in our language, and, so

'.ar as we know, in any language. The work is a monument of the author's in-

;:ight, industry, learning, and judgment ; one of the great productions of our

time ; an honor to our country, and a fresh proof that genuine philosophy has not

iied out among us."

S-LEMENTS OF INTELLECTUAL SCIENCE. A Manual for

Schools and Colleges. By NOAH PORTER, D.D., LL.D.,

late President of Yale College. 8vo, $3.00.

This is an abridgment of the a:.thor's " Human Intellect," contain-

:jig all the matter necessary for use in the class-room, and has been in-

troduced as a text-book in Yale, Dartmouth, Bowdoin, Oberlin, Bates,

Hamilton, Vassar, and Smith Colleges ; Wesleyan, Ohio, Lehigh, and
Wooster Universitiet>, and many other colleges, academies, normal and
high schools.

THE NEW YORK WORLD.—"The abridgment is very well done, the state-

ments being terse and perspicuous."

THE NEW YORK TRIBUNE.—" Presents the leading facts of Intellectual

science, from the author's point of view, with clearness and vigor."
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By NOAH PORTER, D.D., LL.D., late President of Yale

College. 8vo, $3.00.

This treatise is intended primarily for the use of college and uni-

versity students, and is prepared with reference to the class-room. It

is in two parts : the first treats with great fullness " Tfie Theory of
Uuty^^^ and unfolds comprehensively the psychology of the moral
powers and the nature of the moral relations. The second division,
" Tlte Practice of Duty or Ethics,'' takes up the different classes of

duties \vith a view to the practical application of the principles of

moral science to the questions arising in every department of human
activity. In every respect President Porter's work is abreast of the

time, and leaves no controverted point undefended.

GEORGE S. l^ORR\S, Professor of Ethics, University of Michigan.— "Ih&^Q
read the work with great mterest, and parts of it with enthusiasm. It is a vast

improvement on any of the current text books of ethics. It is tolerant and
catholic in tone ; not superficially, but soundly, inductive in method and ten-

dency, and rich In practical suggestion."

E. G. ROBINSON, President Brown University.— " It has all the distinguish-

ing marks of the author's work on ' The Human Intellect,' ia full and comprehen-

sive in its treatment, dealing largely with current discussions, and very naturally

follows it; as a text book for the class-room."

JULIUS H. SEELYE, President Amherst College.—"It is copious and dear,

with ample scholarship and remarkable insight, and I am sure that all teachers

of Moral Science will find it a valuable aid m their instructions."

OUTLINES OF MORAL SCIENCE. By ARCHIBALD ALEX-
ANDER, D.D., LL.D. 12mo, SI. 50.

This book is elementary in its character, and is marked by greafe

clearness and simplicity of style. It is intended to lay the foundations
and elucidate the principles of the Philosophy of Morals. It is widely
used in colleges and other institutions of learning, and is specially

adapted for students whose age, or the time at whose disposal, doea
not permit the use of the more extended and abstruse works on ethics.

THE THEORY OF MORALS. By PAUL JANET, Member of the

French Academy. Translated under the supervision of

President Noah Porter. 8vo, $2.50.

Prof Janet in this book gives us not only a clear and concise exam-
ination of the whole study or moral science, but he has introduced into

the discussion many elements which have hitherto been too mucli
neglected. The first principles of moral science and the fundamental
idea of morals the author describes with much precision, and presents

an interesting and systematic exposition of them.

SCIENCE,—" The book has lucidity and is full of learning. It is hardly extrav-

agant to say that so clear and picturesque a treatise, in the hands of an alert

teacjer, might save the study of ethics from its almost inevitable fate of being

very dull."
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THE FRENCH REVOLUTION AND FIRST EMPIRE. By William O'Connob
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THE HISTORY OF ROME, from the Earliest Time to the Period

of Its Decline. By D.-. THEODOR MOMMSEN. Translated,

with the author's sanction and additions, by W. P. Dickson,

D.D., LL.D. V/ith an Introduction by Dr. Leonbard Schmitz.

Reprinted from the Revised London Editio i. Four volumes
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LONDON TIMES.—"A work of the very highest merit; its learnla;; is exact

and profound ; its narrative full of genius and skill ; its descriptions of men are
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